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“Sosteneva, fra l’altro, che le inopinate catastrofi non sono mai la conseguenza
o l’effetto che dir si voglia d’un unico motivo, d’una causa al singolare: ma
sono come un vortice, un punto di depressione ciclonica nella coscienza del
mondo, verso cui hanno cospirato tutta una molteplicità di causali convergenti.
Diceva anche nodo o groviglio, o garbuglio, o gnommero, che alla romana vuol
dire gomitolo.”

— C. E. Gadda, Quer pasticciaccio brutto de via Merulana
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One of the most challenging questions of modern physics concerns how to recon-
cile macroscopic irreversibility with the microscopic – hence quantum – description
of nature. This requires a deep understanding of the approach to thermal equilibrium,
as much as to unveil the principles that describe its dynamics. This problem, that al-
ready challenged standard classical statistical mechanics, is made even more difficult
in condensed matter due to the presence of complex quantum interactions. In this
realm, nature coexists with fundamentally new concepts, such as the superposition
principle or quantum entanglement. Understanding the role of these quantum cor-
relations in the emergence of our stationary classical world has been under intense
debate since the early days of quantum mechanics. Nevertheless, due to the inade-
quacy of the theoretical equilibrium notions in this domain, the field of quantum
out-of-equilibrium dynamics is still being largely explored and many basic questions
currently remain unanswered. Far from being only academic issues, these intricate
questions have become particularly relevant in the past twenty years, due to the re-
cent exciting experimental and technological progress in the field of quantum simula-
tion and computation. These allow for exploring the unitary quantum dynamics in
isolation from the environment at unprecedented time-scales in many-body physics.
Following these renewed motivations, the contemporary non-equilibrium statistical
mechanics community has started answering these problems, leading to a relatively
well-established paradigm. The present framework is identified, among others, by
three primary pillars: the solvability of integrable systems, the local thermalization
of generic Hamiltonians and the failure of equilibration due to various mechanisms.
The first more refined concept concerns the dynamics of integrable systems, that
can now be exactly described through analytical and algebraic descriptions1. On
the second place, quantum thermalization of generic local non-integrable models is
nowadays understood in terms of local physical observables, via the celebrated eigen-
state thermalization hypothesis2. At the same time, it is now also acknowledged that
the approach to equilibrium can be strongly hindered by different instances of er-
godicity breaking, that can induce localized dynamical phases.

In all these developments, quantum information theoretical tools (one for all the
entanglement entropy) have been essential in providing a deeper understanding of
quantum dynamics, chaos, and its violations. For example, the emergence of classi-
cality from quantum mechanics can be understood in terms of decoherence between

1Sutherland, World scientific (2004).
2D’Alessio, Kafri, Polkovnikov, and Rigol, Advances in Physics 65, 239 (2016)
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the system and the environment3. Moreover, the time-dependent growth of the
entanglement entropy allows one to distinguish between different phases of matter.
Thermalization itself can be identified with the accumulation in time of quantum
entanglement between a subsystem and the rest of the system.
Beyond these notable results, there are many fundamental questions waiting for a
complete answer. For instance, is there a general definition, or possible classification,
of many-body quantum chaos? What is the key mechanism for ergodicity breaking
in the quantum domain? How can these concepts be exploited to encode and trans-
fer information? Correspondingly, the non-equilibrium community is continuously
developing new tools and ideas willing to answer these questions.

The present thesis aims addressing mainly the following problem: How does the
above paradigm changes in the presence of long-range interactions?
Because of screening, condensed matter systems are usually described by short-range
local interactions. For this reason, classical statistical mechanics, as well as the
quantum version above, are formulated for locally interacting systems. However,
long-range interactions are very often present in nature. Fascinating examples in
classical physics include plasmas, galaxies, ionic crystals, etc.. In the quantum do-
main, atomic-molecular-optical systems can be often described in terms of effec-
tive Hamiltonians with long-range interactions. Their study is recently becoming a
more established topic that has already led to a plethora of exceptional experiments,
as well as numerous original theoretical ideas for problems that do not have a short-
range counterpart. Despite the progress, the general principles and theorems of non-
equilibrium dynamics, discussed above, cease to be valid. Hence, it would be highly
desirable to have a deeper general understanding of the effect of long-range interac-
tions (clean or disordered) to many-body physics and the coherent non-equilibrium
dynamics4.

We further consider a different, connected question. After generic unitary quan-
tum dynamics, stationary local observables are described by standard (classical) sta-
tistical mechanics. Hence one cannot prescind from asking: Is there something fully
non-classical of quantum thermalization? And, if so, how to quantify it?

We approach these questions employing the quantum information tools that
have already proved insightful for the study of out-of-equilibrium dynamics of short-
range systems. In particular, we concentrate on the bipartite and multipartite en-
tanglement spreading and information scrambling. As mentioned above, bipartite
entanglement entropy (EE) has rapidly become a fundamental paradigm of our un-
derstanding of in and out-of-equilibrium many-body physics. Another notable con-
cept is multipartite entanglement, as witnessed by the quantum Fisher information
(QFI), that further quantifies the usefulness of a quantum state for metrological

3Zurek, Rev. Mod. Phys. 75, 715 (2003).
4The same question has been addressed also in classical statistical mechanics, whose standard

formulation also relies on the presence of local interactions. It is now well appreciated that classical
long-range interactions give rise to remarkable static and dynamical properties that do not possess a
short-range counterpart, such as non-additivity of energy, ergodicity breaking, slow relaxations, etc.
For a beautiful book on the topic, we refer to “Campa, Dauxois, Fanelli, and Ruffo, OUP Oxford
(2014)”.
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purposes. Besides, recently scrambling has been proposed as a relatively new notion
to characterize many-body dynamics. Generically identified as the delocalization
of quantum information, scrambling is commonly quantified by the dynamics of
out-of-time ordered correlators (OTOC).

The thesis is organized as follows. We start with Chapter 1 by providing an
overview of the general setting of non-equilibrium many-body entanglement dy-
namics, as introduced above. The goal is two-fold: on one side we give the general
background on the topic, on the other we introduce the definitions of the entangle-
ment and scrambling quantifiers that will be used across the thesis.
The hearth of the discussion is devoted to entanglement and its evolution in spin
systems with long-range couplings, characterized by interactions that decay alge-
braically with the distance. Finally, we study the multipartite entanglement of
chaotic eigenstates, addressing the issue of the quantum nature of thermalization.

The first question requires a strong shift in the paradigm (and techniques) usu-
ally employed to solve standard short-range quantum dynamics. Whenever the in-
teraction between the elementary constituents is sufficiently long-range, one expects
mean-field approximation to be valid. Dynamically, this implies that the observable
equations of motion are typically well approximated by the classical ones at relatively
short times, before the so-called Ehrenfest time. For instance, it is well-known that
systems with clean all-to-all interactions are so cooperative that they behave as a
single, collective, and classical object. Hence, it is natural to ask whether the semi-
classical description may survive when interactions have a long but finite range or
when they are disordered.

For this reason, the bulk of the analysis contained in this thesis is performed using
semiclassical tools, which allow recognizing the different contributions in the dynam-
ics, especially in connection with the buildup of quantum correlations. Therefore,
the second Chapter 2 is devoted to a review of the broad field of semiclassical dynam-
ics and to the introduction of the techniques that have been applied and extended
in the rest of the thesis.

On this basis, we first develop a generic approach to the study of quantum en-
tanglement in generic semiclassical systems, where the extent of the initial quantum
fluctuations is given by a vanishing Plank constant. This problem was already largely
studied in the ’90s and early 2000 when it was recognized that entanglement gen-
eration and dynamical chaos are related by the process of decoherence. In those
years, the interest was on the understanding of quantum irreversibility and decoher-
ence through the dynamics of the purity and the Loschmidt echo. In Chapter 3,
we propose a unifying framework that directly connects “contemporary” entangle-
ment quantities (EE and QFI) to the quantifiers of classical (Lyapunov spectrum)
and quantum chaos (scrambling). In the semiclassical regime, we derive a complete
theory, model-independent, which allows making general predictions of the entan-
glement dynamics depending on the underlying classical phase-space of the model.
For instance, in the absence of semiclassical chaos, the EE grows logarithmically in
time, while whenever chaos or instabilities are present, its growth is linear. We then
apply this theory to textbook infinite-range models, well known for the study of
collective dynamics or quantum chaos.
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The real challenge is to understand how these collective entanglement dynamics
are modified by long but finite range interactions, beyond the semiclassical collec-
tive limit. Chapter 4 is dedicated to a collection of numerical results on a specific
spin-chain, describing quantum correlation dynamics aside from the classical limit.
Firstly, we introduce clean long-range systems and their salient features. Then, we
explore the important differences between entanglement and scrambling for infinite-
range spin systems beyond the Ehrenfest time. We conclude by discussing the nu-
merical results for the different entanglement quantifiers upon changing the range of
interaction between the spin. A clear semiclassical entanglement behavior emerges,
whenever the range of the interaction is smaller than the dimensionality. Indeed,
the same “counterintuitive”5 slow entanglement entropy growth was reported by
several numerical simulations also in the past.

The goal of Chapter 5 is to tackle this issue more rigorously. We discuss the qual-
itative change in the underlying mechanism to the EE dynamics. Whenever interac-
tions are sufficiently long-range, the so-called “quasi-particle picture” of local inter-
acting integrable systems gets suppressed. This follows from the quasi-conservations
of spin-waves excitations on top of the collective zero-mode dynamics. Therefore,
the dominant contribution is given by the semiclassical collective entanglement, in-
troduced in the previous chapter, that predicts generally a slow logarithmic growth.

In the following Chapter 6, we turn to disordered long-range interactions and
we explore irreversibility and scrambling. We consider the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
model, which shares many characteristics with a different notorious model, namely
the Sachedev-Ye-Kitaev model6. Due to disorder, the vicinity to the classical limit
is less obvious in this case, yet we show that the semiclassical analysis remains valid,
with 1/N serving as an effective Planck’s constant, where N is the system size. The
presence of a classical chaotic limit ensures that the scrambling quantifiers are char-
acterized by a semiclassical exponential growth in the intermediate time regime. We
also discuss a short-range version of the SK model, where the OTOC increases only
polynomially in time.

In the last two chapters, we study entanglement beyond the semiclassical descrip-
tion, with the same goal of a better understanding of long-range interactions and
quantumness in thermalization.

In Chapter 7, we perform an equilibrium analysis and study the ground state en-
tanglement entropy of the long-range Dyson hierarchical model, a toy system devised
by Dyson in 1969. Via a real-space renormalization group solution, we derive the
analytical EE of the critical ground state. Our main and surprising result is that at
criticality, although the correlation functions decay algebraically, the entanglement
entropy obeys an area law. Unusual scalings of the entanglement in critical ground
states have been already observed in long-range models. In the present case, this

5Whenever long-range interactions are present, correlations between distant degrees of freedom
can buildup very fast in time. On the other hand, the entanglement entropy features slow entangle-
ment dynamics (logarithmic growth in time), significantly slower in comparison to the linear increase
of short-range systems.

6This model is a strongly correlated, chaotic many-body system, that is also conformally invariant,
and exactly solvable. For these reasons, it is currently believed to potentially bring crucial insights
into the understanding of strongly correlated materials and high energy physics.
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is due to the hierarchical structure of the renormalized ground state which can be
written as a tree tensor network with a finite bond dimension.

We conclude with Chapter 8, where we consider the issue of the quantum prop-
erties of generic chaotic eigenstates. One of the main results of quantum thermaliza-
tion is that all thermal states with the same energy density (eigenstates, Gibbs states,
microcanonical ensembles) are indistinguishable using local probes or fluctuation-
dissipation relations. In this chapter, we show instead that a quantum information
perspective can shed new light on this issue. By deriving the QFI for different ther-
mal states, we show that their multipartite entanglement content is in stark contrast,
with difference amplified in the presence of thermal phase-transitions.

The specific perspectives stemming from the work of the earlier chapters are
outlined at the end of each of them. Still, this PhD work leaves room for many
questions and opened problems. The last Chapter 9 contains some thoughts regard-
ing promising directions for future research.
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Chapter 1

Non-equilibrium many-body systems and their en-

tanglement

This chapter aims at illustrating the profound and rich connections between quantum
entanglement and the study of out-of-equilibrium dynamics. First, we recall the standard
paradigm of quantum dynamics, thermalization, and its violations in isolated quantum
systems. Then, after introducing the main quantifiers of entanglement and scrambling,
we review the relevant results concerning out-of-equilibrium entanglement.

In this chapter, we aim at giving an overview of the general setting and state-of-
the-art of the topics addressed in this thesis. Specifically, we introduce the standard
framework of quantum many-body dynamics and we attempt to illustrate why en-
tanglement is such an insightful quantity to characterize it. The chapter has two
main objectives. On one side it provides the general background on quantum sta-
tistical mechanics out-of-equilibrium. On the other, it introduces the definitions
for the entanglement and scrambling quantifiers that will be used in the thesis. The
last section intends to review the profound and rich connections between these two,
namely the standard paradigm for the entanglement dynamics and scrambling for
out-of-equilibrium systems out-of-equilibrium. The broad goal of the thesis is to
extend it to long-range interacting systems, where the present framework ceases to
be valid.

1.1 Quantum statistical mechanics out-of-equilibrium
The study of non-equilibrium dynamics has emerged since the foundations of

statistical mechanics as an essential tool to properly reconcile microscopic determin-
ism with a statistical description of many-particle systems [8, 9]. Questions as irre-
versibility, relaxation to thermal equilibrium, the emergence of statistical ensembles,
etc., have been addressed several times since the early days of quantum mechanics.

Undoubtedly, the last wave of interest over the past twenty years has been driven
by the extraordinary experimental progress in the field of ultra-cold matter and syn-
thetic materials. Laboratories worldwide are now able to trap, cool, and manipulate
atoms, ions, and molecules at extremely low temperatures and in isolations from the
environment. Such technological advancements have allowed for probing quantum
time-evolution on unprecedented timescales in many-body systems [10–12].

1



2 1. Non-equilibrium many-body systems and their entanglement

This novel access to real-time dynamics has reinvigorated the interest for the
foundations of the statistical mechanics of out-of-equilibrium of systems in their
full quantum regime, i.e. ℏ = 1. This has led to the systematic study of many-
body-dynamics of quantum systems in isolation, characterized by unitary evolution
[13–17].

The approach of pure quantum states to thermal equilibrium is now understood
in terms of the evolution in time of local observables [17, 18]. Typically, after an
initial time transient, the relevant observables attain their thermal equilibrium values
described by conventional statistical mechanics. A widely accepted framework for
understanding thermalization from quantum dynamics is known as the eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis [17]. It can be seen as a condition on matrix elements of
generic operators in the energy eigenbasis.

Thermalization can be violated for a long (or infinite) time as a result of differ-
ent instances of ergodicity breaking, such as integrability, many-body-localization,
prethermalization, etc.. This issue has been the focus of growing attention in the
past few years. Surprisingly, the generic approach to thermal equilibrium predicted
by the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (at least in its strong sense) seems to be
much less general than expected.

These two different scenarios (approach to thermal equilibrium or its failure)
are illustrated pictorially in Figure 1.1. Different initial pure states with the same
energy density are represented by blue dots. Their complex dynamical evolution is
given by the arrows. After the transient out-of-equilibrium regime, pure quantum
states might eventually attain stationary states, represented by a smooth manifold
in the space of reduced density matrices. The rest of this section is devoted to an
overview of the intriguing phenomena underlying this picture.

The well-understood paradigm for quantum non-equilibrium dynamics holds
for generic local Hamiltonians, characterized by short-range interactions. Con-
versely, as we will see across the thesis, in the case of long-range interacting systems,
much less is known.

1.1.1 Non-equilibrium unitary evolution of quantum systems

Consider a quantum system described by a generic local Hamiltonian Ĥ, which
we assume to be bounded and isolated, with N degrees of freedom with N ≫ 1.
Since the system is bounded, the energy eigenvalues are discrete. Let En denote
the energy eigenvalue corresponding to the energy eigenstate |En⟩. To study out-
of-equilibrium dynamics, the system is initialized at time t = 0 in a pure initial
state |ψ0⟩, which could be prepared for example as the ground state of a different
Hamiltonian Ĥ0. Since the system is isolated, its time evolution is governed by the
Schrödinger equation. Namely, the initial state will evolve unitarily in time as

|ψ(t)⟩ = e−iĤt/ℏ |ψ0⟩ =
∑
n

cn e
−iEnt/ℏ |En⟩ , (1.1)

where on the right-hand side cn = ⟨En|ψ0⟩ is the overlap between the initial state
and a single energy eigenstate. Unless Ĥ commutes with Ĥ0, the resulting evolu-
tion is generally nontrivial, with local observables and their quantum correlations
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Figure 1.1: Pictorial representation of the local equilibration dynamics after a sudden
quench: (a) thermalization (b) instances of ergodicity breaking. The cartoon
shows the evolution from three possible initial states (blu small dots) with the
same energy density. The white surface indicates the manifold of the reduced
density matrices of finite subsystems and the arrows represent the complex
many-body dynamics. The two different scenarios are accompanied by a va-
riety of interesting dynamical phenomena. (a) Quick thermalization discussed
in Section 1.1.2. All the initial states thermalize to the same reduced density
matrix, identified by only one parameter — the temperature 1/βE — uniquely
fixed by the initial energy [cf. Eq.(1.2)]. (b) Slow relaxation in the presence
of ergodicity breaking discussed Section 1.1.3. For integrable or MBL systems,
the initial states equilibrate to asymptotic density matrices determined by their
initial conditions, i.e. the GGE [cf. Eq.(1.17)], represented by the big blue
dots. In the presence of small integrability breaking term (as in Eq.(1.20)) or
in the presence of non-exact quantum scars, these states are expected to slowly
drift towards the asymptotic thermal state. Image inspired from Ref.[19].

changing in time as the state of the system evolves. This protocol goes under the
name of quantum quench and represents the simplest example to drive the system
out-of-equilibrium. Typically, global and sudden quenches refer to protocols where
one parameter h0 of the pre-quench Hamiltonian Ĥ0 = Ĥ(h0) is changed uniformly
and instantaneously to h of the final one Ĥ = Ĥ(h). One can also consider inho-
mogeneous or local quenches, where Ĥ0 differs from Ĥ only by a local impurity. In
a global quench, a finite amount of energy E = ⟨ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0⟩ is introduced into the
system, which corresponds, in jargon, to an increase in temperature 1/βE, usually
identified by the following relation between the energies

⟨ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0⟩ = E = Tr
(
Ĥ
e−βEĤ

Z

)
. (1.2)



4 1. Non-equilibrium many-body systems and their entanglement

Even if the dynamics are entirely unitary, after the transient non-equilibrium evolu-
tion, many-body systems are expected to eventually equilibrate either to a thermal
state or otherwise failing thermalization. This is intimately linked to the presence
or absence of quantum chaos and the emergence of irreversibility in the quantum
realm [17], as elaborated upon in the next two sections.

However, in the past twenty years, a great focus of attention has been devoted
to the study of the transient non-equilibrium properties. The recent experimental
advances in the field of ultra-cold atoms allow for studying dynamics of quantum
systems in isolation from the environment and the absence of dissipation. Quan-
tum non-equilibrium dynamics has become a vast field of research and a plethora
of exotic phenomena have been explored: From the fate of phase-transitions and
universality, as explained e.g. by the Kibble-Zurek mechanism [20, 21], to exotic
effects due to periodic driving [22–24], from the existence of new dynamical phases
such as time crystals [25], to the understanding of electronic transport [26] and the
spreading of magnetized domains [27, 28]. Much attention has also been given to
the different dynamical regimes, from the analysis of early time behavior to the dif-
ferent ways equilibrium can be approached.
An interesting question concerns the nature of dynamical criticality or the so-called
dynamical phase-transitions (DPT) which have been associated with several different
concepts [29–35]. A possible class of DPT is related to the singular behavior in
the transient real-time evolution of Loschmidt echoes [34, 35]. On the other hand,
dynamical criticality can be defined from the existence of long-range order for sta-
tionary states and it is characterized by a non-equilibrium order parameter [29, 32].
This second type of DPT arises in long-range spin systems and it will be analyzed
concerning entanglement in Sections 3.2 and 5.2.

Another important topic in the field of non-equilibrium dynamics is the study
of quantum correlation spreading after a quench. Whenever systems are character-
ized by local Hamiltonians, out-of-equilibrium quantum correlations are known to
spread with a light cone structure. In fact, the propagation of information in non-
relativistic quantum lattice systems obeys a speed limit given by the Lieb Robinson
theorem [36]. This states that the support of an operator Ôx0 , initially localized in
a finite region around site x0, which time-evolves in the Heisenberg representation
with a local Hamiltonian Ĥ, spreads in space with a maximum velocity vLR. For-
mally, for any locally interacting lattice system there exist positive constants ξ, µ and
vLR such that

||Ôx(t)− Ôx0(0)|| ≤ ξ||Ôx|| ||Ôx0 || e−µ max(0,|x−x0|−vLRt) , (1.3)

where || · || is the operator norm. Namely, the weight of the time-evolved operator
outside the region |x−x0| ≤ vLRt is exponentially suppressed as |x−x0|−vLRt→ ∞.
The light-cone propagation of information has important implications for entangle-
ment dynamics, as reviewed in Section 1.3.3.

1.1.2 Equilibration and the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis
We begin the discussion of quantum equilibration by restricting to generic non-

integrable Hamiltonians without global symmetries [17]. Generalizations and viola-
tions of this assumption are discussed in the next section. For generic Hamiltonians,
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the energy eigenvalues typically have the same statistical properties as the eigenval-
ues of gaussian random matrices [37, 38]. This characteristic property has been
(and still is) intensively analyzed [39–42]. In this the thesis, we shall focus instead
on dynamical evolution and the approach to equilibrium.

In the spirit of the von Neumann’s theorem [43], quantum equilibration refers
to the dynamics of observables. In particular, the primary quantities are local ob-
servables ÔA, with support in a finite region A of the physical space. The time
evolution can be expressed in terms of the matrix element of the operator in the
energy eigenbasis as

⟨ÔA(t)⟩ ≡ ⟨ψ(t)|ÔA|ψ(t)⟩ =
∑
n

|cn|2OA
nn +

∑
n ̸=m

cn c
∗
me
−i(En−Em)t/ℏOA

nm , (1.4)

with OA
mn = ⟨Em|ÔA|En⟩. A system is said to equilibrate if the expectation value of

all local observables converge to a finite value at infinite times, i.e.,

lim
t→∞

⟨ÔA(t)⟩ = OA
eq . (1.5)

This is formally studied via the infinite-time average of ⟨ÔA(t)⟩, defined as

OA ≡ lim
T→∞

ˆ T

0

dt ⟨ÔA(t)⟩ . (1.6)

Notice that the infinite-time average must be regarded as a purely mathematical
tool 1 [44]. In the absence of degeneracies in the spectrum, a mild assumption for
non-integrable systems without global symmetries, one obtains

OA =
∑
n

|cn|2OA
nn = Tr

(
ρ̂DE Ô

A
)
≡ ⟨ÔA⟩DE , (1.7)

where ρ̂DE is the density matrix of the so-called diagonal ensemble defined by

ρ̂DE =
∑
n

|cn|2 |En⟩⟨En| , (1.8)

which, in principle, contains all the information about the initial state |ψ0⟩. Notice,
however, that typical initial states have an extensive energy and sub-extensive energy
fluctuations, i.e.,

E ∝ N δE2/E2 ∝ 1

N
, (1.9)

with δE2 = ⟨ψ0|Ĥ2|ψ0⟩ − ⟨ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0⟩2. Hence the overlaps |cn|2 in the diagonal en-
semble can be taken generally as a smooth distribution peaked around energy E
with small variance.
A system is said to thermalize if it equilibrates to the value predicted by statistical
mechanics and it remains close to it at most later times. In other words, a quantum

1In fact, the averaging time T has to be larger than all the relevant time-scales and in particular
then the Heisenberg time THeis = 2πℏ/δ ∼ eN , with δ the mean spacing between energy eigenvalues.
Hence, this time scale is too large to be physically relevant.
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system thermalizes if the equilibrium value in Eq.(1.5) corresponds to the micro-
canonical prediction at energy E or, in the presence of equivalence of ensembles2,
to the thermal expectation value at temperature 1/βE (1.2), i.e.3 ,

lim
t→∞

lim
N→∞

⟨ÔA(t)⟩ = Tr
(
ÔA e

−βEĤ

Z

)
. (1.10)

Let us conclude this section by adopting a “local” perspective. In general, the
expectation values ⟨ψ|ÔA|ψ⟩ of local observables ÔA are encoded in the reduced den-
sity matrix ρ̂A = TrA|ψ⟩⟨ψ|, where TrA indicates the partial trace performed over
A, the complement of A. This follows from ⟨ψ|ÔA|ψ⟩ = Tr

(
ÔAρ̂A

)
. Therefore,

thermalization on observables [cf. Eq.(1.10)] implies that the stationary state of the
system will be locally equivalent to a thermal state

lim
t→∞

lim
N→∞

ρ̂A(t) = TrA

(
e−βEĤ

Z

)
, (1.11)

with the temperature fixed by the energy (1.2), see e.g. Ref.[48] for a detailed defi-
nition of local relaxation. So, despite the global evolution is unitary (the total infor-
mation is conserved), thermalization implies a local loss of information: Indepen-
dently of the initial states, all the stationary density matrices locally “look” thermal
[cf. Eq.(1.11)]. It is now well known that this apparent paradox is explained by the
non-local growth in time of quantum correlations, i.e. entanglement dynamics, that
will be discussed in detail in what follows. This first observation already shows how
a quantum information perspective can be very insightful for the understanding of
the thermalization of quantum systems.

Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH)

A predictive framework for understanding thermalization goes under the name
of eigenstate thermalization hypothesis. Inspired by early works by Berry [49, 50],
later formulated by Deutsch [51], the ETH was fully established by Srednicki in
a series of papers in the early 1990’s [44, 52, 53]. He was able to complement
random matrix theory with the structure given by the energy dependence, in such a
way for all statistical mechanics to naturally follow. The ETH solves the issue of the
relaxation of observables to the microcanonical predictions and it explains why they
remain close to it almost all large times. In Appendix A we provide a pedagogical
review of the topic.

2Equivalence of ensemble holds when observables take practically the same value for the great-
est part of the microscopic states accessible in each ensemble, namely the relevant fluctuations are
negligible in the thermodynamic limit. Mathematically this is associated with the extensivity, addi-
tivity, and concavity of the thermodynamic functions, such as the energy, the entropy, or the free
energy [45]. This is well established for standard statistical mechanics of short-range interacting
Hamiltonians, see e.g. Ref.[46]. Notable exemptions include long-range interacting systems [47].

3Notice the order of the limits in Eq.(1.10): The thermodynamic limit N → ∞ has to be taken
first because, for finite size systems, recurrences occur at exponentially large times inN . Alternatively,
one resorts to the infinite time-average in Eq.(1.6).
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The ETH is usually formulated as an ansatz for the matrix elements of observ-
ables in the eigenstates of a Hamiltonian Ĥ (Ĥ|En⟩ = En|En⟩). For a generic oper-
ator Ô, it reads [44]

Onm ≡ ⟨En|Ô|Em⟩ = O(Ē) δnm + e−S(Ē)/2 fÔ(Ē, ω)Rnm , (1.12)

where Ē = (En +Em)/2 is the average energy of the two eigenstates, ω = En −Em

is the energy difference, O(Ē) is the micro-canonical value at energy Ē, S(Ē) is
the thermodynamic entropy (logarithm of the density of states) and fÔ(Ē, ω) =
fÔ(Ē,−ω) is a real smooth functions of its two arguments. The numbers Rnm

are erratically fluctuating variables, that can be seen as are random real or complex
numbers with zero mean and unit variance (R2

nm = 1 or |Rnm|2 = 1 respectively) 4.
The validity of ETH is restricted to states which have a finite energy density,

away from the edges of the spectrum. ETH is said to hold in a strong (weak) sense,
if all (almost all) the eigenstates at the center of the spectrum obey Eq.(1.12) [57].
Understanding the range of applicability of ETH in physical Hamiltonians has mo-
tivated a considerable body of numerical work over the past decade [17, 40, 58].
Recent numerical and analytical studies have demonstrated a violation of strong
ETH in several classes of spin chains, due to the existence of athermal eigenstates in
the center of the spectrum [59–65]. This will be discussed in the context of ergod-
icity breaking in Section 1.1.3.

The ETH ansatz (1.12) is enough to deduce thermalization in isolated quan-
tum systems. It can be shown that the stationary values of local observables after a
quenched dynamics, i.e. O [cf. Eq.(1.5)], correspond to their thermal expectation
values ⟨Ô⟩Gibbs = Tr(e−βĤÔ)/Z. The latter, in turn, can be calculated on single
eigenstates corresponding to the average energy, namely [44]

O ≃ ⟨Ô⟩Gibbs ≃ O(E) ≃ ⟨E|Ô|E⟩ . (1.13)

where ≃ stands for an equality at the leading order in N and temperature is fixed by
the initial energy via Eq.(1.2). A simple derivation of this equality [44] can be found
e.g. in Appendix A.1. Eq.(1.13) describes the relaxation of local observables to the
microcanonical prediction and it constitutes the essence of the eigenstate thermal-
ization hypothesis. The latter also explains why instantaneous observables remain
close to the microcanonical value at most later times. In fact, one can compute the
time fluctuations of the expectation values of the observable Ô as

σ2
Ô
≡ O2 −O

2
=

∑
mn,m̸=n

|cn|2|cm|2 |Onm|2 ≤ max |Onm|2 ∝ e−S(E) , (1.14)

where one first inserts the energy eigenbasis in the definition (1.6), then one com-
putes the infinite-time average and lastly one estimates the maximum with the ETH
ansatz in Eq.(1.12).

4At this level, no assumption is made on the distribution of the Rnm (besides its mean and
variance). However, focusing on a small energy window where fÔ(Ē, ω) ∼ const., one should
retrieve the random matrix theory prediction in which non-diagonal elements are Gaussian random
variables. More generally, the Gaussian nature of the Rnm has been questioned, see e.g. Ref.[54, 55],
and this has brought to generalized versions of ETH in Ref.[56].
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The smooth function fÔ(Ē, ω) in the ETH ansatz completely determines also
two-point correlation functions and, through that, it allows derive the fluctuation dis-
sipation theorem [17, 66]. The response function and the symmetrized noise are
defined respectively as χÔ(t1, t2) := −iθ(t1 − t2)⟨[Ô(t1), Ô(t2)]⟩ and SÔ(t1, t2) :=

⟨{Ô(t1), Ô(t2)}⟩ − 2⟨Ô(t1)⟩⟨Ô(t2)⟩. When the expectation value is taken to respect
to a single energy eigenstate Ĥ|En⟩ = En|En⟩, the Fourier transform can be per-
formed over the time difference τ = t1 − t2. For local operators or sums of local
operators, the spectral function Im[χÔ(En, ω)] = −χ′′

Ô
(En, ω) and SÔ(En, ω) can be

approximated imposing the ETH [17, 44]. In the thermodynamic limit they read

χ′′
Ô
(En, ω) ≃ 2π sinh

(
βω

2

)
|fÔ(En, ω)|2 , (1.15a)

SÔ(En, ω) ≃ 4π cosh

(
βω

2

)
|fÔ(En, ω)|2 . (1.15b)

These relations satisfy the fluctuation dissipation theorem (FDT)

χ′′
Ô
(En, ω) =

1

2
tanh(βω/2)SÔ(En, ω) . (1.16)

It can be shown that the latter holds both for single energy eigenstates or for asymp-
totic states of a quenched dynamics. For a detailed review on two point functions
within ETH see, e.g., Appendix A.2.

As one of the main outcomes, we have shown that pure energy eigenstates are
indistinguishable from thermal states using local probes, fluctuation dissipation re-
lations, or for their entropic content (see Section 1.3.2). At the end of this thesis,
in Chapter 8, we will illustrate how a quantum information perspective can be very
insightful in discriminating between these different thermal states.

1.1.3 Instances of ergodicity breaking
As discussed above, thermalization is well understood as the out-of-equilibrium

relaxation to a state determined completely by its initial energy E = ⟨ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0⟩.
This is reminiscent of the ergodic hypothesis in statistical mechanics [46]: At equi-
librium observables only depend on few macroscopic properties (like energy) and
the equilibrium state is equally likely to be any of those satisfying macroscopic con-
ditions. Equivalently, one can describe equilibrium via the Gibbs density matrix
ρ̂Gibbs = e−βĤ/Z that can be found as the state that maximizes the entropy at fixed
energy density e(β) ≡ E(β)/N .

Generic thermalization, however, can be strongly modified by different forms of
ergodicity breaking.

The first class of systems is determined by models that have several local or quasi-
local conserved quantities. Let Î1, Î2, . . . be the additional conserved quantities. The
equilibrium state, defined via Eq.(1.5), will now retain the memory of their initial
values, hence of the initial state. The maximum entropy principle then suggests that
the stationary state density matrix should be given by a generalized Gibbs ensemble
(GGE) [67]

ρ̂GGE = exp

(
−
∑
k

λkÎk

)
/Z , (1.17)
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where Z is the normalization and λk are the Lagrange multipliers. They are uniquely
fixed by the expectation values of the conserved quantities on the initial state
⟨ψ0|Îk|ψ0⟩ = Tr

(
Îk ρ̂GGE

)
. Usually one fixes Î0 = Ĥ with λ0 = β.

One possibility is that the local conservation laws are associated with global symme-
tries of the Hamiltonian. In this case, Eq.(1.17) corresponds to the grand-canonical
state in standard thermodynamics. A second alternative is represented by systems
possessing an extensive number of non-trivial local conserved quantities. These are
called (in analogy with classical mechanics) integrable systems [68]. The easiest case
is given by quadratic models of bosons or fermions or by non-interacting systems
which can be mapped onto them. The textbook example is illustrated by the one
dimensional transverse-field-Ising model [69]

Ĥ = −J
L∑
i=1

σ̂x
i σ̂

x
i+1 − h

L∑
i=1

σ̂z
i . (1.18)

This system can be mapped to a set of non-interacting fermionic quasiparticles

Ĥ = E0 +
∑
k

ϵk γ̂
†
kγ̂k ,

where E0 is the ground state energy, γ̂k/γ̂†k are the Bogoliubov quasiparticles at mo-
mentum k = 2πn/Lwith n = 0, 1, L−1 and quasienergy ϵk = 2

√
J2 + h2 − 2hJ cos k.

The operators γ̂k satisfy the canonical commutation relations and the number of ex-
citations n̂k = γ̂†k γ̂k is a constant of motion. While Fourier modes are individually
nonlocal, it can be shown that suitable linear combinations of such modes yields a set
of local conserved quantities, see, e.g. Ref.[48]. Beyond free quasiparticles systems,
there is a class of interacting integrable one-dimensional quantum systems, which
can be treated via analytical (Bethe-ansatz solution) and algebraic (Yang-Baxter the-
ory) descriptions [70]. Integrable systems relax to the generalized Gibbs ensemble of
Eq.(1.17), which retains the memory of the initial condition |ψ0⟩ via the conserved
quantities. For an illustration see Figure 1.1 (b). This approach to equilibrium is
dubbed generalized thermalization, as it can still be described in the same way as
outlined in Section 1.1.1. Moreover, it still represents a dramatic erasure of local
information, in fact, despite the extensive number of conservation laws, the com-
plexity of the full Hilbert space is exponential in the number of degrees of freedom.
Thermalization and generalized thermalization are believed to be generical “fast”,
i.e., to take place over a time scale given by the inverse of the typical energy scale of
the system.

Another paradigmatic example of the failure of thermalization is given by strongly
disordered interacting systems, via the so-called many-body localization (MBL) [71].
In the case of non-interacting particles, the presence of a disordered potential changes
the nature of the single-particle wave function, which becomes localized in space,
giving rise to an insulating phase known as Anderson localization [72]. Yet, this
phenomenon survives in the presence of short-range interactions resulting, at large
disorder, in the many-body localized phase. This is characterized by localized en-
ergy eigenstates at finite energy densities, hence at finite temperature. Theoretically,
MBL systems can be explained by the emergence of an extensive set of quasi-local
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integrals of motion τ̂ zi , which provide an intuitive explanation of the breakdown
of thermalization [73]. The quasi-local operators τ̂x,y,zi = Û σ̂x,y,z

i Û † are single-
site Pauli operators dressed by the quasi-local transformation Û . All the MBL phe-
nomenology and dynamics can be understood assuming that the generic Hamilto-
nian has the following general form [74]

ĤMBL =
∑
i

h̃iτ̂
z
i +

∑
ij

J̃ij τ̂
z
i τ̂

z
j +

∑
ijk

J̃ijk τ̂
z
i τ̂

z
j τ̂

z
k + . . .

with J̃ij ∝ J0e
−|i−j|/ξ̃ , J̃ijk ∝ J0e

−|i−k|/ξ̃ , . . .

(1.19)

where J0 is proportional to the interactions strength and ξ̃ defines an interactions
length scale. By construction ĤMBL conserves the local integrals of motions, i.e.
[ĤMBL, τ̂

z
i ] = 0. The emergent integrability strongly constrains the system dynam-

ics leading to characteristic dynamical properties, such as the equilibration to highly
non-thermal values (determined by the initial conditions) or the logarithmic growth
of entanglement entropy in time. The latter will be the subject of Section 1.3.3.
Notice that besides phenomenological approaches and effective renormalization group
studies [75, 76], numerical techniques remain the main tools to access the MBL
properties, mostly exact diagonalization [77–79]. This approach is restricted to
small system sizes, making difficult to predict the thermodynamic limit behavior.
In this sense, there remain several controversies. For example, the transition be-
tween the thermal phase (at small disorder strength) to the localized one (at large
disorder) is still the focus of great debate. Likewise, the possible persistence of MBL
in the presence of long-range interactions or in dimension greater than one is still
largely discussed.
Notably, these localization phenomena — both Anderson and MBL — have been
explored experimentally over several synthetic quantum systems, over which differ-
ent signatures of many-body localization have been observed [80–82].

These two examples (integrability and MBL) have been considered for a long-
time to be the primary sources of ergodicity breaking in quantum systems. Much less
was known about the possibility of more subtle intermediate behaviors. Nowadays,
growing attention is given to other interesting mechanisms that yield a different
phenomenology. Relevant examples include confinement [83, 84], constraint dy-
namics [85, 86], Hilbert-space fragmentation [87], prethermalization, the so-called
quantum scars, and many others.

Let us briefly describe, for example, prethermalization. This involves a first re-
laxation to some athermal state (that could be a GGE), followed at very long-times
by a thermalization to the expected Gibbs value. Such a scenario is induced by the
presence of two competing energy scales and it occurs in weakly perturbed Hamil-
tonians of the form

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ϵV̂ , (1.20)

where Ĥ0 is the integrable Hamiltonian (with extensive conservation laws), V̂ is the
integrability breaking term, and ϵ ≫ 1 is the strength of the perturbation. The
quenched time-evolution of a different ground state will feel the effect of the per-
turbation V̂ only over a parametrically long time scale in 1/ϵ. This may be much
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larger than the generalized thermalization time of that initial state and producing
this “two-steps” relaxation. This phenomenon has been studied with methods of
field and quantum many-body theory [88–92], but it is not fully understood to
present date [93, 94]. It can be represented pictorially in the space of the reduced
density matrices as a shift of the Lagrange multipliers toward the thermal state, see
Figure1.1 (b) .

More recently, a similar phenomenology has been found in non-integrable Hamil-
tonians without a small parameter, yet characterized (for certain initial states) by
slow non-thermal dynamics. This phenomenon, discovered experimentally in a
platform of Rydberg atoms [59], has been linked to the existence of an extensive
number of athermal eigenstates [60], dubbed many-body quantum scars5. These
states occur at finite energy density, are usually equidistant in energy, and are char-
acterized by a small entanglement entropy as opposed to the thermal case (this will be
described more in detail in Section 1.3). Surprisingly enough, these towers of states
can be written exactly in different non-integrable spin chains [61–64], without any
explicit relation induced by trivial or non-trivial symmetries. Unifying these results,
the authors of Ref.[65] have illustrated the general mechanism to embed subspaces
of equally spaced athermal eigenstates in otherwise non-integrable Hamiltonians.
See also Ref.[97].

These special eigenstates are found to have a surprisingly high overlap with “easy”
initial states6, hence resulting in slow dynamics. In particular, systems with an exact
tower of states yield perfect revivals of time-dependent observables or fidelity. Con-
versely, in more complicated systems, the slow fluctuations are only a transient effect,
and observables are supposed to thermalize at infinite times, see e.g. Refs.[60].

1.2 Entanglement and scrambling
Entanglement as “the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics” is arguably one

of the most puzzling properties of composite quantum systems, “the one that en-
forces its entire departure from classical lines of thought” [98]. Nevertheless, for
about 40 years its physical relevance remained elusive until the groundbreaking ex-
periments of Aspect and collaborators in 1981 [99]. They demonstrated experi-
mentally the violation of the Bell inequalities [100], hence the quantumness of our
physical world.

Since then, a new and exciting branch of quantum theory started rapidly devel-
oping with a highly interdisciplinary character. Key concepts such as superposition
and entanglement, initially explored mostly within quantum information and quan-
tum optics [101], are now intensively studied over several fields and they are believed
to be at the heart of the new revolutionary technologies of quantum computation.
More recently, the interest in entanglement properties of many-particle systems has
spread to several theoretical research communities, ranging from statistical physics

5The name has been given in analogy to the quantum scars studied in single-particle billiards.
Anyhow, while the latter is related to the existence of unstable semiclassical trajectories, the former
is rather related to regular motion [95, 96]

6For example, product states or known exact ground states. This is the case of the Rydberg
experiment, where the slow oscillations were observed when initializing the state in a charge-density-
wave [59].
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[102] and condensed matter theory [103] to quantum information [104, 105] and
high-energy physics [106, 107].

In particular, a large body of information concerning complex quantum many-
body systems can be extracted from the study of their entanglement properties
[104, 108–110]. At present, there are many examples of this connection spanning
a wide spectrum of phenomena, including the characterization of in and out-of-
equilibrium properties of quantum statistical mechanics and condensed matter sys-
tems. Section 1.3 will be devoted to a discussion of the main results for the entan-
glement growth in out-of-equilibrium systems.

As already discussed in Section 1.1.1, an insightful example of this cross-fertilization
is represented by the non-local growth of quantum correlations in a quench proto-
col. While the global evolution is unitary and the total information is conserved, in
thermalizing systems initially localized information spreads in time becoming com-
pletely non-local. The concept of information spreading goes now under the name
of scrambling and it is currently the focus of great attention.

In this section, we will first provide the definitions for the bipartite and multipar-
tite entanglement quantifiers studied throughout the thesis. Secondly, we will in-
troduce the echo and the square-commutator used in the characterization of scram-
bling. We will conclude by briefly discussing the difference between entanglement
and operator scrambling.

1.2.1 Entanglement entropy
We wish to define the bipartite entanglement of a pure quantum state |ψ⟩ ∈ H,

belonging to the Hilbert space H. In the case of an extended quantum many-body
system of N constituents, H =

⊗N
i=1Hi is the tensor product of the N local Hilbert

spaces Hi associated with local degrees of freedom. Consider a bipartition between
two complementary regions A and B, which can be, for example, a finite region
in space and its complement, see, i.e. Figure 1.2 (a). Hence, the global Hilbert
space can be written as a tensor product of the two subsystems H = HA ⊗HB. The
bipartition between A and B identifies the Schmidt decomposition

|ψAB⟩ =
m∑
i=1

√
λi|iA⟩ ⊗ |iB⟩ , (1.21)

where {|iA⟩} e {|iB⟩} are orthonormal basis respectively belonging to HA e HB, and
m ≤ min{dimHA, dimHB} are real positive numbers λi, with 0 < λi ≤ 1. This
decomposition is unique if the eigenvalues are non-degenerate. The coefficients
λi define the bipartite entanglement spectrum and are also called Schmidt coefficients.
From the normalization condition, they have the following properties: λi ≥ 0 and∑m

i=1 λi = 1. The reduced states of the systems A and B are defined by the partial
traces

ρ̂A = TrB |ψ⟩⟨ψ| , ρ̂B = TrA |ψ⟩⟨ψ| . (1.22)
By virtue of Eq.(1.21), the reduced density matrices ρ̂A and ρ̂B have the same spectrum
and the particular basis coincide with the eigenbasis of the corresponding reduced
density operators ρ̂B/A =

∑
i λi|iB/A⟩⟨iB/A| . The number of non-zero eigenvalues
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λi coincides with the rank of both the matrix that represents the reduced density
operators.

The state |ψ⟩ is separable concerning the bipartition (A,B) if and only if there is
only one non-zero Schmidt coefficient. Entanglement is defined as the absence of
this separability. Therefore, it is connected to the distribution of the entanglement
spectrum. The amount of bipartite entanglement can be quantified by the Renyi
entropies

Sα
A = − 1

1− α
lnTr ρ̂αA , (1.23)

parameterized by α > 1. The entanglement entropy is defined as the von Neumann
entropy of the reduced density matrix of a subsystem

SA = −Tr
(
ρ̂A ln ρ̂A

)
(1.24)

and it is obtained as the limit for α → 1 of the Renyi entropies (1.23). Notice
that SA = SB, since ρ̂A and ρ̂B share the same spectrum, hence SA is a property of
the only bipartition. The entanglement entropy vanishes on separable states and it
possesses several mathematic properties such as convexity, continuity, monotonicity
under local operations and classical communication, etc.. As such, it constitutes a
measure of entanglement according to the axioms of quantum information theory
(see, e.g., Ref.[111]).

In spatially extended systems with interactions depending on the distance be-
tween particles, it is natural to consider bipartitions where subsystem A is consti-
tuted by degrees of freedom within a connected region of space, and B its comple-
ment. In particular, for one dimensional systems of L sites, A is usually an interval
of length ℓ of neighboring degrees of freedom, while B is the complement of length
L − ℓ. See Figure 1.2 (a). On the other hand, in fully-connected N-particle sys-
tems, such as the ones analyzed in this thesis, the permutational symmetry makes
spatial bipartitions meaningless. Hence, we will consider bipartitions specified by
the number NA = fAN of particles in subsystem A (with NB = N −NA = fB N).

1.2.2 (Tripartite) mutual information
It is possible to analyze the structure of bipartite correlations also via the quantum

mutual information between two subsystems A and B

I(A : B) = SA + SB − SAB , (1.25)

where SA is the entanglement entropy of a subsystem A (1.24). This quantity van-
ishes on uncorrelated or separable states and reaches its maximum for entangled
states. As such, it quantifies the amount of information one can access about the
system B by measuring A and vice versa. Notice that I(A : B), defined also for
mixed states, takes into account classical correlations as well 7. In this sense, it can
be interpreted as the work necessary to erase the total correlations existing in a bi-
partite system [112]. In the case of pure states, for a bipartition between A and its

7Consider, for example, the mixed state ρ̂ = (|0⟩⟨0|A ⊗ |0⟩⟨0|B + |1⟩⟨1|A ⊗ |1⟩⟨1|B . This is
unentangled but classically correlated. A simple calculation yields SA = SB = SAB = ln 2 resulting
in I(A : B) = ln 2.
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A

A B

A B C

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: Pictorial representation the possible partitions in space in one dimensional sys-
tems. (a) Bipartition in reference to the Renyi and entanglement entropies
(1.23)-(1.24). The full region is bipartite between an interval A and the com-
plement B. (b) Tripartition in reference to the mutual information (1.25). The
full space contains two disjoint intervals A and B separated by a region C. (c)
Four-partition in reference to the tripartite mutual information (1.26).

complement (see Figure 1.2 (a)) the mutual information coincides with twice the
entanglement entropy, since SAB = 0. So, typically, one studies the mutual infor-
mation between two distant intervals A and B as in Figure 1.2 (b). This kind of
tripartition has been considered to study entanglement spreading in integrable sys-
tems, see i.e. Refs.[113, 114]. For mixed states or for partitions as in Figure 1.2 (b),
another standard quantifier of entanglement is given by the entanglement negativity,
see e.g. Ref.[115].

Let us now discuss the tripartite mutual information (TMI), as a complementary
quantity that accounts for the delocalization of information. Consider a system of
size N and divide it into four subsystems A, B, C, D as in Figure 1.2 (c). The
information is spread over all the degrees of freedom of the system if one can not re-
construct A by local measures of B and C separately. Therefore, a natural measure
of delocalization of information is the TMI defined as

I3(A : B : C) = I(A : B) + I(A : C)− I(A : BC) , (1.26)

where I(A : B) is the mutual informations in Eq.(1.25) 8. From its definition (1.26),
we can appreciate that −I3(A : B : C) quantifies the amount of information on the
region A that can be recovered by global measurements in B ∪ C, but can not be
obtained by probing B and C individually. Thus, if −I3(A : B : C) is large the
information localized in a subsystem A of the state can be recovered only by global
measurements, signalling efficient scrambling of quantum information. Note that

8The TMI (1.26) is defined in terms of mutual informations, anyhow it can be then rewritten
as a combination of entropies

I3(A : B : C) = SA + SB + SC + SABC − SAB − SAC − SBC . (1.27)

In this way, the knowledge about the different entanglement entropies gives access to I3. Notice,
however, that in this expression appears also SAC , i.e. the entanglement entropy between disjoint
intervals. The latter is usually more difficult to access, both numerically and analytically.
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the negativity of I3 signals the super-extensivity of the mutual information.

The choice of the partition depends on the physical system under analysis and
the same considerations of the end of Section 1.2.1 hold.
Usually, I3 is associated with the delocalization of quantum information in the con-
text of unitary quantum channels [116–118]. In this thesis, more appropriately, we
study the delocalization of the initial state information under the dynamics, which
is a complementary measure of entanglement.

1.2.3 Quantum Fisher information

A different approach is to characterize the system via the multipartite entangle-
ment properties of the quantum state, as given by the quantum Fisher information
(QFI) F(Ô, ρ̂) [119–122]. This quantity was introduced in metrology for phase-
estimation purposes and it plays a central role in quantum information theory [122–
126] together with spin squeezing [127–130]. More recently, it has attracted a lot
of interest also in condensed matter and quantum statistical physics, mostly because
of its connection to thermal susceptibilities and its experimental accessibility [131–
133].

The QFI is defined operationally in quantum metrology, in a very different set-
ting to respect to the typical condensed matter approach to the study of many-body
entanglement. Hence, we will first recall the operational definition and later de-
scribe its properties as a multipartite entanglement witness.

Operational definition

When estimating an unknown parameter ϕ in a quantum system, one prepares
a probe state ρ̂ and let it interact with the system. This occurs through the generic
transformation T̂ (ϕ) which depends on the real parameter ϕ. The parameter is then
inferred by measuring the probe state after it has interacted T̂ (ϕ) : ρ̂ → ρ̂ϕ. The
measurement can be performed by choosing some observables Êµ with eigenvalues
µ 9. The conditional probability of finding the outcome µ for a given value of ϕ is
given by the likelihood P (µ|ϕ) = Tr

(
Êµ ρ̂ϕ

)
. The measurements are then repeated

M times, obtaining µ⃗ = (µ1, µ2, . . . µM). From each of them, one obtains for an esti-
mator ϕest(µ⃗), with average ⟨ϕest⟩ and variance (∆ϕest)

2 = ⟨ϕ2
est⟩−⟨ϕest⟩2, evaluated of

all possible sets of measurements. If we consider unbiased measurement ⟨ϕest⟩ = ϕ,
by evaluating the variance from the measurements conditioned probability it can be
shown that [134]

∆ϕest ≥
1√

MF (ρ̂ϕ)
, (1.28)

9More rigorously, the results are given by generalized quantum measurements, described by a set
of positive observables Ê(µ) parametrized by µ, the “positive operator-valued measurements”. These
have the only constraint that

∑
µ Êµ = 1. For details see [101], Section 2.2.6.
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where M is the number of measurements and F (ρ, ϕ) is the (classical) Fisher infor-
mation, defined as

F (ρ̂ϕ) =
∑
µ

1

P (µ|ϕ)

(
∂P (µ|ϕ)
∂ϕ

)2

. (1.29)

Eq.(1.28) is also known as the classical Cramer-Rao bound, in which F encodes the
amount of information about the parameter ϕ contained in the measurements µ⃗,
see e.g. Ref.[134]. Notice that F in Eq.(1.29) not only depends on the initial state
ρ̂ and on the phase ϕ via the transformation T̂ , but also on the observables Êµ.

Physically, the Fisher information is related to the degree of statistical distinguisha-
bility between the states ρ̂ and ρ̂ϕ, whenever ϕ is small. To appreciate it, let us con-
sider the distance between the probabilities P (µ|0) and P (µ|ϕ) of measuring µ via ρ̂
and ρ̂ϕ respectively. This can be quantified, for instance, by the Hellinger distance
d2H(P0, Pϕ) = 1−

∑
µ

√
P (µ|0)P (µ|ϕ). This distance is non-negative and its Taylor

expansion reads

d2H(P0, Pϕ) =
1

8
F (ρ̂ϕ)ϕ

2 +O(ϕ3) . (1.30)

Therefore the Fisher information F (ρ̂ϕ) = 8(∂dH/∂ϕ)
2 can be understood as the

square of the statistical speed of variation of the distribution probability when tuning
the parameter ϕ [122]. This interpretation allows also to extract the QFI from
experimental data [131].

The quantum Fisher information is then derived from Eq.(1.29), by maximizing
over all the possible measurements

F (ρ̂ϕ) ≤ max
Ê

F (ρ̂ϕ) ≡ F(ρ̂ϕ) . (1.31)

This modifies the bound in Eq.(1.28) into the quantum Cramer-Rao bound

∆ϕest ≥
1√

MF(ρ̂ϕ)
. (1.32)

Let us now restrict to unitary transformations

T̂ (ϕ) = e−iϕÔ (1.33)

generated by the observable Ô. This is the standard operation for interferometric
measurements [135]. In this case, the QFI can also be related to a state distance in
the Hilbert space, namely the Bures distance [136] and operationally interpreted as
the maximal degree of distinguishability of the two states ρ̂ and ρ̂ϕ. It was shown by
Braunstein and Caves [123] that the QFI can be written explicitly in terms of the
spectral decomposition of the initial quantum state ρ̂ =

∑
n pn|n⟩⟨n| as

F(Ô, ρ̂) = 2
∑
n,m

(pn − pm)
2

pn + pm
|⟨n|Ô|m⟩|2≤ 4 ⟨∆Ô2⟩ , (1.34)
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(a) Intensive multipartiteness (b) Extensive multipartiteness
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Figure 1.3: Pictorial representation of the different scenarios for the scaling of quantum
Fisher information density fQ (1.37) as the total number of parties N increases.
(a) In the case of intensive multipartiteness fQ = O(1), the entanglement depth
is finite even in an infinite system. (b) For the extensive multipartite entan-
glement, the size of the biggest entangled block scales with the system size
fQ = O(N) and the state is genuinely multipartite.

with ⟨∆Ô2⟩ = Tr(ρ̂ Ô2)−Tr(ρ̂ Ô)2. Notice that now the QFI (1.31) does not depend
on the phase ϕ, but only on the initial state and the generator of the transformation.
The equality in Eq.(1.34) holds for pure states ρ̂ = |ψ⟩⟨ψ|, namely

F(Ô, |ψ⟩) = 4⟨∆Ô2⟩ = 4
(
⟨Ô2⟩ − ⟨Ô⟩2

)
. (1.35)

Throughout the thesis, we will take Eq.(1.34) as the definition of the quantum
Fisher information.

Connection to multipartite entanglement

The QFI has key mathematical properties [120, 122–124], such as convexity,
additivity, monotonicity that can be used to probe the multipartite entanglement
structure of a quantum state [125, 126]. Several relations have been established
between the QFI and the criteria for recognizing multipartite entanglement [126,
137].

The first connection was discussed in the context of interferometry, when fo-
cusing on ensemble of N qubits with the generator of the transformation in (1.33)
consisting in a linear collective spin operator Ôlin = Ĵn in some direction n. It was
shown that QFI satisfies two different bounds depending if the state is separable or
entangled, see e.g. Refs.[138, 139]. Namely,

separable states : F(Ôlin, ρ̂sep) ≤ N , (1.36a)
entangled states : F(Ôlin, ρ̂ent) ≤ N2 . (1.36b)

These relations immediately demonstrate another fundamental aspect identified by
the QFI: the usefulness of entanglement for metrological purposes. While for separa-
ble states the phase uncertainty is limited by ∆ϕ ≥ 1/

√
MN — the so-called shot

noise limit —, entangled states allow to reach a fundamental metrological bound:
the Heisenberg limit ∆ϕ ≥ 1/

√
MN .
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Let us now present a practical yet general criterion linking the QFI to the multi-
partite entanglement structure of a state ρ̂ [126, 137]. Consider a quantum system
composed of N distinguishable parties and living on a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space (H =

⊗N
i=1Hi with Hi the local Hilbert space that we assume to be the same

for all the parties). If, for a certain Ô, the QFI density of the state ρ̂ satisfies the
inequality

fQ(Ô) =
F(Ô, ρ̂)

N
> m , (1.37)

then, at least (m + 1) parties in the system are entangled (with 1 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 a
divisor of N). In particular, if N − 1 ≤ fQ(Ô) ≤ N , then the state is called gen-
uinely N-partite entangled. See Figure 1.3 for a pictorial illustration of the different
scenarios. For example, in the case of N qubits, the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger
(GHZ) [161] or “Schrödinger cat” state |GHZ⟩ = (|0⟩⊗N + |1⟩⊗N)/

√
2 saturates the

bound in Eq.(1.37) fQ(Ĵz) = N to respect to the collective magnetization in the z
direction Ô = Ĵz.

The other rigorous criteria — based on the notion of k-particle entanglement
[140] — are derived for local operators in Refs. [125, 126] or quasi-local operators
in Ref.[141]. This choice, for instance, allows to characterize the multipartite en-
tangled structure of topological phases [142]. In fact, generally different operators
Ô lead to different bounds and there is no systematic method (without some knowl-
edge on the physical system [132, 143]) to choose the optimal one. The QFI is only
a witness and not an entanglement measure, since it does not fulfill all the axiomatic
criteria of Ref.[111] 10.

We remark that the QFI answers to a complementary question to respect to the
bipartite entanglement entropy. On one side SA quantifies the amount of quantum
correlations given a bipartition A/B, conversely, fQ identifies the size of the largest
entangled block, see Figure 1.3. If a state is genuinely multipartite than it is also
bipartite entangled to respect all the bipartitions.

Multipartite entanglement in spin systems

In the case of spin systems, a standard choice is to consider collective spin projec-
tions Ô = Ŝn =

∑N
i=1 n · ŝi in the direction of the 3d unit vector n11. The optimal

QFI is then given by the maximal fluctuation of the total spin as

fQ(t) = 4max
n

⟨∆Ŝ2
n(t)⟩
N

. (1.38)

A related experimentally relevant indicator of multipartite entanglement in spin
systems is given by spin squeezing, a concept first introduced in Ref.[145]. This

10In particular, it does not “vanish on separable states”. The fQ(Ô) is only a lower bound on the
amount of entanglement in the state ρ̂. As such, it can result in fQ ≃ 1 also for entangled states. For
instance, the same |GHZ⟩, which is genuinely multipartite to respect to Ĵz (see main text), leads to
fQ(Ĵx) = fQ(Ĵy) = 1 for the collective operators in the transverse directions.

11In the case a composite system of multiple degrees of freedom, one typically considers Ô =

1S⊗Ŝn, where S is the complement of the spin subsystem. Note that in this case, the QFI detects not
only the correlations between the individual spins, but also the entanglement between the collective
spin and the other degrees of freedom (see e.g., Ref.[144])
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observable is associated with the reduction of collective spin quantum fluctuations
along one direction at the expense of enhancement of orthogonal fluctuations, due
to the Heisenberg principle. Spin squeezing is usually quantified by the minimal
transverse variance of collective spin fluctuations [127–130] as

ξ2 ≡ min
|u|=1,u⊥Z

⟨(
u · Ŝ

)2⟩
N/4

. (1.39)

The squeezing parameter ξ2 is equal to 1 for coherent states, and smaller for squeezed
states (see, e.g., Refs. [130, 145]). It has long been known [129, 139, 146] that
collective spin squeezing is a witness of many-body quantum entanglement. It is
possible to demonstrate that [139]

ξ2 ≥ 1

fQ
, (1.40)

namely there exists a class of states which are not spin-squeezed but can be maximally
entangled. In this thesis, we will show that a simple relation exists between the QFI
and spin squeezing in the semiclassical regime.

1.2.4 OTOC’s: the echo and the square-commutator
Very recently, the notion of scrambling — as the study of quantum information

spreading — has become an increasingly growing focus of the scientific interest.
This has been mostly motivated by Kitaev in 2015 [147]. He proposed to quantify
chaos in many-body systems in terms of the growth in time of the square of the
non-equal time commutator of two initially commuting observables Â and B̂, i.e.

c(t) = −⟨[B̂(t), Â]2⟩ , (1.41)

or of the closely connected out of time order correlators (OTOC) ⟨ÂB̂(t)ÂB̂(t)⟩.
These objects are characterized by an unusual time-ordering which does not assume
any casual time-evolution 12. Correspondently, they can not be computed via stan-
dard theoretical techniques. The study of scrambling has spread rapidly over differ-
ent communities: from quantum information [116, 149], to high energy physics
[150, 151], from quantum-thermodynamics [152, 153] to condensed matter theory
[148, 154–156]. These concepts have also been explored experimentally over vari-
ous atomic platforms [157–159]. In general, the growth of the square commutator
indicates the non-commutativity of two observables induced by the dynamics, the
so-called operator spreading. For example, in the case of locally interacting systems,
it describes the non-local growth in time of the support of an initially local operator,
as discussed below.
At the same time, such considerations contributed to reviving the topic of quan-
tum chaos and irreversibility [116, 147, 150, 160–163]. As elaborated above, these
concepts have been of pivotal importance since the foundations of statistical me-
chanics [164–166] and have been intensively addressed during the ’90s and early

12More precisely, OTOC are defined as multi-point and multi-time correlation functions (more
or equal than three body) which cannot be represented on a single Keldysh contour [148].
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2000 [167–171]. One of the first and most widely used ways to characterize quan-
tum chaotic dynamics is the study of imperfect time-reversal evolution of the wave
function |ψ0⟩, in particular, the Loschmidt echo. Conceived by Peres in Ref.[167],
this concept has been introduced systematically by the group of Levstein, Jalabert,
Patawski, and collaborators in a series of papers during the 2000 see e.g. Ref.[170,
171]. The Loschmidt echo is defined as the overlap between two states evolving
under the action of two slightly perturbed Hamiltonians, i.e.

L(t) = ⟨ψ0|ei(Ĥ+ϵB̂)t/ℏ e−iĤt/ℏ|ψ0⟩ , (1.42)

where Ĥ is the bare Hamiltonian, B̂ represents the perturbation, and ϵ its strength.
Under classical chaotic dynamics, as a result of the exponential sensitivity of trajec-
tories to small perturbations, any imperfection in a time-reversed protocol hinders a
full recovery of the initial information, making time-reversal impossible in practice.
This approach has been explored successfully in few-body quantum systems [170–
173] and scrutinized in many-body ones [174–176]. For instance, whenever a semi-
classical limit is well defined, L(t) display a dynamical regime characterized by an
exponential decay in time, with a rate that (in certain limits) coincides with the clas-
sical Lyapunov exponents [168], see also the reviews [170, 171].

As the concept of scrambling was introduced resonating with these ideas, in what
follows we will define the square-commutator and OTOC via an imperfect-time re-
versal protocol on operators. Let us mention that the square commutator encodes
information beyond the one contained in the Loschmidt echo. It represents a phe-
nomenon occurring in the operator space, while the Loschmidt echo is a character-
ization of the wave-function. The difference between the operator spreading and
entanglement dynamics is briefly discussed at the end of this section.

Let us start with the definition of an interesting protocol: an imperfect time-
reversal of an observable, in a spirit similar to Loschmidt echo experiments and to
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) magic echoes (see Refs. [177–180] and [181–
183]). In this setting, the system is prepared in the eigenstate of some observable Â,
such as a polarized state of the magnetization, and it is then allowed to evolve under
the action of the Hamiltonian −Ĥ for a certain time t. It is then subject to a rapid
rotation generated by the unitary operator eiϵB̂ and it then evolves back under the
reversed Hamiltonian +Ĥ for an identical time interval t. Afterward, the observable
Â is measured. The corresponding time-evolved operator Â reads

Âϵ(t) = eiĤt/ℏe−iϵB̂e−iĤt/ℏ Â eiĤt/ℏeiϵB̂e−iĤt/ℏ = e−iϵB̂(t) Â eiϵB̂(t)

= Â− iϵ [B̂(t), Â]− ϵ2

2
[B̂(t), [B̂(t), Â]] +O(ϵ3) ,

(1.43)

where B̂(t) = eiĤt/ℏB̂ e−iĤt/ℏ is the perturbing operator in the Heisenberg represen-
tation.

The difference Âϵ(t)− Â is associated to the echo response of the observable Â.
One can study its full distribution by taking the expectation value on a generic quan-
tum state ρ̂, which could be either pure or mixed. The first and second moments
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read

µ(t) = lim
ϵ→0

1

ϵ2
⟨Âϵ(t)− Â⟩ = −1

2
⟨[B̂(t), [B̂(t), Â]]⟩ , (1.44)

c(t) = lim
ϵ→0

1

ϵ2
⟨
(
Âϵ(t)− Â

)2
⟩ = −⟨[B̂(t), Â]2⟩ . (1.45)

where ⟨. . . ⟩ = Tr (ρ̂ . . .) stands for the average with respect to the initial state, which
can also be pure.

The first moment µ(t) is the so-called echo-response observable which has been
studied in Refs.[181, 183]. In principle, in Âϵ(t) − Â there is a further term pro-
portional to ϵ, i.e. −iϵ⟨[B̂(t), Â]⟩. It corresponds to a standard Kubo-type linear
response susceptibility, which does not contain information about unusual time-
ordering and therefore it should be subtracted from the echo. Furthermore, if the
initial state ρ̂ = |ψ0⟩⟨ψ0| is an eigenstate of Â, then ⟨[B̂(t), Â]⟩ vanishes and the re-
sult is simply (1.44). The function µ(t) contains the out-of-time correlators as, in
particular, it contains ⟨B̂(t)ÂB̂(t)⟩.

The second moment in Eq.(1.45) is the square commutator (1.41) [160–162,
184–186]. This object was originally introduced in 1969 by Larkin and Ovchin-
nikov in Ref.[160] to describe semiclassically the exponential sensitivity to initial
conditions and the associated Lyapunov exponent. In fact, in the classical limit,
c(t) encodes the square of the derivatives of the classical trajectory to respect to
the initial conditions [161]. Thus, whenever the classical limit is chaotic, c(t) is
expected to grow exponentially in time, with a rate set by twice the classical Lya-
punov exponent [162, 183–187, 187–190, 190–192]. It is conjectured that this
Lyapunov exponent is bounded by quantum effects as λ ≤ 2πT/ℏ [151], and that
this bound is saturated in certain large-N strongly interacting models with a classi-
cal gravity dual, such as the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [147, 193]. Anyhow,
the square-commutator (or different OTOCs) does not necessarily exhibit an expo-
nential growth away semiclassical or large-N limits, making the definition of the
exponent ill-defined for generic nonintegrable Hamiltonians. In particular, in the
case of local lattice systems, it has been proved that c(t) grows at most polynomially
in time [194].

Notice that c(t) is generally different from µ(t), as it contains a different OTOC,
namely ⟨B̂(t)Â2B̂(t)⟩. Anyhow, in the semiclassical limit, both expressions have a
similar structure containing the square of the derivatives of trajectories with respect
to the initial conditions, which grow exponentially in time in the presence of the
semiclassical chaos (c.f. Refs. [172, 181, 183]). We derive this result formally in
Appendix B, by computing the semiclassical limits of the echo observable and the
square commutator using the Bopp representation of the operators [195].

Finally, OTOC can be seen as a further contribution of the quantum information
community to the study of chaos and irreversibility in quantum systems.

Entanglement spreading vs operator scrambling

Let us briefly comment on the different meanings associated with “entangle-
ment spreading” versus “operator scrambling”. On the whole, these two concepts
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characterize two different phenomena: While entanglement (and its dynamics) is
a property of the many-body wave-function, operator scrambling concerns growth
of complexity in the operator space upon time evolution. As a simple illustration
of such a different behavior, consider a system initialized in an infinite tempera-
ture density matrix, i.e. the identity. During the unitary time-evolution, the state
will remain unchanged — and unentangled —, whereas the support of an initially
local operator will, in general, grow nontrivially in the Heisenberg representation.
This could be witnessed, for instance, via the growth of square commutator in time
(1.45).

Beyond its semiclassical limit, the operator scrambling is unquestionably a novel
concept13 and, correspondingly, it has attracted a lot of attention in the past five
years. For example, rigorous studies of the operator spreading with the square
commutator have been obtained in random unitary models of quantum dynamics
[196, 197] and extended to increasingly realistic systems [198, 199]. Besides, several
interesting approaches have been introduced to characterize the operator growth in
physical Hamiltonians. For instance, operator complexity can be studied with the
operator entanglement entropy of the time evolution operator [200–204] or closely
related entanglement of unitary quantum channels [116–118]. In this context, the
second Renyi entropy [cf. Eq.(1.23) with α = 2] of the channel has been related
to an average of OTOC over the complete basis of the operators, see e.g. Ref.[116].
Another insightful proposal is to measure the operator spreading via the operator
complexity growth rate, obtained from Lanczos coefficients in the operator space
[205].

Summarizing, entanglement dynamics and operator scrambling are generally
two distinct phenomena occurring in out-of-equilibrium many-body systems. Op-
erator scrambling displays a plethora of novel phenomena that still need to be un-
derstood in their generality. For the rest of the thesis, we will focus on a specific
limit of scrambling: the classical one, which is slightly better understood. In this
limit, however, we will be able to find an analytical relation between entanglement
dynamics (bipartite and multipartite) and the square-commutator.

1.3 Entanglement in and out-of-equilibrium
As we will elaborate in this section, entanglement has become a fundamental tool

in the classification of quantum phases of matter, as well as in the characterization
of their transient and stationary dynamical regimes.

A very important aspect concerns the efficiency of novel numerical methods for
many-body physics, such as techniques based on matrix product states (MPS) or
density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [206–209]. Such tools intrinsically
rely on the scaling of bipartite entanglement. In fact, these algorithms approximate
quantum many-body wave-functions with matrices of finite dimension D, that can
efficiently simulate only low entangled states, whose entropy can be estimated as
Smax ∼ lnD. In the non-equilibrium setting, the same reasoning applies. By now,

13Notice that the operator growth occurs when the evolution is governed both by integrable and
nonintegrable Hamiltonians. Thus, it goes even beyond the broad notion of “quantum chaos”.
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time-dependent generalizations of MPS algorithms, such as tDMRG [210, 211] or
the time dependent variational principle (TDVP) [212, 213], are considered among
the most successful techniques in addressing many-body dynamics. For example,
in this thesis we employ TDVP simulations for the study long-range dynamics in
Chapters 3 and 4. Summarizing, both in and out-of-equilibrium, the amount of
entanglement of the state governs the effectiveness of MPS numerical methods, lim-
iting our ability to simulate quantum systems on classical devices.

1.3.1 Entanglement of equilibrium states
Let us first recall some relevant results in equilibrium. For a general survey, we

refer the readers to the abundant literature on the topic, see e.g. Refs.[104, 108–
110]. It is now well known that entanglement plays a fundamental role in classifying
phases of matter. The Von Neumann entanglement entropy SA, for example, is
tightly connected to the topological properties of many-body systems [110] and to
the emergence of quantum phase transitions [104]. One of the most important
results concerning the equilibrium properties of the SA in many-body systems goes
under the name of area law. In the ground state of gapped local hamiltonians, the
entanglement entropy (1.24) is known to scale with the area of its boundary, i.e.

SA ∝ ℓ d−1 , (1.46)
where d is the dimension and ℓ denotes the typical length of the subsystemA. Even if
a rigorous proof exists only in one dimension [214], there is a unanimous consensus
for its validity in arbitrary d [109]. Eq.(1.46) has tremendous consequences for
the numerical simulability of quantum states on classical computers. It underlies
the great success of MPS and DMRG techniques in describing the properties of
one-dimensional models. However, there exist well-known violations to area law in
Eq.(1.46), as for the case of logaritmic correction for gapless systems, as critical one-
dimensional models [215, 216]. Notably, the logarithmic correction turns out to be
universal, as it is proportional to the central charge of the conformal field theories
describing the low energy properties at criticality [217].

Multipartite entanglement as well possesses universal properties close to quan-
tum phase transitions [132, 218]. In fact, the QFI (1.34) of a thermal equilibrium
states ρ̂Gibbs = e−βĤ/Z can be written explicitly as a function of the thermal suscep-
tibility [132], via

F(Ô, ρ̂Gibbs) =
2

π

ˆ ∞
−∞

dω tanh (βω/2) χ′′
Ô
(ω) . (1.47)

Hence, the multipartite structure of the state inherits all the universal properties of
χ′′
Ô
(ω). In particular, at quantum criticality, the QFI of the ground state |ψ0⟩, for

the order parameter Ôop, obeys the universal scaling

F(Ôop, |ψ0⟩) ∼ N1+∆Q/d , (1.48)

where ∆Q is the critical exponent of the correlation function 14. Notice, nonetheless,
14Via the hyperscaling relations it is related to the other critical exponents via ∆Q = γ/ν − z,

where γ , ν and z are susceptibility, correlation length and dynamical critical exponents respectively
[219].
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that the QFI does not witness extensive multipartiteness close to thermal phase-
transitions [132, 220], even if it reproduces the landscape of its phase-diagram
[220].

1.3.2 Entanglement entropy of chaotic eigenstates
As opposed to the low-energy states described before, the entanglement entropy

of chaotic eigenstates SA(|E⟩) obeys volume law, i.e. it scales with the volume of
the subregionA. More importantly, SA(|E⟩) is equal to the thermodynamic entropy
S(E) at the same energy, at the leading order in the system size [221–223]. Denoting
by NA and N the size of the region A and of the whole system, one has

lim
N→∞

SA(|E⟩)
NA

≃ S(E)

N
≡ s(E) , (1.49)

where |E⟩ is an eigenstate satisfying ETH (1.12) and s is the entropy density. The
same applies also to Renyi entropies (1.23). The leading correction to Eq.(1.49)
is universal and proportional to the square root of the system’s heat capacity [223].
Eq.(1.49) can be seen analogously within the thermalization framework. In fact, the
long-time saturation value of the entanglement entropy is expected to correspond
to the value in the thermal ensemble. Using the convergence of the reduced density
matrix in Eq.(1.11), one has

lim
t→∞

lim
N→∞

SA(t)

NA

≃ s(βE) , (1.50)

where the inverse temperature βE is fixed by the initial energy via Eqs.(1.2) . These
observations provide a profound bridge between quantum entanglement and stan-
dard thermodynamics: The thermalization of a subsystem is identified as the accu-
mulation in time of quantum entanglement between the subsystem and the rest. In
integrable systems the same considerations apply, with the only difference that s(E)
(or equivalently s(βE)) corresponds to the thermodynamic GGE entropy [102, 224,
225].

The maximum value of the entanglement entropy in Eq.(1.49) is attained at
“infinite temperature”, i.e. for eigenstates at the center of the spectrum. These
states are expected to match, at the leading order in N , the result of random pure
states [222]. This goes under the name of Page value [226] and it reads

SPage = ln dimHA − 1

2

(dimHA)
2

dimH
+O

(
1

dimH

)
, (1.51)

with HA and H are the Hilbert spaces of the subsystem A and of the whole system
respectively. For example, in the case of random states of N qubits with a partition
NA = N/2, one has dimHA = dimHB = 2N/2 and SPage = N/2 ln 2 − 1/2. In this
view, the extensivity of the entanglement entropy follows from the logarithm of an
exponentially large Hilbert space.

Yet, this behavior is often violated. This is the case not only for the low-energy
states discussed above, but also for MBL eigenstates [227, 228] – which obey area
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Figure 3. Entanglement entropy for the quench from h0 = ! to h = 1, for
various !. The dashed lines are the leading asymptotic results for large !; cf
equation (3.19). The inset shows the derivative with respect to time of S100(t).

of !. However, the entropy does not saturate to the asymptotic value exactly at t!, as in
CFT. In fact for large t, S!(t) is a slowly increasing function, even in the limit of large !.

The dashed lines in figure 3 are the leading asymptotic results for large ! as given by
equation (3.19). The actual asymptotic value (obtained by numerical diagonalization) is
always slightly larger than (3.19), showing that the first correction (most probably of the
order O(log !)) is positive.

3.2.2. Quench from h0 > 1 to h = 1. To understand if the disagreement between CFT
and the exact result for t > t! can be attributed simply to the particular initial condition
(h0 = !) or to deeper reasons, we consider now the case of a generic initial condition
(i.e. finite h0), always evolving according to the critical Hamiltonian.

The numerical results for various h0 (at fixed ! = 60) are displayed in figure 4. Even
in this case the curves show for t < t! a linear regime, in agreement with CFT. However,
on decreasing h0 the time dependence for t > t! becomes sharper, i.e. S!(t) reaches the
asymptotic value much faster than in the case h0 = !. Thus the curves look more similar
to the CFT result.

In figure 4 the dashed lines are the leading asymptotic results for large ! as given
by equation (3.19). Note that on decreasing h0, the positivity of the corrections to
equation (3.19) is more and more apparent. In this case, it can be partially attributed to
a non-vanishing value for t = 0, that results in a finite shift of the entire curve.

3.2.3. Quench from h0 = ! to h > 1. In the lattice calculation we are performing we are
not restricted to study the critical evolution. Thus, to understand how the entanglement
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subregions A and B. But the total amount of entanglement
entropy generated remains finite as t ! 1 (Fig. 1), and the
fluctuations of particle number eventually saturate as well
(see below). The entanglement entropy for the pure state
of the whole system is defined as the von Neumann entropy
S ! "tr!A log!A ! "tr!B log!B of the reduced density
matrix of either subsystem. We always form the two biparti-
tions by dividing the system at the center bond.

The type of evolution considered here can be viewed as a
‘‘global quench’’ in the language of Calabrese and Cardy
[14] as the initial state is the ground state of an artificial
Hamiltonian with local fields. Evolution from an initial
product state with zero entanglement can be studied effi-
ciently via time-dependent matrix product state methods
until a time where the entanglement becomes too large for
a fixed matrix dimension. Since entanglement cannot
increase purely by local operations within each subsystem,
its growth results only from propagation across the

subsystem boundary, even though there is no conserved
current of entanglement.
The first question we seek to answer is whether there is

any qualitatively different behavior of physical quantities
when a small interaction

Hint ! Jz
X

i

Szi S
z
i#1 (2)

is added. With Heisenberg couplings between the spins
(Jz ! J?), the model is believed to have a dynamical tran-
sition as a function of the dimensionless disorder strength
"=Jz [4,5,7]. This transition is present in generic eigenstates
of the system and hence exists at infinite temperature at
some nonzero ". The spin conductivity, or equivalently
particle conductivity after the Jordan-Wigner transforma-
tion, is zero in the many-body localized phase and nonzero
for small enough"=Jz. However, with exact diagonalization
the system size is so limited that it has not been possible to
estimate the location in the thermodynamic limit of the
transition of eigenstates or conductivities.
We find that entanglement growth shows a qualitative

change inbehavior at infinitesimalJz. Instead of the expected
behavior that a small interaction strength leads to a small
delay in saturation and a small increase infinal entanglement,
we find that the increase of entanglement continues to times
orders of magnitude larger than the initial localization time
in the Jz ! 0 case (Fig. 1). This slowgrowth of entanglement
is consistent with prior observations for shorter times and
larger interactions Jz ! 0:5J? and Jz ! J? [12,13],
although the saturation behavior was unclear. Note that ob-
serving a sudden effect of turning on interactions requires
large systems, as a small change in the Hamiltonian applied
to the same initial state will take a long time to affect the
behavior significantly. We next explain briefly the methods
enabling large systems to be studied.
Numerical methodology.—To simulate the quench, we

use the time evolving block decimation (TEBD) [15,16]
method which provides an efficient method to perform a
time evolution of quantum states, jc $t%i ! U$t%jc $0%i, in
one-dimensional systems. The TEBD algorithm can be seen
as a descendant of the density matrix renormalization group
[17] method and is based on a matrix product state (MPS)
representation [18,19] of the wave functions. We use a
second-order Trotter decomposition of the short time propa-
gator U$!t% ! exp$"i!tH% into a product of term which
acts only on two nearest-neighbor sites (two-site gates).After
each application, the dimension of the MPS increases. To
avoid an uncontrolled growth of the matrix dimensions,
the MPS is truncated by keeping only the states which have
the largest weight in a Schmidt decomposition.
In order to control the error, we check that the neglected

weight after each step is small (< 10"6). Algorithms of
this type are efficient because they exploit the fact that the
ground-state wave functions are only slightly entangled
which allows for an efficient truncation. Generally the
entanglement grows linearly as a function of time which

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Entanglement growth after a quench
starting from a site factorized Sz eigenstate for different inter-
action strengths Jz (we consider a bipartition into two half chains
of equal size). All data are for " ! 5 and L ! 10, except for
Jz ! 0:1 where L ! 20 is shown for comparison. The inset
shows the same data but with a rescaled time axis and subtracted
Jz ! 0 values. (b) Saturation values of the entanglement entropy
as a function of L for different interaction strengths Jz. The inset
shows the approach to saturation.
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[14] as the initial state is the ground state of an artificial
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large systems, as a small change in the Hamiltonian applied
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enabling large systems to be studied.
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avoid an uncontrolled growth of the matrix dimensions,
the MPS is truncated by keeping only the states which have
the largest weight in a Schmidt decomposition.
In order to control the error, we check that the neglected

weight after each step is small (< 10"6). Algorithms of
this type are efficient because they exploit the fact that the
ground-state wave functions are only slightly entangled
which allows for an efficient truncation. Generally the
entanglement grows linearly as a function of time which

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Entanglement growth after a quench
starting from a site factorized Sz eigenstate for different inter-
action strengths Jz (we consider a bipartition into two half chains
of equal size). All data are for " ! 5 and L ! 10, except for
Jz ! 0:1 where L ! 20 is shown for comparison. The inset
shows the same data but with a rescaled time axis and subtracted
Jz ! 0 values. (b) Saturation values of the entanglement entropy
as a function of L for different interaction strengths Jz. The inset
shows the approach to saturation.
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Figure 1.4: Paradigm for the entanglement entropy growth of a pure state out-of-
equilibrium. (a) Linear growth of SA(t) for integrable systems (from Ref.[114]).
(b) Logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy in a MBL system (from
Ref.[229]). In the noninteracting limit (Jz = 0), the entanglement saturates
and obeys area law. The two scenarios can be understood from the spreading
(or quasi-localization) of the elementary excitations, see the discussion in the
text.

law – or for scarred eigenstates for which SA ∼ ln ℓ [61–65]. Indeed, the scaling
of the eigenstate entanglement with ℓ is commonly used to distinguish between
different many-body phases in realistic models.

1.3.3 Entanglement entropy out-of-equilibrium

As far as out-of-equilibrium systems are concerned, it is by now well established
that a large body of information about the many-body dynamics, their thermaliza-
tion properties, and the complexity of their numerical simulations, can be inferred
from the evolution of their entanglement.

As far as local Hamiltonians are concerned, there is a well-acknowledged paradigm
for the entanglement entropy growth of pure states out-of-equilibrium. As a broad
consequence of the Lieb-Robinson bound [cf. Eq.(1.3)], in thermalizing local sys-
tems the entanglement entropy SA(t) grows linearly in time before saturating to a
value proportional to its volume [230–232]. An analytical understanding of this be-
havior has come only recently from the study of random unitary circuits [233]. In
this framework, the entanglement entropy corresponds to the surface of the minimal
space-time membrane separating the two subsystems. The linear spreading of SA(t)
before a volume law saturation is well-established for integrable systems, where this
behavior has been explained via a semiclassical picture based on quasi-particle prop-
agation [102, 225, 234, 235]. For an example, see Figure 1.4 (a). On the other
hand, the presence of an extensive number of local conserved quantities (exact or
approximate) causes a dramatic slow down of the entanglement growth, with a dis-
tinguished logarithmic increase for MBL systems [229, 236–238], see Figure 1.4 (b).

Before going into further details, let us remark that the study entanglement en-
tropy dynamics is still the focus of ongoing research and new developments. For
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instance, it has been discussed recently that the interplay between unitary dynamics
and local projective measurements gives rise to a new universality class [239–241].
This describes a measurement-induced transition between two distinct dynamical
phases, one characterized by a volume-law scaling of entanglement entropy, the
other by an area-law. The full characterization of such transition is now the subject
of intense study, see e.g. [242–245].

Quasiparticle picture for bipartite entanglement

In the case of integrable systems discussed in Section 1.1.3, the entanglement
entropy grows linearly in time, as in Figure 1.4. The underlying mechanism, now
known as quasiparticle picture, is built on the ballistic traveling of infinitely long-
lived quasiparticles [102].

Let us describe the salient features in the case of only one type of elementary
excitation (quasiparticle). For the quantitative and general treatment, we refer the
reader to Refs.[102, 225, 234], for a recent review [235].
Consider the same quench protocol as outlined in Section 1.1.1. The initial state
|ψ0⟩ has typically very high energy relative to the ground state of the Hamiltonian Ĥ
and therefore can be considered as a source of quasiparticle excitations. These spread
ballistically in the system and are identified by their quasi-momentum k and group
velocity v(k). The main assumption is that excitations emitted far apart in space
are uncorrelated. Conversely, the only coherent contribution comes from entangled
quasiparticles emitted at the same point in space 15 with opposite momentum ±k to
the right and the left. As they propagate, larger regions of the system get entangled.
The entanglement entropy of a subsystemAwill be proportional to the total number
of quasiparticles that, after being emitted from the same point, lie simultaneously
in the subsystem A and its complement. Therefore, the amount of entanglement at
time t can evaluated by a quasiparticle counting. In one dimension, for a subsystem
A of ℓ sites, one has

SA(t) ∼ 2t

ˆ
2|v|t<ℓ

dk v(k) f(k) + ℓ

ˆ
2|v|t>ℓ

dk f(k) , (1.52)

where f(k) is related to the quasiparticles production rate and in principle is calcu-
lable. This relation holds for t, ℓ→ ∞ at t/ℓ fixed. If the maximum of the quasipar-
ticle velocity vM exists, then for t ≤ ℓ/2vM , SA grows linearly in time, whereas for
t ≫ ℓ/2vM , the entanglement is volume law, i.e. SA ∝ ℓ. In fact, unless |v| = 116,
SA is not strictly proportional to ℓ for t ≥ ℓ/2, but the asymptotic limit is always
approached from below.
The quasiparticle picture has been verified analytically in free [224, 246] and inter-
acting models [225, 234] and it was confirmed numerically in several studies, e.g.
[236, 247]. The same approach has been recently exploited to understand entangle-
ment spreading via the mutual information (1.25) in integrable systems [114].

Slow growth of bipartite entanglement for MBL systems

One of the distinctive signatures of many-body localization (see Section 1.1.3) is
15More precisely, quasi-particles emitted within the initial correlation length.
16This is the case of conformal field theories.
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the logarithmic growth of SA(t). In the absence of interactions, out-of-equilibrium
states maintain a low degree of entanglement upon evolution and SA obeys an area
law. On the other hand, as soon as the interaction is turned on, the entanglement
entropy shows slow logarithmic growth in time, as shown in Figure 1.4 (b). This was
initially demonstrated numerically [229, 236, 237] and then explained as a result of
dephasing between different eigenstates in Ref.[238], see also Refs.[71] . For weak
interactions, this mechanism predicts

SA(t) ∼ ξ ln (J0 t) , (1.53)

where ξ is the single particle localization length and J0 is proportional to the inter-
action strength.

Let us briefly sketch the heuristic argument, while for all the details we refer to
Refs.[71, 238]. Consider a system of N spins and an initial state which is taken to
be a product state of the physical spins. Let h̃i,i+x be the effective field acting on the
site i because of the spin at distance x 17. Accordingly, the i-th spin will acquire a
phase of order one at a time scale t(x), set by the condition h̃i,i+x t(x) ≃ 1. Using the
exponential decay of the couplings in the MBL effective Hamiltonian (1.19), one
can show that also the effective field is suppressed exponentially h̃i,i+x ∼ J0 e

−x/ξ′ ,
where ξ′ is proportional to the correlation length. This decay, together with the
condition h̃i,i+1 t(x) ≃ 1 yields a logarithmic “light cone” of entanglement, i.e.
xent(t) ∼ ξ ln (J0t). With a counting argument similar to the quasiparticle picture,
SA(t) is proportional to the length of spins which posses phases dependent on the
states of the other spins xent(t). This leads to Eq.(1.53).
After this dynamical regime, the entanglement entropy approaches a value propor-
tional to the so-called diagonal entropy [248, 249]. The latter, even if it obeys
volume law, it keeps memory about the initial conditions. This shows that entan-
glement growth is not necessarily associated with the transport of energy and matter,
which is completely suppressed in localized systems.

This behavior has been confirmed numerically in several MBL models and in
systems that exhibit the same phenomenology [250–254].

17This effective field can be written from the MBL Hamiltonian (1.19) as h̃i,i+x = J̃i,i+xτ̂
z
i+x +

J̃i,i+1,i+xτ̂
z
i+1τ̂

z
i+x + . . . .
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Chapter 2

Semiclassical dynamics

“This lovely theory, though it has been available for nearly half a century,
remains – except to specialists in quantum optics and a few other fields –
much less well known than it deserves to be. ”

— N. Wheeler, Remarks concerning the status and some
ramifications of Ehrenfest’s theorem

The goal of this chapter is to review the standard approach to semiclassical dynamics,
understood as classical equations of motion equipped with quantum fluctuations. We
will start by introducing the classical limit and its validity for fully connected systems.
Then, we summarize the salient features of numerical truncated Wigner approximations
of phase-space methods and complement them with the description of a semi-analytical
technique.

In the previous chapter, we discussed the general framework for entanglement
and thermalization in local many-body systems, in their fully quantum regime occur-
ring at ℏ = 1. Nevertheless, the hearth of this thesis is devoted to the understanding
of entanglement and its evolution in spin systems with long-range interactions. Ad-
dressing this problem requires a strong shift in the paradigm and techniques usually
employed to solve standard short-range quantum dynamics.
Whenever the interaction between the elementary constituents is sufficiently long-
range, one expects mean-field approximation to be valid. Dynamically, this im-
plies that such systems can often exhibit a semiclassical behavior with some effective
Planck constant ℏeff → 0: When a system is initialized in a localized wave-packet,
quantum observables obey the classical equation of motion at short times, in the
spirit of the Ehrenfest theorem [255].

Accordingly, the bulk of the analysis contained in this thesis is performed using
semiclassical tools, which allow recognizing the different contributions in the dy-
namics, especially in connection with the buildup of quantum correlations. Hence,
the purpose of this chapter is to provide a (partial) review of the broad field of semi-
classical dynamics and to introduce the techniques applied and extended in the rest
of the thesis.

29
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There are many successful approaches to semiclassical physics, from Wentzel–
Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) method [256] to the Gurzwiller propagator [257]. In
this thesis, we will study semiclassical dynamics as referred to classical mean-field
equations of motion supplemented with quantum fluctuations, whose strength is con-
trolled by ℏ. Such a semiclassical description holds every time it is possible to define
an effective Plank constant that vanishes in the appropriate limit of ℏeff → 0. Exam-
ples include bosonic systems with large occupation numbers, large s spin systems or
models characterized by permutational symmetry.

The latter is particularly relevant for our discussion since mean-field large-N
models can be considered the starting point for the analysis of the long-range clean
interactions. For this reason, we introduce the classical limit and its applicability
to fully-connected systems in the first section Section 2.1. Furthermore, many
atomic, molecular and optical quantum systems, such as Bose-Einstein condensates
[131, 258], cavity-QED setups [259, 260] and trapped ions [158, 261], can be
described by collective uniform interactions between their N elementary degrees
of freedom. As such, these many-body systems exhibit a permutational invariance
which, as we will show in Section 2.1.1, give rise to a controlled emergence of semi-
classical dynamical behavior in the limit of large N [262]. Such systems thereby offer
a natural playground for experimental efforts toward a deeper understanding of the
entanglement growth in the semiclassical regime and beyond.

The above definition of semiclassics (classical trajectories with quantum fluc-
tuations) is the cornerstone of phase-space methods, an alternative formulation of
quantum mechanics, that we review in Section 2.2. In the limit ℏ → 0, phase-space
techniques result in the class of truncated Wigner approximations. These account for
quantum fluctuations in the Wigner function describing the initial state, while keep-
ing the equation of motion of the phase-space variables at the classical level. As such,
these methods have proved to be extraordinarily accurate in describing the dynamics
in the above limits and beyond. As the first application, in Appendix B we derive
the semiclassical expression for the echo observable and the square-commutator [cf.
Section 1.2.4] using Bopp formalism, introduced below. Secondly, in Chapters 4
and 6 we employ the numerical TWA and its extensions to study the scrambling
dynamics of clean and disordered all-to-all interacting spin systems.

These numerical techniques can be complemented by semi-analytical approaches.
In this thesis, we consider a time-dependent version of the standard Holstein Pri-
makoff transformations, that we introduce in detail in Section 2.3. Within this
method, one can access two types of fluctuations: the collective (semiclassical) ones
and the finite wave-length (quantum) fluctuations. The latter arises when permu-
tational symmetry is broken. This approach, together with the classical limit of
Section 2.1, will be heavily employed in the next Chapter 3 in the study of semi-
classical entanglement and in Chapter 5 for the analysis of long-range models. As
we will illustrate, all these techniques rely on closing the equation of motion at the
Gaussian level, while keeping into account the initial quantum fluctuations.
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2.1 The classical limit
We focus on quantum systems characterized by a small parameter ℏeff, which con-

trols the impact of the quantum fluctuations. A system in this class is described by
n degrees of freedom, identifyed by 2n operators ξ̂ = (q̂1, . . . , q̂n, p̂1, . . . , p̂n). These
satisfy the standard canonical commutation relations [q̂i, p̂j] = iℏeff δij, o more com-
pactly [ξ̂, ξ̂] = iℏeffJ, where J is the symplectic unit1. The system is such that allows
a re-scaling of the Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ℏ−1eff Hcl(ξ̂) , (2.1)

that leads to the following the Heisenberg equation of motion2

˙̂
ξ = J ∂Hcl(ξ̂) . (2.2)

One could equivalently define a classical system described by 2n classical phase-
space variables ξcl = (q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn), obeying the canonical Poisson brackets
{qi, pj} = δij and whose dynamics is given by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of
motion ξ̇cl = {ξcl,Hcl} = J ∂Hcl(ξcl).

The full quantum evolution for the expectation value of the operator ξ̂(t) evalu-
ated on a the generic quantum state |ψ0⟩ reads

d

dt
⟨ξ̂(t)⟩ = J ⟨∂Hcl(ξ̂(t)) ⟩ . (2.3)

This is exactly what stated by the Ehrenfest theorem [255], which describes the exact
quantum evolutions of operators at time t, without approximations. Even if this
relation is reminiscent of the Hamilton’s equations for the classical variable ξcl, in
principle one has ⟨∂Hcl(ξ̂)⟩ ̸= ∂Hcl(⟨ξ̂⟩). However, whenever quantum fluctuations
are small one can look at the replacements3

⟨∂Hcl(ξ̂)⟩ → ∂Hcl(⟨ξ̂⟩) . (2.4)

This substitution is equivalent closing the cumulants at second order, namely to take
⟨ξ̂ ξ̂′⟩ = ⟨ξ̂⟩⟨ξ̂′⟩. We consider the case in which the initial state |ψ0⟩ corresponds to a
narrow Gaussian wave-packet, centered around a point with a small variance ∆2 of
quantum fluctuations of order∆2 ∼ O(ℏeff). A large number of relevant initial states
lie in this class. For instance, consider coherent states or pure nonentangled ones,
such as uncorrelated product states, routinely prepared in cold-atom experiments
via standard techniques. Weakly entangled initial states may be treated on equal
footing.

Therefore, by virtue of Eq.(2.4), the average ⟨ξ̂(t)⟩ moves along the classical
trajectory to the leading order in ℏeff,

d

dt
⟨ξ̂(t)⟩ = J ∂Hcl

(
⟨ξ̂(t)⟩

)
+O(ℏeff) , (2.5)

1The symplectic matrix J is given by the 2n× 2n antisymmetric matrix J =

(
0n 1n

−1n 0n

)
, which

satisfies J2 = −12n.
2Subtleties related to the ordering of the operators are not relevant in the following discussion.
3Notice that this is always exact the case of quadratic Hamiltonians.
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that is
⟨ξ̂(t)⟩ = ξcl(t) +O(ℏeff) . (2.6)

According to the standard semiclassical theory [263–265], quantum fluctuations
around the classical trajectory ξcl(t) will remain approximately Gaussian for a di-
verging time scale as ℏeff → 0 during the evolution, the so-called Ehrenfest time scale
TEhr = TEhr(ℏeff). At TEhr quantum interference effects become dominant and the
semiclassical description breaks down. The Ehrenfest time can be defined as the
time scale for which the gaussian approximation breaks down and quantum fluc-
tuations become of the order of one, i.e. ∆2(TEhr) = O(1). This depends on how
quantum fluctuations evolve in time that, in turn, is determined by the regularity
properties of the classical trajectories. As such, it will be discussed in detail in Section
3.1.2. In general one has

TEhr ∝

{
ℏ−1/2eff regular trajectory
ln ℏeff

−1 chaotic/unstable trajectory
. (2.7)

This semiclassical description is not restricted to phase-space or coherent vari-
ables, but it describes the dynamics of several interesting models. In particular, Sci-
olla and Biroli [262] formulated a general theory for systems with full permutational
invariance in states belonging to the totally-symmetric sector.

2.1.1 Classical limit of permutationally invariant systems
We recall how the permutational symmetries allow for exactly mapping collective

quantum models to systems of few degrees of freedom characterized by a vanishingly
small effective Planck constant in the thermodynamic limit [262].

We consider a Hamiltonian Ĥ characterizing a uniform all-to-all interaction of
N elementary constituents, such as spins or particles. The symmetry under permu-
tations of the degrees of freedom makes the mean-field treatment of the quantum
dynamics exact for large N . To show how the semiclassical description emerges, we
consider an ensemble of N identical q-level quantum systems. A basis of the many-
body Hilbert space can be constructed as the tensor product of identical single-unit
bases {|α⟩} with α = 1, . . . , q. Binary permutation operators are unitary transfor-
mations that exchange a pair of units in the system. Their action is defined by

P̂ij|α1, . . . , αi, . . . αj, . . . , αN⟩ = |α1, . . . , αj, . . . αi, . . . , αN⟩ , (2.8)

for all pairs i > j. A system has full permutational invariance if its Hamiltonian Ĥ
commutes with all permutation operators. The totally-symmetric subspace (TSS)
of the many-body Hilbert space is simultaneously invariant under all permutations 4.
A basis of the TSS can be obtained by symmetrizing the many-body configurations
|α1, . . . , αN⟩ with respect to all permutations. It can be labelled by the numbers
N1, . . . , Nq of units occupying each level with

∑q
α=1Nα = N . The dimension of the

TSS,
dim TSS =

(
N + q − 1

q − 1

)
∼

N→∞

N q−1

(q − 1)!
, (2.9)

4Unless permutational symmetry is spontaneously broken or fragmentation phenomena take
place [266].
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is only polynomially large inN , which allows for the exact numerical analysis of large
systems. Due to the symmetry of Ĥ, the time-evolution of totally symmetric initial
states never leaves the TSS. Typically, such initial states may be simple products of
identical single-body states, or ground states, like the ones prepared in experiments.

It was shown by Sciolla and Biroli in Ref.[262] that the dynamics of symmetric
observables within the TSS is classical in the thermodynamic limit. To show this,
observe that possible off-diagonal transitions governed by Ĥ are uniquely identified
by a set of integers m1, . . . ,mq

|N1, . . . , Nq⟩ → |N1 +m1, . . . , Nq +mq⟩. (2.10)

For convenience, we turn the occupation numbers Nα into fractions xα ≡ Nα/N ,
with 0 ≤ xα ≤ 1 and

∑q
α=1 xα = 1, and denote basis states by |x⟩, where x =

(x1, . . . , xq). Hence, we write the matrix elements of Ĥ as 5

Hx,x′ ≡ ⟨x|Ĥ|x′⟩ = V (x) δx,x′ −
∑
m ̸=0

Tm(x)δx,x′+m/N , (2.11)

withm = (m1, . . . ,mq) ∈ Zq. Terms in the Hamiltonian Ĥ involving up to k bodies
yield “local” transitions in the TSS basis, characterized by |m| ≡

∑
α|mα| ≤ 2k. By

the extensivity of the Hamiltonian Ĥ, both V (x) and Tm(x) are extensive,

V (x) ∼ N v(x), Tm(x) ∼ N tm(x). (2.12)

Crucially, the densities v and t are smooth functions of x, as they generally result
from combinatoric factors of the occupation numbers which are insensitive to small
changes Nα 7→ Nα ± 1, 2, . . . to leading order in the thermodynamic limit [262].
This result is based on the smoothness of the matrix elements of Ĥ between two TSS
states concerning small changes in the occupation numbers Nα → Nα ± 1,±2, . . . .
These properties allow to rewrite the Schrödinger equation in the TSS as

1

N

∂

∂t
ψ(x, t) =

v(x)− ∑
0≤|m|≤2k

tm(x) cosh

(
m

N

∂

∂x

) ψ(x, t) . (2.13)

Equation (2.13) shows that the dynamics of wave-functions in the TTS is governed
by the effective Hamiltonian

Hcl(q̂, p̂) ≡ v(q̂)−
∑
m

tm(x̂) cosh (m · p̂) , (2.14)

expressed in terms of the conjugated canonical operators ξ̂ = (q̂, p̂)

Nα

N
7→ q̂α, −i ∂

∂Nα

7→ p̂α , (2.15)

5For simplicity, we assume time-reversal invariance, which results in real matrix elements
Tm(x) ∈ R.
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with an effective Planck constant

ℏeff ≡
1

N
(ℏ = 1 in our units) , (2.16)

that approaches zero in the thermodynamic limit. Thus, the quantum system of
the original system of all-to-all interacting q-level units is mapped to n = q − 1 6

collective degrees of freedom. As outlined in the previous section, its quantum
dynamics is equivalent, in the thermodynamic limit, to the one governed by the
Hamilton equations generated by Hcl.

2.1.2 Fully connected spin systems
In the specific case a system of N interacting spins-s, the limiting semiclassical

description can be formulated more directly and intuitively, by considering that
the TSS coincides with the Dicke manifold of maximal collective spin S = Ns,
whereby the behavior of collective spin operators approaches the classical limit. In
fact, consider general spin models with arbitrary all-to-all multi-body interactions,
described by a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = −
∑

p=1,2,...

{ ∑
µ1,...,µp=x,y,z

Jµ1...µp

Np−1

N∑
i1 ̸=···̸=ip

ŝµ1

i1
. . . ŝ

µp

ip

}
(2.17)

where ŝi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N are quantum spins-s. The rescaling factor 1/Np−1 is such
that the energy contribution of all p-body interactions is extensive. These Hamilto-
nians can be written in terms of the collective spin of the system

Ŝ =
N∑
i=1

ŝi , (2.18)

as 7

Ĥ

N
= −

∑
p≥1

{
1

Np

∑
µ1,...,µp=x,y,z

Jµ1...µp Ŝ
µ1 . . . Ŝµp

}
. (2.19)

The collective spin magnitude |Ŝ| =
√
S(S + 1) with S = Ns,Ns− 1, Ns− 2, . . .

is extensive and conserved, [
Ŝ2, Ĥ

]
= 0 . (2.20)

The Hamiltonian Ĥ is thus diagonalizable in each total spin sector S. Each subspace
is spanned by |S,m⟩, with m = −S,−S + 1, . . . , S and has therefore dimension
dimH(S) = 2S + 1. Notice that each sector is degenerate, with degeneracy

gN(S) =
2S + 1

N/2 + S + 1

(
N

N/2− S

)
, (2.21)

6Notice that the exact constraint
∑

α xα = 1 can be solved explicitly, eliminating one degree of
freedom.

7In going from Eq. (2.17) to Eq. (2.19), one needs to add terms with equal indices in the sums.
Such terms are immaterial for s = 1/2, while they provide corrections to the coefficients of order
1/N in higher-spin systems. This small modification does not alter the subsequent analysis and,
accordingly, we will simply ignore it.
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such that
∑Ns

S=0 gN(S) dimH(S) = (2s + 1)N coincides with the full many-body
Hilbert space. In the case of ferromagnetic interaction, the ground state belongs to
the maximal total spin sector, characterized by the maximal spin projection S = Ns
(see, e.g., Ref.[266]). In what follows, whenever we refer to ground states, we will
always imply ferromagnetic couplings.

For such states with maximal spin, the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ is equiva-
lent to the semiclassical limit of a single degree of freedom n = 1, or, in loose terms,
to a classical continuous spin

S⃗ =
⟨Ŝ⟩
N

(2.22)

of (conserved) length s. In fact, these reduced spin variables satisfy a commutation
relation of the form [

Ŝµ

N
,
Ŝν

N

]
=

i

N
ϵµνρ

Ŝρ

N
, (2.23)

whence one sees that Eq.(2.19) defines a semiclassical system with an effective Planck
constant ℏeff ≡ 1/N which vanishes in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. The
limiting classical Hamiltonian Ĥ/N → Hcl thus reads

Hcl(S⃗) = −
∑
µ1

Jµ1 Sµ1 −
∑
µ1,µ2

Jµ1µ2 Sµ1Sµ2 − . . . , (2.24)

where now Ŝ/N → S⃗ represents a classical spin on the sphere of radius s which can
be parametrized by spherical coordinates: choosing the z direction as the polar axis,
S⃗ = sẐ with

Ẑ =

sin θ cosϕ
sin θ sinϕ

cos θ

 . (2.25)

The rigorous meaning of the classical limit is that, as N → ∞, the ground state ex-
pectation values ⟨Ŝ⟩GS/N of the spin components converge to the minimum point
S⃗∗ of the classical Hamiltonian Hcl on the sphere, with vanishingly small quantum
fluctuations. Hence, ground states lie in the TTS and their dynamics can be de-
scribed semiclassically. One can consider as well fully polarized states, in which
all spins point along a common direction on the sphere. Such initial states have
a semiclassical nature, as their classical phase-space representations via the Wigner
function [263, 265] (see Section 2.2) correspond to narrow Gaussian distributions
centered around a point with quantum fluctuations of order O(1/N). For example,
a system of N spins fully polarized in the z direction has

⟨
Ŝ

N

⟩
= s

0
0
1

 ,

⟨
δŜ2

N2

⟩
=

1

2
s

ℏeff
ℏeff
0

 , (2.26)

(with δŜ = Ŝ−⟨Ŝ⟩), i.e., the collective spin fluctuations in the transverse directions
are vanishingly small. Their nonequilibrium evolution ⟨Ŝ(t)⟩/N upon varying in
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time some parameter J = J(t) in the Hamiltonian is described by the classical
trajectory S⃗(t) on the sphere governed by Hcl, i.e.,

˙⃗S =
{
S⃗,Hcl

}
, (2.27)

with the Poisson brackets {Sµ,Sν} = ϵµνρSρ. This time-evolution can be recast in
terms of the spherical angles θ(t), ϕ(t) defined in Eq.(2.73).

If s > 1/2, a permutationally invariant Hamiltonian may feature additional “self-
interaction” terms with j1 = j2 in Eq.(2.17), e.g., energy contributions proportional
to
∑N

j=1(ŝ
z
j)

2. Such terms break the conservation of the collective spin magnitude.
In this case, the dynamics take place in the full TSS, which is strictly larger than
the Dicke manifold, in agreement with the general mapping of Ref.[262] reviewed
above.

2.1.3 Beyond global permutational symmetry
The semiclassical approach reviewed in the previous Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2

applies to a much wider class of states and models than discussed therein.
One natural extension consists of a composite system of M collective subsystems,

possibly composed of different kinds of degrees of freedom. This is possible if in-
teractions couple the various subsystems uniformly in their elementary units, i.e.,
via collective operators only. Thus, the global system has a semiclassical description.
When each subsystem is large, the global system will be described by

∑M
m=1(qm − 1)

semiclassical collective degrees of freedom, where qm is the number of levels for the
m-th degree of freedom. For example, the Dicke model, where N spins interact
collectively with a cavity mode (see also Section 3.4 below), can be viewed as an
example of two classical degrees of freedom, one for the collective spin and one for
the cavity mode. The same holds for the two-species kicked top [267].

A second, closely related generalization, is represented by non-symmetric states
which partially break the full permutational symmetry. Such states may be obtained
by bringing together a number M ≪ N of initially separated subsystems. In this
case, the full permutational symmetry breaks down into the product of smaller per-
mutational symmetries acting separately on each subsystem. While the full system
evolves outside of its totally symmetric subspace (TSS), the restricted symmetry al-
lows a description of the dynamics within the product of the TSSs of the M indi-
vidual subsystems. The semiclassical theory can thereby be applied in the thermo-
dynamic limit, and one ends up with a few-body semiclassical system described by
M × (q − 1) collective degrees of freedom. In this case, the Hamiltonian depends
on these variables only via the q − 1 global collective combinations, leaving all the
(M − 1) × (q − 1) remaining coordinates frozen in their initial values. A simple
example is given by a permutationally invariant system of N spins-1/2 initially in
a random product state | · · · ↗↗↗↙↗↙↙↗ . . .⟩ of spins pointing up or down
along a given axis. Such a state is far away from the Dicke manifold of maximal
total spin length N/2. Grouping together the spins pointing in the same direction
into two subsystems A and B, with NA and NB spins respectively, the global sys-
tem may be viewed as two interacting collective spins ŜA, ŜB, of length NA/2 and
NB/2 respectively, initially pointing in opposite directions. In agreement with the
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above observation, the motion of the two spins is not independent: the Hamilto-
nian generates a nonlinear collective precession, and the angle between ŜA and ŜB

is a constant of motion.

2.2 Phase-space methods
Let us now introduce a general framework to study quantum mechanics, which

allows us to include quantum fluctuations on top of the classical description outlined
in the previous section.

Today is universally recognized that there are three alternative and equivalent
approaches to formulate quantum mechanics: the usual Hilbert space framework,
the Feynman path integral formalism, and eventually, the phase space representation.
The third provides a characterization of quantum systems with c-numbers position
and momentum variables, simultaneously defined in a way to respect the Heisen-
berg uncertainty principle. Even if usually dismissed in standard courses of quantum
mechanics, the phase-space representation represents the most natural and smooth
connection to the classical limit, since it works consistently in phase space with the
same language of classical mechanics. In this picture, the non-commutativity of the
operators is substituted by a special binary operation (the Moyal product) between
phase-space variables. Quantum fluctuations are in turn captured — at least in part
— by statistical fluctuations, encoded in a quasi-probability density8 in phase space
(the Wigner function), which is essentially the density matrix in this picture. As
all quantum mechanics, also its phase-space formulation was reached via a tortuous
path of numerous voices during the ’30s and 40’s [270–273]. For an interesting
and stimulating historical survey, we recommend Ref.[268].
Phase space representation has found many applications in quantum optics [274,
275] and, more recently, in atomic systems [276] and in the field of cold atoms
[277]. In the last years, these methods have been developed to access many-body
dynamics, also in models which are not directly expressible as the one described in
the previous Section 2.1.

The Wigner formalism is based on a mapping between the Hilbert space of
a quantum system to its corresponding phase space, known as the Wigner-Weyl
transform [270, 271]. This can be achieved, for example, through the so-called
phase-point operator Â(q,p) 9, where {q,p} are the 2n classical phase-space variables.
Operators Ô are mapped to functions on phase-space, known as their Weyl symbols,

8Unlike the Liouville probability density of statistical mechanics, the Wigner function can assume
negative “provocative” values [268]. These are the manifestation of the uncertainty principle and
have been remarkably reconstructed in experiments [269].

9 This object has been defined in Ref.[278] in order to be consistent with the standard formula-
tions. It can be written in the position or momentum basis as

⟨q′|Â(q,p)|q′′⟩ = δ

(
q− q′ + q′′

2

)
eip·(q

′−q′′)/ℏ , (2.28a)

⟨p′|Â(q,p)|p′′⟩ = δ

(
p− p′ + p′′

2

)
e−iq·(p′−p′′)/ℏ . (2.28b)
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i.e.

Ô(q̂, p̂) → Ow(q,p) = tr[Ô Â(q,p)] =

ˆ
dξ ⟨q− ξ/2|Ô(q̂, p̂)|q+ ξ/2⟩eip·ξ/ℏ .

(2.29)
The Weyl symbol of the density matrix ρ̂ is called Wigner function

ρ̂→W (q,p) =
1

(2πℏ)n
tr[ρ̂ Â(q,p)] =

1

(2πℏ)n

ˆ
dξ ⟨q− ξ/2| ρ̂ |q+ ξ/2⟩eip·ξ/ℏ .

(2.30)
The W (q,p) inherits the density matrix hermiticity and normalization

ˆ
dq dpW (q,p) = 1 , (2.31)

being a quasi-probability distribution, in general non-positive, see Note 8. The
Wigner function together with Weyl symbols yields a complete description of a
given quantum system. In particular, the expectation value of any operator Ô(q̂, p̂)
is computed by averaging the Weyl symbol of the operator with the Wigner function
in phase-space, as

⟨Ô(q̂, p̂)⟩ =
ˆ
dqdpW (q,p)Ow(q,p) . (2.32)

The Weyl symbol of the product of two operators Ô1 and Ô2 is the so-called
Moyal product [273], also known as star-product [279], i.e.(

Ô1 Ô2

)w
(q,p) = Ow

1 (q,p) exp [−iℏ {·, ·}/2] Ow
2 (q,p) , (2.33)

where {·, ·} are the symplectic the Poisson brackets

{·, ·} =

→
∂

∂p
·
←
∂

∂q
−
→
∂

∂q
·
←
∂

∂p
, (2.34)

and
→
∂/∂q acts on the operator on the right, while

←
∂/∂q on the operator on the

left. Eq.(2.33) leads to the famous Moyal brackets, namely the Weyl symbol of the
commutator (

[Ô1, Ô2]
)w

≡ iℏ{Ow
1 , O

w
2 }MB , (2.35)

which gives

{·, ·}MB =
2

ℏ
sin

(
ℏ
2
{·, ·}

)
, (2.36)

with the Poisson brackets {·, ·} defined in Eq.(2.34). From this expression is already
clear that the Moyal bracket corresponds to the Poisson bracket at the leading order
in ℏ. With this definition, also quantum dynamical evolution naturally follows. The
Weyl product of the standard Heisenberg evolution iℏ ˙̂

O = [Ô, Ĥ] reads

∂

∂t
Ow = {Ow, Hw}MB , (2.37)
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where Hw is the Weyl symbol of the Hamiltonian. This equation completely spec-
ifies the full quantum evolution of observables in the phase-space representation,
except that Ow(q(t),p(t)) and Hw(q(t),p(t)) are now classical functions in phase-
space, and the non-commutativity is ensured by the Moyal brackets. Evidently, this
language makes the link between quantum commutators and Poisson brackets more
transparent10. Within this frame, time-dependent expectation values naturally arise
as weighted averages over phase space of the Weyl symbols (2.32), as

⟨Ô(t)⟩ = tr[ρ̂0 Ô(t)] =

ˆ
dq0 dp0W (q0,p0)O

w(q(t),p(t)) ≡Ow(q(t),p(t)) ,

(2.38)

where ρ̂0 = |ψ0⟩⟨ψ0| is the initial state and the double overline is defined as the av-
erage weighted with the initial Wigner function W (q0,p0). This equation can also
be derived via a path-integral formulation [195, 280], see Appendix D for the main
steps of the derivation

All the results listed above generalize to the coherent state representation of the
phase space, see, e.g., Ref.[195]. Exactly the same formalism applies: The bosonic
fields â† and â map to complex phase space variables ααα∗ and ααα, which have the
conventional Poisson bracket relations: {ααα,ααα∗}c = 1. Under this mapping, any
operator maps to a function of these variables

Ô(â, â†) → Ow(ααα,ααα∗), ρ̂(â, â†) →W (α,α∗) , (2.39)

and the coherent Moyal brackets (2.36) read

{·, ·}MBc = 2 sinh

(
1

2
{·, ·}c

)
, with {·, ·}c ≡

→
∂

∂α
·
←
∂

∂α∗
−

→
∂

∂α∗
·
←
∂

∂α
. (2.40)

In this case, the classical limit is achieved for large occupation numbers, namely(
[Ô1(â, â

†), Ô2(â, â
†)]
)w

= {Ow
1 , O

w
2 }MBc ∼ {Ow

1 , O
w
2 }c. Notice also that the coher-

ent state Moyal bracket (2.40) directly match to the commutator without need to
multiply by iℏ. This follows from the fact that the wave limit of the classical Hamil-
ton equation of motion reads iℏ∂tα = {H,α}c.
This representation is particularly useful since it allows us to retrieve the results for
the conjugate variables and to further derive phase-space representation for spin
variables. As it is well known, conjugate position and momentum can be written as

q̂ =

√
ℏ
2

(
â† + â

)
, p̂ = i

√
ℏ
2

(
â† − â

)
. (2.41)

On the other hand, the easiest way to derive semiclassics for a spin system is to use
the Schwinger boson representation [281]. Any spin-s operator, which satisfies the

10For example, at the leading order in ℏ, Eq.(2.37) yields exactly the Hamilton equations of mo-
tion for the conjugate variables q,p, i.e. q̇ = ∂Hw/∂p, ṗ = −∂Hw/∂q.
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canonical commutation relations [ŝx, ŝy] = iℏŝz, can be represented by two bosonic
operators â and b̂, as

ŝz = ℏ
1

2
(â†â− b̂†b̂) ŝ+ = ℏ â†b̂ , ŝ− = ℏ b̂†â , (2.42)

with the additional constraint that â†â + b̂†b̂ = 2s. In the case of systems of N
spins, this representation can be applied on the individual spins and chatacterize
the system in terms of the 2N bosonic variables â and b̂.

We would like to remark that the phase-space formalism discussed so far consti-
tutes an exact representation of quantum mechanics, exactly as the standard repre-
sentation in the Hilbert space. Accordingly, in the case of many-body systems, the
quantum evolution in Eq.(2.38) is as involved as the complex dynamics occurring
in the exponentially large Hilbert space discussed in the previous Chapter 1.
However, in the limit of small ℏ (or equivalently small ℏeff, e.g. see the previous
Section 2.1), great simplifications occur. In the purely classical limit ℏ = 0, the
Wigner function coincides with the classical probability distribution and Eq.(2.37)
reduces to the classical Liouville evolution. Meanwhile for small but finite ℏ and for
a large class of initial states11, one can approximate the quantum evolution of the
Weyl symbols (2.37) by the classical equation of motion and keep exact the impact
of the quantum fluctuations. This approximation is known as truncated Wigner
approximation. Its main formulation and generalizations are the subject of the next
sections. As we will see, also the validity of this method is restricted to “short-times”,
before the Ehrenfest one TEhr.

2.2.1 Truncated Wigner approximation (TWA)
The truncated Wigner approximation (TWA) is known as one of the most suc-

cessful approaches to investigate numerically non-equilibrium problems close to
their classical limit [195, 277, 278, 282–284]. For a cohesive review of the topic,
we refer the reader to Ref.[195].

The truncated Wigner approximation incorporates quantum fluctuation at the
leading order to the classical dynamics. It amounts in expanding the Moyal brackets
in Eq.(2.37) in powers of ℏ and in keeping only the first order, namely the classical
equation of motion given by the Poisson brackets. Since the number of classical
equations of motion scales linearly with the number of degrees of freedom, it is usu-
ally possible to simulate efficiently the classical dynamics of relatively large systems.
Hence, time-dependent observables (2.38) read

⟨Ô(t)⟩ ≃
ˆ
dq0 dp0W (q0,p0)O

w(qcl(t),pcl(t)) =O
w(qcl(t),pcl(t)) , (2.43)

where the double overline is the weighted average with the Wigner function [cf.
Eq.(2.38)] and qcl(t) and pcl(t) represent the classical trajectory which evolve ac-

11One considers initial states characterized by a positive definite Wigner function, which can,
therefore, be interpreted as a probability distribution in phase-space. Product states or semiclassical
ground states, like the one introduced discussed next chapter lie in this class
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cording to the Hamilton equations

q̇cl =
∂Hw (qcl,pcl)

∂pcl
, ṗcl = −∂H

w (qcl,pcl)

∂qcl
.

Eq.(2.43) is the truncated Wigner approximation. As discussed for the classical limit
in Eq.(3.8), also at this level, the equation of motion is approximated via a cumulant
closure at second order. However, this method keeps into account quantum fluctu-
ations and their nonlinearities, via the interference arising from the average of the
different classical trajectories. In Refs.[195, 280] it was shown that TWA naturally
arises as a saddle point approximation to the path integral representation of the time
evolution of a generic observable on a Keldysh contour. We report the main steps
of the derivation in the Appendix D.1.
When the W (q0,p0) is positive, it can be interpreted as a probability distribution
and, from a numerical point of view, it is possible to consider a Montecarlo sampling

⟨Ô(t)⟩ = lim
Nsim→∞

1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

Ow
(
q
(k)

cl (t),p
(k)

cl (t)
)
, (2.44)

where q(k)
cl (t) and p

(k)
cl (t) are the classical trajectories corresponding to the k−th ini-

tial condition randomly distributed according to the initial Wigner function.

The same considerations can be applied to the coherent representation (2.39)
and therefore, via Eq.(2.42), to spin operators. For instance, the classical equation
of motion for the bosonic variables read

iα̇ =
∂Hw(ααα,ααα∗)

∂α∗
. (2.45)

Going back from Schwinger bosons (2.42) to classical angular momentum variables
one recovers standard classical Hamiltonian equations for spin (angular momentum)
variables

ṡα = {sα, Hw(s⃗)} = ϵαβγ
∂Hw(s⃗)

∂sβ
sγ, ↔ ds⃗

dt
=
∂Hw

∂s⃗
× s⃗ , (2.46)

where α, β, γ stand for x, y, z spin components, and ϵαβγ is the fully anti-symmetric
Levi-Civita symbol.

While formally the equations of motion for the Schwinger bosons coincide with
the equations obtained using the Dirac’s variational principle [285], TWA goes well
beyond these approximations as it includes quantum fluctuations encoded in the
Wigner function, which, in many cases, are essential for correctly describing the dy-
namics of the system. Only in the limit of an infinitesimally narrow Wigner func-
tion describing the initial state, TWA reduces to the so-called Dirac time-dependent
variational principle [286]. Also, generally, the variational principle completely fails
in describing non-equal time correlation functions and can not be used, for example,
to compute the echo of observables and the OTOC. On the other hand, unlike the
conventional Keldysh diagrammatic technique, the derivation of TWA is not tied to
the exponential Gibbs form of the initial density matrix nor it relies on assumptions
of small nonlinearities [287].
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Wigner functions

Let us briefly comment upon the Wigner function representing the initial states.
As we already mentioned, the analysis with TWA is restricted to positive definite
Wigner functions, that represent general separable or low-entangled states [195].

Given an initial state ρ̂, the exact Wigner function can always be computed via
the integral in Eq.(2.30) and, in some special cases, it is known exactly. For instance,
consider a coherent state |β⟩ = eβâ

†−β∗â|0⟩, where |0⟩ is the bosonic vacuum. The
corresponding Wigner function

Wβ(α, α
∗) =

2

π
e−|β−α|

2

,

is a Gaussian, with width 1/
√
2, centered on the classical amplitude β, where it takes

its maximum value 2/π. See, e.g. Ref.[275]. The known result for Fock states can be
used to derive the exact Wigner function for polarized spin states pointing in some
directions, see e.g. Ref.[274]. Notice that in the case of small ℏ (or ℏeff) further
simplifications occur. For example, consider the fully connected spin systems of
Section 2.1.2, characterized by ℏeff = 1/N . In this case, the TWA can be written
in terms of the collective spins S⃗ = 1

N

∑N
i=1 s⃗i, which collectively obey the classical

equation of motion in Eq.(2.46). At large N (small ℏeff), the Wigner function of a
fully polarized state along the z axis reads [195]

W (S⃗) = 1

πs/N
e−

S2
x+S2

y
s/N δ(Sz −

√
s2 − S2

x + S2
y ) . (2.47)

It is easy to check thatW (S⃗) reproduces the average and fluctuations of the quantum
state, see also Eq.(2.1.2).

On the other hand, instead of the exact Wigner function, one can choose equiv-
alently its Gaussian approximation, where its first and the second moments are fixed
by the mean and the variance of the corresponding quantum spin operators in the
initial state |ψ0⟩. This has been discussed in Ref.[285] and is particularly useful in
systems where the Weyl symbol of the Hamiltonian can not be written in terms of
collective variables. For a system of N spins one fixes

⟨ψ0|ŝαi |ψ0⟩ =sαi (0) ,
1

2
⟨ψ0|ŝαi ŝ

β
i + ŝβi ŝ

α
i |ψ0⟩ =sαi (0)s

β
i (0) , (2.48)

for i, j = 1, . . . N and α, β = x, y, z. In the case of s = 1/2, the initial state |ψ0⟩ =
| ↓↓ . . . ↓⟩ corresponds to

szi (0) = −1/2 , sx,yi (0) = 0 , sαi (0)s
β
i (0) =

1

4
δαβ . (2.49)

One can show that this matching can be achieved for any product initial state [285].
The Gaussian Wigner function has the advantage that it is positive definite and easy
to sample. Also, the accuracy of the TWA is set by the second power of the effective
Planck’s constant, which is the same as the accuracy of the Gaussian approximation
of the Wigner function [285].
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Multi-time correlation functions and Bopp representation

Interestingly, the TWA allows one to compute multi-time correlation functions
via the use of Bopp operators, which involves evaluating non-equal time response
functions on classical trajectories, see e.g. Ref. [195].

Symmetric Bopp representation of quantum operators is intrinsically connected
to the Wigner-Weyl quantization. These allow to map operators to functions of
phase space variables without any need of performing tedious partial Fourier trans-
forms (2.29). In particular, the position and momentum operators, or bosonic cre-
ation and annihilation operators, in the Bopp representation read

q̂ → q +
iℏ
2

∂

∂p
, p̂→ p− iℏ

2

∂

∂q
, (2.50a)

â† → α∗ − 1

2

∂

∂α
, â→ α +

1

2

∂

∂α∗
. (2.50b)

Then, the Weyl symbol of, for instance, the operator q̂p̂ or the number operator, is
obtained by simply writing it in Bopp representation

(q̂p̂)w =

(
q +

iℏ
2

∂

∂p

)
p = q p+

iℏ
2
, (2.51a)

nw = (â†â)w =

(
α∗ − 1

2

∂

∂α

)
α = α∗α− 1

2
. (2.51b)

Interestingly, Bopp formalism immediately allows to compute non-equal correla-
tion functions e.g.

(p̂(t1)q̂(t2))w = p(t1) q(t2)−
iℏ
2

∂q(t2)

∂q(t1)
, (2.52a)

(
â†(t1)â(t2)

)
w = α∗(t1)α(t2)−

1

2

∂α(t2)

∂α(t1)
, (2.52b)

where the derivative to respect to q(t1) or α(t1) represents the non-equal time re-
sponse. One can show that time ordered correlation functions always allow for a
casual representation in the language of Bopp operators, while OTOC do not allow
for such a representation [195, 288]. Bopp operators can also be written in a more
compact form

q̂(t) → q(t) +
iℏ
2
{q(t), ·} , p̂(t) → p(t) +

iℏ
2
{p(t) , ·} , (2.53a)

â†(t) → α∗(t) +
2
{α∗(t), · } , â(t) → α(t) +

1

2
{α(t), · } , (2.53b)

where {·, ·} stands for the classical Poisson bracket. In Bopp representation the mo-
mentum and the coordinate operators (and similarly the creation and annihilation
operators) map to the corresponding phase space variables plus half of the Poisson
bracket.

For more complicated operators, like non-linear bosonic variables or spin oper-
ators, this simple interpretation is lost as generally higher-order derivatives emerge.
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In particular, for a generic time-dependent operator B̂(t), Bopp representation can
be written as a Taylor expansion in ℏ as

B̂(t) → Bt + ℏD(1)
Bt

+ ℏ2D(2)
Bt

+O(ℏ3) , (2.54)

where Bt is the Weyl symbol of the operator B̂ evaluated at time t, the linear order
is given by half of the Poisson brackets D(1)

Bt
= i/2{Bt, ·}, and D

(2)
Bt

contains the
second-order derivatives and its explicit form depends on the operator B̂(t). For
example, for spin operators as B̂(t) = Ŝ(t) the second order expansion is exact and
one has

Bt = St , D
(1)
St

=
i

2
{St , ·} = − i

2
St×∇∇∇ , D

(2)
St

= −1

8

[
∇∇∇t + (St · ∇∇∇t) ∇∇∇t −

1

2
St∇∇∇2

t

]
,

(2.55)
where ∇∇∇t = ∂/∂St, i.e. see Ref.[195]. The second order contribution can be re-
written in a more compact way as

D
(2)
St

= −1

8

∂

∂St

+ AS
αβγ S

α
t

∂2

∂Sβ
t ∂S

γ
t

, (2.56)

where one has to sum over α, β, γ = x, y, z and the coefficients of AS
αβγ are deter-

mined explicitly from Eq.(2.55), e.g. ASz

xxx = 0, ASz

zzz = 1/16 or ASz

zxx = −1/16,
etc.. In the case of operators which are linear in the creation and annihilation oper-
ators (or in the position and momentum operators) the second-order term vanishes
D(2) = 0 and one gets Eqs.(2.50b-2.53b).

In Appendix B, we apply the Bopp representation to compute also OTOC as
the square commutator (1.45) or the echo-observable (1.44). We show that both
the quantities contain in the classical limit the square of the derivatives to respect to
the initial condition, encoding the classical Lyapunov exponent.

2.2.2 Discrete TWA (DTWA)
It is also possible to characterize the initial Wigner function on a discrete phase-

space [278]. This yields an exact description of quantum mechanical systems that
have a finite number of orthogonal states, such as spin models with local Hamiltoni-
ans. Just as the continuous phase-space, also in this framework one can approximate
the quantum dynamics at the classical level and account for the quantum uncertainty
through the fluctuations of the discrete initial conditions. This yields a discrete ver-
sion of the truncated Wigner approximation of the previous section, also known as
discrete TWA, or DTWA [284]. As discussed in what follows, it differs from the
standard TWA only via the different sampling of the initial conditions. While in
this method the initial Wigner function is exact, in TWA the initial conditions are
approximated at the Gaussian level [cf. Eq.(2.48)].

As shown in Section 2.2.4, the biggest quality of DTWA it that it captures finite
time revivals, as a consequence of its discrete structure. For these reasons, this tech-
nique has been widely used to access the quantum dynamics of several spin chains
in the proximity of their classical limit or not [284, 289, 290].
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We now generalize the previous mapping (2.30)-(2.29) to systems with n discrete
degrees of freedom, where the continuous phase space is replaced with a discrete one
[278]. Consider as example for n = 2 one spin-1/2. It can be described in a discrete
phase space made of n2 = 4 points, each of them associated with coordinates

α = (a1, a2) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} . (2.57)

This can be generalized to n > 2, with n prime. Let Âα be the discrete phase
point operator associated to the point α. As in the continuous case, each operator
implements the mapping between the Hilbert space of the quantum system and this
discrete phase space. One can show that, by choosing Âα in an appropriate way, all
the properties of the phase space operator that hold in the continuum case (as the
normalization or the orthonormality) still hold. Such a choice can be achieved by

Âα =
1

2

[
(−1)a1σ̂z + (−1)a2σ̂x + (−1)a1+a2σ̂y + I

]
=

1

2
(I + rα · σ̂̂σ̂σ) , (2.58)

with rα = ((−1)a2 , (−1)a1+a2 , (−1)a1) and σ̂̂σ̂σ = (σ̂x, σ̂y, σ̂z) are the Pauli matri-
ces. Then, one can construct the Weyl symbol of a generic operator as before:
Ow

α = tr(ÔÂα)/2. The discrete Wigner function wα = tr(ρ̂Âα)/2 can be pictured
as a 2 × 2 matrix, see Eq.(2.59), and it gives the probability that a state is in the
point α. Moreover, following the construction of Âα from [278], the sum over the
horizontal lines of wα gives the probabilities for the z component of the spin, the
sum over the vertical lines gives the probabilities for the x components and the sum
on the diagonal ones gives the y component probabilities. As example, consider a
spin pointing along the z−direction: ρ̂ = | ↑ ⟩⟨ ↑ |. Its description in the discrete
phase space will be

wα =
w00 w01

w10 w11
=

1/2 1/2
0 0

, (2.59)

therefore the state will point along z with probability one, while the probability of
being along +x or −x (or along +y or −y) will be 1/2.

If now we consider a composite system made of N spins 1/2, the previous de-
scription can be immediately generalized. In this case, the space is represented by
4N configurations: ααα = {α1, α2, . . . , αN}. The phase-point operator is given by the
tensor product of the single-sites one, as:

Âααα = Âα1 ⊗ Âα2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ÂαN
. (2.60)

The expectation values of operators are written as

⟨Ô⟩ =
∑
ααα

wαααO
w
ααα , (2.61)

with the discrete Wigner-function wααα ≡ 1
2
Tr[Âαααρ̂], where now ρ̂ is the many-body

density matrix and the Weyl transform of the operator: Ow
ααα ≡ Tr[Ô Âααα]. Notice

that for pure states ρ̂ is a sum of projectors, hence wααα factorizes too. In particular
for initially separable states, wααα factorizes in the product of N independent spin-1/2
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wαj
with j = 1, . . . , N . Indeed, the initial state |ψ0⟩ = | ↑ ↑ . . . ↑ ⟩ will be mapped

into wααα(0) =
∏N

i=1 w
[i]
αi with w[i]

αi equal to Eq.(2.59) ∀i.
The discrete Truncated Wigner Approximation (DTWA) is equivalent to the

TWA, but on this discrete phase space representation [284]. Hence, starting from
Eq.(2.61), one evolves classically the Weyl symbol of the operator and averages over
the initial Wigner function as

⟨Ô(t)⟩ =
∑
ααα

wααα(0)O
w
ααα(t) ≃

∑
ααα

wααα(0)O
w,cl
ααα (t) = lim

Nsim→∞

1

Nsim

Nsim∑
m

Ow,cl
αααm

(t) , (2.62)

where one extracts Nsim initial spin configurations according to the initial Wigner
transform. The usual TWA integrates classical trajectories on continuous phase
space and then averages over initial conditions, similarly, DTWA discretizes the ini-
tial conditions and then evolves them classically. This approximation is the same as
shifting the time dependence on the phase-space operator and then to approximate
it as factorized at every time t, as done in [284]

Âααα(t) ≃ Âα1(t)⊗ Âα2(t)⊗ · · · ⊗ ÂαN
(t) . (2.63)

This yields the classical equation of motion for the Weyl symbols. It corresponds,
again, in assuming a second order cumulant closure on each trajectory.

2.2.3 Clustered TWA (CTWA)
The range of validity of the two previous methods is limited to quantum systems

close to some classical limit 12. On the other hand, these techniques are well known
to fail in purely quantum many-body systems described by local Hamiltonians. In
these cases, ℏeff = ℏ = 1 making the Ehrenfest time (2.7) order one and correspon-
dently the quantum dynamics occur onto an exponentially large Hilbert space. The
numerical techniques to study such complex dynamics are restricted to very small
systems sizes (exact diagonalization) or very small entanglement (MPS based algo-
rithms).
Hence it is natural to wonder whether it is possible to extend phase-space meth-
ods to interpolate between the classical and the quantum dynamics. With this aim,
Wurtz, Polkovnikov, and Sels introduced in Ref.[285] a cluster version of the trun-
cated Wigner approximation, or CTWA. The idea consists in generalizing TWA to
higher dimensional phase spaces, where phase space variables are associated with a
complete set of quantum operators spanning finite-size clusters. Within the clus-
ter, the quantum evolution is treated exactly, while different clusters interact at the
mean-field level. Also in this case, the fluctuations are approximated to be Gaussians.
This method reduces to the standard TWA for clusters of size one, while it becomes
exact for a single cluster with the same size of the system. Crucially, the presence of
the fluctuating initial conditions allows reproducing also quantum hydrodynamics
of locally interacting systems [291]. Hence, CTWA can be seen as well as a powerful
version of cluster mean-field equipped with the proper initial fluctuations

12Formally, it is restricted to systems characterized by a small parameter ℏ or ℏeff which allows
approximating the quantum Moyal brackets with the classical Poisson ones [cf. Eq.(2.36)]
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CTWA improves standard phase-space approaches in mainly in two directions.
First of all, this method becomes exact for a single cluster, namely when its size coin-
cides with the system’s one. Therefore, one can simulate models without a classical
limit and study the convergence of the method upon increasing the cluster size. Sec-
ondly, CTWA allows studying operator scrambling by keeping exact the quantum
dynamics on the cluster size. Notice that in the other approaches the support of the
operator is always approximated as local, see e.g. Eq.(2.63).

This technique can be formulated equivalently using operators or wave-functions.
In what follows we recall the main ideas of the operator approach in one dimension,
while we refer the reader to Ref.[285] for all the details.

Consider a one-dimensional system of length L, which is split in Nclust clusters
of length Lclust = L/Nclust. On each of them, one defines a complete set of operators
{x̂αi′}, where i′ = 1, . . . , Nclust, while α = 0, . . . D2 − 1 spans the Hilbert space of
each cluster i′ and D is its dimension. In the case of 1/2-spins one has D = 2Lclust .
In the case of Nclust = L one retrieves the TWA of Section 2.2.1 where the basis is
spanned by the 2× 2 Pauli matrices plus the identity. Conversely for a single cluster
Nclust = 1 of L spins 1/2 one retrieves the full Hilbert space dimensionality D = 2L.
The operator basis identifies the structure constant fαβγ defined by the following
commutator

[x̂αi′ , x̂
β
j′ ] = iℏ fαβγ δi′j′ x̂γi′ . (2.64)

In the case of single spin variables fαβγ coincides with the Levi-Civita symbol. This
allows to re-write every generic Hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ(x̂) as a function of the oper-
ators {x̂αi′}. Notice that the terms of Ĥ defined within a single cluster are linear in
x̂αi′ , while terms connecting different clusters are signalled by an interaction term,
e.g. x̂αi′x̂

β
j′ .

At this point, one proceeds with the identification between the quantum operators
x̂βj′ and the classical variables xαi′ . This is done with the same spirit of the Bopp
transformations of Eq.(2.53) by the following transformation

x̂αi′ → xαi′ +
iℏ
2
xi

′

β fαβγ
∂

∂xi′γ
, such that {xαi′ , x

j′

β } = δi′j′ fαβγ x
i′

γ , (2.65)

where now {·, ·} represent Poisson brackets on this enlarged classical phase-space.
Using this mapping, one can re-write the Weyl symbols of the Hamiltonian Ĥ →
Hw = Hw(x) and of the relevant observables Ô → Ow = Ow(x). Therefore, as
with the standard phase-space methods, also these generalized variables obey classical
equations of motion

ẋαi′ = {xαi′ , Hw(x)} = fαβγ
∂Hw(x)

∂xβi′
xγi′ . (2.66)

These correspond to Nclust × (D2−1) equations. By keeping fixed the cluster length
Lclust (hence D), this number scales only linearly with the system size L and one can
efficiently simulate the quantum dynamics of large systems. In the case of clusters
of length one, this equation coincides with the classical spin precession in Eq.(2.46).
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So far, we have only introduced a cluster mean-field. We now need to define
the Wigner function of the initial state |ψ0⟩. For convenience, one starts from
a pure separable state, whose Wigner function factorizes among the clusters, i.e.
W (x(t = 0)) =

∏Nclust
i′=1 Wi′({xαi′(0)}). As for the TWA [cf. Eq.(2.48)], one considers

a Gaussian approximation, by fixing the average values and variances of the of the
basis operators

⟨ψ0|x̂αi′|ψ0⟩ =xαi′(0) ,
1

2
⟨ψ0|x̂αi′x̂

β
j′ + x̂βj′ x̂

α
i′|ψ0⟩ =xαi′(0)x

β
j′(0) , (2.67)

where the double line represents the average over the initial Wigner function.
Finally, the initial conditions {xαi′(0)} sampled according to the Eq.(2.67), are

evolved independently via the classical equation of motion (2.66). Through {xαi′(t)},
CTWA allows to compute the time-dependent expectation values via the standard
Montecarlo sampling

⟨Ô(t)⟩ ≃Ow (x(t)) = lim
Nsim→∞

1

Nsim

Nsim∑
k=1

Ow
(
{xα (k)

i′ (t)}
)
. (2.68)

The above discussion fully captures the conceptual ideas beyond CTWA. As
far as the numerical implementation is concerned, a further simplification occurs,
namely a dimensional reduction from Nclust× (D2−1) to Nclust×2D equations. For
the details of the numerical implementation used in the rest of the thesis, we follow
Appendix D of Ref.[285].

2.2.4 Comparison between different semiclassical methods
In this section, we briefly show the salient features of the different TWA methods

introduced above, in a regime when the validity of the semiclassical description is
well justified. With this aim, we consider as an illustrative example the infinite-range
Ising model with a transverse field for N spins 1/2, i.e.,

Ĥ = − J

N
(Ŝx)2 − hz Ŝ

z . (2.69)

This model is also known as the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) model [292], origi-
nally introduced in nuclear physics. Its entanglement properties will be intensively
discussed in Section 3.2 before TEhr and in Section 4.2 beyond that. This system
belongs to the class of fully-connected spin Hamiltonians (2.17) discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.2. Hence, ground states and out-of-equilibrium ones posses a maximum
global spin S = N/2. Furthermore, the model is characterized by an effective Plank
constant ℏeff = 1/N , and quantum observables are expected to obey the classical
equations of motion before the Ehrenfest time (2.7), which in this case for generic
trajectories reads TEhr =

√
N .

We consider the following protocol: The system is initialized in |ψ0⟩ = | ↑↑ . . . ↑⟩
and evolved with the Hamiltonian (2.69), fixing hz/J = 2. We inspect the time-
evolution of the collective magnetization and of the variance along the z direction
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| 0i = | " " . . . " i of the main text gives a gaussian
for the transverse components, with variance � = 1p

S

and the component along z is fixed by the conservation
of the total spin: m ·m = 1: the Wigner function reads

W (m0) =
1
⇡S

e�(m2

0 x

+m

2

0 y

)S �(m0 z

�
q

1�m2
0 x

+m2
0 y

),

see [5]. This approximation treats the quantum degrees
of freedom collectively. For this reason it reproduces the
observable’s dynamics before the Ehrenfest time, but is
not able to capture long-time-dynamics and the revivals
neither of the magnetization and entanglement, see Fig.2,
nor the long-time behavior of the square-commutator, see
Fig.3 of the main text.

Discrete Truncated Wigner Approximation

(DTWA) The previous mapping can be generalized
to systems with n discrete degrees of freedom [7], where
the continuous phase space is replaced with a discrete
one. Consider as example for n = 2 one spin-1/2. It
can be described in a discrete phase space made of
n2 = 4 points, each of them associated with coordinates
↵ = (a1, a2) 2 {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. Notice that
this can be generalized to n > 2, with n prime. For
a beautiful and clear survey of the topic see [7]. Let
Â

↵

be the discrete phase point operator associated to
the point ↵. As in the continuous case, each operator
implements the mapping between the Hilbert space
of the quantum system and this discrete phase space.
One can show that, by choosing Â

↵

in an appropriate
way, all the properties of the phase space operator that
hold in the continuum case (as the normalization or the

orthonormality) still hold. Such a choice is achieved by

Â
↵

=
1

2

⇥
(�1)a1 �̂

z

+ (�1)a2 �̂
x

+ (�1)a1

+a

2 �̂
y

+ I
⇤

=
1

2
(I+ r

↵

· �̂̂�̂�) , (17)

with r

↵

= ((�1)a2 , (�1)a1

+a

2 , (�1)a1) and �̂̂�̂� =
(�̂

x

, �̂
y

, �̂
z

) are the Pauli matrices. Then one can con-
struct the Weyl symbol of a generic operator as be-
fore: Ow

↵

= Tr(ÔÂ
↵

)/2. The discrete Wigner function
w

↵

= Tr(⇢̂Â
↵

)/2 can be pictured as a 2 ⇥ 2 matrix, see
Eq.(18), and it gives the probability that a state is in
the point ↵. Moreover, following the construction of Â

↵

from [7], the sum over the horizontal lines of w
↵

gives
the probabilities for the z component of the spin, the
sum over the vertical lines gives the probabilities for the
x components and the sum on the diagonal ones gives
the y component probabilities. As example, consider a
spin pointing along the z�direction: ⇢̂ = | " ih " |. Its
description in the discrete phase space will be

w
↵

=
w00 w01

w10 w11
=

1/2 1/2
0 0

, (18)

therefore the state will point along z with probability
one, while the probability of being along +x or �x (or
along +y or �y) will be 1/2.
If now we consider a composite system made of N spins
1/2, the previous description can be immediately gen-
eralized. In this case, the space is represented by 4N

configurations: ↵↵↵ = {↵1,↵2, . . . ,↵N

}. The phase-point
operator is given by the tensor product of the single-sites
one, as:

Â
↵

↵

↵

= Â
↵

1

⌦ Â
↵

2

⌦ · · ·⌦ Â
↵

N

. (19)

The expectation values of operators are written as

hÔi =
X

↵

↵

↵

w
↵

↵

↵

Ow

↵

↵

↵

, (20)

with the discrete Wigner-function w
↵

↵

↵

⌘ 1
2 Tr[Â↵

↵

↵

⇢̂],
where now ⇢̂ is the many-body density matrix and the
Weyl transform of the operator: Ow

↵

↵

↵

⌘ Tr[Ô Â
↵

↵

↵

]. No-
tice that for pure states ⇢̂ is a sum of projectors, hence
w
↵

↵

↵

factorizes too. In particular for initially separable
states, w

↵

↵

↵

factorizes in the product of N independent
spin-1/2 w

↵

j

with j = 1, . . . , N . Indeed, the initial state
| 0i = | " " . . . " i of the main text will be mapped into

w
↵

↵

↵

(0) =
Q

N

i=1 w[i]
↵

i

with w[i]
↵

i

equal to Eq.(18) 8i. Fur-

thermore notice that Ô = ô
j

is a single site operator,
then a useful simplification occurs: (o

j

)w
↵

↵

↵

= (o
j

)w
↵

j

.
The Discrete Truncated Wigner Approximation is equiv-
alent to the TWA, but on this discrete phase space repre-
sentation [8]. Hence, starting from Eq.(20), one evolves
classically the Weyl symbol of the operator and averages

Figure 2.1: Comparison between the exact results obtained with ED and the different semi-
classical approaches to the dynamics of collective observablemz(t) (bottom) and
the collective variance (top). For N = 100 and hz/J = 2. TWA and DTWA
obtained with Nsim = 5 · 103 samplings. In contrast with the other methods,
DTWA is able to reproduce up to the recurrence time and beyond.

(which corresponds to the QFI (1.35) introduced in the previous Chapter), i.e.

mz(t) =
⟨Ŝz(t)⟩
N/2

, fQ(t) =
⟨
(
Ŝz(t)

)2
⟩ − ⟨Ŝz(t)⟩2

N
, (2.70)

where Ŝz =
∑

i=1 ŝ
z
i is the collective spin operator. We also study the operator scram-

bling via the square commutator in Eq.(1.45) fixing B̂ = Â = Ŝz. We postpone the
detailed discussion of the physical properties of these quantities to Section 3.2 and
Section 4.2. Here, we aim at describing the methodological differences between the
three phase-space approaches.

We compare the exact numerical results obtained with exact diagonalization
(ED) with the semiclassical TWA [cf. Section 2.2.1], DTWA [cf. Section 2.2.2]
and CTWA [cf. Section 2.2.3]. The Wigner functions corresponding to the intial
state |ψ0⟩ are given in Eq.(2.47) Eq.(2.59) Eq.(2.67) respectively.

First of all, all the approaches reproduce the dynamics of collective observables
and their variance up to the Ehrenfest time, where the exact quantum results sat-
urate as a consequence of quantum interference. All the three methods replicate
this saturation at TEhr, as a result of the classical interference between the various
classical trajectories. See Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 on the left. The TWA treats the
quantum degrees of freedom collectively and on a continuum phase-space. For this
reason, this method does not capture long-time dynamics and, in particular, the
revivals that occur in the exact quantum system as a consequence of the discreteness
of the spectrum. On the other hand, the DTWA is well known to work incredibly
well for bothmz(t) and fQ(t) [284], as it reproduces the long-time behavior and the
quantum recurrences. This is shown in Figure 2.1, where the DTWA prediction
(black dots) is compared with the TWA ones (grey curve). We verified the long-
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between the exact results obtained with ED and the CTWA simu-
lations for fixed system size N = 16 and increasing cluster length Lclust = 1, 2, 4.
(Top) Dynamics of the collective observable mz(t). (Bottom) Dynamics of the
square commutator c(t) = −⟨[Ŝz(t), Ŝz]2⟩. By increasing cluster size Lclust, the
CTWA reproduces the quantum dyanamics also beyond the Ehrenfest time-
scale, in the fully quantum regime. CTWA obtained with Nsim = 5 · 103 sam-
plings

time validity also for correlators at different times, like ⟨m̂x(0)m̂z(t)⟩. Note that
even CTWA does not reproduce the recurrences. Even if in this case the degrees of
freedom are treated individually, this method relies on a phase-space representation
in a continuum phase-space. Hence, it can not capture the discrete properties of the
quantum system.

As a second remark, we show the usefulness of the CTWA for studying the dy-
namics beyond TEhr. While collective observables and their variances saturate after
the Ehrenfest time, the square commutator c(t) describes the non-local growth of
the operator support. As we will discuss in detail in Section 4.2, for generic quenches
after TEhr, the square commutator displays a fully quantum dynamics signaling this
operator growth. Such a regime can not be reproduced by the “local” semiclassical
approaches, i.e. TWA or DTWA, which all assume that the operators are factorized
on each site at all times [cf. Eq.(2.63)]. On the other hand, by increasing the clus-
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ter size Lcluster in CTWA, one can retrieve the non-local growth of Ŝz(t) witnessed
by c(t). This is illustrated in the bottom of Figure 2.2, where the exact results are
compared with the CTWA for different Lcluster.
An open question concerns the definition of a Lclust(N) such that, for each system
size N , the CTWA can reproduce the non-local growth of the operators. We leave
this interesting problem for future work.

2.3 Time-dependentHolstein-Primakoff transformation
In this section, we describe a semi-analytical approach that complements the pre-

vious numerical phase-space techniques for the study of semiclassical dynamics. We
shall limit the discussion to spin models, on which we mostly concentrate on the
rest of the thesis. The method corresponds to a time-dependent expansion in quan-
tum fluctuations around the classical solution [19, 293, 294]. Also in this case, the
validity of the approximation is restricted before the Ehrenfest time [cf. Eq.(2.7)].

Time-dependent Holstein-Primakoff transformations aim at understanding the
impact of quantum uncertainty on top of the classical physics of fully connected
models, discussed in Section 2.1.2.
Quantum fluctuations naturally arise in two ways, very different in nature. The first
concerns the quantum fluctuations of the collective degree of freedom controlled
by ℏeff = 1/N . These are associated with the Heisenberg uncertainty and are the
ones encoded in the initial Wigner function, see e.g. Section 2.2.1. These collective
fluctuations (at zero momentum) do not break permutational symmetry, leaving the
dynamics in the symmetric subspace, whose dimension scales only linearly with the
system size. On the other hand, whenever permutational symmetry is broken, the
second type of quantum fluctuations arises and participates in the dynamics at all
possible length scales. As a result, the system is expected to eventually thermalize. It is
natural to investigate the possible persistence of instances of semiclassical dynamics
whenever permutational symmetry is broken. We here focus on small perturbations
given by interactions depending on the spatial position of the spins.

In what follows, we will first describe this approach for the infinite range case
(where only collective fluctuations are present) and we will then discuss its generaliza-
tion in the presence of finite range of interactions. This method has been introduced
and developed by Lerose and collaborators in Refs.[19, 293, 294], whose references
we follow.

2.3.1 Infinite range systems
We start by analyzing fully connected spin Hamiltonians as given by Eq.(2.17)

in Section 2.1.2. As an illustrative example, we examine again the fully connected
LMG Hamiltonian (2.69). For generic spin s, the Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ = − J

2sN
(Ŝx)2 − hz Ŝ

z . (2.71)

Consider typical states in and out of equilibrium characterized by a maximal col-
lective spin magnitude. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, in the limit N → ∞ they
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can be pictured as point on a Bloch sphere of radius s, parametrized by the polar
coordinates (θ, ϕ), possibly depending on time.

We will now illustrate how the following technique allows us to study equilib-
rium properties, such as ground state and the elementary excitations, as well as the
out-of-equilibrium dynamics. Let us first introduce a rotated reference frame R =

(X,Y,Z), such that the Ẑ axis is aligned with the spin expectation value ⟨S⃗⟩ = NsZ.
In the time-dependent setup, this holds time by time, i.e. ⟨S⃗(t)⟩ = NsZ(t). This is
achieved via rotation

V̂ = V̂ ( θ, ϕ ) = e−iϕŜ
z

e−iθŜ
y

. (2.72)
where the angles possibly depend on time (θ, ϕ) = (θ(t), ϕ(t)) in the out-of-equilibrium
scenario. With this choice, the rotating frame R is parametrized by the Euler angles
as

X =

 cos θ cosϕ
cos θ sinϕ
− sin θ

 , Y =

 − sinϕ
cosϕ
0

 , Z =

 sin θ cosϕ
sin θ sinϕ

cos θ

 . (2.73)

The spins can be decomposed on the rotating basis and conversely. For example,
the spin along the Z axis of the rotating frame reads

V̂ Ŝz V̂ † ≡ ŜZ = Z · Ŝ = (Z · x) Ŝx + (Z · y) Ŝy + (Z · z) Ŝz , (2.74)

where the components are given by Eq.(2.73), for instance Z · z = cos θ, Z · x =
sin θ cosϕ and Z · y = sin θ sinϕ.

In the new frame, one can safely bosonize the collective spin fluctuations via the
Holstein-Primakoff transformations [295], expanding to the lowest order in 1/

√
Ns.

The collective spin reads
ŜX =

√
N s Q̂ +O

(
1/
√
sN
)

ŜY =
√
N s P̂ +O

(
1/
√
sN
)

ŜZ = N s− Q̂2 + P̂ 2 − 1

2
− q̂2 + p̂2 − 1

2
= N s− n̂exc − n̂sw

, (2.75)

where we have defined

n̂exc ≡
Q̂2 + P̂ 2 − 1

2
, (2.76a)

n̂sw ≡ q̂2 + p̂2 − 1

2
, (2.76b)

the number of collective and spin-waves excitations respectively. In fact, the (Q̂, P̂ )
mode represents uniform collective spin excitations in the entire system, and, ac-
cordingly, does not affect the collective spin magnitude Ŝ2. On the other hand, the
(q̂, p̂) mode represents out-of-phase excitations of spins, or “spin waves”13, which
decrease the collective spin magnitude

Ŝ2 = (Ns− n̂sw) (Ns− n̂sw + 1) . (2.77)
13The reason why we refer to them as spin waves will be caryfied in next section.
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Using Eqs. (2.75), the expansion of the Hamiltonian has the form

Ĥ = Ns Hcl(θ, ϕ) +
√
Ns
[
h
(1)
Q Q̂+ h

(1)
P P̂

]
+ h

(2)
QQ

Q̂2

2
+ h

(2)
PP

P̂ 2

2
+ h

(2)
QP

Q̂P̂ + P̂ Q̂

2
+ h(2)sw n̂sw +O

(
1/
√
sN
)
,

(2.78)

where the explicit expression of the time-dependent coefficientsHcl(θ, ϕ), h(1) = h(1)(θ, ϕ),
h(2)(t) = h(2)(θ, ϕ) is given by the couplings J of the specific Hamiltonian (2.17).
The example in Eq.(2.71) reads

Ĥ =Ns

(
−J
2
sin2 θ cos2 ϕ− hz cos θ

)
+
√
Ns
[
Q̂
(
hz sin θ − J cos θ sin θ cos2 ϕ

)
+ P̂ (J sin θ cosϕ sinϕ)

]
+
Q̂2

2

(
hz cos θ + J sin2 θ cos2 ϕ− J cos θ2 cosϕ2

)
+
P̂ 2

2

(
hz cos θ + J sin2 θ cos2 ϕ− J sin2 ϕ

)
+
Q̂P̂ + P̂ Q̂

2
(J cos θ cosϕ sinϕ) + n̂sw

(
hz cos θ + J sin2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
+O

(
1/
√
sN
)

(2.79)

At equilibrium, the angles (θ, ϕ) are fixed in such a way that the linear terms h(1)
vanish, and, to leading order in 1/N , this yields the minimum point of the classical
Hamiltonian Hcl. The mode (q̂, p̂) enters Eq. (2.78) only through the number of
bosons n̂sw (2.76b), and, accordingly, these spin waves cannot be excited in the
ground state nor dynamically in infinite-range systems, i.e.,

⟨n̂sw⟩ ≡ 0 . (2.80)

For the same reason one also has vanishing mixed correlations

⟨q̂Q̂⟩ = ⟨p̂P̂ ⟩ = ⟨q̂P̂ ⟩ = ⟨p̂Q̂⟩ ≡ 0 . (2.81)

On the other hand, the number of collective excitations n̂exc (2.76a) is not con-
served. In the ground state, correlations of Q̂ and P̂ are non-trivially related to the
coefficients of the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian, and can be obtained by diag-
onalizing Ĥ with a generalized Bogoliubov transformation 14.

Let us now discuss the out-of-equilibrium scenario. When the system is driven
out of equilibrium, the direction of the collective spin configuration θ(t), ϕ(t)moves
along the corresponding classical trajectory on the sphere. Following Refs. [293,
294], the motion of the angles θ(t), ϕ(t) can be accounted for by letting the rotated

14 These can be achieved for example as{
Q̂ = eγ cos η Q̂′ − eγ sin η P̂ ′

P̂ = e−γ sin η Q̂′ + e−γ cos η P̂ ′
with tan(2η) ≡

h
(2)
QP

h
(2)
QQ + h

(2)
PP

, e2γ ≡
h
(2)
QQ + h

(2)
PP −∆

h
(2)
QQ + h

(2)
PP +∆

,

(2.82)
and with ∆ ≡ (h

(2)
QQ − h

(2)
PP ) cos(2η) + 2h

(2)
QP sin(2η).
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frame (X,Y,Z) in Eq. (2.73) change in time in such a way that the Z-axis self-
consistently follows the evolution of ⟨Ŝ(t)⟩ = NsẐ(t). The Heisenberg equations
for Ŝα with α ∈ R on the mobile frame will then read

d

dt
Ŝα =

d

dt
V ŜaV † =

1

i
[Ŝα, H̃] , (2.83)

with the time-dependent Hamiltonian
˜̂
H(t) ≡ V̂ Ĥ V̂ † + iV̂

˙̂
V † , (2.84)

which includes a V̂ -dependent term in analogy with the emergence of apparent
forces in classical mechanics in a rotating frame. A simple calculation shows

iV̂
˙̂
V † = −ω(t) · Ŝ , with ω(t) =

 − sin θ ϕ̇

θ̇

cos θ ϕ̇

 . (2.85)

The resulting time-dependent Hamiltonian ˜̂
H(t) is then computed from Eq.(2.17)

via Eq.(2.84). The linear terms in the new frame, denoted h̃(1), change as

h̃
(1)
Q (t) ≡ h

(1)
Q (θ(t), ϕ(t)) + sin θ(t) ϕ̇ , (2.86a)

h̃
(1)
P (t) ≡ h

(1)
P (θ(t), ϕ(t))− θ̇ , (2.86b)

while quadratic ones, denoted h̃(2)(t) are given by

h̃
(2)
QQ,PP,sw(t) ≡ h

(2)
QQ,PP,sw

(
θ(t), ϕ(t)

)
− cos θ(t) ϕ̇, (2.87a)

h̃
(2)
QP (t) ≡ h

(2)
QP

(
θ(t), ϕ(t)

)
. (2.87b)

Hence, the evolution of θ(t) and ϕ(t) is determined by the vanishing of the linear
terms h̃(1)(t), ensuring

⟨ŜX(t)⟩ = ⟨ŜY (t)⟩ = 0 . (2.88)
This yields the classical trajectory governed by the classical Hamiltonian Hcl. In the
LMG example (2.71), the equations of motion read{

θ̇ = J sin θ cosϕ sinϕ

ϕ̇ = −hz + J cos θ cos2 ϕ
. (2.89)

Note that the spin-wave mode n̂sw (2.76b) is still conserved [cf. Eq.(2.80)], since
[
˜̂
H(t), n̂sw] = 0 at all orders in the Holstein-Primakoff expansion. On the other
hand, the number of collective excitations n̂exc (2.76a) is not conserved and it evolves
in time. Its dynamics is governed by the time-dependent quadratic part h̃(2)(t) in
Eq.(2.87a). These determine the dynamical generation of collective bosonic exci-
tations (Q̂, P̂ ), which can be monitored thorugh the correlation functions GQQ(t),
GQP (t), GPP (t). In order to evaluate them, one computes the Heisenberg equations
of motion 

˙̂
Q = +h̃

(2)
QP (t) Q̂+ h̃

(2)
PP (t) P̂

˙̂
P = −h̃(2)QQ(t) Q̂− h̃

(2)
QP (t) P̂

, (2.90)
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that admit as formal solution
(
Q̂(t)

P̂ (t)

)
= U(t)

(
Q̂(0)

P̂ (0)

)
, with U(t) the evolutor. One

can collect the dynamical correlations
GQQ(t) ≡ ⟨Q̂2(t)⟩,
GPP (t) ≡ ⟨P̂ 2(t)⟩,

GQP (t) ≡ ⟨Q̂(t)P̂ (t) + P̂ (t)Q̂(t)⟩
2

,

(2.91)

in the correlation matrix

G(t) =

(
GQQ(t) GQP (t)
GQP (t) GPP (t)

)
= U(t)G(t = 0)UT (t), (2.92)

and the number of dynamically generated excitations can be expressed as

⟨n̂exc(t)⟩ =
GQQ(t) +GPP (t)− 1

2
=

1

2
Tr
[
G(t)− 1

2

]
. (2.93)

Note that detG(t) ≡ 1/4, which is an exact property of pure Gaussian states pre-
served by the evolution Eq. (2.90). In the example under analysis(2.71), the equa-
tion of motion for the correlations (2.91) read

ĠQQ = 2J cos θ sinϕ cosϕGQQ + 2J
(
cos2 ϕ− sin2 ϕ

)
GQP

ĠPP = −2J cos θ sinϕ cosϕGPP − 2J cos2 ϕ sin2 θ GPQ

ĠPQ = −J cos2 ϕ sin2 θ GQQ + J
(
cos2 ϕ− sin2 ϕ

)
GPP

. (2.94)

The formalism outlined in this section relies on the truncation of the Holstein-
Primakoff transformation (2.75), which is accurate for Gaussian states with a small
number of collective excitations ⟨n̂exc⟩ ≪ N compared to the system size. This
assumption is generically valid for ground states, even at the quantum critical points
[296, 297], as well as in the non-equilibrium setting before the Ehrenfest time (2.7).
Within this language the latter is defined as well as the time for which fluctuations
become of the order of the system size, i.e. ⟨n̂exc(TEhr)⟩ ∼ N .

2.3.2 Systems with finite range of interactions
In order to study the impact of fluctuations on the physics of the fully-connected

spin models (2.17), we resort to the method introduced and developed in Ref.[293,
294]. To be conceptually clear, it is convenient to consider a toy model with addi-
tional finite-range interactions, e.g.

Ĥ = − J

2sN
(Ŝx)2 − hz Ŝ

z −
∑
r,r′

Jr,r′σ̂
x
r σ̂

x
r′ , (2.95)

where r, r′ run over a d-dimensional lattice with N sites, and the coupling Jr,r′ ≡ Jr
decays with the distance r = |r − r′|. The distance |ri − rj| between two sites
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on the periodic lattice can be taken to be
√∑d

µ=1

[
min(|rµi − rµj |, L− |rµi − rµj |)

]2.
For illustration purposes we now focus on the one-dimensional d = 1 case, even
if the results do not depend on this assumption, as we will see when we apply this
technique to the long-range case in Section 5.1.

The formalism introduced in the previous section can be refined to make it suit-
able for many-body problems. The idea is to expand the individual spins around the
instantaneous direction ⟨S(t)⟩ = NsZ of the collective spin, via Holstein-Primakoff
transformations

ŝj ≃
√
sX q̂j +

√
sY p̂j + Z

(
s−

q̂2j + p̂2j − 1

2

)
(2.96)

where the time-dependent rotated frame (X,Y,Z) parameterized by spherical angles
θ, ϕ was introduced in Eq. (2.73). Before, we consider the Fourier transform of the
Hamiltonian (2.95) via ˜̂ak =

∑
j e
−ikj ŝj, with k = 2πn/N with n = 0, . . . , N − 1.

This yields

Ĥ = − J0
2Ns

(˜̂sx0)
2 − hz ˜̂s

z
0 −

1

Ns

∑
k ̸=0

J̃k ˜̂sxk
˜̂sx−k , (2.97)

where J̃k = J̃k =
∑N−1

r=0 e
−ikrJr and J0 = J + J̃0. Evidently, the fully connected

Hamiltonian (2.71) is function only of the zero mode k = 0, while the distance
dependent perturbation involves all the modes at k ̸= 0. When the perturbation is
small, the degree of excitation of the modes with k ̸= 0 is expected to be minor, at
least in the dynamical transient.

One then performs the time-dependent transformation from Ĥ to ˜̂
H(t) and

then apply the Holstein-Primakoff transformations (2.96). The transformed generic
Hamiltonian reads

˜̂
H(t) =

˜̂
H0(t) + Ĥsw(t) +

1√
Ns

Û3(t) +
1

Ns
Û4(t) +O

(
1

(Ns)3/2

)
. (2.98)

Let us discuss one by one the terms appearing in Eq.(2.98). The element ˜̂
H0(t)

describes the collective spin and its excitations. It coincides with the infinite-range
Hamiltonian (2.84) discussed above. It is now clear that the quantum fluctuations
of the collective spin (2.76a) coincide with the zero-mode fluctuations

Q̂ ≡ q̃0 , P̂ ≡ p̃0 , n̂exc ≡ n̂0 , (2.99)

while that the total number spin-wave excitations n̂sw (2.76b) is given by the sum of
bosonic occupation numbers of all the other spin-wave modes at finite wavelength

n̂sw =
∑
k ̸=0

n̂k , with n̂k ≡
q̃kq̃−k + p̃kp̃−k − 1

2
. (2.100)

Notice that n̂k are an exact conserved quantity of the collective-mode Hamiltonian
H̃0(t), as

[
n̂k,

˜̂
H0

]
= 0 for all k ̸= 0.
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On the other hand, the other terms in Eq.(2.98) ˜̂
Hsw(t), Û3(t), Û4(t) represent

the quadratic, cubic and quartic contribution in the spin-waves respectively. They
are proportional to J̃k ̸=0 and read

Ĥsw(t) =
∑
k ̸=0

J̃k

[
h(2)qq (t)

q̃kq̃−k
2

+ h(2)pp (t)
p̃kp̃−k
2

+ h(2)qp (t)
q̃kp̃−k + p̃kq̃−k

2

]
,

(2.101a)

Û3(t) =
∑
k ̸=0

J̃k

[
h(3)q (t) q̃k

∑
k′

q̃k′ q̃−k−k′ + p̃kp̃−k−k′

2
+ (k ↔ k′)

+ h(3)p (t) p̃k
∑
k′

q̃k′ q̃−k−k′ + p̃kp̃−k−k′

2
+ (k ↔ k′)

]
,

(2.101b)

Û4(t) =
∑
k ̸=0

J̃k h
(4)(t)

∑
k′

q̃k′ q̃−k−k′ + p̃kp̃−k−k′

2

∑
k′′

q̃k′′ q̃−k−k′′ + p̃kp̃−k−k′′

2
,

(2.101c)

where the exact expression of h(2)(t), h(3)(t) and h(4)(t) depends on the specific cou-
plings in the Hamiltonian under analysis. We postpone the calculations of the spe-
cific formulae of h(2/3/4)(t) for the relevant examples studied in this thesis, see e.g.
Section 5.1.

We remark that this Gaussian approximation is accurate whenever J̃k ̸=0 induces
only a small perturbation on top of the mean-field limit, such that when the spin
waves density ϵ(t) generated by the dynamics remains small, i.e.

ϵ(t) ≡ ⟨n̂sw(t)⟩
Ns

≪ 1 , (2.102)

where n̂sw has been defined in Eq.(5.5). This corresponds to the requirement that
the collective spin magnitude remains very close to the maximal value S = Ns. In
fact, it is easy to show, see e.g. Eq.(2.77), that each spin wave with k ̸= 0 decreases
the collective spin magnitude by one unit, i.e.

|Ŝ|2 = (Ns− n̂sw) (Ns− n̂sw + 1) . (2.103)

In this regime, the spin waves can be treated as weakly-interacting bosonic exci-
tations. In principle, in Eq.(2.98) higher-order terms would arise, accounting for
nonlinear scattering among the spin waves. In this treatment, they are expected
to contribute to the dynamics only at times parametrically long in the spin-wave
density.

Now, one would like to solve the dynamics governed by the Hamiltonian in
Eq.(2.97), which describes the dynamics of the angles (θ, ϕ) and of the excitations
q̃k, p̃k. Following Ref.[293, 294], one realizes that the only relevant interaction
between the collective mode q̃0, p̃0 and the finite wave-length spin waves is encoded
in terms of Û3(t) with k′ = 0,±k describing the scattering of a zero-momentum
mode in a pairs of spin waves with opposite momenta or viceversa. By keeping into
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account those terms15, one can study how the dynamics of the of spin waves impact
on the mean-field dynamics of the classical angles (θ, ϕ). Their equation of motion
is again found by imposing the condition (2.88), namely by setting the coefficients
of q̃0 and p̃0 in the Hamiltonian to zero. This yields a pairs of modified equations
for the angles θ(t), ϕ(t). In the example under analysis, Eqs.(2.89) become

d

dt
θ =+ J(1− ϵ) sin θ cosϕ sinϕ

−
(

1

Ns

∑
k ̸=0

J̃k ⟨p̃kp̃−k⟩
)
sin θ cosϕ sinϕ

+

(
1

Ns

∑
k ̸=0

J̃k
⟨q̃kp̃−k + p̃kq̃−k⟩

2

)
cos θ sin θ cos2 ϕ,

d

dt
ϕ =− h+ J(1− ϵ) cos θ cos2 ϕ

−
(

1

Ns

∑
k ̸=0

J̃k ⟨q̃kq̃−k⟩
)
cos θ cos2 ϕ

+

(
1

Ns

∑
k ̸=0

J̃k
⟨q̃kp̃−k + p̃kq̃−k⟩

2

)
sinϕ cosϕ,

(2.104)

where ϵ is the spin-wave density of Eq.(2.102).
Let us now turn to spin-waves Hamiltonian Ĥsw(t) which is equivalent to a set of

periodically driven quantum harmonic oscillators, labeled by the quasimomentum k.
Their dynamics can be found by computing the commutator with the Hamiltonian
(2.101a), that yields


d

dt
q̃k = −h(2)sw p̃k + J̃k h

(2)
qp (t) q̃k + J̃k h

(2)
pp (t)p̃k

d

dt
p̃k = +h(2)sw q̃k − J̃k h

(2)
qq (t) q̃k − J̃k h

(2)
qp (t) p̃k

, (2.105)

where h(2)sw comes from the zero-mode Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.78). We further define
the equal time correlation functions appearing in Eq.(2.104)

Gqq
k (t) ≡ ⟨ q̃k(t)q̃−k(t) ⟩ (2.106a)

Gpp
k (t) ≡ ⟨ p̃k(t)p̃−k(t) ⟩ (2.106b)

Gqp
k (t) ≡ 1

2
⟨ q̃k(t)p̃−k(t) + p̃k(t)q̃−k(t)⟩ . (2.106c)

Combining them with the equation for the spin waves coordinates (2.105) one ob-
tains the evolution of the spin-waves fluctuations. In the case of the example (2.71),

15This corresponds to a Gaussian approximation which truncates at quadratic order both the
collective mode at k = 0 and the spin waves and k ̸= 0.
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they read

d

dt
Gqq

k = 2J̃k cos θ cosϕ sinϕ Gqq
k + 2

(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k sin2 ϕ

)
Gqp

k ,

d

dt
Gpp

k = −2
(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k cos2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
Gqp

k − 2J̃k cos θ cosϕ sinϕ∆pp
k ,

d

dt
Gqp

k = −
(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k cos2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
Gqq

k +
(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k sin2 ϕ

)
Gpp

k

.

(2.107)
These equations of motion describe the dynamics of the Gaussian wavefunction

of the spin waves. As for Eqs.(2.94), also these equations are not independent since
the fluctuations are related by

4(Gpq
k )2 = 4 Gpp

k Gqq
k − 1 , (2.108)

which is an exact property of Gaussian pure states (equivalent to having minimal
quantum uncertainty), and which is then satisfied at all times and for all values of
k.

The dynamical problem is now fully specified by the system of coupled evolution
equations (2.104) and (5.20), together with suitable initial conditions, which may
correspond to the ground state or a thermal state of the pre-quench Hamiltonian.
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Chapter 3

Bridging entanglement dynamics and chaos in semi-

classical models

In this chapter, we present a unifying framework that directly connects the bipartite
and multipartite entanglement growth to the quantifiers of classical and quantum chaos
in the semiclassical regime. Analytical predictions are confirmed by detailed numerical
calculations for paradigmatic models, relevant in atomic and optical experiments: the
fully connected Ising model, the quantum kicked top, and the Dicke model.

To isolate the contribution of collective degrees of freedom to entanglement dy-
namics of long-range systems, in this chapter we consider fully-connected models
and, more generally, semiclassical evolution.

As argued in the first chapter, entanglement is arguably one of the most insightful
properties of composite quantum systems. However, quantum dynamics can often
exhibit a semiclassical behavior, as illustrated in the second chapter. Accordingly,
understanding how to reconcile quantum entanglement with such semiclassical dy-
namics has been under debate since the early days of quantum mechanics.

An early insight was proposed by the seminal work of Zurek and Paz on decoher-
ence in open systems [298, 299]. These authors conjectured that in a system coupled
to an environment, the rate of entropy growth is equal to the sum of the positive Lya-
punov exponents, the classical Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate [300–302]. A large
body of numerical and analytical studies during early 2000 [267, 303–317] proved
consistent with the Zurek-Paz surmise, establishing that the transient entanglement
generation is associated with decoherence and suggesting further relationships be-
tween semiclassical entanglement dynamics and the chaoticity of the underlying
trajectories. Related work focused on understanding the emergence of quantum ir-
reversibility and decoherence through the dynamics of the purity and the Loschmidt
echo [cf. Eq.(1.42)] [318, 319]. As discussed in Chapter 1, more recently the in-
terest in entanglement properties of many-particle systems spread to several theo-
retical research communities, ranging from statistical physics [102] and condensed
matter theory [103] to quantum information [104, 105] and high-energy physics
[106, 107]. In this context, the Zurek-Paz conjecture has recently been laid on firm
mathematical grounds by Bianchi et al. in Ref.[320], see also Refs.[321, 322].

In this chapter, we present a systematic and unifying picture connecting the
bipartite and multipartite entanglement growth to the quantifiers of classical and

61
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quantum chaos, which applies whenever a quantum system is characterized by an
emergent semiclassical limit. We target many-particle systems with collective inter-
actions initialized in quasiclassical states and let to evolve in isolation. The quantum
fluctuations around the limiting classical trajectory remain under control until the
so-called Ehrenfest time scale [cf. Eq.(2.7)], which diverges in the thermodynamic
limit. By expanding the Hamiltonian in terms of the instantaneous quantum fluc-
tuations, we show that their dynamics determine all the quantifiers of entanglement
and chaos introduced above.

Following standard semiclassical arguments, the time-evolving correlation ma-
trix of the quantum fluctuations, in turn, coincides with the classical Oseledets
multiplicative matrix, which encodes the local divergence of nearby semiclassical
trajectories via the finite-time Lyapunov spectrum. This allows us to write down
an explicit analytical expression for the von Neumann entanglement entropy, the
quantum Fisher information, the spin squeezing, and the square commutator in the
semiclassical regime. Accordingly, the transient growth of these quantities before
saturation is dictated by the nature of the underlying classical phase-space. In the
absence of semiclassical chaos, the entanglement entropy grows logarithmically in
time, while the multipartite and the square commutator grow quadratically. Con-
trarily, whenever chaos is present, the entanglement entropy grows linearly with a
slope equal to the sum of the largest local Lyapunov exponents (in agreement with
the Zurek-Paz conjecture), whereas the quantum Fisher information and the square
commutator grow exponentially fast in time with a rate given by twice the local
largest Lyapunov exponent. The same occurs for unstable trajectories in integrable
systems.

The analysis is corroborated by detailed numerical computations in paradigmatic
many-body collective quantum systems of current experimental relevance, namely
the integrable Lipkin-Meshov-Glick model [292], and the quantum kicked top
[323, 324], and the Dicke model [325, 326]. We find excellent agreement with
the analytical predictions in all dynamical regimes. In particular, we observe and
rationalize strong deviations from the asymptotic Lyapunov exponents, particularly
apparent in regimes with mixed regular-chaotic phase space or with dynamical in-
stabilities.

Semiclassical dynamics are studied with the same framework and notations as
discussed in Section 2. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section
3.1, we present our analysis: We derive the general dynamics of quantum fluctua-
tions around a semiclassical trajectory, and show how the entanglement measures
can be explicitly related to that. In Sections 3.2-3.4, we introduce and study numer-
ically the LMG model, quantum kicked top, and the Dicke model. We show the
validity of the analytical predictions in all the different dynamical regimes. Finally,
in Section 3.5 we present our conclusions and perspectives.
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3.1 General theory

3.1.1 A classical interlude: the Lyapunov spectrum
Before describing the dynamics of quantum fluctuations around the classical

solution, let us recall the definition and main properties of the Lyapunov spectrum.
We refer the reader to the abundant literature on this topic, e.g., Ref. [327].

The notion of deterministic chaos is associated with the strong sensitivity of the
evolved state of a system on its initial condition. Given a generic d-dimensional
flow ẋ = f(x) in phase space, the measure of the instability of a trajectory x(t) is
provided by the maximum Lyapunov exponent. Consider an initial condition x(0)
and a neighboring point x̃(0) displaced by an infinitesimal amount x̃(0) = x(0) +
δ(0). Chaos is defined by an exponential growth in time of the separation between
the corresponding trajectories, δ(t) = |x̃(t) − x(t)| ∼ δ(0) exp(λt), with λ > 0.
The rate λ generally depends on the initial state and on the observation time t. A
non-ambiguous definition thus requires “time-averaging”

λ := lim
t→∞

lim
δ(0)→0

1

t
ln
δ(t)

δ(0)
. (3.1)

The inner limit δ(0) → 0 translates the (nonlinear) evolution of small displacements
away from the initial condition into the (linear) tangential map of the flow along
the given trajectory.

The number λ above does not exhaust all the possible information on the separa-
tion of nearby initial conditions. Consider an infinitesimal hypercube surrounding
the initial condition x(0), identified by d independent infinitesimal displacements
{w(i)}di=1, which spans the tangent space at x(0). The evolution transports this
hypercube along the trajectory x(t), and simultaneously deforms it. The tangent
vectors {w(i)} evolve according to the so-called variational equation

ẇ(t) = A[x(t)] ·w(t) . (3.2)

where A[x(t)] = ∂f
∂x

∣∣
x(t)

is usually called the linear stability matrix. The formal
solution to this linear equation is

w(t) = U
[
x(t)

]
w(0) , (3.3)

where U
[
x(t)

]
= T exp

´ t

0
dτ A[x(τ)] is the evolution operator, and T exp denotes

the time-ordered matrix exponential. The deformation of the hypercube in time is
captured by inspecting the (positive) eigenvalues ν1(t) ≥ ν2(t) ≥ · · · ≥ νd(t) ≥ 0 of
the symmetric matrix

G(t) = U(t)T · U(t) , (3.4)

that we refer to as the Oseledets matrix 1. The asymptotic Lyapunov spectrum is then
defined as

λk = lim
t→∞

1

t
ln
√
νk(t) . (3.5)

1in the absence of a standard terminology.
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The existence of this limit for almost all initial data is the content of the celebrated
Oseledets multiplicative theorem [328]. In particular, one has λ1 ≡ λ. In nonergodic
dynamics, the numbers {λk} may still depend on the particular trajectory.

We recall here some elementary but important properties of the Lyapunov spec-
trum concerning the K-dimensional ordiented volumes delimited by K tangent
vectors, i.e. VolK(t) = Vol[w(1)(t),w(2)(t), . . .w(K)(t)]. An important consequence
of the Oseledets theorem states that the expansion/contraction rate of VolK(t) is
given by the sum of the first K exponents as

ΛK =
K∑
k=1

λk = lim
t→∞

1

t
ln

[
VolK(t)
VolK(0)

]
. (3.6)

This corresponds to the total expansion rate of a (generic)K-dimensional sub-manifold
corresponding a subsystem ofK ≤ d degrees of freedom. In particular, Λd is the total
expansion rate of the flow, i.e., the average of div f(x(t)) along the trajectory, which
vanishes in conservative systems. For time-independent (autonomous) systems, one
has λk = 0 for some k, because the direction of the trajectory is neither stretched
nor shrunk. For Hamiltonian systems, which are the focus of this work, Lyapunov
exponents come in conjugate pairs λk = −λ2n−k due to the symplectic nature of the
phase space flow. In this case, Liouville-integrability of the dynamics is signaled by
λk ≡ 0 for all k and in the whole phase space. By contrast, generic Hamiltonian
systems do not possess analytic integrals of motion beyond their energy, and their
constant-energy surfaces may present a complex structure with invariant subman-
ifolds (Kolmogorov–Arnold–Moser – KAM– tori) intertwined by chaotic regions.
In these cases, the Lyapunov spectrum presents strong phase-space and temporal
fluctuations.

The Lyapunov spectrum allows one to access the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate
ΛKS, a fundamental quantifier of irreversibility in dynamical systems. The latter is
related to the asymptotic loss of information on the state of the system induced by
an arbitrarily fine coarse-graining of the phase space [300, 301]. By Pesin’s theorem
[302], one has

ΛKS =
∑

k : λk>0

λk . (3.7)

It is important to stress that the characteristic Lyapunov exponents are defined
by a long-time limit [see Eq.(3.5)]. Accessing the latter may be challenging in nu-
merical simulations. The by-now standard algorithm for robust computation of
the Lyapunov spectrum has been proposed by Benettin, Galgani, and Strelcyn in a
series of papers around 1980 [329–331]. The convergence of the computations is
typically quite slow in Hamiltonian systems. This is especially relevant in those un-
dergoing an order/chaos transition, on which we will be concerned in the following.
For finite observation-time windows, one naturally defines the local or finite-time
Lyapunov exponents {λk(t)} as in Eq.(3.5) without taking the long-time limit. This
notion is particularly important in semiclassical dynamics due to the relatively short
time window before saturation, as we will extensively discuss in Section 3.1.4.

In Appendix C.3 we briefly review the algorithm of Benettin et al. given its
importance later on in this work.
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3.1.2 Dynamics of quantum fluctuations

As reviewed in Section 2.1, collective interactions allow for a reformulation of
the nonequilibrium dynamics as an effective few-body system in the semiclassical
regime, where the impact of quantum fluctuations is controlled by the system size
N via the relation ℏeff = 1/N . The generality of this approach has been discussed in
Section 2.1.3.

A system in this class is thus described by n degrees of freedom, compactly de-
noted ξ̂ = (q̂1, . . . , q̂n, p̂1, . . . , p̂n), satisfying the canonical commutation relations
[q̂i, p̂j] = iℏeffδij, or [ξ̂, ξ̂] = iℏeffJ. Here we have introduced the symplectic unit J,
given by the 2n× 2n antisymmetric matrix J =

(
0n 1n

−1n 0n

)
, which satisfies J2 = −12n.

The evolution is governed by the Hamiltonian Ĥ = ℏ−1eff Hcl(ξ̂) and the Heisen-
berg equations read ˙̂

ξ = J ∂Hcl(ξ̂)
2. As discussed in Section 2.1, the relevant

initial states |Ψ0⟩ in our study of entanglement dynamics are quasiclassical states,
i.e., states which satisfy

⟨Ψ0|
(
ξ̂ − ξ(0)

)(
ξ̂ − ξ(0)

)
|Ψ0⟩ = O(ℏeff) , (3.8)

with ξ(0) ≡ ⟨Ψ0|ξ̂|Ψ0⟩ = O(1). The meaning of this condition is that initial quan-
tum fluctuations around the average are of the order of the minimal uncertainty
allowed by the Heisenberg principle.

We now aim at describing the evolution of quantum fluctuations around the
average. We observed that, by virtue of Eq.(3.8), the average ⟨ξ̂(t)⟩ moves along the
classical trajectory to the leading order in ℏeff,

d

dt
⟨Ψ(t)|ξ̂|Ψ(t)⟩ = J ∂Hcl

(
⟨Ψ(t)|ξ̂|Ψ(t)⟩

)
+O(ℏeff) , (3.9)

i.e., ⟨Ψ(t)|ξ̂|Ψ(t)⟩ = ξcl(t) +O(ℏeff). Quantum fluctuations around the average are
encoded in the dimensionless variables

δξ̂ ≡ ℏ−1/2eff
(
ξ̂ − ξcl(t)

)
, (3.10)

which satisfy the commutation relations [δξ̂, δξ̂] = iJ, and, by construction, ⟨δξ̂(t)⟩ =
O(ℏ1/2eff ) [332].

In systems of collectively interacting spins, the quantum fluctuations δξ̂ = (δq̂, δp̂)
describe the collective spin fluctuations transverse to the instantaneous spin polariza-
tion direction, cf. Section 2.1.2. These spin fluctuations can be introduced in the
formalism by performing the time-dependent Holstein-Primakoff transformation
around the instantaneous average spin, as illustrated in Section 2.3 in the previous
chapter. This amounts in mapping the transverse fluctuations of a quantum spin to
a canonical bosonic mode, then approximated at the quadratic order. The transfor-

2Subtleties related to the ordering of the operators are not relevant in the following discussion
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mations introduced in Section 2.3.13 can be summarized by

Ŝα

Ns
= Xα(t)

(
ℏeff

s

)1/2

δq̂ + Yα(t)

(
ℏeff

s

)1/2

δp̂

+ Zα(t)

(
1−

(
ℏeff

s

)
δq̂2 + δp̂2 − 1

2

)
+O

(
(ℏeff/s)

3/2
)
,

(3.11)

with α = x, y, z. Here, the time-dependent unit vector Z(t) represents the classi-
cal dynamics of the collective spin polarization direction. It can be parameterized
through the spherical angles ϕ(t) and θ(t) as in Eq.(2.73). The transverse direc-
tions identified by the unit vectors X(t), Y(t) that span the orthogonal space to
Z(t) [cf. Eq.(2.73)]. The short-hand notation in Eq.(3.11) Xα(t), Yα(t), Zα(t)
denotes the α-th components of the basis vectors X(t), Y(t), Z(t) in Eqs.(2.73)
(i.e., Xz = − sin θ, Yz = 0, Zz = cos θ, …). One can check that the bosonic
operators δq̂, δp̂ introduced via the Holstein-Primakoff transformation (2.75), cor-
respond to the rescaled fluctuations δξ̂ introduced above for the collective spin when
the Bloch sphere is parametrized through the canonical phase-space variables q = ϕ
and p = cos θ. When the system comprises M > 1 collective spins, of magnitude
Njs ≫ 1, j = 1, . . . ,M , one can perform the analogous transformation (3.11) on
their components Ŝα

j to obtain the joint semiclassical description.

The general transformation (3.10) is time-dependent. The exact evolution equa-
tions for the quantum fluctuations δξ̂ are thus generated by the modified Hamilto-
nian

ˆ̃
H(t) = ℏ−1eff Hcl

(
ξcl(t) + ℏ1/2eff δξ̂

)
− ℏ−1/2eff ξ̇cl(t)J δξ̂ . (3.12)

We can now expand the Hamiltonian with respect to the small parameter ℏeff, ob-
taining the time-dependent Hamiltonian

ˆ̃
H(t) = ℏ−1eff Ĥ0(t) + ℏ−1/2eff Ĥ1(t) + Ĥ2(t) + O(ℏ1/2eff ) . (3.13)

Here, Ĥ0(t) = Hcl
(
ξcl(t)

)
is just a classical quantity (the classical energy along the

classical trajectory), and the linear term Ĥ1(t) =
[
∂Hcl

(
ξcl(t)

)
− ξ̇cl(t)J

]
δξ̂ van-

ishes identically by construction, consistently with the vanishing of ⟨δξ̂(t)⟩ to the
leading order in ℏeff. Note that the expansion in Eq.(3.13) corresponds to the time-
dependent Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.78), derived in the context of the time-dependent
Holstein-Primakoff transformations.
The operator expansion thus starts from the (finite) quadratic order. Within the
semiclassical regime, and for a time scale that diverges as ℏeff → 0 (the Ehrenfest
time scale, see e.g. Eq.(2.7)), we can neglect the remainder O(ℏ1/2eff ) in the expan-
sion. The evolution of the quantum fluctuations in this regime is determined by a
linear homogeneous differential equation,

d

dt
δξ̂ = A(t) δξ̂ ≡ J∂2Hcl

(
ξcl(t)

)
δξ̂ , (3.14)

3The notation (Q̂, P̂ ) for the collective spin fluctuations of Section 2.1.2 is now substistuted by
(δq̂, δp̂).
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identical with the classical variational equation for the evolution of infinitesimal
displacements away from the classical trajectory [cf. Section 3.1.1 and Eq.(3.2)]. In
fact, the classical and quantum evolutions generated by a quadratic Hamiltonian
coincide, as is well known.

The solution to this equation is formally written as

δξ̂(t) = U(t) δξ̂(0) , (3.15)

where U(t) ≡ T exp
´ t

0
dτ A(τ) is the tangential map, which encodes the evolution

of infinitesimal classical displacements. Due to the asymptotic Gaussian description
for small ℏeff, all the information on the quantum state is encoded in the correlation
matrix

[G(t)]ij =
1

2
⟨Ψ(t)|δξ̂i δξ̂j + δξ̂j δξ̂i|Ψ(t)⟩ , (3.16)

with i, j = 1, . . . , 2n. This matrix is symmetric and positive definite; the square
root of its eigenvalues quantify the width of the quantum fluctuations around the
classical average, and are constrained from below by the Heisenberg principle (see,
e.g., Ref. [263]). Notice that the rescaling by ℏ1/2eff in Eq.(3.8) is equivalent to the
statement that G(t) = O(1). The evolution of the correlation matrix G(t) can be
directly expressed via Eq.(3.15) as

G(t) = U(t)T G(0) U(t) . (3.17)

3.1.3 Semiclassical entanglement and chaos
In this section, we will analytically derive the relation between the entanglement

quantifiers of Section 1.2 and the chaos indicators in the semiclassical regime.

Entanglement entropies

We consider a quantum collective model and introduce a bipartition (A,B)
of its degrees of freedom as discussed in Section 1.2.1. Within the semiclassical
description, the bipartite system can be represented by two sets of semiclassical
variables ξ̂ = (ξ̂A, ξ̂B), with nA and nB collective degrees of freedom, respectively
(nA + nB = n) 4. In this regime, the entanglement between the two subsystems is
encoded in the entanglement between their bosonic quantum fluctuations δξ̂A, δξ̂B.
The extent of these quantum fluctuations is collected in their correlation matrixG(t)
in Eqs. (3.16)-(3.17). It is convenient to define the subsystem reduced correlation
matrix GA(t) as the 2nA × 2nA sub-matrix of G(t) built out of the coordinates of
subsystem A alone, i.e.,

[GA(t)]ij =
1

2
⟨Ψ(t)|δξ̂i δξ̂j + δξ̂j δξ̂i|Ψ(t)⟩1≤i≤2nA

1≤j≤2nA

. (3.18)

Due to the asymptotic Gaussian description for small ℏeff, the reduced density matrix
ρ̂A(t) is also Gaussian and fully determined by the matrix GA(t). The entanglement
entropies can thus be computed via standard techniques [333].

4When bipartitions of a permutationally invariant system are considered, one has nA = nB = n,
where n = q − 1 is the number of collective degrees of freedom [cf. Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3]
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The dynamics of the entanglement entropies in bosonic systems governed by
quadratic Hamiltonians have been derived and discussed in full generality in Refs.
[320, 322]. It is shown therein, that the second Renyi entropy (1.23) can be ex-
pressed as the logarithm of the phase-space volume spanned by the time-evolving
phase-space distribution associated with the reduced state of the subsystem, i.e.,

S
(2)
A (t) =

1

2
ln det

(
2GA(t)

)
. (3.19)

While the global evolution preserves the total volume, i.e., det
(
2G(t)

)
≡ 1, the in-

formation loss generated by projecting the collective quantum fluctuations onto a
subsystem with nA < n yields an increase of entropy, whose origin is rooted in the
development of quantum entanglement. By Eq.(3.19), this increase may be visual-
ized as an enhancement of the projected volume spanned by the reduced quantum
fluctuations within the subsystem phase space, due to the progressive stretching of
the global phase-space volume spanned by the quantum fluctuations. Similarly, the
von Neumann entanglement entropy (1.24) can be computed as

SA(t) =

nA∑
i=1

S(νi(t)) with S(ν) =
ν + 1

2
ln
ν + 1

2
− ν − 1

2
ln
ν − 1

2
, (3.20)

where±νi(t) (νi(t) ≥ 1) are the so-called symplectic eigenvalues of 2GA(t)
5. The en-

tanglement entropy SA(t) is bounded above and below by the second Renyi entropy
up to a constant, and hence their growths are superimposed after a finite transient,
SA(t) ∼

t≫1
S
(2)
A (t), see Ref.[320]. Their common asymptotic behavior generically

depends on the subsystem only via its number nA of degrees of freedom, and their
evolution is completely determined by that of G(t).

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, in many interesting semiclassical models, the rel-
evant subsystem A is made of only one collective degree of freedom, i.e., nA = 1.
These include both the paradigmatic models discussed below, namely the LMG
model, the quantum kicked top, and the Dicke model. In this case Eq.(3.20) sim-
plifies and SA(t) can be expressed as a function of the determinant of GA(t), i.e.,

SA(t) = 2
√
detGA

(
2
√

detGA

)
+

1

2
ln

(
detGA − 1

4

)
. (3.21)

From this equation, the asymptotic result of Ref.[320] immediately follows, i.e.,
SA(t) ∼

t≫1

1
2
ln detGA(t), since detGA(t)≫1, in agreement with the second Renyi

entropy in Eq.(3.19).
In the case of collective spin systems of the form of Eq.(2.19), one considers

bipartitions between two sets ofNA = fAN andNB = fB N spins (fA+fB = 1), and
a further simplification occurs. By performing a change of variables to the dynamical

5From the correlation matrix G, one defines J = −2GJ, where J is the 2n× 2n symplectic unit.
The matrix [iJ ]A restricted to A can be shown to have pairs of opposite real eigenvalues ±νi (with
νi > 1 as follows from the Heisenberg relations). The {νi}i=1,...nA

are referred as the symplectic
eigenvalues of GA and determine the entanglement entropy via Eq.(3.20)
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collective fluctuations and the frozen relative fluctuations of the two spins 6, it is easy
to compute that

detGA =
1

4
+ fA fB⟨n̂exc⟩ , (3.22)

where n̂exc = (δq̂2 + δp̂2 − 1)/2 represents the number of bosonic excitations of the
collective spin Ŝ. This allows computing SA(t) in a closed form, without the need
to compute the reduced correlation matrix GA(t). It is then clear that SA vanishes
for ⟨n̂exc⟩ → 0 and grows as 1

2
ln⟨n̂exc⟩ for ⟨n̂exc⟩ ≫ 1. Hence, Eqs.(3.21-3.22) clarify

that the state of subsystem A (or B) is pure only if ⟨n̂exc⟩ = 0, i.e., if the spin system
is fully polarized (coherent), as occurs in the absence of interactions. Conversely,
the state is entangled in the presence of collective quantum excitations.
Besides the number of collective excitations ⟨n̂exc⟩, it is also possible to characterize
entanglement entropy via yet another significant quantity, i.e., the effective tempera-
ture of the two subsystems. In fact, the reduced density matrices may be written as
ρ̂A,B = Z−1A,B exp(−βeffĤA,B), where the state-dependent quadratic operators ĤA,B

are usually termed modular or entanglement Hamiltonian. It is straightforward to
derive a relation between the effective dimensionless inverse temperature and the
other quantities, e.g.,

Teff =
1

2 arctanh
(

1√
1+4fAfB⟨n̂exc⟩

) . (3.23)

This equation makes it explicitly clear that the growth of ⟨n̂exc(t)⟩ — which comes
via collective spin squeezing — is responsible for “heating up” the two subsystems,
i.e., for raising their effective temperature, thus continuously accumulating entan-
glement entropy in time.

As we will see in the next sections, the entanglement entropy of a collective spin
system can be quantitatively related to the quantum Fisher information and the spin
squeezing.

Quantum Fisher information and spin squeezing

The quantum Fisher information for collective spin systems is given by the max-
imal variance of the collective spin operators [cf. Eq.(1.38)]. This information is
encoded in the correlation matrix G(t) (3.16), which describes the dynamics of the
fluctuations in the transverse direction. Therefore, the semiclassical QFI is given by
the maximum eigenvalue of the correlation matrix G(t)

fQ(t) = 4max [EigvalsG(t)] . (3.24)

In the case of a fully-connected spin system (Section 2.1.2), one can determine
the QFI explicitly from Eq.(1.38), by computing the eigenvalue of the 2 × 2 spin

6 Explicitly, {
δq̂ = +

√
fA q̂A +

√
fB q̂B

δq̂rel = −
√
fB q̂A +

√
fA q̂B

{
δp̂ = +

√
fA p̂A +

√
fB p̂B

δp̂rel = −
√
fB p̂A +

√
fA p̂B

.
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correlation matrix. This yields the equation

fQ(t) = 1 + 2⟨n̂exc(t)⟩+ 2
√

⟨n̂exc(t)⟩(⟨n̂exc(t)⟩+ 1) , (3.25)

where ⟨n̂exc(t)⟩ is the number of bosonic excitations of the collective spin Ŝ [cf.
Eqs.(3.11) and (3.22)].

As discussed in Section 1.2.3, spin squeezing represents a convenient indicator
of multipartite entanglement in spin systems. At the semiclassical level relevant here,
quantum fluctuations are Gaussian, and from the definition (1.39) one derives

ξ2(t) = 1 + 2⟨n̂exc(t)⟩ − 2
√

⟨n̂exc(t)⟩(⟨n̂exc(t)⟩+ 1) . (3.26)

Equations (3.21-3.22), (3.25) and (3.26) express the quantitative link — pictorially
illustrated in Figure 3.9 — between the entanglement entropy SA, the quantum
Fisher information fQ, and the spin squeezing parameter ξ, in collective spin models
in the semiclassical regime in and out of equilibrium. In particular, in this regime
the inequality discussed in Section 1.2.3 is saturated, i.e. fQ = 1/ξ2.

Semiclassical square commutator

Along similar lines, we can compute the semiclassical evolution of the out-of-
time-order square commutator defined in Section 1.2.4 for a system initialized in
a quasiclassical state. Starting from the definition in Eq.(1.41) and expanding the
operators up to the quadratic order in the quantum fluctuations, one readily finds

cij(t) ≡ −ℏ−2eff ⟨Ψ0|
[
ξ̂i(t), ξ̂j(0)

]2
|Ψ0⟩ =

(
Uij̄(t)

)2
+O(ℏeff), (3.27)

where j̄ ≡ (j + n) mod 2n. The semiclassical square commutator thus directly
probes the sensitivity of the classical trajectories to infinitesimal perturbations.

In the case of fully-connected spin systems, the square commutator between two
collective spin operators reads

cαβ(t) =
[
Xα(t)

(
Uqq(t) Yβ(0)− Uqp(t) Xβ(0)

)
+ Yα(t)

(
Upq(t)Yβ(0)− Upp(t)Xβ(0)

)]2
+O(ℏeff) ,

(3.28)

with the same notation as in Eq.(3.11). In order to get this result, one first plugs
the expansion of the spin operators (3.11) into the definition (1.41). Then, after
substituting the formal solution for the spin fluctuations at time t, i.e., δq̂(t) =
Uqq(t) δq̂(0) + Uqp(t) δp̂(0) and δp̂(t) = Upq(t) δq̂(0) + Upp(t) δp̂(0) [cf. Eq.(3.15)],
the equal-time commutators between the conjugate variables yield the above Eq.(3.28).

3.1.4 Entanglement growth and chaos
In the previous section, we have established how the semiclassical dynamics of

quantum fluctuations determine the evolution of the entanglement quantifiers of in-
terest, via the time-dependent correlation matrix G(t). This connection highlights
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Classical trajectory Stable Regular Chaotic
(Unstable)

entanglement entropy [298, 320] oscillations ln t ΛK t
quantum Fisher information oscillations t2 e2λt

square commutator oscillations t2 e2λt

Ehrenfest time scale O(
√
N) O(

√
N) O(lnN)

Table 3.1: Summary of the dynamical behavior of entanglement and chaos quantifiers of
N -particle collective systems in the semiclassical regime. The growth of the en-
tanglement quantifiers and the square commutator depends on the nature of the
limiting classical trajectory in the 2n-dimensional phase space (stable configura-
tion, regular or chaotic), up to the Ehrenfest time. Here, λ ≡ λ1 is the maximum
Lyapunov exponent, and ΛK =

∑2K
k=1 λk is the sum of the 2K largest Lyapunov

exponents, whereK is the number of degrees of freedom associated with the con-
sidered subsystem. For K=n/2, one has the classical Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy
rate ΛKS =

∑
k :λk>0 λk.

that the entanglement growth is determined by the chaoticity properties of the semi-
classical dynamics, in turn, dictated by the stability of the underlying phase-space
trajectories, see Table 3.1 for a summary.

The correlation matrix G(t) in Eq.(3.16) is equivalent to the Oseledets matrix
that defines the Lyapunov spectrum in Eq.(3.5) 7, as the quantum fluctuations
evolve in the same way as the linearized displacements. Hence, the spectrum of the
growth rates of the quantum fluctuations encoded in G(t) coincides with the finite-
time Lyapunov spectrum {λk(t)} of the underlying semiclassical trajectory within
the Ehrenfest time scale TEh(N), and converges to the proper asymptotic Lyapunov
spectrum {λk} as N → ∞.

When the classical dynamics is integrable, the collective motion of the system
is orderly and takes place along regular trajectories in phase space, meaning that
nearby initial conditions separate linearly in time (generically). This implies that all
Lyapunov exponents vanish. This scenario largely persists under weak integrability-
breaking Hamiltonian perturbations, as established by KAM theory [334], whereby
regular trajectories gradually leave room to chaotic portions of the phase space aris-
ing from dynamical resonances. Thus, in integrable or near-integrable semiclassical
systems, the temporal growth of the quantum correlations is at most polynomial,
Gij(t) ∼ t2, as can be shown explicitly by switching to action-angle variables. Con-
versely, in systems with far-from-integrable semiclassical dynamics featuring fully
developed chaos in phase space, the Lyapunov spectrum is nonvanishing. This im-
plies an asymptotic exponential growth of quantum fluctuations, generically given
by Gij(t) ∼ e2λt, where λ is the maximal Lyapunov exponent. An immediate conse-
quence of the above observations concerns the asymptotic growth rate of the square
commutator. The latter results to be twice the maximum Lyapunov exponent of

7The presence of G(0) instead of the identity matrix is immaterial for the definition of the Lya-
punov exponents: these are intrinsic quantities associated with the flow that does not depend on the
arbitrary choice of the phase-space metric.
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the underlying semiclassical dynamics,

c(t) ∼ e2λt. (3.29)

Crucially, the chaoticity properties of the semiclassical dynamics determine the
speed of the entanglement growth, as determined by Eqs.(3.20) and (3.24). In fact,
by Eq.(3.24), we immediately derive that the QFI grows as

fQ(t) ∼ e2λt. (3.30)

The determination of the bipartite entanglement entropy growth requires a more
elaborate analysis. In Refs. [320, 322] Bianchi, Hackl, and collaborators discuss
the bipartite entanglement dynamics generated by quadratic bosonic Hamiltonians.
As thoroughly shown therein, the growth of SA(t) is generically linear in time with
a rate set by the sum of the largest 2nA Lyapunov exponents,

SA(t) ∼
t≫1

S
(2)
A (t) ∼ ΛAt =

( 2nA∑
k=1

λk

)
t. (3.31)

For nA = n/2, the rate coincides with the classical Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate
ΛKS =

∑
λk :λk>0 λk [300, 301, 327]. Analogous equations to the three above apply

to the phase-space separatrices when the classical dynamics are integrable; in this case,
the Lyapunov spectrum is given by the linearized dynamics around the unstable fixed
point on which the trajectory terminates.

By contrast, for generic trajectories, integrable systems have ΛKS = 0. In this
case, one has

SA(t) ∼
t≫1

S
(2)
A (t) ∼ c ln t , fQ(t) ∼ t2 , c(t) ∼ t2 , (3.32)

with c an integer.
The classification is concluded by the case of stable equilibrium configurations,

the linearized dynamics of which is equivalent to that of coupled harmonic oscil-
lators. Accordingly, all the quantities of interest perform bounded (periodic or
quasiperiodic) oscillations. (Note that the same applies to effective linear semi-
classical dynamics with a suppressed anharmonic contribution, as in the recently
discovered mechanism in Refs. [96, 335].) A summary of the above discussion is
presented in Table 3.1.

Since quadratic Hamiltonians describe the dynamics of quantum fluctuations
around the limiting classical trajectory in the limit ℏeff → 0 to the leading order
[cf. the discussion in Section3.1.2], Bianchi, Heykl, et al. conjecture that their
analysis applies to generic quantum systems in the appropriate semiclassical regime.
In particular, SA(t) ∼ ΛAt, where ΛA is the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate deter-
mined by the Lyapunov spectrum as above. It is one of the main purposes of the
present work to thoroughly assess this conjecture and firmly establish its range of
validity in quantum many-body systems possessing a relevant and controlled semi-
classical limit. The asymptotic results of Refs. [320, 322] ideally describe the average
asymptotic growth at long times. However, typical semiclassical systems generally
present strong additional finite-time fluctuations in the entanglement quantifiers.
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For example, when the limiting classical trajectory is periodic with period Tcl, for
integrable (chaotic) dynamics one has Tcl-periodic oscillations superimposed to the
logarithmic (linear) growth of SA(t) and to the polynomial (exponential) growth of
fQ(t) and c(t). For general aperiodic classical trajectories, the time-dependence can
be much more complicated. These effects can obscure the asymptotic growth until
the saturation due to the finite ℏeff. Accordingly, deviations from the asymptotic
result of Refs. [320, 322] can be observed.

In Sections 3.2-3.4 below, we will concentrate on an integrable example and
in systems exhibiting a progressive transition to chaos as a parameter is varied. In
such systems, finite-time fluctuations play a major role, due to the complexity of
the phase space, featuring a fractal structure of regular trajectories (KAM tori) and
chaotic regions. For this reason, the correct semiclassical identification holds be-
tween the growth rate of quantum entanglement and the finite-time Lyapunov spec-
trum {λk(t)}, rather than the proper asymptotic one. The long-time convergence of
the rate of growth of the relevant entanglement and chaos quantifiers to the asymp-
totic ones compatible with the Lyapunov spectrum compete with their saturation
in a finite system at the Ehrenfest time scale TEh(N) ∼ lnN . Hence, the theoret-
ical long-time rates of growth will hardly be accessible in practice. In view of this
discussion, it is evident that the transient growth of quantum fluctuations before sat-
uration at the Ehrenfest time scale is not truly related to the Lyapunov spectrum, but
rather to its finite-time version (see Section 3.1.1). This point is often overlooked
in the recent literature on OTOC and its relation to chaos.

We conclude the discussion by commenting that not only the entanglement
entropy SA(t) has a finite limit as ℏeff → 0, but this limiting quantity has a nat-
ural classical interpretation in terms of the loss of information under phase-space
coarse-graining during the time-evolution [299, 315] — which is the meaning of
the classical Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy in dynamical systems. It is also interesting
to remark that the growth of entanglement entropy in the semiclassical regime is
sensitive to the full Lyapunov spectrum, unlike the growth of the OTOCs, which is
sensitive to the maximum Lyapunov exponent only.

3.1.5 Ehrenfest time and finite-size effects

At this stage, it is natural to comment on the time scale of the validity of the
semiclassical description outlined above. The latter is the well known Ehrenfest
time scale [cf. Eq.(3.1.1)], and it can be estimated as the time at which the size of
quantum fluctuations becomes comparable with the typical length in phase space,
i.e. O(G(t)) = O(ℏ−1eff ). For orderly, integrable-like motion, quantum fluctuations
grow polynomially in time as G(t) ∼ t2, which yields TEh ∼ ℏ−1/2eff =

√
N . In

the presence of unstable, chaotic evolution, instead, one has G(t) ∼ e2λt, where λ
is the maximum Lyapunov exponent defined in Section 3.1.1. In this case, thus,
TEh ∼ (1/λ) ln ℏ−1/2eff = (1/2λ) lnN .

At this time scale, the semiclassical analysis described before breaks down, and
a full quantum regime takes place, dominated by interference. From the numerical
simulations for finite systems, we find that the entanglement descriptors saturate
to values compatible with their statistical-mechanical predictions: in particular, we
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find

S∞A ∝ ln ℏ−1eff , f∞Q ∝ ℏ−1eff , (3.33)

which is also compatible with the results of Section 3.1.3-3.1.3 evaluated at TEh.
In other words, the asymptotic state is genuinely multipartite entangled f∞Q ∝ N ,
while the bipartite entanglement entropy saturates to S∞A ∝ lnNA. This is related to
the usual volume-law scaling of entanglement out of equilibrium 8. For the chaotic
driven dynamics, the value of the QFI is compatible with the values of the infinite
temperature state: f∞Q = 1 + N/3 + O(1/N). Likewise, the entanglement entropy
saturates to the Page value (1.51) expected for a random state, wherein this case
dimHA = NA + 1 is only linear with the size of the partition. On the other hand,
in this regime, the square commutator (1.41) is characterized by a fully quantum
nonperturbative growth which leads to saturation only in the case of a fully chaotic
dynamics, while it grows polynomially in the case of integrable systems. This effect
is discussed in Section 4.2.

3.2 The fully connected Ising model
We apply the general scheme and results of Section 3.1 to the fully connected

transverse-field Ising ferromagnet of N interacting spins-1/2. It is described by the
Hamiltonian

ĤLMG = − J

N
(Ŝx)2 − h Ŝz , (3.34)

that lies in the class of fully-connected spin Hamiltonians (2.17) discussed in Section
2.1.2. The system is widely known as the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) model
[292] and, because of its well-established classical limit, it has already considered as
an illustrative example in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.1. The Hamiltonian (3.34) also
describes a bosonic Josephson junction made of two weakly coupled and interacting
Bose-Einstein condensates in the presence of an external field of strength [283, 336,
337].

For large values of the transverse field |h| > J the system is paramagnetic, with
a single equilibrium configuration of the spins aligned with the field direction, and
the non-equilibrium dynamics consist in a precession around it, for an illustration
see Figure 3.1 (c). A quantum phase transition at h = ±J separates this phase from
a ferromagnetic one, with a pair of degenerate ground states with spin orientation
in the x-z plane, symmetric with respect to flipping the x axis, for an illustration see
Figure 3.1 (a-b).
The out-of-equilibrium behavior of this model has been widely studied [338–340],
and, in the case of a quantum quench of the transverse field h0 → hf , it is character-
ized by the phenomenon of dynamical phase transitions (DPTs) [262], introduced
in Section 1.1.1. The non-equilibrium trajectories of the system may have param-
agnetic or ferromagnetic character depending on the initial state and on the final

8In fact, the stationary states after a quantum quench explore all the allowed Hilbert space, and
their entanglement is upper-bounded by SA ≤ dim(HA). In collective models under consideration
here, however, the conservation of the collective spin magnitude |S|2 reduces the dimension of the
allowed Hilbert space to dim(HA).
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(a) (b) (c)

(a1) (a2)

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the equilibrium configurations and of possible instances of non-
equilibrium dynamics in the LMG model on the Bloch sphere of the collective
spin. (a-b) For h < |J |, the energy possesses two minima characterized by
non-vanishing, opposite magnetizations along x. (c) For h > |J |, the system
is paramagnetic with a single equilibrium configuration in the direction of the
field. In the out-of-equilibrium scenario, initial fully polarized states at t = 0 are
pictured as a point on the Bloch sphere, surrounded by a small grey circle repre-
sented their transverse quantum fluctuations. (a) For initially ferromagnetic ini-
tial states h0 < |J |, the time-evolution is characterized by ferromagnetic (green)
or paramagnetic (blue) periodic trajectories, with Sx(t) ̸= 0 and Sx(t) = 0, re-
spectively, separated by the unstable trajectory occurring at hc (red). Labels (a1)
and (a2) refer to possible realizations of such states: (a1) a generic one, (a2) an
initial state lying on the critical trajectory. Labels (b) and (c) refer to an ini-
tial paramagnetic state h0 = ∞ evolved with two different Hamiltonians: (b)
quench performed to a ferromagnetic Hamiltonian hf < |J |, the initial state
lies on the unstable trajectory, (c) quench performed to a different hf > |J |
paramagnetic configuration.

transverse field hf . The two families are distinguished by the time-averaged mag-
netization Sx(t) being vanishing or not, and are separated by a critical trajectory
(separatrix) at hf = hc = (h0 + 1)/2 with a diverging classical period, see Figure 3.1
for an illustration.

The ground state entanglement entropy of the LMG model has been studied
in Refs. [103, 333], where it is found to be finite away from the quantum critical
point and logarithmically divergent with the system size in correspondence of it.
More recently, its growth in time after a quench of the transverse field has been
numerically found to be consistent with a logarithmic behavior [341, 342].

In the limit of large N , the non-equilibrium evolution can be studied with the
dynamical approach of Section.2.3, see e.g. Refs. [293, 294]. In this case, the
equations of motion have been derived and illustrated in Section 2.3, which we
refer to.

The mean-field trajectory, parametrized by θ(t), ϕ(t) on the Bloch sphere evolves
according to Eqs.(2.89) {

θ̇ = J sin θ cosϕ sinϕ

ϕ̇ = −hz + J cos θ cos2 ϕ
. (3.35)
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In turn, the evolution of collective quantum fluctuations δq̂, δp̂, encoded e.g. in
Gqq(t) = ⟨δq̂(t)2⟩, are governed by Eqs.(2.94), which read

Ġqq = 2J cos θ sinϕ cosϕGqq + 2J
(
cos2 ϕ− sin2 ϕ

)
Gqp

Ġpp = −2J cos θ sinϕ cosϕGpp − 2J cos2 ϕ sin2 θ Gpq

Ġqp = −J cos2 ϕ sin2 θ Gqq + J
(
cos2 ϕ− sin2 ϕ

)
Gpp

(3.36)

These equations are exact for N → ∞, while finite-size effects become manifest at
the Ehrenfest time scale TEhr, which depends on the nature of the semiclassical trajec-
tory. As previously discussed, for generic quenches TEhr ∼

√
N , while at the DPT,

corresponding to the separatrix in the classical phase space, it becomes TEhr ∼ lnN .
Equations (3.35)- (3.36) are a set of linear time-dependent differential equations
and their numerical integration with the appropriate initial conditions, determines
the time-evolution of the number of collective excitations ⟨n̂exc(t)⟩ in Eq. (2.93).
This immediately leads to the semiclassical entanglement entropy, the QFI and the
square-commutator via Eqs.(3.21, 3.22), (3.25) and (3.28) respectively.

3.2.1 Exact dynamics for finite systems
The analytical treatment is tested against exact-diagonalization (ED) numeri-

cal simulations. Due to the conservation of the collective spin Ŝ2 in infinite-range
systems, the time-evolving wavefunction is constrained within the maximal-spin
Hilbert space sector |Ŝ| = N/2, whose dimension N + 1 grows only linearly with
the system size. As such, this allows us to easily simulate the dynamics of large
systems. We compute entanglement following the decomposition in Ref. [103].
The numerical QFI is given by the maximal eigenvalue of the covariance matrix
Cov(Â, B̂) = 4⟨ÂB̂⟩ − 4⟨Â⟩⟨B̂⟩ with Â, B̂ = Ŝx,y,z [343]. For the square commuta-
tor (1.45), we choose Â = B̂ = Ŝz/S for definiteness and we rescale its value by N3

in order to study the semiclassical regime.
In what follows we will discuss the semiclassical regime of entanglement and

scrambling, while we postpone a more detailed discussion of the dynamics beyond
the Ehrenfest time to Section 4.2.

Quenches from the ferromagnetic ground state

We first focus on quantum quenches from a ferromagnetic ground state h0 < |J |,
see Panel (a) in Figure 3.1. For the sake of definiteness, we consider one of the two
ground states of the LMG Hamiltonian (3.34) with h0 = 0, e.g., the one fully
polarized along the positive x-axis,

|ψ0⟩ = | →→ · · · → ⟩. (3.37)

It corresponds to the initial conditions θ0 = π/2, ϕ0 = 0, Gpq(t = 0) = 0 and
Gqq(t = 0) = Gpp(t = 0) = 1/2 in Eqs. (3.35), (3.36). The initial state |ψ0⟩ is then
evolved in the presence of a transverse field h = hf , varying above, below and at the
dynamical critical point hc = J/2. As Figure 3.2 illustrates, in all the three cases
the finite-size numerical result perfectly agree with the analytical result based on our
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Figure 3.2: Entanglement and scrambling dynamics after a quench from the ferromagnetic
ground state |ψ0⟩ to hf > 0. The analytical prediction (black lines) is compared
with exact numerical results (colours) at finite N = 50, 200, 800. We study
the growth of the entanglement entropy (top), the quantum Fisher information
(central), and the square commutator (bottom) quenching above, below, and at
the dynamical phase-transition at hf = hc, as pictorially shown in Figure 3.1
(a). (Left) Quench above the DPT: hf = 2J > hc. (Right) Quench below the
DPT: hf = 0.2J < hc. (Center) Quench at the DPT: hf = J/2. See discussion
in the text. Here we fixed J = 1.

general formulas for t ≲ TEhr. For quenches above and below hc, the entanglement
entropy increases logarithmically after a transient, i.e., SA ∼ ln t, while the QFI and
semiclassical scrambling grow polynomially fQ ∼ czz(t) ∼ t2 before tEhr ∼

√
N , see

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 below. In turn, at the dynamical critical point, due to the
exponential growth of the collective excitations, the entanglement entropy increases
linearly in time, i.e., SA ∼ λhct, before saturation at tEhr ∼ lnN . The slope λhc

corresponds to the instability rate of the linearized flow, i.e., the imaginary eigenfre-
quency of the unstable fixed point. For this Hamiltonian and for the unstable point
θ = 0,

λh =
√
h(J − h) . (3.38)

At finite size N , the entanglement (both bipartite and multipartite) is bounded
and thus always saturates to a finite value, as in Eq. (3.33). For NA = N/2 the
entanglement entropy saturates to ln

√
N , as shown in the inset of Figure 3.3 (top).

Conversely, in Figure 3.3 (bottom), we plot the entanglement entropy dynamics for
various possible bipartitions, i.e., various fractions fA of spins in subsystem A, and
we compare it with the numerically exact results at fixed N . The latter reproduces
the former up to TEhr, when it saturates around the predicted value of 1/2 lnNA.
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1 LMG model

1.1 From a ferromagnetic initial condition
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Figure 3.3: Entanglement entropy dynamics after a quench dynamics from h0 = 0 to hf =
2J . (Left) We compare our analytic formula (black line) for the half-system
entanglement entropy SN/2 with the ED data for increasing system sizes N =
50 ÷ 800. The exact diagonalization results follow the logarithmic growth up
to tEhr ∼

√
N , where they saturate to SN/2 ∼ lnN . The inset shows the same

data with SN/2 rescaled by lnN and time by
√
N . (Right) SNA

(t) for various
bipartitions with fractions of spins fA = NA/N = 0.05 ÷ 0.4 and fixed size
N = 200. Analytical results from Eq. (3.21) (full lines) are compared with exact
numerical results (dots). In the inset, SNA

−1/2 ln fAfB is plotted as a function
of the rescaled time t/

√
N .

Quenches from the paramagnetic ground state

Let us now discuss the opposite case of a quantum quench from a paramagnetic
initial state, see Panels(b-c) in Figure 3.1. We consider the ground state of Hamil-
tonian with from h0 = ∞, i.e.

|ϕ0⟩ = | ↑ ↑ . . . ↑ ⟩, (3.39)

which corresponds to the initial conditions θ0 = 0, Gqp(t = 0) = 0 and Gqq(t =
0) = Gpp(t = 0) = 1/2 in Eqs. (3.35), (3.36) (due to the singularity of spherical
coordinates, the value of ϕ0 is immaterial in this case). For hf > |J |, the quan-
tum fluctuations of the initial state undergo oscillations with the classical period Tcl,
which leads to a periodic dynamics of entanglement entropy as in Figure 3.4 (left),
with a simple semiclassical interpretation in terms of periodic squeezing of the col-
lective spin. Conversely, for hf < |J |, the initial state lies on top of the unstable
trajectory at θ = 0, hence the collective quantum fluctuations grow exponentially in
time. The theory then predicts a linear increase SA ∼ λhf

t of entanglement before
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Figure 3.4: Half-system entanglement entropy dynamics after a quench from the param-
agnetic ground state |ϕ0⟩. Analytical results from Eq. (3.21) (black lines) are
compared with exact numerical results (colours) at finite N = 50÷ 800. (Left)
hf = 0.2J linear growth of SA ∼ λhf

t with λhf
given in Eq. (3.38). (Right)

hf = 2J periodic oscillations of SA(t) resulting from the periodic dynamics of
the quantum collective fluctuations.

TEhr, with λhf
given in Eq. (3.38), see Figure 3.4 (right).

3.2.2 Initial paramagnetic ground states
When the system is initialized in a paramagnetic ground state, one can derive

analytically the time-evolution of ⟨n̂exc(t)⟩ which enters in the entanglement quan-
tifiers.
We use the Holstein-Primakoff transformation around the instantaneous average
spin polarization (3.11), which in the present case lies on the z axis. Hence, the
Holstein-Primakoff are performed by mapping the transverse (x and y) spin com-
ponents to canonical bosonic variables

Sy =
N

2
− n̂ =

N

2
− δq̂2 + δp̂2 − 1

2
,

Sx ≈
√
N/2 δq̂,

Sy ≈
√
N/2 δp̂,

(3.40)

where the bosonic variables δq̂, δp̂ satisfy [δq̂, δp̂] = i; one can check that the spin
commutation relations [Sα, Sβ] = iϵαβγSγ are satisfied to lowest order by the r.h.s.
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of Eqs. (3.40). The quantum number n = 0, 1, 2, . . . labels the quantized spin
projection along the direction x of the classical minimum.

Using Eqs. (3.40), the Hamiltonian (3.34) can be approximated by neglecting
terms of order 1/N ,

Ĥ = −N
2
h+ h

δq̂2 + δp̂2 − 1

2
− J

δq̂2

2
. (3.41)

From this equation, one sees clearly that for h ≤ J the paramagnetic x polarization
becomes unstable. The direction of the average spin polarization remains along z,
by the symmetry of H.

We now want to determine the evolution of the quantum fluctuations, which
is exact at the quadratic level and corresponds to the classical one. We start from
initial coherent states, for which Gqq(0) = Gpp(0) = 1/2 and Gqp(0) = 0. Let us
discuss the different situations separately.

One-axis twisting Let us start by discussing the distinctive case of the one-axis
twisting with h = 0 [344]. From (3.41), one easily derives the equation of motion
for the quantum fluctuations {

˙δq̂ = 0

˙δp̂ = J q̂
, (3.42)

which admits as solution {
δq̂(t) = δq̂(0)

δp̂(t) = δp̂(0) + Jq̂(0) t
. (3.43)

From this, one has
⟨n̂exc⟩ =

J2t2

4
. (3.44)

This expression, together with Eqs.(3.21, 3.22), (3.25) and (3.28), leads for 1 ≪
t ≤ TEhr to the expected logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy and poly-
nomial dynamics of the fQ(t) and of c(t) for regular trajectories, see e.g. Table 3.1.

Let us now discuss the general case in which h ̸= 0. The equations of motion
read {

δ ˙̂q = h δp̂

δ ˙̂p = (J − h) δq̂
. (3.45)

Therefore, by defining λ2h ≡ h (h− J), as in Eq.(3.38), one can write explicitly the
exact evolution for the quantum fluctuations.

Stable regime h > J The solution of Eq.(3.45)
δq̂(t) = δq̂(0) cos(λht) +

h

λh
δp̂(0) sin(λht)

δp̂(t) = −λh
h
δp̂(0) sin(λht) + δp̂(0) cos(λht)

. (3.46)
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yields

⟨n̂exc⟩ =
1

4

(
h

λh
− λh

h

)2

sin2(λht) . (3.47)

This expression, together with Eqs.(3.21, 3.22), (3.25) and (3.28), leads to the pre-
dicted entanglement oscillations, see e.g. Table 3.1 or Figure 3.4 (left).

Unstable regime h < J In this case λ2h = h(J − h) and the solution of Eq.(3.45)
is now 

δq̂(t) = δq̂(0) cosh(λht) +
h

λh
δp̂(0) sinh(λht)

δp̂(t) = −λh
h
δp̂(0) sinh(λht) + δp̂(0) cosh(λht)

. (3.48)

yielding

⟨n̂exc⟩ =
1

4

(
h

λh
+
λh
h

)2

sinh2(λht) . (3.49)

Hence, for large times (but before the Ehrenfest time) ⟨n̂exc⟩ ∼ e2λht and the entan-
glement and scrambling are predicted by the semiclassical approach, see e.g. Table
3.1 and Figure 3.4 (right).

On the other hand, one could also analyze the early time expansions for t→ 0.
The QFI and spin squeezing in this regime have been studied by Sorelli and collab-
orators in Ref.[345], where they performed a Taylor expansion at short times. In
Appendix C.5, we compare the two approaches, showing that the general results of
Eqs.(3.21, 3.22), (3.25) and (3.28) together with Eqs.(3.44,3.47,3.49) reduces to
their expansion at early times.

3.3 The kicked top
In this section, we study a paradigmatic model of quantum chaos: the quantum

kicked top. The latter can be defined as an ensemble of quantum spins in a magnetic
field periodically kicked via collective interactions. The model is described by the
Hamiltonian

Ĥ(t) = αŜx +
β

2Ns
Ŝ2
z

∞∑
n=−∞

δ(t− nτ) , (3.50)

where Ŝx,y,z are the collective spin operators in Eq.(2.18) and τ the period of the pe-
riodic kicking. We fix τ = 1. Depending on the value of the kicking strength β, this
model is known to exhibit a transition between a regular regime and a chaotic one
[323, 324]. Being a paradigmatic model for quantum chaotic behavior, its bipartite
[267, 303, 346–354], multipartite entanglement [351, 355–357] and scrambling
dynamics [357–359] have been intensively explored.

The stroboscopic time-evolution operator (namely, the time-evolution operator
over one period) encodes the dynamical stability properties — regularity or chaos
— of the system. It can be written as

Û = ÛβÛα with Ûα = e−iαŜ
x

, Ûβ = e−i
β

2Ns
(Ŝz)2 . (3.51)
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This kicked evolution is fully equivalent to a periodically alternating evolution of
period 1 in which the system is evolved from time t = n to time t = n + 1/2 with
the transverse field Hamiltonian H1 = 2αSx and then from time t = n + 1/2 to
time t = n + 1 with the interaction Hamiltonian β

Ns
(Sz)2, with n ∈ N. Due to the

collective nature of the interactions, for large N the classical limit is approached. In
this limit, the stroboscopic evolution from time t = n to t = n+1 can be expressed
as a discrete map on the Bloch sphere. This is obtained as the composition of the
two following transformationsϕ′ = arctan

[
tanϕ cosα− sinα

tan θ cosϕ

]
+ πH(− cosϕ)

cos θ′ = cos θ cosα + sin θ sinϕ sinα ,

(3.52a)

{
ϕ′′ = ϕ′ + β cos θ′

cos θ′′ = cos θ′
, (3.52b)

where H(x) is the Heaviside step function. See Appendix C.1 for the derivation.

3.3.1 Evolution of the quantum fluctuations

We now derive the semiclassical evolution of the Gaussian spin fluctuations
δξ̂ = (δq̂, δp̂) around the classical solution as a discrete map. We first perform the
bosonization of spin fluctuations around the time-dependent polarization direction
S⃗(t) ≡

⟨
S(t)

⟩
∝ Z via the Holstein-Primakoff transformation in Eqs.(3.11). The

stroboscopic evolution from time t = n to t = n+ 1 of the 2× 2 correlation matrix
G(n) = ⟨δξ(n)δξ(n)⟩ is given by the composition of the following two maps

G′qq = cos2(ψ − ψ′)Gqq + sin[2(ψ − ψ′)]Gqp sin
2(ψ − ψ′)Gpp

G′pp = sin2(ψ − ψ′)Gqq − sin[2(ψ − ψ′)]Gqp + cos2(ψ − ψ′)Gpp

G′qp = − cos[2(ψ − ψ′)]Gqq + cos[2(ψ − ψ′)]Gqp + sin[2(ψ − ψ′)]Gpp

(3.53a)


G′′qq = G′qq

G′′pp = G′pp − 2β sin2 θ′G′qp + (β sin2 θ′)2G′qq

G′′qp = G′qp − β sin2 θ′G′qq

. (3.53b)

The details of the calculation are reported in Appendix C.1. Together with Eqs.(3.52)
and the appropriate initial conditions, they give a complete description of the semi-
classical dynamics of the quantum kicked top at stroboscopic times. This analysis
is valid before the Ehrenfest time scale TEh.

3.3.2 Numerical simulations

We compare the predictions of the semiclassical dynamics with the entanglement
and chaos indicators obtained via exact numerical computations, specifically via
exact diagonalization (ED).
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Our general scheme is the following. We start from an initially polarized state
on the Bloch sphere, which corresponds to a spin-coherent state parametrized by
the two spherical angles angles (θ0, ϕ0) as

|ψ0⟩ = |θ0, ϕ0⟩ = eiϕ0Ŝz eiθ0Ŝy |S, S⟩ , (3.54)

where Ŝ are the collective spin operators in Eq.(2.18) and |S, S⟩ = |S = N/2, Sz = N/2⟩
is the fully polarized state in the z direction.

Then, we let it evolve with the Floquet operator (3.51) generated by the Hamil-
tonian (3.50), and we compute the stroboscopic time-evolution of the entangle-
ment entropy (1.24), the QFI (1.38) and the square commutator (1.45), at times
tn = nτ = 0, 1, 2, . . . (recall that we have fixed τ = 1). In all our simulations, we fix
α = π/2, while β ranges in a sufficiently large interval to appreciate the order/chaos
transition in the classical limit.

Let us provide a few details on the ED simulations. We construct the initial state
in Eq.(3.54) following Ref.[360] and compute the entanglement entropy using the
decomposition in Ref.[103]. The numerical QFI is given by the maximal eigenvalue
of the covariance matrix Cov(Â, B̂) = 4⟨ÂB̂⟩ − 4⟨Â⟩⟨B̂⟩ with Â, B̂ = Ŝx,y,z [343].
For the square commutator (1.45), we choose Â = B̂ = Ŝz/S, for definiteness.

For the semiclassical analysis, we apply the discrete-time map in Eqs.(3.52a-
3.52b) for the classical phase space — the Bloch sphere, parameterized by the canon-
ically conjugated variables cos θ and ϕ as in Eqs.(3.52) — and in Eqs.(3.53) for the
quantum fluctuations. The initial conditions are ( cos θ(0), ϕ(0), Gqq(0), Gpp(0), Gqp(0) ) =
(cos θ0, ϕ0, 1/2, 1/2, 0), which represent the state in Eq.(3.54). From the time evolu-
tion, we directly compute the entanglement entropy, QFI and czz(t) from Eqs.(3.21-
3.22), Eq.(3.25) and Eq.(3.28), respectively.

A remark is in order concerning the semiclassical numerical methods. For this
kind of simulations, it is crucial that numerical integration is symplectic. For sin-
gle degrees of freedom, simplecticity reduces to the conservation of the volume in
phase space, i.e., detG(t) ≡ 1/4. Although the map in Eqs.(3.53) is exact, we find
violations of this conservation law after a few kicks in the chaotic regime, due to
machine-precision errors. To the aim of presenting accurate results for the time
windows shown in the figures below, we have resorted to a multi-precision arith-
metic library [361] and fixed the precision to at least 400 digits.

3.3.3 Discussion

We study, as a function of the kicking strength β, how the qualitative change in
the semiclassical phase space across the order/chaos transition determines a change
in the dynamics of the entanglement.

In Figure 3.5 we present the numerical results deep in the two orderly and chaotic
phases. For small β (left panels), the phase-space trajectories are mostly regular KAM
tori. In this case, the classical Lyapunov exponent is vanishing.
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the initial condition of the simulation in the bottom, i.e. �0 = 0 and ✓0 = ⇡/4. There, we compare the corresponding analytical
prediction for the entanglement entropy, quantum Fisher information and square commutator, valid in the thermodynamic limit,
with exact computations at finite N = 50, 200, 800.
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2

Figure 3.5: Dynamics of the quantum kicked top with τ = 1 and α = π/2, in the predomi-
nantly ordered and chaotic regimes with β = 0.5 and 8, respectively. Top panels:
Poincarè map (stroboscopic phase-space trajectory) for the regular and chaotic
dynamics, on the left (a) and right (b) panels, respectively. The black diamond
and dot represent the initial condition of the orange and red trajectory, respec-
tively. This initial condition (ϕ0 = 0 and θ0 = π/4) corresponds to the initial
state for the quantum simulations in the bottom panels via Eq.(3.54). Bottom
panels: We compare the corresponding analytical prediction for the entangle-
ment entropy (c,d), quantum Fisher information (e,f ) and square commutator
(g,h), valid in the thermodynamic limit, with exact computations at finite sys-
tem size N = 50, 200, 800. Here λ1 = 1.12 is the maximal Lyapunov exponent
computed in the Appendix C.4.

Accordingly, the asymptotic growth of quantum fluctuations in the semiclassical
regime is polynomial in time. The theory in Section 3.1 predicts a logarithmic
growth of the bipartite entanglement entropy and an exponential growth of the
quantum Fisher information and of the square commutator. As shown in panels
(c,e,g), the ED numerical data follow the semiclassical curves for a time window
TEh(N) ∼

√
N that increases with the system size.

Conversely, for large β (right panels), chaos is fully developed in the classical phase
space, and the motion is practically ergodic. The Lyapunov exponent λ is thus
positive and almost uniform.
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Figure 3.6: Dynamics of the quantum kicked top with τ = 1 and α = π/2, in the in-
termediate regime across the order/chaos transition, with β = 2.3. Top panel
(a): Poincarè map (stroboscopic phase-space trajectories). The black dot and
diamond (giving rise to the red and orange trajectories) indicate the initial con-
dition of the simulations in the bottom panels. Bottom panels: Comparison
between the analytical prediction for the entanglement entropy (b,c), quantum
Fisher information (d,e) and square commutator (f,g), valid in the thermody-
namic limit, and exact computations at finite N = 50, 200, 800. Left panels:
Initial condition θ0 = π/4, ϕ0 = 0 corresponding to a regular trajectory. Right
panels: Initial condition θ0 = π/4, ϕ0 = 2.7 corresponding to a chaotic tra-
jectory. Here λ1 = 0.08 is the maximal Lyapunov exponent computed in the
Appendix C.4.

The theory in Section 3.1 predicts a linear growth of the bipartite entanglement en-
tropy, with an asymptotic average slope λ, and an exponential growth of the quan-
tum Fisher information and of the square commutator, with an asymptotic average
rate 2λ. As shown in panels (d,f,h), the ED numerical data follow the semiclassical
curves for a time window TEh(N) ∼ lnN that increases slowly with the system size.
Hence, we turn to the intriguing intermediate regime across the order/chaos transi-
tion, characterized by a complex structure of phase-space trajectories featuring per-
sisting KAM tori forming stability islands in a growing chaotic sea (we adopt here
the standard figurative terminology in the literature). It is widely known that the
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point-to-point and finite-time fluctuations of the Lyapunov spectrum are typically
strong in Hamiltonian systems with a mixed phase space.

The comparison in Figure 3.6 allow us to test the theory of Section 3.1. Even
in this case, the finite-size numerical data of the quantum evolution approach the
result of the semiclassical computation as N → ∞ for an increasing time window.

The behavior of the entanglement and chaos indicators for both the sample reg-
ular and chaotic initial states are partially masked by enhanced oscillations as com-
pared to the corresponding evolution in Figure 3.5. Despite this effect, the distinc-
tion between the two qualitative behaviors is apparent.

In all cases, we observe some extent of discrepancy between the slope or rate of
the transient growth of our indicators, and those compatible with the asymptotic
Lyapunov exponent. This discrepancy is typically more pronounced when the phase
space is complex and mixed [cf. Figure 3.6] than in a fully chaotic phase space
[cf. Figure 3.5]. In Appendix C.4 we show that this is reflected in the rate of
convergence of the numerical computations of λ.

3.4 The Dicke model
As a second illustrative example, we consider a conservative system: the Dicke

model. The latter was originally defined [325] as an ensemble of two-level atoms
collectively interacting with a single mode of the quantized electromagnetic field.
Representing the atoms as spins-1/2, one can write the Dicke Hamiltonian as 9

Ĥ = ω0Ŝ
z + ωb̂†b̂+

γ√
N

b̂† + b̂√
2
Ŝx, (3.55)

where Ŝx,y,z are spin-1/2 collective operators as in Eq.(2.18) and b̂†, b̂ are creation
and annihilation operators of a bosonic mode. For convenience, we define the real
quadrature operators Q̂ = (1/

√
2)(b̂ + b̂†), P̂ = (1/i

√
2)(b̂ − b̂†). The Dicke model

has interesting equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties. At zero temperature,
the system undergoes a phase-transition at γc =

√
ωω0/2, between a normal phase

(γ < γc) to a super-radiant one (γ > γc) [325]. Furthermore, in the classical limit the
accessible phase space may undergo a progressive regular-to-chaotic transition upon
varying the energyE and/or the coupling γ [326, 362]. Its bipartite [186, 304, 363–
365], multipartite entanglement [186, 366–371] and scrambling dynamics [185,
186, 372, 373] have been intensively explored.

The dynamics of the Dicke model approach their classical limit for N → ∞,
described by the classical Hamiltonian Ĥ/N → Hcl

Hcl = ω0Sz + ω
Q2 + P2

2
+ γQSx , (3.56)

with

Ŝ ∼
N

2
Z(t) , Q̂ ∼

√
NQ(t) , P̂ ∼

√
NP(t) , (3.57)

9The Dicke model is often used in cavity-QED setups, where photon pumping and leakage
require a Lindblad description of the dynamics. Here, we will only be concerned with ideally isolated
systems, as relevant, e.g., for trapped-ions experiments.
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whereZ(t) represents the direction of the average collective spin and it is parametrized
by the time-dependent angles ϕ(t), θ(t) [cf. Eq.(2.73)]. The functions Q(t), P(t)

describe the limiting classical dynamics of the bosonic mode. The
√
N scaling may

be understood as the occurrence that all terms in the Hamiltonian are extensive and
balance each other in equilibrium. The rescaling in Eq.(3.57) renders the emergence
of the effective Planck constant ℏeff = 1/N manifest.

The classical limit of the Hamiltonian governs the coupled dynamics of the
atoms and the radiation field via the Hamilton equations

Q̇ = ωP

Ṗ = −ωQ− γ

2
sin θ cosϕ

ϕ̇ = −ω0 tan θ + γQ cosϕ

θ̇ = −γQ sinϕ

. (3.58)

See Appendix C.2 for the derivation.

3.4.1 Evolution of the quantum fluctuations
The evolution of the quantum fluctuations around the classical coupled evolu-

tion of the collective spin and of the cavity mode (3.58) can be obtained by adapting
the method of Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. The collective spin fluctuations may be de-
scribed via a Holstein-Primakoff expansion around the time-dependent direction of
the average spin orientation S⃗(t) ≡

⟨
Ŝ(t)

⟩
∝ Z, i.e. Eq.(3.11). The cavity-mode

fluctuations are represented by deviations away from its macroscopic expectation
value (3.57) {

Q̂ =
√
NQ(t) + δQ̂ ,

P̂ =
√
NP(t) + δP̂ .

(3.59)

The quantum fluctuations are thus compactly denoted by δξ̂ = (δQ̂, δP̂ , δq̂, δp̂). Con-
versely, typical quantum fluctuations in equilibrium, quantified by the expectation
values of quadratic bosonic operators, are of order O(1), i.e., subextensive. This
corresponds to having an effective Planck constant ℏeff = 1/N .

By substituting the expansions in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.59) into the Dicke Hamil-
tonian (3.55) and truncating it at the quadratic order, one finds the same structure
as in Eq. (3.13). The classical trajectory Q(t),P(t) and Z(t) is determined by the
vanishing of the linear term in the quantum fluctuations, i.e., Ĥ1(t) ≡ 0. Their
dynamics are thus regulated by the quadratic Hamiltonian Ĥ2(t), from which we
find Eq.(3.14), i.e.

d

dt
δξ̂ = A(t) δξ̂ , (3.60)

with

A(t) =


0 ω 0 0
−ω 0 − γ√

2
cos θ cosϕ γ√

2
sinϕ

− γ√
2
sinϕ 0 0 −γQ cosϕ

sin θ

− γ√
2
cos θ cosϕ 0 +γQ cosϕ

sin θ
0

 . (3.61)
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2 The Dicke model

2.1 From a regular phase-space
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Figure 4: (Left) Classical Poincarè map with P = 0 and Q > 0 at fixed energy E = 3 with � = 0.85. (Right) Convergence of the
Lyapunov exponents from the trajectory with �0 = 1.40. s = 0.5.
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2.2 From a chaotic phase-space
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Figure 6: Poincarè map, right s = 0.5.
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Figure 5: Entanglement’s entropy dynamics from a regular initial condition: (Q0, P0, ✓0,�0) = (Q(E, ✓0,�0), 0., ✓0,�0) with
✓0 = arcos(0.1) and �0 = 1.4 at energy E = 3.
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Figure 7: Entanglement’s entropy dynamics from a regular initial condition.

8

Figure 3.7: Entanglement dynamics for the Dicke model in the regular (a) and chaotic (b)
regime with E = 3, γ = 0.85 and E = 1.5, γ = 5. (a-b) Poincarè maps
with P = 0 and Q > 0 at fixed energies. The black diamond and dot corre-
spond to the initial condition (Q0, P0, θ0, ϕ0) = (Q(E, θ0, ϕ0), 0., θ0, ϕ0) with
θ0 = arcos(0.1) and ϕ0 = 1.4 chosen for the simulation of the entanglement en-
tropy below. (c-d) Comparison between the semiclassical result with exact ED
computations at finiteN = 10, 20, 40, 80. (c) Dynamics in regular phase-space
E = 3, γ = 0.85. (d) Dynamics in chaotic phase-space E = 1.5, γ = 5. Here
λ1 = 0.7 is the maximal Lyapunov exponent computed in the Appendix C.4.

Hence, the evolution of the correlation matrixG(t) is determined via Eq.(3.17) from
A(t) by integrating Eq.(3.60). The details of the calculation to obtain Eq.(3.61)
are reported in Appendix C.2. Together with Eqs.(3.58) and with the appropriate
initial conditions, Eqs.(3.60,3.61) give a complete description of the semiclassical
dynamics of the Dicke model, before the Ehrenfest time scale TEh.

3.4.2 Numerical simulations
We start from an initial state, which is a tensor product of a spin coherent state

of the atomic ensemble and a bosonic coherent state for the cavity, namely

|Φ0⟩ = |θ0, ϕ0⟩ ⊗ |α⟩ with α =
Q0 + iP0√

2
, (3.62)

where |θ0, ϕ0⟩ is the spin coherent state defined in Eq.(3.54), while the bosonic
coherent state |α⟩ = ei(αb̂

†+α∗b̂)|0⟩ is obtained by displacing the standard bosonic
coherent vacuum |0⟩ (defined by b̂|0⟩ = 0, ⟨0|0⟩ = 1) by the complex vector α. This
quantum initial state corresponds to a minimal-uncertainty Gaussian distribution
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in the classical phase space, centered around the point (Q0,P0, cos θ0, ϕ0) (see e.g.
Refs.[304, 326]). Then, we let evolve the system with the Dicke Hamiltonian (3.55)
and we study the temporal development of quantum correlations.

We perform exact diagonalization using QuTip, open-source software for quan-
tum optics dynamics [374, 375]. The spin Hilbert space is treated exactly, while we
set a large cutoff Ncut on the photon Hilbert space, checking that the results are con-
verged upon increasing Ncut. In all simulations, we take a maximum Ncut = ∆×N ,
where N is the number of spins and ∆ ∼ 4 ÷ 8 varies depending on the trajectory.
A convenient way to a priori estimate the needed magnitude of ∆ is to evaluate the
maximum of (Q2(t) + P(t)2)/2 along the reference classical trajectory in the target
time window.

In the semiclassical simulations, we start from the classical initial conditions cor-
responding to the quantum state (3.62). We fix P0 = 0 and the value of the energy
E. The classical initial condition is then (Q0(E, ϕ0, θ0), 0, cos θ0, ϕ0). We then nu-
merically integrate Eqs.(3.58),(3.60). Since the Dicke Hamiltonian (3.55) is non-
separable — i.e., it cannot be decomposed as H(q,p) = K(p) + V (q) — efficient
symplectic integrators are not available. For this reason, we employ an auto-adaptive
fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, fixing the relative and absolute accuracy to
10−14. The lack of symplecticity of the numerical integration is witnessed, e.g., by
violations of the phase-space volume conservation. This limitation restricts the va-
lidity of the classical simulations to relatively short times in the chaotic regimes.

Time-evolution is visualized via Poincaré sections at fixed energyE = H(Q0, 0, cos θ0, ϕ0)
and P = 0 in the four-dimensional phase space: the diagrams trace out the sequence
of points in the cos θ−ϕ plane where the trajectory pierces the Poincaré section with
Q > 0. The natural entanglement bipartition in the Dicke model consists of subdi-
viding the degrees of freedom of the atoms and the cavity mode. For any initial state
(3.62), the semiclassical entanglement entropy is thus computed from Eq.(3.21).

3.4.3 Discussion
Similarly to the analysis of the quantum kicked top, we investigate all the qualita-

tive dynamical regimes of the Dicke model and validate the correspondence between
the entanglement dynamics and chaoticity properties in the semiclassical regime.
Unlike the quantum kicked top, the Dicke model represents an isolated (undriven)
system, so the energy is conserved. As its value ofE and/or of the coupling γ is varied,
the accessible phase space may undergo a progressive order/chaos transition [362].
This allows us to test the theoretical conclusions of Section 3.1 for autonomous
dynamics.

In Figure 3.7, we show the Poincaré sections in two limiting cases of predom-
inantly regular and chaotic behavior, in the top left and right panels, respectively.
The initial state in Eq.(3.62) associated with the classical phase-space point denoted
by a black marker is selected and the corresponding time-evolution of the von Neu-
mann entanglement entropy between atoms and cavity mode is shown in the bottom
panels. As it is apparent, the relation between orderly collective motion and slow
logarithmic growth of entanglement on one side, and between collective chaos and
fast linear growth of entanglement on the other side, is strongly corroborated by the
outcome of the simulations.
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Figure 8: Classical Poincarè map with P = 0 and Q > 0 at fixed energy E = 1.5 with � = 0.85. In both the plot s = 1 and
cos ✓0 = 0.1.
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Figure 9: Entanglement entropy dynamics starting from two different configurations as in Plot(). Our analytical prediction (black
line) is compared with the exact diagonalization data for finite N (full line with increasing color’s intensity). The ED calculation is
computed using QuTip, fixing the cutoff on the photon’s Hilbert space using NCutoff = 4⇥N .
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Figure 9: Entanglement entropy dynamics starting from two different configurations as in Plot(). Our analytical prediction (black
line) is compared with the exact diagonalization data for finite N (full line with increasing color’s intensity). The ED calculation is
computed using QuTip, fixing the cutoff on the photon’s Hilbert space using NCutoff = 4⇥N .
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Figure 3.8: Entanglement dynamics for the Dicke model in the mixed regime with E = 1.5
and γ = 0.85. (a) Poincarè map with P = 0 and Q > 0 at fixed energy E = 1.5
with γ = 0.85. The black diamond (dot) correspond to regular (chaotic) ini-
tial conditions (Q0, P0, θ0, ϕ0) = (Q(E, θ0, ϕ0), 0., θ0, ϕ0) with θ0 = arcos(0.1)
and ϕ0 = 0.6 (ϕ0 = 1.4). (b-c) Comparison between the semiclassical entan-
glement entropy with exact ED computations at finite N = 10, 20, 40, 80. (b)
Dynamics starting from the regular initial condition ϕ0 = 0.6 (diamond in (a)).
(c) Dynamics starting from the chaotic initial condition ϕ0 = 1.4 (dot in (a)).
Here λ1 = 0.03 is the maximal Lyapunov exponent computed in the Appendix
C.4.

In Figure 3.8 we turn to the intermediate regime of mixed classical phase-space
across the order/chaos transition. The system is prepared in the two initial states cor-
responding to the phase-space points marked in black in the Poincaré section (top
panel), representative of regular and chaotic trajectories, and the relative nonequilib-
rium dynamics of the entanglement entropy between atoms and cavity is displayed
in the bottom panels. Similarly to the case of the quantum kicked top, the asymp-
totic growth of the entanglement entropy is partly obscured by pronounced oscilla-
tions and strong finite-time fluctuations. However, convergence to the semiclassical
prediction upon increasing the number N of atoms is observed over an increasing
time window.

As in the case of quantum kicked top, we observe deviations between the slope
or rate of the transient growth of the entanglement entropy, and that compatible
with the asymptotic Lyapunov spectrum. Even in this case, this effect tends to be
more pronounced when the phase space is complex and mixed [cf. Figure 3.8] than
in a fully chaotic phase space [cf. Figure 3.7]. Appendix C.4 discusses the rate of
convergence of the numerical computations of the Lyapunov spectrum, highlighting
the connection with the discrepancies presented in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
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3.5 Summary, interpretation and perspectives

In this work, we presented a unifying framework underlying the growth of en-
tanglement in systems characterized by a well-defined classical limit, in agreement
with previous suggestions in the literature [186, 298, 320]. Quantum entanglement
indicators approach a finite limit as the effective Planck constant vanishes, ℏeff → 0
[299, 315], and this limit possesses a clean interpretation in terms of the subsys-
tem quantum fluctuations around the classical trajectory. Their temporal growth is
precisely associated with the chaoticity properties of the underlying classical phase
space. This allows us to make clear quantitative predictions on the asymptotic entan-
glement growth, based on the knowledge of the classical limit: Before the Ehrenfest
time, for regular dynamics the entanglement entropy SA(t) grows only logarithmi-
cally in time, while the QFI and the square commutator polynomially; for chaotic
dynamics, SA(t) undergoes a linear growth with a coefficient given by the classical
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate, while the QFI and the square commutator grow
exponentially with a rate set by twice the largest classical Lyapunov exponent. This
discussion is summarized in Table 3.1. For the entanglement entropy dynamics,
this classification builds on the results of Ref. [320, 322] for quadratic bosonic
Hamiltonians. We further discussed the finite-time fluctuations of entanglement
quantifiers, crucial in finite quantum systems with a relatively short saturation time,
and relate them to the underlying classical trajectories. We finally corroborated our
analysis via detailed numerical computations in paradigmatic many-body collective
quantum systems of current experimental relevance that undergo an order/chaos
transition, namely the quantum kicked top and the Dicke model, finding excellent
agreement with the analytical predictions in all dynamical regimes.

One can interpret these results in an appealing and experimentally natural way,
as depicted in Figure 3.9. In fact, the central result for quadratic bosonic Hamilto-
nians of Refs. [320, 322] (see Section 3.1) states that the entanglement entropy of a
subsystemA, SA(t), asymptotically coincides with the logarithm of the phase space volume
spanned by the quantum fluctuations of the subsystem degrees of freedom. Hence,
entanglement increases because of the growth in time of this “reduced” volume,
while the global phase-space volume is always conserved. (Notice the interesting
correspondence with the quantum Liouville theorem of Ref.[376] in the operator-
spreading perspective.) This picture corresponds to the well-known identification
of entanglement generation with the decoherence of the subsystem, illustrated in
Figure 3.9. In an isolated spin system, such as the quantum kicked top, the un-
certainty growth of a subset in the collective spin turns out to be dictated by the
stretching of the global quantum fluctuations on the Bloch sphere, referred to as
spin squeezing. Consequently, all the entanglement and chaos indicators in this
semiclassical regime can be reduced to the rate of spin squeezing, which is accessi-
ble via standard experimental tools. Concerning spin-boson systems, such as the
Dicke model, the bipartite entanglement entropy between the spins and the boson
can be read out from the growth of the volume spanned by the collective spin fluc-
tuations. In fact, as illustrated in Figure 3.9, the area covered by spin fluctuations
progressively expands during the nonequilibrium evolution, due to the growth of
the entanglement with the cavity mode. (This is in contrast to an isolated spin sys-
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t
<latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit>

t = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="WpQ3J7Hq/47tiI5HLpaevLHFKVI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQZCHlFjR+bIJp5zP1t0aFFn5BFqo6BAt30PBv3A2LiBhqtHMrnZ2glgKg6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e20SJ5tDikYx0N2AGpFDQQoESurEGFgYSOsHkKvM7D6CNiNQdTmPwQzZWYiQ4Qyvd4oU7qNbcupuDLhKvIDVSoDmofvWHEU9CUMglM6bnuTH6KdMouIRZpZ8YiBmfsDH0LFUsBOOnedQZPUoMw4jGoKmQNBfh90bKQmOmYWAnQ4b3Zt7LxP+8XoKjcz8VKk4QFM8OoZCQHzJcC9sB0KHQgMiy5ECFopxphghaUMa5FRNbSsX24c1/v0jaJ3XP8pvTWuOyaKZMDsghOSYeOSMNck2apEU4GZMn8kxenEfn1Xlz3n9GS06xs0/+wPn4BnVGkf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WpQ3J7Hq/47tiI5HLpaevLHFKVI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQZCHlFjR+bIJp5zP1t0aFFn5BFqo6BAt30PBv3A2LiBhqtHMrnZ2glgKg6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e20SJ5tDikYx0N2AGpFDQQoESurEGFgYSOsHkKvM7D6CNiNQdTmPwQzZWYiQ4Qyvd4oU7qNbcupuDLhKvIDVSoDmofvWHEU9CUMglM6bnuTH6KdMouIRZpZ8YiBmfsDH0LFUsBOOnedQZPUoMw4jGoKmQNBfh90bKQmOmYWAnQ4b3Zt7LxP+8XoKjcz8VKk4QFM8OoZCQHzJcC9sB0KHQgMiy5ECFopxphghaUMa5FRNbSsX24c1/v0jaJ3XP8pvTWuOyaKZMDsghOSYeOSMNck2apEU4GZMn8kxenEfn1Xlz3n9GS06xs0/+wPn4BnVGkf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WpQ3J7Hq/47tiI5HLpaevLHFKVI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQZCHlFjR+bIJp5zP1t0aFFn5BFqo6BAt30PBv3A2LiBhqtHMrnZ2glgKg6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e20SJ5tDikYx0N2AGpFDQQoESurEGFgYSOsHkKvM7D6CNiNQdTmPwQzZWYiQ4Qyvd4oU7qNbcupuDLhKvIDVSoDmofvWHEU9CUMglM6bnuTH6KdMouIRZpZ8YiBmfsDH0LFUsBOOnedQZPUoMw4jGoKmQNBfh90bKQmOmYWAnQ4b3Zt7LxP+8XoKjcz8VKk4QFM8OoZCQHzJcC9sB0KHQgMiy5ECFopxphghaUMa5FRNbSsX24c1/v0jaJ3XP8pvTWuOyaKZMDsghOSYeOSMNck2apEU4GZMn8kxenEfn1Xlz3n9GS06xs0/+wPn4BnVGkf4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WpQ3J7Hq/47tiI5HLpaevLHFKVI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREjRIETSUQZCHlFjR+bIJp5zP1t0aFFn5BFqo6BAt30PBv3A2LiBhqtHMrnZ2glgKg6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e20SJ5tDikYx0N2AGpFDQQoESurEGFgYSOsHkKvM7D6CNiNQdTmPwQzZWYiQ4Qyvd4oU7qNbcupuDLhKvIDVSoDmofvWHEU9CUMglM6bnuTH6KdMouIRZpZ8YiBmfsDH0LFUsBOOnedQZPUoMw4jGoKmQNBfh90bKQmOmYWAnQ4b3Zt7LxP+8XoKjcz8VKk4QFM8OoZCQHzJcC9sB0KHQgMiy5ECFopxphghaUMa5FRNbSsX24c1/v0jaJ3XP8pvTWuOyaKZMDsghOSYeOSMNck2apEU4GZMn8kxenEfn1Xlz3n9GS06xs0/+wPn4BnVGkf4=</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wrVbK2dwNocNTuUIUZZ7SEtPSz4=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndTCYbXm1/0cdJUEBamRAs1h9WswSriNQSGXzJh+4KcYzplGwSUsKgNrIGV8yibQd1SxGEw4z4Mu6Jk1DBOagqZC0lyE3xtzFhsziyM3GTN8MMteJv7n9S2Or8O5UKlFUDw7hEJCfshwLVwDQEdCAyLLkgMVinKmGSJoQRnnTrSukorrI1j+fpV0LuqB463LWuOmaKZMTsgpOScBuSINckeapE04AfJEnsmLZ71X7817/xktecXOMfkD7+MbgE+RfQ==</latexit>

N spins

<latexit sha1_base64="sRTALO86Uo8jpR4B0TahD3xo4Rc=">AAACBXicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOHlQElzIkKiQJGNgqCMoKFCQSIPKYmi82UTTjmfT3drILJS8xW0UNEhWr6Dgn/BDikgYarRzK52dgIthUXP+3QWFpeWV1Zza/n1jc2tbbewU7dRbDjUeCQj0wyYBSkU1FCghKY2wMJAQiMYXmR+4w6MFZG6wZGGTsgGSvQFZ5hKXbdwRdsID5i0j6jVQtlx1y16JW8COk/8KSmSKapd96vdi3gcgkIumbUt39PYSZhBwSWM8+3YgmZ8yAbQSqliIdhOMok+pgexZRhRDYYKSSci/N5IWGjtKAzSyZDhrZ31MvE/rxVj/6yTCKVjBMWzQygkTA5ZbkTaCdCeMIDIsuRAhaKcGYYIRlDGeSrGaUn5tA9/9vt5Uj8u+eXSyXW5WDmfNpMje2SfHBKfnJIKuSRVUiOc3JMn8kxenEfn1Xlz3n9GF5zpzi75A+fjG7EhmD4=</latexit>

cavity

<latexit sha1_base64="6kfvnXelGK5AAcGPHkuLYowMy6c=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH6sgmnnB/crSMiKwVfQQsVHaLlUyj4FxzjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+41TRhrgQ0RqlC3PTCoZIANkqSwHWkE31PY8kZXM781Rm1kGNzSJELXh2EgB1IApZLbJXygRMBY0mTaK1fsqp2BLxInJxWWo94rf3X7oYh9DEgoMKbj2BG5CWiSQuG01I0NRiBGMMROSgPw0bhJFnrKj2IDFPIINZeKZyL+3kjAN2bie+mkD3Rn5r2Z+J/XiWlw4SYyiGLCQMwOkVSYHTJCy7QN5H2pkQhmyZHLgAvQQIRachAiFeO0nlLahzP//SJpnlSd0+rZzWmldpk3U2QH7JAdM4edsxq7ZnXWYILdsyf2zF6sR+vVerPef0YLVr6zz/7A+vgGfeyXMg==</latexit>

(a)

<latexit sha1_base64="Sy31noJMUScwXqdvwmLCD3Jg0gM=">AAAB/HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBhtwZEiyJNpaYyEcEQuaWATfs7V1254zkgr/CVis7Y+t/sfC/eCCFgq96eW8m8+b5kZKWXPfTyaysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v5/YOGDWMjsC5CFZqWDxaV1FgnSQpbkUEIfIVNf3Q59Zv3aKwM9Q2NI+wGMNRyIAVQKt12CB8oKcLppJcvuCV3Br5MvDkpsDlqvfxXpx+KOEBNQoG1bc+NqJuAISkUTnKd2GIEYgRDbKdUQ4C2m8wST/hJbIFCHqHhUvGZiL83EgisHQd+OhkA3dlFbyr+57VjGpx3E6mjmFCL6SGSCmeHrDAyrQJ5Xxokgmly5FJzAQaI0EgOQqRinHaTS/vwFr9fJo2zklcuVa7LherFvJksO2LHrMg8VmFVdsVqrM4E0+yJPbMX59F5dd6c95/RjDPfOWR/4Hx8Axc8lTg=</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="bEcshkVdJ+QeWQwzvKQ3yw58qc0=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNIoUygoYySOQhEis6XzbhlPPZulsjIit8BS1UdIiWf6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq50dL5TCoG1/WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMUGkObR5IAPd85gBKRS0UaCEXqiB+Z6Erje9TP3uPWgjAnWDsxBcn02UGAvOMJFuBwgPGFe90/mwXLFrdga6TJycVEiO1rD8NRgFPPJBIZfMmL5jh+jGTKPgEualQWQgZHzKJtBPqGI+GDfOEs/pSWQYBjQETYWkmQi/N2LmGzPzvWTSZ3hnFr1U/M/rRzg+d2OhwghB8fQQCgnZIcO1SKoAOhIaEFmaHKhQlDPNEEELyjhPxCjpppT04Sx+v0w6ZzWnXmtc1yvNi7yZIjkix6RKHNIgTXJFWqRNOFHkiTyTF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xySP7A+vgEYzZU5</latexit>

(c)

<latexit sha1_base64="5dF7zMygkTT8ZyNSstP5Dg32z1o=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNIoUygoYySOQhEis6XzbhlPPZulsjIit8BS1UdIiWf6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq50dL5TCoG1/WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMUGkObR5IAPd85gBKRS0UaCEXqiB+Z6Erje9TP3uPWgjAnWDsxBcn02UGAvOMJFuBwgPGFf56XxYrtg1OwNdJk5OKiRHa1j+GowCHvmgkEtmTN+xQ3RjplFwCfPSIDIQMj5lE+gnVDEfjBtnief0JDIMAxqCpkLSTITfGzHzjZn5XjLpM7wzi14q/uf1Ixyfu7FQYYSgeHoIhYTskOFaJFUAHQkNiCxNDlQoyplmiKAFZZwnYpR0U0r6cBa/Xyads5pTrzWu65XmRd5MkRyRY1IlDmmQJrkiLdImnCjyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvPaMHKdw7JH1gf3xpelTo=</latexit>

(d)

<latexit sha1_base64="EtsPUnlZdlq+2eGmlsKAjO7bPec=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNIoUygoYySOQhEis6XzbhlPPZulsjIit8BS1UdIiWf6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq50dL5TCoG1/WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMUGkObR5IAPd85gBKRS0UaCEXqiB+Z6Erje9TP3uPWgjAnWDsxBcn02UGAvOMJFuBwgPGFdHp/NhuWLX7Ax0mTg5qZAcrWH5azAKeOSDQi6ZMX3HDtGNmUbBJcxLg8hAyPiUTaCfUMV8MG6cJZ7Tk8gwDGgImgpJMxF+b8TMN2bme8mkz/DOLHqp+J/Xj3B87sZChRGC4ukhFBKyQ4ZrkVQBdCQ0ILI0OVChKGeaIYIWlHGeiFHSTSnpw1n8fpl0zmpOvda4rleaF3kzRXJEjkmVOKRBmuSKtEibcKLIE3kmL9aj9Wq9We8/owUr3zkkf2B9fAMb75U7</latexit>

(e)

<latexit sha1_base64="5U5QpcyxpFcNqEDojF9xIYF1cd0=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNIoUygoYySOQhEis6XzbhlPPZulsjIit8BS1UdIiWf6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq50dL5TCoG1/WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMUGkObR5IAPd85gBKRS0UaCEXqiB+Z6Erje9TP3uPWgjAnWDsxBcn02UGAvOMJFuBwgPGFfhdD4sV+yanYEuEycnFZKjNSx/DUYBj3xQyCUzpu/YIbox0yi4hHlpEBkIGZ+yCfQTqpgPxo2zxHN6EhmGAQ1BUyFpJsLvjZj5xsx8L5n0Gd6ZRS8V//P6EY7P3VioMEJQPD2EQkJ2yHAtkiqAjoQGRJYmByoU5UwzRNCCMs4TMUq6KSV9OIvfL5POWc2p1xrX9UrzIm+mSI7IMakShzRIk1yRFmkTThR5Is/kxXq0Xq036/1ntGDlO4fkD6yPbx2AlTw=</latexit>

(f)

<latexit sha1_base64="/EoEUJMedBmPbhqfD/hTFnL3IEQ=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNIoUygoYySOQhEis6XzbhlPPZulsjIit8BS1UdIiWf6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq50dL5TCoG1/WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QMUGkObR5IAPd85gBKRS0UaCEXqiB+Z6Erje9TP3uPWgjAnWDsxBcn02UGAvOMJFuBwgPGFfHp/NhuWLX7Ax0mTg5qZAcrWH5azAKeOSDQi6ZMX3HDtGNmUbBJcxLg8hAyPiUTaCfUMV8MG6cJZ7Tk8gwDGgImgpJMxF+b8TMN2bme8mkz/DOLHqp+J/Xj3B87sZChRGC4ukhFBKyQ4ZrkVQBdCQ0ILI0OVChKGeaIYIWlHGeiFHSTSnpw1n8fpl0zmpOvda4rleaF3kzRXJEjkmVOKRBmuSKtEibcKLIE3kmL9aj9Wq9We8/owUr3zkkf2B9fAMfEZU9</latexit>

Reduced spin state

<latexit sha1_base64="NKSm5dUNfAlzQ5JKwBXW8iSxRSg=">AAACDXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUU/iZTAInsKuBOIx6MVjFPOAZAm9s504ZPbBTK8YluAn+BVe9eRNvPoNHvwXNzEHTaxTUdVNd5UXK2nItj+t3NLyyupafr2wsbm1vVPc3WuaKNECGyJSkW57YFDJEBskSWE71giBp7DlDS8mfusOtZFReEOjGN0ABqHsSwGUSb3iQZfwntJr9BOBPjexDLkhIBz3iiW7bE/BF4kzIyU2Q71X/Or6kUgCDEkoMKbj2DG5KWiSQuG40E0MxiCGMMBORkMI0LjpNMKYHycGKOIxai4Vn4r4eyOFwJhR4GWTAdCtmfcm4n9eJ6H+mZvKME4IQzE5RFLh9JARWmbdIPelRiKYfI48K0CABiLUkoMQmZhkZRWyPpz59IukeVp2KuXqVaVUO581k2eH7IidMIdVWY1dsjprMMEe2BN7Zi/Wo/VqvVnvP6M5a7azz/7A+vgGt6OcJA==</latexit>

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the temporal growth of quantum fluctuations and the associated
entanglement generation in spin systems with direct interactions (a-c) or with in-
teractions mediated by bosonic “cavity” modes (d-f ). The collective spin can be
represented through an extended grey region on the Bloch sphere surrounding
the point identified by its average polarization ⟨Ŝ(t)⟩. The grey region represents
the uncertainty of the collective spin polarization due to quantum fluctuations.
Top panels (a-c): spin-spin interactions lead to a progressive stretching of the
spin fluctuations, or spin squeezing, which determines the growth of bipartite
(between subsets of spins A and B) and of multipartite entanglement. Bottom
panels (d-f ): the entanglement between the spins and the bosonic cavity mode
can be read out from the area covered by spin fluctuations on the Bloch sphere.

tem, where the area spanned by collective spin fluctuations gets stretched in time
but is conserved — compare to Figure 3.9(b-c).) This principle has already been
exploited to access bipartite entanglement between the nuclear and the electronic
spin in experiments with single atoms [351]. Similar ideas have also been applied to
access entanglement dynamics and chaos in experiments with trapped-ion systems
described by the Dicke model [186, 377].

We also show that the correspondence between entanglement and scrambling
ceases to be valid after the Ehrenfest time, where the square commutator displays a
fully quantum regime describing the non-local growth of the operator support.

The same semiclassical approach could be applied to the entanglement growth
in open systems, where it has been already shown that quantum fluctuations around
the mean-field observables are the responsible for the growth of the entanglement
negativity [332]. A very challenging and interesting problem is to understand how
quantum interference effects enter the game after the Ehrenfest time, causing satu-
ration of the entanglement quantifiers [378]. It is worth stressing that our results
contribute to establishing a clear predictive framework for the study of entangle-
ment dynamics in more general semiclassical approaches, such as those based on
time-dependent variational principles [335, 379, 380]. Also, they can likely be ex-
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tended to match complementary approaches to entanglement dynamics such as that
in Ref. [352].

We finally reiterate that the connection between entanglement dynamics and
chaos studied here, has direct experimental relevance for the detection of entangle-
ment and its dynamics via measurements of collective quantities [158, 261, 381],
the experimental accessibility of which is well-established with standard techniques
and tools of quantum atomic experiments — see Figure 3.9 and the relative discus-
sion.
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Chapter 4

Scrambling and entanglement spreading in long-

range spin chains

The goal of this chapter is the study of scrambling and entanglement spreading be-
yond the fully connected semiclassical regime. We first discuss the difference between
entanglement and scrambling for infinite-range spin systems beyond the Ehrenfest time.
Secondly, we consider the scrambling and entanglement growth of long-range spin chains
with interactions decaying algebraically with the distance between two sites.

In the previous chapter, we have illustrated a semiclassical framework for the
dynamics of entanglement before the Ehrenfest time, for systems characterized by
permutational symmetry via all-to-all interactions. We are now interested in under-
standing the entanglement spreading beyond the Ehrenfest time and the impact of
slowly-decaying interactions that decay algebraically with the distances r as 1/rα,
with exponent α 1.

In the quantum domain, long-range systems have been the focus of a great deal
of attention only relatively lately, as a result of their experimental simulability with
different platforms [258, 382–384]. These systems allow the controlled study of
quantum dynamics in the absence of significant decoherence, a property that al-
lows the explore of a number of important phenomena as, for example, dynamical
phase transitions [29, 290, 385–387] or the dynamics of correlations [388–398]
in a situation where Lieb-Robinson bounds do not apply [36, 399]. As far as en-
tanglement entropy is concerned, very little is known both in [218, 400–408] and
out-of-equilibrium [341, 342, 409–411]. At the same time, scrambling has been
intensively studied in connection to correlation bounds [412–418] and its time av-
erage as a probe of criticality, see e.g. Ref.[419]. However, an analysis of the dy-
namics and the relevant time-scales in relation to the different processes involved in
the spreading of information is still missing.

As we have thoroughly shown in the previous chapter, the early-time behavior
of the entanglement quantifiers and the square commutator are connected to the
chaotic properties of the underlying semiclassical limit. However, in view of the
various forms in which quantum correlations manifests in a many-body system, it is

1The fully-connected limit of the previous chapter is retrieved by setting α = 0.

95
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important to understand how entanglement is connected to the scrambling beyond
the fully-connected semiclassical regime.

In this chapter, we address these issues by studying numerically bipartite and
multipartite entanglement propagation and scrambling in spin chains with long-
range interaction with exponent α. We begin by reviewing the salient features of
quantum long-range spin systems, as they will be the subject also of the next chapters.
Then, we will present results for the entanglement dynamics of the quantum Fisher
information, the tripartite mutual information and operator scrambling, studied via
the square commutator.

We discuss the difference between entanglement and scrambling after the Ehren-
fest time, considering as illustration the LMG model, defined in Section 3.2. As we
are going to show in the rest of the chapter, scrambling and entanglement dynamics
turn out to be very different. Interestingly, this becomes glaringly obvious in the
regular regime, rather than in the chaotic one. In fact, the difference between en-
tanglement and scrambling becomes noticeable after the Ehrenfest time TEhr, where
the entanglement quantifiers saturate, while the square-commutator undergoes to a
fully quantum non-perturbative polynomial growth (saturation for chaotic dynam-
ics), symmetric around t∗ = trec/2 the recurrence time trec.

Secondly, we report numerical results in one-dimensional systems upon varying
the range of interactions for α > 0. We find that bipartite and multipartite entan-
glement display the same qualitative dynamics of short-range interacting systems
for α > 2. On the other hand, they posses a clear semiclassical behavior for α ≤ 1,
with dinstinct logarithmic entanglement entropy growth and polynomial quantum
Fisher information before saturation.

Entanglement in long-range spin chains is also discussed in two other chapters
of the thesis.
The next Chapter 5 is devoted to an analitical understanding of the origin of such
slow growth of entanglement for long-range systems, which was also reported by
other numerical simulations[341, 342].
We conclude the study of clean long-range systems by shifting our focus on ground
state entanglement. With this aim, we analyze in Chapter 7 the ground state von
Neumann entropy of the Dyson hierarchical model.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we recall the salient
features of quantum long-range spin systems. In Section 4.2 we discuss the differ-
ence between entanglement and scrambling beyond the Ehrenfest time, considering
the LMG model as an illustration. In Section 4.3, we report some numerical find-
ings on long-range systems characterized by algebraically decaying interactions with
exponent α > 0.

4.1 Quantum long-range systems

Long-range interacting systems, because of their unconventional static and dy-
namical properties, have been extensively studied in classical statistical mechanics
for many decades [47]. They display a plethora of interesting phenomena, such as
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non-additivity of energy, slow relaxation, or ergodicity breaking, which do not have
a counterpart in standard short-range statistical mechanics. In the quantum do-
main, atomic, molecular, and optical systems (AMO), as well as synthetic ones, are
often described by long-range interactions. Yet, they have been a focus of great atten-
tion only relatively recently, as a consequence of their experimental implementation
in different physical setups of many-body AMO systems, such as Rydberg atoms
[420, 421], dipolar molecules [422, 423] or trapped ions [258, 382–384, 424]. In
particular trapped ions, effectively described by ferromagnetic Ising long-range in-
teractions (see below Eq.(4.1)), represent one of the most promising platforms for
quantum computation [425, 426]. These experimental advances motivated an in-
creasing interest towards the understanding of quantum systems with long-range
interactions both in thermodynamic equilibrium [218, 400, 402–408, 427–436]
and in several non-equilibrium situations [341, 342, 390, 391, 394, 405, 410, 437–
453].

The prototypical Hamiltonian for such studies is the spin-1/2 Ising chain in
transverse field with long-range interactions, defined as

Ĥ = − J

Nα,N

N∑
i<j

σ̂x
i σ̂

x
j

|i− j|α
− h

N∑
i

σ̂z
i , (4.1)

where σ̂x,z
i = 2ŝx,zi are Pauli matrices on sites i = 1, . . . , N of the chain, h is the

global transverse magnetic field. Notice the Kač rescaling factor 1/Nα,N given by

Nα,N =
1

N

∑
i̸=j

1

|ri − rj|α
. (4.2)

which replaces the 1/N factor in Eq. (2.17), ensuring the extensivity of the Hamil-
tonian for α ≤ d [454]. The fully-connected limit is recovered by letting α → 0.

This model (in its classical and quantum version) has been extensively studied
at thermal equilibrium, in particular in connection to the change of the universality
classes due to the presence of long-range interactions. Qualitatively, it is well-known
that a long-range interacting system may be equivalent to a short-range interacting
one with an increased effective dimensionality [455–457]. In general, universality
classes depend on the exponent α and one can identify two values α±(d) depending
on the dimensionality d, with d ≤ α±(d) ≤ α+ ≤ d + 2. The universal behavior
is described by mean-field theory for α < α−(d), by the short-range exponents
in the same spatial dimensions for α > α+(d), while for α−(d) < α < α+(d) it
is characterized by peculiar long-range exponents [429, 458]. One of the main
effects of long-range interactions is the possible existence of long-range order at
finite temperature. This occurs every time the dimensionality d is smaller than the
upper critical dimension of the short-range model and one can effectively map the
system onto an effective dimension which varies continuously with α, i.e. deff(α).
For instance, in classical and quantum one-dimensional systems it is well-known
that long-range order can be stabilized for α < 2. This implies the existence of long-
range order for highly-excited states. Such property constitutes one of the distinctive
features of long-range interacting quantum systems.

More recently, also the out-of-equilibrium physics of quantum long-range Hamil-
tonians have been intensively scrutinized. As already mentioned in the first chapter,
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all the standard paradigm of quantum thermalization – which relies on the presence
of local Hamiltonians – does not apply to long-range interacting systems. Funda-
mental theorems, such as the Lieb-Robinson bound (1.3) or area law (1.46), are no
longer valid. Also ETH [cf. (1.12)] has not been put on solid grounds in this case,
besides few exceptions, e.g. [459].
However, quantum long-range systems are now known to display several interesting
non-equilibrium phenomena, ranging from exotic correlation spreading [388–396]
to new dynamical phases [290, 385–387, 460], as well as confinement [438, 461].
For instance, dynamical phase-transitions [32] persist also at finite α [290, 385, 448].
As discussed in Section 3.2 for fully-connected Hamiltonians 0 < α ≤ d, with dy-
namical phase-transitions we refer to the existence of a finite order parameters out-
of-equilibrium. For α ̸= 0, such phenomenon has been investigated numerically
by means of TDVP in Ref.[385] or with semiclassical methods in Ref.[290] more
recently.
A very interesting research direction concerns how long-range interactions affect
the spreading of quantum correlation and entanglement growth. In fact, they pose
a conceptually different and challenging problem. On one side, their non-local in-
teractions allow quantum correlations between distant degrees of freedom to build
up very quickly. This leads to violations of the Lieb-Robinson bound (1.3), and
nonlinear light-cone spreading of quantum correlations [388–398, 410]. On the
other, several numerical simulations have shown that entanglement entropy growth
after a quench features a dramatic counterintuitive slowdown as the range of inter-
actions is increased: It becomes as slow as logarithmic when the couplings decay
algebraically with the distances with α smaller than the spatial dimensionality d,
even in the absence of disorder [341, 342]. Understanding such a slow-growth of
entanglement is one of the goals of the present and next chapters.

4.2 Scrambling beyond the Ehrenfest time

In this section, we consider the fully connected case for α = 0 and focus on
scrambling beyond the Ehrenfest time (2.7), where the differences with entangle-
ment dynamics become more evident. The phase diagram of this model for α = 0
has been described in Section 3.2, which we refer to. As we have thoughtfully illus-
trated, the entanglement dynamics reflect the semiclassical nature of the system: for
general questions it is weak, slowly growing, and saturating at the Ehrenfest time
TEhr.

On the other hand, the square commutator is characterized by two different
regimes: a first semiclassical growth up to the TEhr (exponential for chaotic dynam-
ics), followed by a fully quantum non-perturbative polynomial growth (saturation
for chaotic dynamics), symmetric around t∗ = trec/2 the recurrence time trec. The
first regime is fully-semiclassical, as characterized by the theory of Section 3.2. As
we have already discussed, such initial growth encodes the nature of classical or-
bits and can be exponential also for regular integrable dynamics, provided they have
some classical instabilities. Conversely, the second regime accounts for the quantum
chaoticity of the dynamics and it can not be reproduced by semiclassical approaches.

This reiterates that the state’s entanglement growth and operator scrambling are
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Figure 4.1: Quantum information dynamics for the regular dynamics in the LMG model.
The entanglement quantities, entanglement entropy and QFI (green and red),
saturate at TEhr, while the square commutator of the longitudinal magnetization
operator (blue) goes beyond semi-classics and keeps growing up to t∗. Exact
diagonalization results for N = 100, hf = 2, SL with L = 5.

two distinct, apparently disconnected phenomena beyond the classical limit. Inter-
estingly, this becomes glaringly obvious in the regular regime, rather than in the
chaotic one, see Figure 4.1.

Let us now finally describe in more detail the results obtained for the scrambling
dynamics. We study the square commutator (1.45) between the collective operators
along z, i.e. choosing Â = B̂ = Ŝz/S, where Ŝz =

∑
i ŝ

z
i and S = N/2.

In the case of the quench dynamics, in the regular regime (above the dynamical
critical point hf ≫ hc) the square commutator is characterized by a first semiclas-
sical quadratic growth c(t) ∝ t2/N3 until TEhr ∝

√
N . In this regime, semiclassical

approximations describe very well the evolution of c(t) and we chose to employ
the DTWA, i.e. the discrete truncated Wigner approximation introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. To this end, we generalized the corresponding expression for the square
commutator to the discrete phase space representation

c(t) ∼ ℏ2

N4

∑
i,j,k,m

[
δxzyij (t)− δyzxij (t)

]
[δxzykm (t)− δyzxkm (t)] (4.3)

where δαβγij (t) = σα
i (0)

∂σβ
j (t)

∂σγ
i (0)

, with σx,y,z
i the Weyl transform of the spin operators

and the average (·) is computed over the initial discrete Wigner distribution given
by Eq.(2.59). Note that the square commutator can be expressed within the phase-
space formalism in terms of the Bopp operators, as shown in the Appendix B.
At TEhr, the quantum regime starts, characterised by a polynomial growth ∼ (t/N)4

up to a maximum c(t∗) ∼ 2. At this time, the square commutator is independent of
the system size. Even the DTWA, that perfectly reproduces multipartite entangle-
ment dynamics up to TEhr (see Figure 2.1 in Section 2.2.4) is not able to reproduce
the long time dynamics of the square commutator, see Figure 4.2. Indeed DTWA,
despite keeping N discrete trajectories, represents all operators as factorised on each
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,

(4)
where now �x,y,z

i

are the Weyl transform of the spin op-
erators and the average · is computed over the initial
discrete Wigner distribution, see the Supplementary Ma-
terials for the derivation. At tr

Ehr

the quantum regime
starts, characterized by a polynomial growth ⇠ (t/N)4

up to a maximum c(tr⇤) = 2, with tr⇤ = tr
rec

/2. Notice
that at this time the square commutator, which goes to
zero in the previous regime, is constant and indepen-
dent of the system size. The quantum nature of chaos
is indeed inscribed in this second part of the dynamics,
being recurrence times purely quantum and intimately
connected to the integrability properties of the spectrum.
Even DTWA, that perfectly gets multipartite entangle-
ment dynamics up to tr

rec

(see Fig.1) is not able to repro-
duce the long time dynamics of the square commutator,
see Fig.2. DTWA, despite it keeps N discrete trajecto-
ries, makes an important approximation: time dependent
operators are factorized on each site at any time [55]. In
our understanding, this is the main reason of the failure
of semi-classics and the key characteristic of the quantum
polynomial regime. In fact, after t

Ehr

, the operator’s ex-
pansion starts developing longer and longer strings and
the square commutator re-sums all the correlations, until
t⇤, which corresponds to the time at which the string of
length N occurs [48]. Furthermore, since the operator
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FIG. 3. Square commutator dynamics after a quantum
quench to the DPT point K = 0, hf = 1/2 (a.,b.) and after
a periodic kicking K = 20, hf = 2, ⌧ = 0.6 (c., d.). At early
times (a.,c.) , they are both characterized by an exponential
growth up to tEhr � log N , see the right side with the log-
scale on the y axis. This regime can be perfectly reproduced
by the TWA obtained with Nrandom = 104 samplings. (b.,
d.) At long times the behavior is di↵erent depending on the
quantum integrability properties. (c.) the time is rescaled by
N in order to show that c(t) up to a maximum at t⇤ � N .
(d.) In the Kicked top the c(t) stays constant also at very
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is expected to go back to himself at t
rec

, we conjecture
that c(t) is always maximum at t⇤ = t

rec

/2, also for
short-range interacting systems. Quenches to h

f

⌧ h
c

are characterized by the same time-scales: tr
Ehr

/ p
N

and tr⇤ / N . Anyhow, the dynamics has two di↵erent
power law: a semi-classical regime ⇠ t/N3 followed by a
quantum one ⇠ t3/N4. Notice that c(tr⇤) ⇠ 10�3/N and
it goes to zero at all times in the thermodynamic limit.
Since c(t) amounts for the non-commutativity of m̂

z

(t)
with the Hamiltonian (1), the operator scrambling is in-
deed smaller for small h

f

. At h
f

= h
c

, despite the quan-
tum system is integrable, we find that the square com-
mutator grows exponentially in time up to tc

Ehr

/ log N
as:

c(t) =
e2t

N3
. (5)

This is due to the existence of the unstable trajectory in
the classical dynamics. The exponent in Eq.(5) is twice
the eigenvalue of the instability matrix of the separatrix
trajectory �

hc = 2
p

h
c

(1 � h
c

) = 1 for h
c

= 1/2. This is
valid in general for all the classical trajectories associated
with DPT. To our knowledge it is the only example of
an early time exponential growth in a many-body regular
system. Anyhow, after tc

Ehr

, c(t) keeps growing linearly
in time up to the tr⇤ and than it goes back, see Fig.3. We
now consider the period kicking, where the dynamics is
chaotic. As expected c(t) is initially dominated by the

FIG. 3. The two-times regime of the square commutator in
the LMG model after a quantum quench with hf = 2. In the
main plot the quantum regime of c(t) for di↵erent N : this
regime starts at

p
N and then c(t) grows polynomially as t4.

ED results in blue for N = 20, 100, 200, 300, 400 (increasing
color darkness), dashed yellow line for the polynomial fit. In
the insert we show the semiclassical regime, comparing the
exact c(t) with DTWA, which predicts the ⇠ t2 power-law
growth, dashed in the plot. Here N = 20 and DTWA obtained
with 5 · 103 samplings.

quench dynamics, for h
f

� h
c

the square commuta-
tor is by terised a first semiclassical quadratic growth
c(t) / t2/N3 until tr

Ehr

. In this regime, semiclassical
approximations describes very well the evolution of c(t)
and we chose to employ DTWA. To this end we have
to generalise the corresponding expression for the square
commutator to the discrete phase space representation
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�
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i

the Weyl trans-

form of the spin operators and the average (·) is com-
puted over the initial discrete Wigner distribution [48].
At tr

Ehr

the quantum regime starts, characterised by a
polynomial growth ⇠ (t/N)4 up to a maximum c(tr⇤) ⇠ 2.
At this time, the square commutator is independent of
the system size. Even DTWA, that perfectly gets mul-
tipartite entanglement dynamics up to tr

rec

(see Fig.1)
is not able to reproduce the long time dynamics of the
square commutator, see Fig.3. Indeed DTWA, despite
keeping N discrete trajectories, represents all operators
as factorised on each site at any time [58]. At times
longer than t

Ehr

, the operator expansion starts develop-
ing longer and longer strings and the square commutator
re-sums all the correlations, until tr⇤, which corresponds
to the time at which the string of length N occurs [48].
Quenches to h

f

⌧ h
c

are characterized by the same time-
scales tr

Ehr

and tr⇤ and the same semi-classical regime
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FIG. 4. Square commutator dynamics (a., b.) for the LMG
model past a quantum quench to the DPT point and (c., d.)
for the kicked top with K = 20, hf = 2, ⌧ = 0.6. At early
times (a., c.), they are both characterized by an exponential
growth up to tc

Ehr, see the right side with the log-scale on the
y axis. This regime can be perfectly reproduced by the TWA.
(b., d.) At long times the behaviour is di↵erent depending
on the quantum integrability properties. In (c.) the time
is rescaled by N in order to show that c(t) grows up to a
maximum at tr

⇤. In (d.) In the Kicked top the c(t) stays
constant also at very long times. In (a., c.) we used N = 800
and TWA obtained with 104 samplings

⇠ t2/N3 up to tr
Ehr

. Anyhow, the result at long-times is
qualitatively di↵erent: the quantum regime is ⇠ t3/N4

and c(tr⇤) ⇠ 10�3/N goes to zero at all times in the ther-
modynamic limit. This is a direct consequence of the
existence of the dynamical transition, which is detected
by the scrambling [38]. Due to the presence of a macro-
scopic magnetization, the support of the operators has a
constrained dynamics and it will not acquire a string of
length N . A special case is represented by the quench at
h

f

= h
c

; despite the quantum system is integrable, we
find that the square commutator grows exponentially in
time up to tc

Ehr

as: c(t) = e2t/N3. This is due to the exis-
tence of the unstable trajectory in the classical dynamics.
The exponent is twice the eigenvalue of the instability
matrix of the separatrix trajectory �

hc = 2
p

h
c

(1 � h
c

)
for h

c

= 1/2. This is valid in general for all the classical
trajectories associated with DPT. To our knowledge it is
the only example of an early time exponential growth in
a many-body regular system. Anyhow, after tc

Ehr

, c(t)
keeps growing linearly in time up to the tr⇤ and then
it goes back, see Fig.4. Long-range interactions do not
change drastically this analysis. In the range ↵ < 1, the
early time dynamics is the same of what described be-
fore. The square commutator grows like a power law at
small times, even for ↵ > 2.

We conclude by considering the kicking, which induces
a chaotic dynamics. As expected c(t) is initially dom-
inated by the classical exponential growth, then as

Figure 4.2: The two-times regime of the square commutator in the LMG model after a
quantum quench with hf = 2. In the main plot the quantum regime of c(t)
for different N : this regime starts at

√
N and then c(t) grows polynomially as

t4. ED results in blue for N = 20, 100, 200, 300, 400 (increasing color darkness),
dashed yellow line for the polynomial fit. In the insert we show the semiclassical
regime, comparing the exact c(t) with DTWA, which predicts the ∼ t2 power-
law growth, dashed in the plot. HereN = 20 and DTWA obtained withNsim =
5 · 103 samplings.

site at any time [cf. Eq.(2.63)], see e.g. Ref.[284]. At times longer than TEhr, the
operator expansion starts developing longer and longer strings and the square com-
mutator re-sums all the correlations, until t∗, which corresponds to the time at which
the string of length N occurs. As we have shown in Section 2.2.4, such non-local
growth of the operator can be captured for instance by the CTWA with increased
cluster size, see e.g. Figure 2.2. Quenches to hf ≪ hc, are characterized by the same
time-scales TEhr and t∗ and the same semiclassical regime ∼ t2/N3 up to TEhr. The
result at long-times is qualitatively different: the quantum regime is ∼ t3/N4 and
c(t∗) ∼ 10−3/N goes to zero at all times in the thermodynamic limit. This is a di-
rect consequence of the existence of the dynamical transition, which is detected by
scrambling [419]. Due to the presence of a macroscopic magnetization, the support
of the operators has constrained dynamics and it will not acquire a string of length
N .

A special case is represented by the quench at the dynamical critical point hf = hc.
Despite the integrability of the quantum system, we find that the square commu-
tator grows exponentially in time up to TEhr ∝ lnN as c(t) = e2t/N3. This is due
to the existence of an unstable trajectory in the classical dynamics. The exponent
is twice the eigenvalue of the instability matrix of the separatrix trajectory λhc in
Eq.(3.38) for hc = 1/2. This is valid in general for all the classical trajectories as-
sociated with DPT. To our knowledge, this is the first example of an early time
exponential growth in a many-body regular system to be reported. After TEhr, c(t)
keeps growing linearly in time up to the tr∗ and then it goes back, see Figure 4.3.
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straight lines are the polynomial fit of the two regimes, they
clearly cross at t = tr

Ehr =
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N . In the insert we compare
the exact c(t) for N = 20 with the semiclassical approaches:
also DTWA fails in reproducing the second quantum regime
of the square commutator. TWA and DTWA obtained with
Nrandom = 5 103 samplings.

representation:
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where now �x,y,z

i

are the Weyl transform of the spin op-
erators and the average · is computed over the initial
discrete Wigner distribution, see the Supplementary Ma-
terials for the derivation. At tr

Ehr

the quantum regime
starts, characterized by a polynomial growth ⇠ (t/N)4

up to a maximum c(tr⇤) = 2, with tr⇤ = tr
rec

/2. Notice
that at this time the square commutator, which goes to
zero in the previous regime, is constant and indepen-
dent of the system size. The quantum nature of chaos
is indeed inscribed in this second part of the dynamics,
being recurrence times purely quantum and intimately
connected to the integrability properties of the spectrum.
Even DTWA, that perfectly gets multipartite entangle-
ment dynamics up to tr

rec

(see Fig.1) is not able to repro-
duce the long time dynamics of the square commutator,
see Fig.2. DTWA, despite it keeps N discrete trajecto-
ries, makes an important approximation: time dependent
operators are factorized on each site at any time [55]. In
our understanding, this is the main reason of the failure
of semi-classics and the key characteristic of the quantum
polynomial regime. In fact, after t

Ehr

, the operator’s ex-
pansion starts developing longer and longer strings and
the square commutator re-sums all the correlations, until
t⇤, which corresponds to the time at which the string of
length N occurs [48]. Furthermore, since the operator
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FIG. 3. Square commutator dynamics after a quantum
quench to the DPT point K = 0, hf = 1/2 (a.,b.) and after
a periodic kicking K = 20, hf = 2, ⌧ = 0.6 (c., d.). At early
times (a.,c.) , they are both characterized by an exponential
growth up to tEhr � log N , see the right side with the log-
scale on the y axis. This regime can be perfectly reproduced
by the TWA obtained with Nrandom = 104 samplings. (b.,
d.) At long times the behavior is di↵erent depending on the
quantum integrability properties. (c.) the time is rescaled by
N in order to show that c(t) up to a maximum at t⇤ � N .
(d.) In the Kicked top the c(t) stays constant also at very
long times.

is expected to go back to himself at t
rec

, we conjecture
that c(t) is always maximum at t⇤ = t

rec

/2, also for
short-range interacting systems. Quenches to h

f

⌧ h
c

are characterized by the same time-scales: tr
Ehr

/ p
N

and tr⇤ / N . Anyhow, the dynamics has two di↵erent
power law: a semi-classical regime ⇠ t/N3 followed by a
quantum one ⇠ t3/N4. Notice that c(tr⇤) ⇠ 10�3/N and
it goes to zero at all times in the thermodynamic limit.
Since c(t) amounts for the non-commutativity of m̂

z

(t)
with the Hamiltonian (1), the operator scrambling is in-
deed smaller for small h

f

. At h
f

= h
c

, despite the quan-
tum system is integrable, we find that the square com-
mutator grows exponentially in time up to tc

Ehr

/ log N
as:

c(t) =
e2t

N3
. (5)

This is due to the existence of the unstable trajectory in
the classical dynamics. The exponent in Eq.(5) is twice
the eigenvalue of the instability matrix of the separatrix
trajectory �

hc = 2
p

h
c

(1 � h
c

) = 1 for h
c

= 1/2. This is
valid in general for all the classical trajectories associated
with DPT. To our knowledge it is the only example of
an early time exponential growth in a many-body regular
system. Anyhow, after tc

Ehr

, c(t) keeps growing linearly
in time up to the tr⇤ and than it goes back, see Fig.3. We
now consider the period kicking, where the dynamics is
chaotic. As expected c(t) is initially dominated by the

FIG. 3. The two-times regime of the square commutator in
the LMG model after a quantum quench with hf = 2. In the
main plot the quantum regime of c(t) for di↵erent N : this
regime starts at

p
N and then c(t) grows polynomially as t4.

ED results in blue for N = 20, 100, 200, 300, 400 (increasing
color darkness), dashed yellow line for the polynomial fit. In
the insert we show the semiclassical regime, comparing the
exact c(t) with DTWA, which predicts the ⇠ t2 power-law
growth, dashed in the plot. Here N = 20 and DTWA obtained
with 5 · 103 samplings.

quench dynamics, for h
f

� h
c

the square commuta-
tor is by terised a first semiclassical quadratic growth
c(t) / t2/N3 until tr

Ehr

. In this regime, semiclassical
approximations describes very well the evolution of c(t)
and we chose to employ DTWA. To this end we have
to generalise the corresponding expression for the square
commutator to the discrete phase space representation

c(t) ⇠ ~2
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j (t)
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�
i (0) , with �x,y,z

i

the Weyl trans-

form of the spin operators and the average (·) is com-
puted over the initial discrete Wigner distribution [48].
At tr

Ehr

the quantum regime starts, characterised by a
polynomial growth ⇠ (t/N)4 up to a maximum c(tr⇤) ⇠ 2.
At this time, the square commutator is independent of
the system size. Even DTWA, that perfectly gets mul-
tipartite entanglement dynamics up to tr

rec

(see Fig.1)
is not able to reproduce the long time dynamics of the
square commutator, see Fig.3. Indeed DTWA, despite
keeping N discrete trajectories, represents all operators
as factorised on each site at any time [58]. At times
longer than t

Ehr

, the operator expansion starts develop-
ing longer and longer strings and the square commutator
re-sums all the correlations, until tr⇤, which corresponds
to the time at which the string of length N occurs [48].
Quenches to h

f

⌧ h
c

are characterized by the same time-
scales tr

Ehr

and tr⇤ and the same semi-classical regime
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FIG. 4. Square commutator dynamics (a., b.) for the LMG
model past a quantum quench to the DPT point and (c., d.)
for the kicked top with K = 20, hf = 2, ⌧ = 0.6. At early
times (a., c.), they are both characterized by an exponential
growth up to tc

Ehr, see the right side with the log-scale on the
y axis. This regime can be perfectly reproduced by the TWA.
(b., d.) At long times the behaviour is di↵erent depending
on the quantum integrability properties. In (c.) the time
is rescaled by N in order to show that c(t) grows up to a
maximum at tr

⇤. In (d.) In the Kicked top the c(t) stays
constant also at very long times. In (a., c.) we used N = 800
and TWA obtained with 104 samplings

⇠ t2/N3 up to tr
Ehr

. Anyhow, the result at long-times is
qualitatively di↵erent: the quantum regime is ⇠ t3/N4

and c(tr⇤) ⇠ 10�3/N goes to zero at all times in the ther-
modynamic limit. This is a direct consequence of the
existence of the dynamical transition, which is detected
by the scrambling [38]. Due to the presence of a macro-
scopic magnetization, the support of the operators has a
constrained dynamics and it will not acquire a string of
length N . A special case is represented by the quench at
h

f

= h
c

; despite the quantum system is integrable, we
find that the square commutator grows exponentially in
time up to tc

Ehr

as: c(t) = e2t/N3. This is due to the exis-
tence of the unstable trajectory in the classical dynamics.
The exponent is twice the eigenvalue of the instability
matrix of the separatrix trajectory �

hc = 2
p

h
c

(1 � h
c

)
for h

c

= 1/2. This is valid in general for all the classical
trajectories associated with DPT. To our knowledge it is
the only example of an early time exponential growth in
a many-body regular system. Anyhow, after tc

Ehr

, c(t)
keeps growing linearly in time up to the tr⇤ and then
it goes back, see Fig.4. Long-range interactions do not
change drastically this analysis. In the range ↵ < 1, the
early time dynamics is the same of what described be-
fore. The square commutator grows like a power law at
small times, even for ↵ > 2.

We conclude by considering the kicking, which induces
a chaotic dynamics. As expected c(t) is initially dom-
inated by the classical exponential growth, then as

Figure 4.3: Square commutator dynamics c(t) for the LMG model after a quantum quench
to the DPT point (a., b.) and for the kicked top with β = 20, τ = 0.6 (c., d.).
At early times (a., c.), they are both characterized by an exponential growth up
to TEhr, see the right side with the log-scale on the y axis. This regime can be
perfectly reproduced by the TWA. (b., d.) At long times the behavior is different
depending on the quantum integrability properties. In (c.) the time is rescaled
byN in order to show that c(t) grows up to a maximum at t∗. (d.) In the Kicked
top the c(t) stays constant also at very long times. Here,N = 800 and the TWA
was obtained with Nsim = 104 samplings.

We conclude by considering the kicked top, which undergoes to a chaotic dy-
namics as discussed in Section 3.3. As expected, c(t) is initially dominated by
the classical exponential growth, then, after TEhr, quantum interference effects ap-
pear and the square commutator saturates to a constant value [161], see Figure 4.3
(lower panels). In the quantum chaotic regime, the dynamics are reproduced by the
semiclassical approximation, which predicts the initial time growth of the square-
commutator. After TEhr, the TWA loses any physical meaning. The quantum c(t)
remains constant and finite in the thermodynamic limit, meaning that the operator
support is spread up to the longest string already from TEhr.

4.3 Entanglement dynamics for finite range α of inter-
actions

In this section, we report the numerical findings on how entanglement grows
and spreads in Ising spin chains with two-body power-law decaying interactions,
Jij ∝ |i − j|−α and after the semiclassical regime. We consider for definiteness the
case in which an initial separable state, i.e. |ψ0⟩ = | ↑ ↑ . . . ↑ ⟩, is brought out-of-
equilibrium by means of a quantum quench with the Ising long-range Hamiltonian
(4.1). In particular, we will focus on the quantum Fisher information (1.35) for
Ô = Ŝz and on the tripartite mutual information I3 (1.26).
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FIG. 1. QFI and TMI (top and middle) during the evolution
after a quantum quench, performed below, at and above the
DPT. Entanglement grows in time up to tr

Ehr for quenches
above and below the dynamical phase transition (green and
blue) and at tc

Ehr at the critical point. Long-time dynamics
(bottom) of the QFI, compared with the semiclassical approx-
imation. The DTWA is able to reproduce the dynamics up
to tr

rec and beyond. (Top and middle) N = 450, hf = 0.2,
hf = 0.5 and hf = 2; for the I3: nA = 1, nB = 50, nC = 200.
(Bottom) N = 100 and hf = 2, DTWA obtained with 5 · 103

samplings.

regime using DTWA, spin-wave theory and cumulant clo-
sure methods [48]. All these approaches neglect correc-
tions O(1/N) and give the same results before the Ehren-
fest time. The accuracy of all the semiclassical analysis is
justified by the entanglement structure itself. In fact this
is what lies at the heart of the classical “simulability” of
quantum long-range interacting systems in the context
of MPS-TDVP [59, 60] and with semiclassical methods
[58, 61]. DTWA in particular is able to reproduce also
the long-time dynamics even beyond the recurrence time
tr
rec

/ N as shown in Fig.1 (bottom panel). This is due
to the discrete nature of the method that mimics the
discreteness of the spectrum, responsible for the recur-
rences [58]. The same asymptotic structure and dynam-
ics is found for all mean-field like systems 0  ↵ < 1:
the QFI grows linearly in time up to a value ⇠ N , and
the TMI increases logarithmically in time up to a con-
stant value. For 1  ↵ < 2, the QFI and the TMI grow
linearly in time and the entanglement structure of the
asymptotic state is the same as for ↵ < 1. Decreasing
the range of interaction the situation changes: for ↵ � 2
the state displays the typical dynamics and structure of
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FIG. 2. We plot the minimal TMI (dotted lines) and the
fQ(t)/N (full lines) as a function of time, above (left panels)
and below the DPT (right panels). We obtained the minimal
TMI by calculating the tripartite mutual information for all
possible partitions A,B,C,D of the system and then taking
the minimum. For ↵ < 1 (a., b.) the dynamics is the same
of the LMG model. When ↵ > 2 (e., f.), the QFI does not
scale with the system size and remains bounded with time,
whereas the minimum of the TMI decreases linearly with time
and becomes negative for longer times. In all other cases we
observe linear growth of the QFI with time, whereas the min-
imum of the tripartite mutual information remains bounded
with time. We present the detailed scaling with the system
size in the supplementary material. The parameters of the
evolution are: ↵ = 0.5, ↵ = 1.5, ↵ = 2.5, hf = 0.25 and
hf = 1.5. System sizes N = 200 (or N = 100 for ↵ = 2.5).

short range interacting systems f
Q

⇠ const; interestingly
I3 < 0 signaling that the information about the initial
condition is spread throughout the degrees of freedom of
the state (see Fig.2).
We conclude the analysis of the multipartite entangle-

ment by considering the kicked case in the regime when
dynamics is chaotic. This system heats up to a state
where all local observables on any Floquet state corre-
spond to the infinite temperature values [46]. The en-
tanglement saturates at tc

Ehr

to the corresponding val-
ues, f

Q

= 1 + N

3 + O(1/N) and I3 = log[n
A

n
B

n
C

(n
A

+
n

B

+ n
C

)]/[(n
A

+ n
B

)(n
A

+ n
C

)(n
B

+ n
C

)] (see [48]).

Square commutator — Scrambling, as measured by he
square commutator, behaves in a way profoundly dif-
ferent from the entanglement. It is characterised by a
first semi-classical regime and a second quantum non-
perturbative growth. Interestingly, this phenomenon is
very evident in the regular regime Fig.(3), and it is much
less clear in the chaotic one Fig.(4). In the case of the

Figure 4.4: We plot the minimal TMI (dotted lines) and the fQ(t)/N (full lines) as a func-
tion of time, varying the range of interaction α. We obtained the minimal
TMI by calculating the tripartite mutual information for all possible partitions
A,B,C,D of the system and then taking the minimum. For 0 ≤ α < 1 (a.)
the dynamics is the same as the LMG model. For 1 ≤ α < 2 (b.) we ob-
serve quadratic growth of the QFI with time, whereas the minimum of the
tripartite mutual information remains bounded with time. When α > 2 (c.),
the QFI does not scale with the system size and remains bounded, whereas the
minimum of the TMI decreases linearly with time and becomes negative for
longer times. The parameters of the evolution are: α = 0.5, α = 1.5, α = 2.5,
hf = 0.75. Data obtained with TDVP for system sizes N = 200 and bond
dimension D = 256 (or N = 100, D = 512 for α = 2.5).

As we have anticipated, the dynamics of the information spreading changes with
the range of interaction α, as shown in Figure 4.4.

The Hamiltonian with 0 ≤ α < 1 is dominated by the classical limit and the
structure of entanglement and scrambling is the same as in the infinite range case.
The QFI grows polynomially in time up to an extensive value fQ ∼ N , signaling gen-
uine multipartite entanglement of the asymptotic state. In this case, TMI increases
logarithmically in time up to a constant positive value. The TMI gives complemen-
tary information: being positive, I3 > 0 it shows that the information of the initial
state is not delocalized across the system, see Figure 4.4 (a).

On the other hand, for α ≥ 1 the dynamics of entanglement changes. Let us
first discuss 1 ≤ α < 2. In this case, the QFI has the same structure as for α < 1: it
grows polynomially in time and saturates to an extensive value. On the other hand,
the TMI grows linearly in time, but it still saturates to a positive value I3 > 0, see
Figure 4.4 (b).
Decreasing the range of interaction the situation changes drastically: for α ≥ 2 the
state displays the typical dynamics and structure of short-range interacting systems.
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Figure 4.5: Scaling of the QFI and the tripartite mutual information with the system size
for long-range hamiltonians for α ̸= 0. We observe that whenever the fQ(t)
increases with the system size the minimum of the tripartite mutual information
becomes independent of the system size and vice versa. The colors correspond
to different interaction ranges: α = 2.5 (gray) α = 1.5 (orange) and α = 0.5
(blue). The brightness and line style correspond to different system sizes n =
50, 100, 200 from bright to dark (or dotted to full lines). All data is converged
with the bond dimension D = 256, except the data for α = 2.5 where bond
dimension 512 had to be used.

In fact, the QFI only displays intensive multipartite entanglement fQ ∼ const. and
the TMI initially grows linearly in time. Interestingly, for this range of parameters,
one finds I3 < 0 signaling that the information about the initial condition is spread
throughout the degrees of freedom of the state, see Figure 4.4 (c).

In Figure 4.5, we show the scaling of the QFI and the tripartite mutual infor-
mation with the system size for long-range hamiltonians for finite size systems with
N = 50, 100, 200. All the numerical results are obtained with TDVP algorithms,
checking that the results are converged upon increasing the bond dimension. See
Figure 4.5 for a brief discussion of the convergence of the method.

Long-range interactions do not change drastically the dynamics of the square
commutator. In the range α ≤ 1, the early time dynamics are the same as those
described before. The square commutator grows like a power law at small times,
even for α > 2.
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Chapter 5

Semiclassical dynamics of long-range spin systems

In this chapter, we study the effect of slowly-decaying interactions on the entangle-
ment entropy growth for α ≤ d. We discuss the existence of a long prethermalization
regime where the dynamics are dominated by collective behavior, as a result of the quasi-
conservation of finite-wavelength excitations. This explains the counterintuitive loga-
rithmic entanglement growth reported by several numerical simulations.

In the previous chapter, we analyzed numerically the entanglement spreading
in long-range systems, with interactions decaying as 1/rα. Here, we focus on the
entanglement entropy in the fully long-range regime for α ≤ d. We show that the
dynamics are dominated by the semiclassical collective zero-mode, whose out-of-
equilibrium properties have been the subject of Chapter 3.

When interactions decay with the distance between spins, the full permuta-
tional symmetry of the infinite-range Hamiltonian (2.17) is broken and the finite-
wavelength spin modes participate in the dynamics. These excitations now allow the
system to explore the full Hilbert space beyond the Dicke manifold, i.e., “inside the
Bloch sphere”. Hence, the system may be expected to thermalize by accumulating
extensive entanglement entropy, as outlined in Chapter 1. However, when the range
of interactions is sufficiently long, various numerical works have reported hints of
ergodicity breaking [289, 341, 342, 383–385, 408, 438, 453, 461–463]. Firstly, as
also discussed in the previous Chapter 4, several simulations have shown a logarith-
mic slowdown of entanglement entropy growth after a sudden quench [341, 342],
similarly to the one of many-body localized systems [cf. Section 1.3.3]. In the same
regime, various semiclassical approaches have shown to correctly capture the dynam-
ics of local observables up to very long-times, see e.g. Refs.[284, 289, 290].

In this chapter, we address the impact of long-range interactions on the semi-
classical entanglement dynamics. We use the general framework of Section 2.3.2
to study the contribution of spin-waves excitations on top of the infinite-range
model. This allows us to demonstrate the existence of a long “prethermalization”
regime, where spin-waves are mostly suppressed in typical quenches. This quasi-
conservation is supplemented by a stability analysis. As a consequence, spin-waves
yield only a bounded contribution to entanglement growth on top of the leading
collective spin squeezing entanglement introduced in Chapter 3.

105
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Therefore, this picture leads to a universal logarithmic growth of SA in the ab-
sence of semiclassical chaos for α ≤ d, as reported numerically [341, 342]. The
theory further predicts fast entanglement growth in the vicinity of critical quenches.
As such, our findings identify a qualitative change to respect to the standard quasipar-
ticle picture of entanglement dynamics [cf. Section 1.3.3], induced by long-range
interactions.

The analytical results agree with numerical computations for quantum Ising
chains with long-range couplings, obtained via TDVP algorithm. In particular, we
analyze the standard long-range Ising model with the transverse field and the one
with the tilted fields. We also study how short-range interactions affect this pic-
ture, restoring the standard quasi-particle picture [cf. Section 1.3.3] which results
in linear growth of the entanglement entropy.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we illustrate our
approach to the study of the quasi-conservation of spin-waves and their correspond-
ing impact on the bipartite entanglement dynamics. In Section 5.2, we exemplify
our findings applying the above formalism to three different long-range spin-chains.
We first analyze the long-range Ising chain with transverse and tilted field in Sec-
tions 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 respectively. Then, in Section 5.2.3 we consider the impact
of short-range interactions.

5.1 Quasi-conservation of spin waves for α ≤ d

In this section, we aim at describing the persistence of the collective behavior of
long-range systems for finite 0 ≤ α < d.
To keep the discussion general, let us re-define the long-range Hamiltonian in arbi-
trary dimensions d. For definiteness, we deal with a quantum spin-1/2 system on a
d-dimensional cubic lattice of size L governed by a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = − 1

Nα,N

∑
µ,ν=x,y,z

Jµν

N∑
i ̸=j

ŝµi ŝ
ν
j

|ri − rj|α
−
∑

µ=x,y,z

hµ

N∑
i

ŝµi , (5.1)

where the exponent α ≥ 0 characterizes the algebraic decay of spin-spin interactions.
The distance |ri − rj| between two sites on the periodic lattice is taken as

|ri − rj| =

√√√√ d∑
µ=1

[
min(|rµi − rµj |, L− |rµi − rµj |)

]2
. (5.2)

The Hamiltonian (5.1) is rescaled by the Kač normalization defined in Eq.(4.2).

We study the impact of long-range interactions by using the formalism intro-
duced in Section 2.3.2. First of all, one performs the Fourier transform of the long-
range Hamiltonian (5.1). In the Ising long-range Hamiltonian (4.1), for example,
this leads to the same equations of (2.96), where now J̃0 = J and the spin-waves
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couplings J̃k = f̃α,k with

f̃α,k =
1

Nα,N

∑
j(̸=i)

e−ik·(rj−ri)

|rj − ri|α
. (5.3)

Then, one expands the individual spins around the classical direction via Holstein-
Primakoff transformations, obtaining the generic transformed Hamiltonian (2.98),
i.e.

˜̂
H(t) =

˜̂
H0(t)−

∑
k̸=0

f̃α,k

[
Jqq(θ, ϕ)

q̃kq̃−k
2

+Jpp(θ, ϕ)
p̃kp̃−k
2

+Jqp(θ, ϕ)
q̃kp̃−k + p̃kq̃−k

2

]
+O

(
1√
N

)
,

(5.4)
where J ’s are coefficients depending on the classical degrees of freedom (θ(t), ϕ(t))

and ˜̂
H0(t) is the collective-mode Hamiltonian that encodes for the infinite-range

part f̃α,0 δk,0 ≡ δk,0 of the interaction f̃α,k 1. In the above equations, it is assumed
that the motion of the angles θ(t) and ϕ(t) is fixed in such a way that linear terms
in the collective quantum fluctuations Q ≡ q̃0 and P ≡ p̃0 vanish. This is equiva-
lent to the self-consistency requirement ⟨ŜX(t)⟩ ≡ ⟨ŜY (t)⟩ ≡ 0. We recall that the
collective Hamiltonian ˜̂H0(t) conserves the bosonic occupation numbers of all the
other spin-wave modes at finite wavelength,

n̂k ̸=0 ≡ q̃kq̃−k + p̃kp̃−k − 1

2
. (5.5)

as
[
n̂k,

˜̂
H0

]
= 0 for all k ̸= 0.

The dynamical excitation of spin waves with finite wavelengths for α > 0 is re-
sponsible for modifications to the semiclassical dynamics. As is evident in Eq. (5.4),
their impact is controlled by the strength of the finite-range part f̃α,k ̸=0 of the in-
teraction. These couplings are vanishing in the infinite-range model with α = 0.
Remarkably, they turn out to be suppressed in the thermodynamics limit N → ∞
also for 0 < α ≤ d. See Figure 5.1 for an illustration of the behavior of the function
f̃α,k in d = 1.
Furthermore, in Appendix F we rigorously derive the following bounds α < d

∣∣f̃α,k̸=0

∣∣ ≤



const × 1

(|k|L) d+1
2

for α ≤ d− 1

2
,

const × 1

(|k|L)d−α
for d− 1

2
< α < d,

const ×
∣∣ ln|k|+ F̃ (|k|)

∣∣
lnL

for α = d .

(5.6)

1Notice that in Eq.(5.4) we are neglecting U3 and U4 in Eq.(2.98) which account for the feedback
of the quantum fluctuations. Their contributions is sub-leading to respect to the Hamiltonian (5.4).
This follows from the specific analytic structure of f̃α,k̸=0 that we discuss below.
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Figure 5.1: Plots of the function f̃α,k (5.3) for d = 1. (Left panel): f̃α,k is shown for several
values of α, for N = L = 500. The function squeezes towards k = 0 for
0 ≤ α ≤ 1. For 1 < α < 2, f̃α,k becomes a finite function with a cusp behavior
for small k, while for α ≫ 2 is a cosine-like function. (Central panel): f̃α,k is
shown for α = 0.7 and increasing values of N . Qualitatively similar behavior
occurs for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Squeezing towards a delta function as N → ∞ occurs
with a speed N−(1−α) for α < 1 and 1/ lnN for α = 1. (Right panel): a “zoom”
of the plot in the bottom left panel is shown, for larger values ofN . The rescaled
function in the vicinity of k = 0 converges to a finite limiting curve as N → ∞.
This discrete structure approaches a continuum as α↗ 1.

These implies that for all fixed k ̸= 0, the coupling f̃α,k is vanishingly small in
thermodynamic limit L→ ∞ whenever α ≤ d, and hence the associated number of
bosonic excitations is an approximate constant of motion,∣∣∣⟨[n̂k ̸=0,

˜̂
H(t)

]⟩∣∣∣ ≤ const
(|k|L)β

, with β ≡ min
(
d− α, (d+ 1)/2

)
. (5.7)

Therefore, there exists a long time scale

Tsw ∼ Nβ/d , (5.8)

during which the dynamical excitation of spin waves with finite wavelengths is sup-
pressed 2 (note the interesting relation to the prethermalization time in Ref. [289]).
As such, the total number of spin waves excitations n̂sw at finite wavelength (5.5)
remains small during the dynamics, i.e.

n̂sw =
∑
k ̸=0

n̂k ≪ N . (5.9)

An equivalent statement is that that the collective spin, in Eq.(2.103), remains close
to the maximal value N/2 during the pre-thermal regime, that is

⟨Ŝ(t)2⟩ =
(
N

2
− ⟨n̂sw(t)⟩

)(
N

2
− ⟨n̂sw(t)⟩+ 1

)
. (5.10)

2Note that this justifies a posteriori the Holstein-Primakoff approach, as the density of spin waves
remains small over a long time window
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However, permutational symmetry may severely break over large length scales
via excitations with |k| ∝ 1/L. As we discuss in detail in the next section, their dy-
namics is governed by the Hamiltonian (5.4) and it is equivalent to a discrete set of
periodically driven quantum oscillators, the drive being induced by the precession of
the collective spin. From a stability analysis, we find that for typical quenches these
long-wavelength spin-wave modes are non-resonantly driven and hence weakly ex-
cited. Their resulting contribution to entanglement dynamics amounts to bounded
oscillations on top of the dominant, the semiclassical induced logarithmic growth.
Near dynamical criticality, however, resonant excitation of these modes may lead
to exponentially growing quantum fluctuations (cf. Ref. [289]) and hence linear
increase of the entanglement entropy, see e.g. the example in Section 5.2.2.

5.1.1 Stability analysis of spin-waves
We can now analyze the full contribution of the spin waves to the quantum

dynamics. To this end, we start by discussing the evolution of the population of the
spin waves after a quench.

The time-dependent Hamiltonian (5.4) shows that, within the linear spin-wave
analysis, the system is equivalent to a set of periodically driven quantum harmonic os-
cillators, labelled by the quasimomentum k. The classical evolution of the collective
spin, described by the periodic dynamics of the angles θ(t), ϕ(t) with a frequency
ωcl ≡ 2π/Tcl, acts as a drive on these bosonic modes described by the variables
(q̃k(t), p̃k(t)). The driving frequency ωcl is common to all k’s and depends only on
the quench, while the driving amplitude depends both on the quench and on k

via the coupling strength f̃α,k. As a consequence of the bounds in Eqs. (5.6), the
driving amplitude is vanishingly small in the thermodynamic limit for all fixed k’s
when α < d, which implies that the excitation of all finite-wavelength modes is van-
ishingly weak, so that their effects are generically negligible for large N , and in any
case delayed to the divergent time scale Tsw in Eq.(5.8). However, long-wavelength
modes with |k| ∝ 1/L are driven with a finite intensity. Therefore, in the presence
of long-range interactions with α < d, the description of the system dynamics effec-
tively reduces to a discrete set of driven quantum oscillators, corresponding to spin
fluctuations with kµ = 0,±2π/L,±4π/L, . . . ,±2πn∗/L, for µ = 1, . . . , d, where the
cutoff n∗ ≫ 1 can be taken independent of L, see the right panel of Figure 5.1.
This is in contrast with systems with shorter-range interactions (i.e., with α > d),
in which a continuum of traveling quasiparticles generate linear growth of entan-
glement entropy through the standard Calabrese-Cardy mechanism [102], see also
Section 1.3.3.

For a large set of initial conditions, spin waves are stable, and consequently, their
population remains bounded in time. However, particular quenches typically near
mean-field dynamical critical points, may give rise to a runstable of long-wavelength
spin waves, leading to an exponentially growing population thereof. This effect is
a hallmark of semiclassical chaos induced by the finiteness of the interaction range
and is associated with a linear increase of entanglement entropy in time (see below).

A stability analysis of the spin-wave excitations allows one to predict the nature
of the dynamics and correspondently of the entanglement growth (logarithmic or
linear) for any given quench. It can be performed as follows. For any long-range spin
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Hamiltonian, one can perform a nonequilibrium spin-wave expansion as explained
in Section 5.1 above, and compute the time-evolution(

q̃k(t0 + Tcl)
p̃k(t0 + Tcl)

)
= Uk(Tcl) ·

(
q̃k(t0)
p̃k(t0)

)
(5.11)

of each spin-wave mode over one classical period Tcl. Hence, one obtains the eigen-
values e±λkTcl of the 2 × 2 matrix Uk(Tcl). The number λk, known as the Floquet
quasi-frequency (see, e.g., Refs. [464, 465]) of the driven oscillator, determines the
resonance condition of the driven oscillator. If λk = iωk is purely imaginary, then the
mode is stable and its amplitude remains bounded in time, oscillating at a frequency
|ωk|. On the contrary, if λk is real, the mode in unstable and its amplitude grows
exponentially fast in time with a rate |λk|. Isolated resonances may in principle oc-
cur for particular trajectories. It seems to be typically the case (see the examples
below) that quenches near dynamical criticality give rise to unstable excitation of
spin waves. In other words, the classical separatrix of the mean-field dynamics for
α = 0 broadens to a finite layer of instability (chaoticity) for α > 0.

To quantify the stability of a given quantum quench, one can study the Kolmorgorov-
Sinai entropy defined in Eq.(3.7). In particular, we will study its dependence as a
function of the initial configurations on the Bloch sphere, i.e.

ΛKS(θ0, ϕ0) =
∑

k:λk>0

Re[λk(θ0, ϕ0)] . (5.12)

5.1.2 Entanglement dynamics
The above discussion allows us to understand the full spin-wave time-dependent

entanglement entropy, using known mathematical results for quadratic bosons [322].
Even for α > 0, the entanglement between two subsets of quantum spins is encoded
in the entanglement between their respective bosonic fluctuations. For a general
system of quadratic bosons, SA(t) can be computed with standard techniques, that
we already used in Section 3.1.3, see, e.g., Refs. [322, 466, 467]. We briefly re-
call how this computation can be performed for translation-invariant Hamiltonians
such as Eq. (5.4). The time evolution is diagonal in Fourier space, and one in-
tegrates N decoupled pairs of equations of motion for (q̃k(t), p̃k(t)) to obtain the
time-evolved Gaussian state of each Fourier mode, described by the correlations
(G̃qq

k (t), G̃qp
k (t), G̃pp

k (t)) defined by

G̃αβ
k (t) =

1

2

⟨
α̃k(t)β̃−k(t) + β̃k(t)α̃−k(t)

⟩
(5.13)

for α, β = q, p. The time-evolved operators q̃k(t), p̃k(t) are linearly related to those
at time t = 0 via the solution to the Heisenberg equations of motion ˙̃αk(t) =

−i
[
α̃k(t),

˜̂
H(t)

]
with the generator ˜̂H(t) in Eq. (5.4). Within the linear spin-wave

analysis, the state of a subsystem composed of M < N spins contained in a region
A of the lattice is a Gaussian bosonic state determined by the instantaneous correla-
tions {

Gαβ
ij (t) =

⟨
αi(t)βj(t) + βi(t)αj(t)

⟩}
i,j∈A

α,β=q,p

(5.14)
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between them, which can be expressed in terms of G̃αβ
k (t) via Fourier antitransform

Gαβ
ij (t) =

2

N

∑
k

eik(ri−rj)G̃αβ
k (t) ≡ Gαβ

r (t)
∣∣∣
r=ri−rj

. (5.15)

This set of correlations for i, j ∈ A, collected in a 2M × 2M matrix GA, uniquely
identifies the reduced density matrix ρ̂A(t). The von Neumann entropy of this
Gaussian bosonic state can be computed via Eq.(3.20), namely

SA =
M∑
i=1

S(νi) , with S(νi) =
νi + 1

2
ln
νi + 1

2
− νi − 1

2
ln
νi − 1

2
, (5.16)

where νi are the symplectic eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, see e.g. the Note 5.

For long-range interactions with 0 < α ≤ d, the growth of SA(t) turns out
to be determined by the stability of the discrete set of long-wavelength excitations,
expressed by the Floquet quasi-frequencies λk with |k| ∝ 1/L: see the above discus-
sion and Figure 5.1 in the previous section. In particular, one can use the general
semiclassical description of the previous chapter, summarized in Table 3.1.

If all the modes are imaginary (i.e., all are stable), then SA(t) ∼ ln t exhibits a slow
growth dominated by the collective spin fluctuations with k = 0. On the other hand,
if some of them are real (i.e., some modes are unstable), then SA(t) ∼ ΛKS t exhibits
a fast growth dominated by the unstable quantum fluctuations [cf. Eq.(3.31)].

In view of the above discussion of the evolution of the k-resolved spin-wave pop-
ulation after a quench, we conclude that typical quenches in a long-range interacting
quantum spin-1/2 system yield a logarithmic growth of the von Neumann entan-
glement entropy, as argued in the main text. See below for a numerical illustration.

5.2 Application to long-range spin chains

To show the validity of our analysis, we apply it to a variety of spin models
and quenches. As explained in Section 2.1.2, their fully connected limit is mapped
into a single classical degree of freedom. Being integrable, they generically display a
logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy, with the exception of the classical
unstable trajectory. For an illustration of the case with α = 0 see Figures 3.1 and
3.2.

5.2.1 Long-range quantum Ising chain in a transverse field

We first consider the long-range quantum Ising chain in a transverse field [cf.
Eq.(4.1) of the first section]. In this case, the fully-connected limit is given by the
LMG model discussed in Section 3.2.

First of all, the equation of motion for the spin-wave correlations in k-space
G̃αβ

k (t) for α, β = q, p in Eq.(5.13) ca be computed following Section 2.3.2. For the
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3.3 The ’Sferettes’
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Figure 5.2: Density plot of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate ΛKS(θ0, ϕ0) for different
initial conditions (θ0, ϕ0) on the Bloch sphere for α = 0.7, h = 0.5J . The
picture is converged with respect to refining the k-space discretization (here
N = 100).

Hamiltonian (4.1), they had been already derived in Eqs.(2.107) and read

d

dt
Gqq

k = 4J̃k cos θ cosϕ sinϕ Gqq
k + 4

(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k sin2 ϕ

)
Gqp

k ,

d

dt
Gpp

k = −4
(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k cos2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
Gqp

k − 4J̃k cos θ cosϕ sinϕ∆pp
k ,

d

dt
Gqp

k = −2
(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k cos2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
Gqq

k + 2
(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k sin2 ϕ

)
Gpp

k

.

(5.17)
where J̃k ≡ Jf̃α,k and the periodic time-dependence of the angles (θ(t), ϕ(t)) are
determined by the classical precession of the collective spin described by Eqs.(2.89).
The Fourier antitransform of G̃αβ

k (t) leads to the real-space correlation functions
(5.15), which enter the computation of the entanglement entropy via Eq. (5.16).

Following the discussion above, we first perform a global Floquet stability analy-
sis. For illustration purposes, we focus on quenches to the ferromagnetic phase with
α = 0.7, h = 0.5J starting from generic fully-polarized spin states, characterized by
angles (θ0, ϕ0) spanning the entire Bloch sphere. The spherical plot in Figure 5.2,
shows the value of ΛKS(θ0, ϕ0) as a function of the initial conditions in Eq.(5.12).
This quantity is vanishing for regular evolutions free of dynamically unstable exci-
tation modes (i.e., with an entirely real Floquet dispersion relation {−iλk ≡ ωk}k),
whereas it is strictly positive when at least one mode k∗ is unstable [i.e., Re(λk∗) ̸= 0].
The results show that only quenches near dynamical criticality give rise to unstable
excitation of spin waves. They correspond to initial configurations close to the clas-
sical separatrix of the mean-field dynamics, as shown by the purple region on in
Figure 5.2. In other words, the single unstable trajectory for α = 0 broadens to a
finite layer of instability for α > 0. However, for typical quenches well away from
criticality (the black region on the sphere in Figure 5.2), spin waves are stable.

As results from the above discussion, we can extend the entanglement analysis to
varying α and h. We find that, for typical quenches, the population ⟨n̂k ̸=0⟩ of spin
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between finite-size MPS-TDVP numerical data (light-to-dark blue
curves for increasing N ), the spin-squeezing contribution (grey) and full spin-
wave entanglement (black), for α = 0.1 (left panel) and 0.7 (right panel), for
the quench h0 = 0 → hf = 2J , with N = 500.

waves remains bounded in time, whereas the collective fluctuations ⟨n̂k=0⟩ ≡ ⟨n̂exc⟩
grow polynomially in time as t2, as discussed in general in Section 3.1.4. Conse-
quently, entanglement entropy growth is dominated by the spin-squeezing collec-
tive contribution, and spin-wave excitations generate a finite correction, the impact
of which grows as α increases. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.3, where we
compare the full spin-waves calculation with the MPS-TDVP data obtained using
periodic boundary conditions. These plots highlight that: i) the spin-squeezing
contribution captures the leading behavior of the time-dependent entanglement en-
tropy for all α < 1, provided long-wavelength modes are stable, as occurs in typical
quenches; ii) the full spin-wave entanglement entropy calculation quantitatively re-
produces the numerical data before saturation as N is increased. These two occur-
rences strongly support the effectiveness of the nonequilibrium spin-wave analysis
of entanglement entropy growth. To fully corroborate the above picture, we report
in Figure 5.4 the time evolution of the k-resolved spin-wave population for the same
quench.

5.2.2 Long-range quantum Ising chain in a tilted field

We further discuss the quenches in long-range quantum Ising chains in a tilted
magnetic field, described by the following Hamiltonian

Ĥ = − J

Nα,N

N∑
i<j

σ̂x
i σ̂

x
j

|i− j|α
− hz

N∑
i

σ̂z
i − hx

N∑
i

σ̂x
i , (5.18)

where now hz and hx are respectively the transverse and longitudinal field and Nα,N

is the Kač normalization (4.2). This model has been considered by T.Mori in
Ref.[289]. There, it is argued that the non-equilibrium dynamics of a long-range
quantum Ising chain (with 0 < α < 1 and with transverse field hz = 0.32J and lon-
gitudinal field hx = 0.26J) shows signatures of many-body chaos. The dynamics
are studied by starting from the paramagnetic state with spins fully polarized along
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Figure 5.4: Time-dependent k-resolved spin-wave population for α = 0.1 (left panel) and
α = 0.7 (right panel) after a quench from h0 = 0 to hf = 2J . The blue color
gradient for the spin-wave populations in Fourier modes follows the quasimo-
mentum |k| from the darkest (k = ±2π/L) down to smaller-wavelength modes
with larger |k| (only the first 20 modes out of N = 500 are shown).

the z axis, i.e., from hz,0 = ∞. (Note that x ↔ z have been exchanged in our
conventions.)

We apply here the non-equilibrium spin-wave theory and the theory of entan-
glement dynamics developed in the present chapter. Upon adding a longitudinal
field, the classical equation of motion of the collective spin [cf. Eq.(3.35) of Section
3.2] now reads θ̇ = 2J sin θ cosϕ sinϕ+ 2hx sinϕ

ϕ̇ = −2hz + 2J cos θ cos2 ϕ+ 2hx
cos θ

sin θ
cosϕ .

(5.19)

and the evolution equations for the spin-wave correlations, ( J̃k ≡ Jf̃α,k ) are

Ġqq
k =4J̃k cos θ cosϕ sinϕ G̃qq

k + 4

(
J cos2 ϕ+ hx

cosϕ

sin θ
− J̃k sin2 ϕ

)
G̃qp

k ,

Ġpp
k =− 4

(
J cos2 ϕ+ hx

cosϕ

sin θ
− J̃k cos2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
G̃qp

k − 4J̃k cos θ cosϕ sinϕ G̃pp
k

Ġpq
k =− 2

(
J cos2 ϕ− J̃k cos2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
G̃qq

k + 2

(
J cos2 ϕ+ hx

cosϕ

sin θ
− J̃k sin2 ϕ

)
G̃pp

k

.

(5.20)
We first study the mean-field case α = 0, verifying that the growth of entangle-

ment entropy is logarithmic for the considered quench, see Figure 5.5, as follows
from our predictions. However, due to the closeness to a nearby dynamical critical
point, the short-time dynamics of entanglement is fast, and the universal logarith-
mic behavior emerges only over longer times. In agreement with our theory, larger
system sizes are required to observe the asymptotic behavior, as confirmed by the
ED numerical results. Because of these strong finite-size effects, we did not attempt
for α > 0 numerical investigations with MPS-TDVP, limited to N ≲ 100, but di-
rectly studied the limiting behavior in the thermodynamic limit via a full spin-wave
calculation of entanglement dynamics. The results are shown in Figure 5.6, left
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between entanglement entropy growth computed numerically
(ED) and analytically (semiclassical formula) for α = 0, for the quenches in
Ref.[289] [Eq. (5.18) with hz = 0.32J , hx = 0.26J , initial state polarized
along z]. The growth is logarithmic, but finite-size effects are strong due to
closeness to a mean-field dynamical critical point.

panel, for increasing values of α, and they confirm that the growth of entanglement
entropy is linear for α > 0, as suggested by the results of Ref. [289] in view of the
interpretation provided by the theory presented here.

To fully corroborate this picture, we presented a similar analysis to that outlined
above for the Ising chain in a transverse field. In Figure 5.7, we report the time evo-
lution of the k-resolved spin-wave population for the same quench. The dynamical
production of long-wavelength spin-wave excitations is unstable, i.e., exponentially
growing. This occurrence hints at the fact that the quench considered in Ref. [289]
falls into a layer of instability of the many-body semiclassical dynamics, character-
ized by a positive Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate (5.12) and hence a linear growth
of entanglement entropy in time. This is confirmed by the spherical plot in Figure
5.6, right panel, of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate ΛKS as a function of the ini-
tial configuration on the Bloch sphere (5.12). The considered quench falls inside
the instability layer which opens up around the classical separatrix upon increasing
α > 0. However, we emphasize that a large set of initial configurations show a sta-
ble generation of spin waves, and hence slow logarithmic growth of entanglement
entropy, even for this Hamiltonian (the black region in the spherical plot).

5.2.3 Short-range perturbations to collective spin models

The above analysis shows that slow logarithmic growth of the entanglement en-
tropy can be expected in the quench dynamics of spin-1/2 systems with long-range
interactions. The underlying mechanism involves the existence of a discrete set of
excitation modes (the long-wavelength spin waves) which yield a bounded, sublead-
ing contribution to entanglement when non-resonantly driven by the collective spin
dynamics. However, this is an intrinsic property of slowly-decaying interactions,
which generically fails for other types of perturbations of infinite-range models.

To explicitly show this, we consider additional finite-range interactions as per-
turbations to an integrable system with collective interactions. To be specific, we
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Figure 5.6: Left panel: Comparison between entanglement entropy growth obtained via
the full spin-wave computation with N = 500, for increasing α = 0, 0.3 and
0.5, for the quenches in Ref. [289] [Eq. (5.18) with hz = 0.32J , hx = 0.26J ,
initial state polarized along z]. While the growth is logarithmic in the integrable
case α = 0, the breaking of integrability induced by a finite range triggers a
linear growth of S(t), due to unstable excitation of long-wavelength spin waves:
see the text and Figure 5.7. Right panel: Spherical plot of the Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy rate hKS(θ0, ϕ0) versus the initial spin-polarized configuration,
for α = 0.7.
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Figure 5.7: Time-dependent k-resolved spin-wave population for the quenches in Ref.
[289] [Eq. (5.18) with hz = 0.32J , hx = 0.26J , initial state polarized
along z]. Collective quantum fluctuations with k = 0 grow polynomially,
whereas the long-wavelength modes k = ±2π/L (left, α = 0.3) and k =
±2π/L, 4π/L, 6π/L (right, α = 0.5), diverge exponentially fast in time. Here
we have set N = 500.

consider a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥlr+sr = Ĥα − λ
∑
i

σ̂x
i σ̂

x
i+1 , (5.21)

where Ĥα is the long-range quantum Ising chain in Eq.(4.1). In Refs. [293, 294], it
has been shown that the nonequilibrium spin-wave approach adequately describes
the dynamics of this Hamiltonian when λ ≪ J . We show that the two kinds of
perturbations, corresponding to raising α or λ from 0, respectively, lead to a radically
different scenario of entanglement growth, in accordance with the theory developed
above.
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Figure 5.8: Entanglement entropy growth obtained via the full spin-wave analysis, for
quenches h0 = 0 → hf = 0.7J in the Hamiltonian (5.21). We compare the
effects of the two kinds of perturbations to the fully-connected quantum Ising
model with α = 0, λ = 0: i) α = 0.7, λ = 0, i.e., a slow spatial decay of
interactions (left); ii) α = 0, λ = 0.2J , i.e., additional weak nearest-neighbor
interactions (right). In both plots, the black lines represent the behavior of the
fully-connected quantum Ising model with α = 0, λ = 0, for comparison. It
is apparent that the former α-perturbation (top) provides only bounded correc-
tions to the logarithmic growth of the permutationally-invariant limit, whereas
the latter λ-perturbation clearly exhibits the onset of a linear-in-time growth
(with a small slope) which can be appreciated at long times. The insets report
the same data on a logarithmic time scale, highlighting the different behavior.
In this computation N = 500.

For the spin-wave analysis of the Hamiltonian Hlr+sr in Eq. (5.21), it is actu-
ally sufficient to substitute Jk ̸=0 = Jf̃α,k + λ cos k in Eqs. (5.20). In the case α = 0,
λ ̸= 0, the spin-wave Hamiltonian features two fundamental differences: firstly, it is
equivalent to a system of quantum oscillators with short-range interactions, hence
described by a continuous dispersion relation with a finite bandwidth (apart from
the singular k = 0 mode); secondly, all excitations with k ̸= 0 now live on a widely
separated energy scale λ ≪ J with respect to the classical drive. Therefore, away
from fine-tuned resonances, the system typically behaves as a standard model of free
bosonic excitations, where the fast, non-resonant drive amounts to modifying their
effective dispersion relation. Such a system is expected to exhibit light-cone spread-
ing of quantum correlations and linear growth of entanglement entropy, according
to the standard Calabrese-Cardy quasiparticle picture [cf. Section 1.3.3], in stark
contrast to the perturbation with α > 0, λ = 0 discussed above.

To be fair, it should be noted that the λ-perturbed model features a coexistence of
two mechanisms, namely the spin squeezing associated with the singular k = 0mode
and the traveling quasiparticles associated with the all the remaining k ̸= 0 modes.
Although the second mechanism is clearly dominant [linear over logarithmic S(t)],
for tiny perturbations λ ≪ J , a long time is required to appreciate this distinction.
In practice, for small sizes, short times, weak quenches, and/or weak perturbations,
one will always observe a crossover from initial logarithmic growth to an asymptotic
linear growth.

We verified the predictions above explicitly: see the comparison between the
two perturbations in Figure 5.8. We conclude that, as expected based on the present
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analysis, the nature of the integrability-breaking perturbation is crucial, and the slow
growth of entanglement analyzed is a characteristic property of long-range interac-
tions.

5.3 Conclusions
The mechanism underlying entanglement growth in long-range interacting quan-

tum systems complements the available paradigms for entanglement dynamics char-
acterizing systems with local interactions [102, 216, 224, 233, 234, 247, 468] and,
at the same time, improves the current understanding of the efficiency of “classical”
simulations of quantum long-range interacting spin chains with matrix-product-
state techniques [212, 213]. In connection with known instances of ergodicity
breaking stemming from long-range interactions [289, 341, 342, 383, 385, 400,
408, 438, 448, 453, 461–463], the suppression of spin-wave excitations demon-
strated in this chapter clarifies the role of long-range interactions in constraining
quantum dynamics to small portions of the many-body Hilbert space in the relevant
time regime. Such quasi-conservation shows that the quantum dynamics subject to
long-range interactions are constrained to small portions of the many-body Hilbert
space in the correct time regime. Concerning the slow entanglement growth, this is
reminiscent of localized or glassy dynamics

Therefore it becomes crucial to understand whether this effect exists only in a
prethermalization regime or whether it has a corresponding impact also to the many-
body eigenstates. This issue is subject of current work.



Chapter 6

Scrambling dynamics in the Sherrington Kirkpatrick

model

In this chapter, we study the echo dynamics in the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK)
model, where the validity of the semiclassical approach is ensured by the large N limit.
We explore the requirements under which the echo of observable grows exponentially fast
in time. These are determined by the nature of the observable and of the initial state
and by the existence of a well-defined semiclassical limit. We also discuss a short-range
version of the SK model, where the quantum echo grows only polynomially in time.

In the previous chapters, semiclassical approaches have been applied to fully con-
nected systems or long-range models with clean interactions. In this chapter, we will
apply the TWA [cf. Section 2.2.1] to a many-body problem of fully disordered inter-
acting spins, where the largeN limit ensures the validity of the semiclassical analysis.
In particular, we will focus on irreversibility and scrambling dynamics as witnessed
by the echo observable (1.44), introduced in Section 1.2.4.

As discussed above, understanding the footprints of chaos in quantum-many-
body systems has been under debate for a long time. Here, we investigate how
chaotic many-body quantum dynamics leads to the exponential divergence of the
echo of observables in the transverse quantum Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) spin
model with long-range interactions. This model can be experimentally realized
over different atomic platforms ranging from cavity QED to Rydberg atoms. The-
oretically, it has many analogies with the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model 1, as it
shares the feature of having non-local all-to-all random interactions. At the same
time, there are important differences between them: while the SK displays a quan-
tum phase transition towards a quantum glass phase below a critical transverse field
[469–471], the SYK remains critical and scale-invariant at all temperatures. Because
of nonuniform couplings, the SK model can not be mapped to that of a large spin
and for this reason, there is no simple classical limit, in a way similar to the situa-
tion in the SYK model. Yet we show the validity of the semiclassical expansion, such
as the truncated Wigner approximation [c.f. Section 2.2.1], both analytically and
numerically. Hence, TWA can accurately reproduce both the forward evolution of

1As mentioned in Section 1.2.4, we recall that the SYK model is a solvable model of all-to-all
interacting Maiorana fermions. Among its properties, it is well-known because its OTOC grows
exponentially fast with a rate that saturates the “bound to chaos”, i.e. λ = 2πT/ℏ [147].
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observables like magnetization (essentially up to infinitely long times) and the echo
and hence the OTOC up to the Ehrenfest time. In this sense, even in the absence
of a clear mapping to a classical Hamiltonian, the large N limit of the SK model is
semiclassical, similarly to the SYK model [183].

The availability of a semiclassical limit is, also in this case, the most important in-
gredient to see an exponential growth of the echo of observables (and of the OTOC).
As in recent studies of the SYK model, we find that to have exponential behavior
of the OTOC it is necessary to have long-range interactions in the system, correctly
captured by semiclassical TWA dynamics. In this way, even in the absence of an
obvious classical limit in the system, 1/N serves as an effective Planck’s constant
ℏ. To further confirm the crucial role of a well-defined semiclassical limit, we also
considered a short-range version of the SK model with random couplings between
sites decaying gaussianly as a function of their distance. In this case, the semiclassi-
cal description fails to correctly reproduce the echo dynamics, which do not show
exponential sensitivity to the protocol time. Our work, therefore, confirms that
the existence of quantum Lyapunov exponents is closely related to the proximity
of the model to the semiclassical limit, coinciding with the corresponding classical
exponents [184–187] (c.f. Ref. [183] for the SYK model).

We also find that the nature of the initial state and the observable are crucial to
observe exponential echo response in this and other largeN models. To see the expo-
nential growth of the OTOC, the operator on the initial state has, in loose terms, to
give enough “space” to the OTOC to develop an exponential growth. This means
quantitatively that the intermediate time window separating the early perturbative
power-law growth of the latter and its eventual saturation at long times has to be
long and eventually divergent in the thermodynamic limit. This is impossible in
quantum systems with a bounded local Hilbert space size like in spin 1/2 chains
or Hubbard like models of interacting fermions if we choose observables which are
local in space. Such operators are bounded by the corresponding finite operator
norms at long times and generically do not give room for exponential growth. In
Ref. [194] it was thus argued that collective observables such as the sums of local
observables, which can become arbitrarily large with the number of degrees of free-
dom, are better candidates for observing universal, non-perturbative behavior of
OTOC. Thus, given a collective observable, one has to require that the long-time
saturation value of the OTOC has a parametrically larger value in the system size
N than the coefficient governing the initial perturbative short-time behavior. Inter-
estingly, such requirements simultaneously constrain the nature of the initial state
and the observable. In particular, we find that for a collective observable the “good”
initial state must be such that there is an extensive difference between the initial and
the equilibrium (long time) values of the observable. For example, if we choose the
total (non-conserved) magnetization as an observable, which decays to zero under
forward evolution, one could start from an initially magnetized state. In the case of
the current, a good initial state will be the one with a macroscopic current, and so
on.

Such initial states naturally generalize those proposed by Rozenbaum et al. in
Ref. [472], where the authors associated the existence of an exponential regime with
the choice of the “classical” initial conditions localized in phase space, where the po-
sition and the momentum of the particle acquire non-zero expectation values. This
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choice of initial conditions is very similar to that proposed in Ref. [181] for studying
the echo based on more intuitive considerations. Notice that in Ref. [473] it was
argued that classical Lyapunov exponents can exceed the quantum one in the SYK
model. However, the authors of that paper considered initial conditions sampled
according to the classical thermal Gibbs distribution rather than the corresponding
Wigner function. The two choices can lead to inconsistencies between the conclu-
sions since the exponential growth crucially depends on the initial state.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 we discuss the
requirements on the initial state and the observables. Then, in Section 6.2 we de-
scribe the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model and its short-range version. In the
following Section 6.3, we discuss the application of TWA to the SK model and its
failure for the short-range case. Finally in Section 6.4, we show numerical results
and determine the Lyapunov exponent for the long-range model.

6.1 The choice of the initial state and the observable
The typical time dependence of the echo of observables (as well as that of other

OTOCs) is divided into three regimes: an initial perturbative one, reaching times
of the order of the inverse coupling constant, where the echo grows as a power
law, and an eventual saturation at long-times (beyond the Ehrenfest time) separated
by an intermediate regime, where the presence of quantum chaos is manifest as
exponential growth. It is clear that, for such exponential behavior to be seen, the
long-time saturation value of the echo has to be parametrically larger in the system
size N than the coefficient governing its initial perturbative short-time expansion.
This requirement puts some well-defined constraints on the type of observables and
of initial states to be considered.

Let us now explain quantitatively this point by first analyzing the short-time
regime with perturbation theory and then the long-time saturation value, evaluated
with the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis, introduced in Section 1.1.2. We
will show in the generic case of a sufficiently chaotic spin Hamiltonian satisfying
ETH, that the conditions above are met if one chooses i) either the perturbation B̂
or the observable Â to be collective (sum of local operators), ii) the initial expectation
value of Â in the state |ψ0⟩ far from the long-time (thermal) saturation value. As we
already mentioned above, while it is not required the analysis significantly simplifies
if the initial state is the eigenstate of Â

|ψ0⟩ = |α0⟩ : Â|α0⟩ = α0 |α0⟩ . (6.1)

6.1.1 Early-time growth
Let us start with the initial growth. Using Eq.(6.1), the average of the echo

operator in Eq.(1.44) becomes

µ(t) = ⟨B̂(t)ÂB̂(t)⟩ − α0 ⟨B̂2(t)⟩ . (6.2)
In order to derive the early-time behavior, it is more convenient to work in the
eigenbasis of the operator Â, i.e. Â|αλ⟩ = αλ |αλ⟩ with λ = 0, . . . , D−1, whereD is
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the Hilbert space dimension (D = 2N for a system of N spins 1/2). The early-time
expansion of the operator B̂(t) can be obtained via the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff
formula. Up to second order in time it reads

B̂(t) = B̂ − it[Ĥ, B̂]− t2/2 [Ĥ, [Ĥ, B̂]] +O(t3) . (6.3)

We will further assume that the operators Â and B̂ commute at t = 0. This guaran-
tees that µ(0) = 0, i.e. that the echo signal in Â only appears after some propagation
time. For this reason, the operators Â and B̂ can be simultaneously diagonalized
such that B̂|αλ⟩ = βλ|αλ⟩. At short times, the average of the echo operator (6.2)
reads

µ(t) = t2
∑
λ ̸=0

|Ĥ0λ|2 (βλ − β0)
2(αλ − α0) +O(t4) , (6.4)

where |Ĥ0λ| = ⟨α0|Ĥ|αλ⟩ are the matrix elements of Hamiltonian matrix elements
in the eigenbasis of Â.

6.1.2 Long time saturation
Let us now turn to the analysis of the long time saturation of the echo, or more

precisely of the infinite time average as defined in Eq.(1.6) of Eq.(1.44). It is conve-
nient to work in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian, i.e. Ĥ|En⟩ = En|En⟩. Hence,
Eq. (6.2) can be re-written as

µ(t) =
∑
nmpq

cn c
∗
q BnmAmpBpq e

i(En−Em+Ep−Eq) t − α0

∑
nmp

cn c
∗
mBnpBpm e

i(En−Em) t ,

(6.5)

where cn = ⟨ψ0|En⟩, Bnm = ⟨En|B̂|Em⟩ and Anm = ⟨En|Â|Em⟩. We will assume
that the Hamiltonian Ĥ is chaotic satisfying ETH [cf. Eq.(1.12)] and in particu-
lar that it has no degeneracies. With this choice, the time average of Eq.(6.5) is
non-zero only if the energies appearing in the exponentials are equal to each other
pairwise,[17, 44] such that

ei(En−Em+Ep−Eq) t = δnmδpq + δnqδmp − δnmpq ,

where δnmpq implies that all four indices are equal to each other. Likewise

ei(En−Em) t = δnm .

Then

µ =
∑
nm

cn c
∗
mBnnAnmBmm +

∑
nm

|cn|2|Bnm|2Amm −
∑
n

|cn|2B2
nnAnn − α0

∑
nm

|cn|2 |Bnm|2

=
∑
nm

cn c
∗
mBnnAnmBmm − α0

∑
n

|cn|2|Bnn|2 +
∑
n ̸=m

|cn|2 (Amm − α0) |Bnm|2 .

(6.6)

This expression further simplifies if we assume that the diagonal matrix elements
Bnn are smooth functions of En, an assumption always justified within ETH. As
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discussed in Section 1.1.1, typical initial states are characterized by subextensive
energy fluctuations, i.e. δ2E/E2 ∼ 1/N [cf. Eq.(1.9)]. Therefore, owing to the fact
that

∑
nm cn c

∗
mAnm = α0 and

∑
|cn|2 = 1, the first two terms in Eq.(6.6) cancel

each other and we get

µ̄ ≈
∑
n ̸=m

|cn|2 (Amm − α0) |Bnm|2 . (6.7)

We can now compute the long-time saturation value using the ETH ansatz for the
matrix elements of observables in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian. Substituting
Eq.(1.12) into E.(6.7), one obtains

µ̄ =
∑
n̸=m

|cn|2 [A(En + ωnm) − α0] |fB̂(En + ωnm/2, ωnm)|2 e−S(En+ωnm/2) . (6.8)

where we have replaced Rmm (|Rnm|2) with its statistical zero (unit) average and
Ē = En + ωnm/2 and Em = En + ωnm. We now write each sum as an integral with
the suitable density of states,

∑
m →

´∞
0
dEm e

S(Em) =
´
dωeS(E+ω). We therefore

have

µ̄ =
∑
n

|cn|2
ˆ

dω [A(En + ω) − α0] |fB̂(En + ω/2, ω)|2 e−S(En+ω/2)+S(En+ω) .

(6.9)

Since fB̂(E, ω) decays rapidly enough at large ω [474], we can expand in powers of
ω

A(En + ω) = A(E) +
∂A
∂E

ω +O(ω2) . (6.10a)

The term containing the energy derivative become irrelevant in the thermodynamic
limit, both if Â is a local operator, or a sum of local operators [17]. Substituting
back, we obtain

µ̄ =
∑
n

|cn|2 [A(En) − α0]

ˆ
dω |fB̂(En + ω/2, ω)|2 e−S(En+ω/2)+S(En+ω)

=
∑
n

|cn|2 [A(En) − α0] ⟨En|∆B̂2|En⟩ ,
(6.11)

where we have replaced the frequency integral by the variance over a single energy
eigenstate ⟨En|∆B̂2|En⟩ = ⟨En|B̂2|En⟩−⟨En|B̂|En⟩2, see Ref.[17]. Performing now
an expansion around the average energy E = ⟨ψ0|Ĥ|ψ0⟩

A(En) = A(E) + (En − E)A′(E) + 1

2
(En − E)2A′′(E) + . . . (6.12)

where A′(E) = ∂A/∂E|E and A′′(E) = ∂2A
∂E2 |E. One then obtains

µ̄ = (A(E) − α0)∆B
2(E) + δE2

[
(A(E)− α0) (B

′(E))2 +
1

2
A′′(E)∆B2(E)

]
,

(6.13)
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where we isolated the corrections proportional to δE2. If B̂ is a local operator, these
corrections are suppressed by a factor of N compared to the first leading term. On
the other hand, when B̂ is a sum of local operators, then the correction (proportional
to B′(E)) scales with N in the same way as the first leading term.

6.1.3 Existence of a parametric window for the echo growth
We are now in the position to compare the short and the long-time behavior

and find the conditions under which there is a parametric window for the growth
of the echo. A simple qualitative criterion, which is at the same time a necessary
condition, for the existence of such a window is

|µ(t∗)| ∼ N−ℓ|µ̄| ,

where ℓ is a positive power and t∗ is the time of breakdown of the short time expan-
sion. We will focus only on a class of operators Â and B̂ which are either local in
spins or can be represented as sums of local terms, i.e. we will focus on most com-
mon and measurable operators representing physical observables. Also, we will also
assume that the Hamiltonian contains sums of few spins (fermion) terms, i.e. it can
contain an external field and two or three spin interactions, which may not neces-
sarily be local in space. Under these assumptions, the Hamiltonian can flip at most
few spins. Therefore, for the states connected by the nonzero matrix element |H0λ|2,
the differences αλ − α0 and βλ − β0 are non-extensive irrespective on whether Â or
B̂ are local or sums of local terms. Therefore |αλ − α0| and |βλ − β0| are bounded
by some non-extensive constants MA = Maxλ|αλ − α0| and MB = Maxλ|βλ − β0|.

Let us start by estimating the short time expansion using Eq.(6.4) distinguish
three different possibilities, which we discuss one by one: (i) both Â and B̂ are col-
lective operators, (ii) one of the operators is global one is local and (iii) both Â and
B̂ are local.

(i) Â and B̂ are global operators. In this case at short times

µ(t) ≤ t2
∑
λ ̸=0

|Ĥ0λ|2 |βλ − β0|2|αλ − α0|

≤ t2MAM
2
B

∑
λ ̸=0

|Ĥ0λ|2 ∼ Ct2N,
(6.14)

where we used the standard normalization of the Hamiltonian such that it has an
extensive energy variance

⟨ψ0|Ĥ2|ψ0⟩ =
∑
λ

|Ĥ0λ|2 ∝ N .

We note that this scaling withN can be reduced further if αλ−α0 has an alternating
sign between different eigenstates αλ. The time t∗ defining the validity of the short
time expansion can be estimated from the decay of the expectation value of B̂(t),
which is readily obtained from Eq. (6.3)

⟨ψ0|B̂(t)|ψ0⟩ = β0 + t2
∑
λ

|H0λ|2(βλ − β0) +O(t3) .
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By equating the first and the second term in the expansion and by the same argu-
ments of extensivity of the energy variance in the initial state we see that the time t∗
is N-independent.

(ii) One of the operators Â or B̂ is local and the other is extensive. In this case
locality of one of the operators Â or B̂ (let us say B̂ for concreteness) restricts the
eigenstates |αλ⟩ in Eq. (6.14) to those where one of the local degrees of freedom (e.g.
a spin) is localized. This additional selection rule removes a factor of N from the
sum in Eq. (6.14) leading to the following estimate

µ(t) ∼ Ct2 . (6.15)

It is easy to see that the time scale t∗ is N-independent irrespective of whether the
operator B̂ is extensive or global.

(iii) Both Â and B̂ are local. We will focus on operators that are not spatially sep-
arated. The OTOC for spatially separated operators was analyzed in the literature,
see e.g. Ref. [116]. In these situations, there is a possibility for exponential echo
growth, related to the out of the light cone dynamics and not generally connected
to the existence of chaos. Assuming that there is no spatial separation, we can easily
check that the Eq. (6.15) still holds.

Let us now determine the long time asymptotes of µ(t) from Eq. (6.7) for the
three cases. As already mentioned, the scaling of these asymptotes with N sets the
condition for the initial state and operator. The best initial state to have the maximal
room for the non-perturbative growth of the echo is such that the difference between
the initial value and its long time limit |A(E)−α0| appearing in Eq.(6.13) is maximal.
In the case of a global operator Â, the maximum possible difference is extensive
|A(E)−α0| ∝ N ; for a local operator the maximal possible difference is of the order
of one: |A(E)−α0| ∝ N0. Then we immediately find for Eq. (6.7) that for the case
(i) µ̄ ∝ N2. Likewise for the case (ii), i.e. when either Â or B̂ is an extensive operator
we have µ̄ ∝ N1 and finally for the case (iii) µ̄ ∝ N0. Comparing these asymptotes
with the short time expansions of µ(t) discussed above we see that in order to have
a non-perturbative growth of echo one should chose either the possibility (i) or (ii),
i.e. at least one of the two operators Â or B̂ should be extensive. In particular, a
very convenient choice we will use most extensively below is (i) where Â = B̂ are
the global magnetization along a particular direction:

Â = Ŝα =
N∑
i=1

σ̂α
i with α = x, y, z . (6.16)

This choice is analogous to the one used in Refs. [181] and [194] and with that of
standard echo-experiments [177–180]. We will also show results for the other cases
((ii) and (iii)). Of course, the existence of a parametric large in N time window is
only a necessary condition for the exponential growth of the echo (OTOC) but a
not sufficient one. If, however, the dynamics in the large N limit are semiclassical
and chaotic, then we generally expect a regime of the exponential growth of µ(t).
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Conversely if in the large N limit dynamics remains quantum, there is no a-priory
reason to expect any exponential behavior of µ(t). As we show below this is indeed
the case in the SK model with local couplings, where the non-perturbative growth
regime of µ(t) is a power law with a small non-integer exponent.

6.2 The Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model in transverse
field

We will now corroborate our general discussion with an analysis of the Sherrington-
Kirkpatrick (SK) model, describing a set of spins with infinite-range disordered in-
teractions in their z-components. To make this model dynamical we add a uniform
transverse field. Below we will also analyze a version of this model with local inter-
actions that decay in space according to a Gaussian law.

The Hamiltonian of the SK model in the transverse field reads

Ĥ = −1

2

N∑
i̸=j

Jijσ̂
z
i σ̂

z
j − h

N∑
i=1

σ̂x
i , (6.17)

where σ̂z
i , σ̂

x
i are the Pauli matrices and the couplings Jij are random symmetric

numbers distributed according to the Gaussian probability with zero mean and the
variance J2/N as

Jij =
J√
N
gij , (6.18)

where gij are Gaussian random numbers with zero average and unit variance. At
equilibrium, the phase-diagram of the SK model has been extensively studied [469–
471]. In the limit of zero transverse field (h = 0), one recovers the classical SK
model [475, 476], which has a glass transition at the critical temperature Tc = J .
The SK model in transverse field has a zero-temperature quantum phase transition
at a critical magnetic field hc(T = 0) ∼ 1.52J [470]. Away from equilibrium, this
model was explored in Refs. [477–480].

In what follows, we will also analyze a short-range version of the SK model. It
is described by the same spin Hamiltonian (6.17), but the random couplings Jij
connecting the sites i , j now decay with the distance rij according

Jij =
J√
N(σ)

e−
r2ij

2σ2 gij , (6.19)

where σ is a parameter defining the interaction range. In one dimension with peri-
odic boundary conditions the distance between any two sites is taken to be

rij = min (|i− j|, N − |i− j|) .

We normalize the couplings by the effective number of spins within the correlation
length σ: N(σ) =

∑
i̸=j e

−r2ij/2σ2

/N ∼
√
π/2 σ Erf(N/σ). This choice correctly in-

terpolates between the short range (σ ≈ 1) and the long range (σ → ∞) limits of the
SK model. In the infinite range limit σ → ∞, the standard SK model is recovered
(6.18) and N(σ) = N . In the opposite case when σ ≪ N , the normalization is
simply a constant N(σ) ∼ 2/

√
π σ.
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6.3 Semiclassical dynamics in the large N-limit
To connect the exponential growth of the echo with the availability of a semiclas-

sical limit, we will combine exact diagonalization with the semiclassical truncated
Wigner approximation [195, 277, 278, 282–284], which we have introduced and
described in Section 2.2.1.

As discussed above, the semiclassical approach is expected to hold at short times,
namely, before the Ehrenfest time scale TEhr [cf. Eq.(2.7)] which diverges for ℏeff → 0.
In this case, the role of the effective Planck’s constant ℏeff is played by 1/N , as for the
fully connected case2, see also Section 2.1.2. We find that, even when couplings are
randomly distributed as in Eq.(6.18), the situation does not change qualitatively,
as long as the interactions are sufficiently long-ranged. This is demonstrated nu-
merically in the following section. Furthermore, as we discuss in more detail in
the Appendix D.1, TWA can be rigorously derived for the SK model in the large
N-limit, where 1/N serving as a proper saddle point parameter. Similar findings
for the SYK model were reported recently in Ref [183]. In this sense, the situation
is similar to equilibrium, where the large N-limit ensures the validity of the saddle
point mean-field approximation.

In the next sections, we outline the application of the TWA to the models de-
scribed in this chapter.

6.3.1 TWA for the SK model
Let us now apply the general TWA formalism of Section 2.2.1 to the SK model.

The Weyl symbol of the SK Hamiltonian (6.17) is simply obtained by replacing the
spin (angular momentum) operators by the classical spin variables. It reads

Hw = −2
N∑
i ̸=j

Jijs
z
i s

z
j − 2h

N∑
i=1

sxi , (6.20)

with Jij the same random couplings as in Eq.(6.18). The spin variables evolve in
time according their classical equations of motion (2.46), i.e.

ds⃗i
dt

=
∂Hw({s⃗})

∂s⃗i
× s⃗i . (6.21)

These are supplemented with the initial conditions distributed according to the
Wigner function. For simplicity we will consider simple product initial states |ψ0⟩,
whose Wigner function W ({sαi (0)}) also factorizes. Instead of the exact Wigner
function, we choose its Gaussian approximation, see e.g. Eq.(2.48). Alternatively
one can use a discrete Wigner function or DTWA, introduced in Section 2.2.2. We
checked numerically that the results obtained using the Gaussian and the discrete
Wigner functions do not have noticeable differences.

The equations of motion (6.21) are integrated numerically and averaged at each
time t overNsim trajectories, as in Eq.(2.44). For each of them, the initial conditions

2Notice that the fully connected model is retrieved by considering uniform couplings Jij = 1/N
in the Hamiltonian (6.17).
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Figure 1: ED vs TWA comparison for magnetization dynamics with N = 18 spins. Dotted lines correspond to TWA
simulations with accuracy 10�12 and Nsamp = 8000.
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Figure 1: ED vs TWA comparison for magnetization dynamics with N = 18 spins. Dotted lines correspond to TWA
simulations with accuracy 10�12 and Nsamp = 8000.

2

Figure 6.1: Comparison of TWA results to exact magnetization dynamics with SK cou-
plings (6.18) for a fixed disorder realization at different transverse fields h for
N = 18 spins. The left (right) panels show the total magnetization along y (z)
direction: ⟨Ŝy(t)⟩ (⟨Ŝz(t)⟩). Full lines ED simulations, dotted lines correspond
to TWA simulations with Nsim = 8000.

are sampled from to the initial Wigner function (2.48). For numerical integration,
we use an adaptive fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, fixing the error to 10−12.

Before analyzing the echo, let us consider the magnetization dynamics (6.16)
with forward evolution, where we suddenly quench the system to the SK Hamilto-
nian (6.20). We check the validity of the TWA by comparing it with exact diago-
nalization (ED) 3. In what follows, we focus for concreteness on the initial product
state, where all the spins are polarized along the z-axis: |ψ0⟩ = | ↓↓ . . . ↓⟩, but the
validity of the method does not depend on this choice. In Figure 6.1, we show re-
sults of the time evolution of the total spin components along the y and z axes for
a fixed realization of the spin-spin couplings in the SK Hamiltonian. As expected,
the TWA gives an excellent quantitative description of the forward time evolution
of the magnetization for all simulated times and for different values of the transverse
field h, covering both glassy and normal phases of the Hamiltonian. Furthermore,
by increasing the system sizeN , TWA asymptotically approaches the exact quantum
dynamics. This is shown in Figure 6.2, where we compare TWA to ED for fixed
h increasing N . In the inset of the same figure, we plot the absolute value of the
difference between the two results Diff(⟨Sz(t)⟩), which clearly decreases with N .

3 We address the exact quantum dynamics by employing the method of Krylov sub-spaces to
avoid full diagonalization, see e.g. Ref.[481].
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Figure 2: ED vs TWA comparison for magnetization dynamics with h = 0.6 spins. Dotted lines correspond to TWA
simulations with accuracy 10�12 and Nsamp = 8000.

2

Figure 6.2: Comparison between ED (solid lines) and TWA (dashed lines) dynamics for
⟨Ŝz(t)⟩ for the SK model (6.18) with a fixed disorder realization, fixed h = 0.6 J ,
and with different N = 10 , 14 , 18. In the inset we plot the absolute value of
the difference between the two results. TWA simulations with Nsim = 8000.

As evident from the data, the TWA error reaches the maximum at an interme-
diate, system size-independent time before decreasing again at late times. The max-
imal (and the average) error diminishes with N . Interestingly, there is no clear
signature of the Ehrenfest time TEhr in the forward evolution. Correspondingly, the
TWA correctly reproduces the magnetization dynamics at all times at sufficiently
large N . This is to be contrasted with the echo dynamics, analyzed in the next sec-
tion, where we will see that TWA breaks down after TEhr, which for these parameters
and largest analyzed N = 20 is given by JTEhr ≈ 2 (c.f. Figure 6.5).

6.3.2 TWA for the short-range model

In the case of the short-range Hamiltonian, the TWA approach is the same as
the one illustrated in the previous section, with the only difference of the short-
range couplings as given by Eq.(6.19). In this case, 1/N(σ) ∼ 1/σ acts an effective
Plank constant ℏeff and TWA is expected to fail at a time-scale set by σ, which is
N-independent. In the short-range limit, for fixed finite σ, the semiclassical approx-
imation does not reproduce the exact quantum dynamics in the thermodynamic
limit. Indeed, in Figure 6.3(a.), we show the comparison of the TWA with the ED
dynamics for ⟨Ŝz(t)⟩ from the initial state |ψ0⟩ = | ↓↓ . . . ↓⟩ at fixed σ = 1 varying
N = 10 ÷ 18. The results might seem qualitatively in agreement with the exact
dynamics. However, they do not improve with increasing the system size, as shown
in the inset. When N(σ) ∼ σ is big enough, the TWA is accurate both at short
and at long-times. In Figure 6.3(b.), we plot ⟨Ŝz(t)⟩ at fixed N = 18 for different
σ = 1, 2, 6. The difference between ED and TWA (displayed in the inset) shows
how the reliability of the TWA grows by increasing σ.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of ED (solid lines) and TWA (dashed lines) dynamics of ⟨Ŝz(t)⟩
for a single realization of the short-range gaussian couplings (6.19) at h = 0.6 J .
TWA breakdown is set by N(σ) ∼ σ, which is N -independent. (a.) Short-
range couplings for fixed σ = 1 with different N = 10 , 14 , 18. In the inset, we
plot the absolute value of the difference between the two results as a function of
time. (b) Same as in a) but for fixed N = 18 and different range of interactions
σ = 1, 2, 6. TWA simulations with Nsim = 8000.

6.4 Scrambling in the SK model

Let us now turn to the dynamics of the echo in the SK model and its short-range
version. In particular, we will study numerically the role of the number of spins N ,
the choice of the operator and the range interactions for both observing the expo-
nential growth of OTOC and for the validity of the semiclassical TWA approach.
We first discuss the echo dynamics under the evolution of the all-to-all SK Hamil-
tonian given by Eq.(6.17).

Let us start by analyzing possible choices of the operators Â and B̂ according to
the cases (i), (ii) and (iii) discussed in Section 6.1. We wish to compare the scaling
with N of the early and long-time behavior of the echo in these three alternatives.
For definiteness, we focus on the magnetization along the z axis and we consider
(i) extensive-extensive Â = B̂ = Ŝz =

∑
j σ̂

z
j [c.f. Eq. (6.16)], (ii) extensive-local

Â = Ŝz with B̂ = σz
i and (iii) local-local Â = B̂ = σ̂z

i , where the site i is chosen
randomly for each disorder realization. Notice that another possibility for (ii) dis-
cussed in Section 6.1 is Â = σ̂z

j local with B̂ = Ŝz extensive. This choice in fact
yields results identical to those of (i) with the ⟨A(t)⟩ and µ(t) simply scaled down
by a factor of N . This follows from the fact that the expression for the echo (1.44)

is linear in Â. We consider a fully polarized product initial state |ψ0⟩ = | ↓↓ . . . ↓⟩,
which automatically satisfies the requirement (6.13) and maximizes the difference
between the initial and asymptotic value A(E) − α0 ∼ −α0 [c.f. Eq.(6.13)]. In
fact, the energy of this fully polarized state lies in the middle of the spectrum of
the Hamiltonian, therefore A(E) ∼ 0. This represents a generic choice suitable for
studying the echo dynamics.
At early times the echo grows quadratically as predicted by Eq.(6.4), which in this
case can be computed explicitly yielding (i) µ(t) = 8N h2 t2 and (ii-iii) µ(t) = 8h2 t2.
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Figure 4: Exact scrambling dynamics µ(t) for di↵erent observables realizing three di↵erent
scenarios (i-iii) discussed in Sec.3.3, for system sizes N = 8÷18. The early time quadratic
growth is plotted in red, while the saturation value as predicted by the ETH ansatz [cf.
Eq.(11)] is illustrated by the dashed lines. (Top panel) (i) µ(t)/N for extensive-extensive
operators Â = B̂ = Ŝz. (Center panel) (ii) µ(t) for extensive-local operators Â = Ŝz

with B̂ = �z

i
. (Bottom panel) (iii) µ(t) for local-local Â = B̂ = �̂z

i
. In the inset of (i)

we show µ(t)/N2 as a function of the rescaled time tJ/ log N s tJ/tEhr showing the long
time scaling collapse of the echo for di↵erent values of N . (iii) The echo saturates to unity
(green dashed line), while in the inset the same data are plotted in a doubly logarithmic
scale. The plotted results correspond to a fully polarized initial state with h = 0.6 J ,
averaged over 50 desorder realizations (see text for details).
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Figure 6.4: Exact scrambling dynamics µ(t) for different observables realizing three differ-
ent scenarios (i-iii) discussed in Section6.1.3, for system sizes N = 8÷ 18. The
saturation value as predicted by the ETH ansatz [cf. Eq.(6.7)] is illustrated by
the dashed lines. To guide the reader’s eyes, in (i-ii) we show an exponential
function f(t) = e2Λt/2 in grey. The rate 2Λ = 1.5 is extracted within TWA (see
below). In (iii) the early time quadratic growth is plotted in red. (Top panel) (i)
µ(t)/N for extensive-extensive operators Â = B̂ = Ŝz. (Center panel) (ii) µ(t)
for extensive-local operators Â = Ŝz with B̂ = σzi . (Bottom panel) (iii) µ(t) for
local-local Â = B̂ = σ̂zi . In the inset of (i) we show µ(t)/N2 as a function of the
rescaled time tJ/ lnN ∼ tJ/TEhr showing the long time scaling collapse of the
echo for different values of N . (iii) The echo saturates to unity (green dashed
line), while in the inset the same data are plotted in a doubly logarithmic scale.
The plotted results correspond to a fully polarized initial state with h = 0.6 J ,
averaged over 50 disorder realizations (see text for details).
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Figure 4: (Left) ED TWA comprarison for the scrambling dynamics of µ1(Ŝz)/N at N = 20 varying �. Parameters: single
desorder realization with Nsamp = 20000 and accuracy 10�12. The fit of the TWA data for � = 0.01 with f(x) = ae�t yields
a = 510�5 and � = 1.5.

4

Figure 6.5: Comparison between the TWA scrambling dynamics µ(t)/N and the exact re-
sults at N = 20 varying ϵ. An exponential fit of the TWA data for ϵ = 0.01
with f(x) = ae2Λx yields the exponent 2Λ = 1.5/J . In the inset we show the
difference between the TWA and ED results at fixed time t = 2 as a function of
the system sizeN . At largerN , the quantum echo approaches the exponentially
growing TWA prediction and then saturates. The results correspond to a fully
polarized initial state with h = 0.6 J for a single disorder realizations. TWA
with Nsim = 20000.

This perturbative expansion breaks down at t∗ ∼ 1/
√
J2 + 4h2. After t∗, µ(t) enters

a non-perturbative regime, until it saturates at long-times to the value: (i) µ ≈ N2,
(ii) µ ≈ N , and (iii) µ ≈ 1, as immediately follows from Eq. (6.7) for an infinite
temperature state which has no magnetization correlations between different spins.
This general behavior is exemplified in Figure 6.4, where we show the exact quan-
tum dynamics of the echo observable for (i-iii) for finite system sizes up N = 8÷ 18
for h = 0.6 J , averaged over 50 disorder realizations. The figure further shows how
the early time quadratic growth — red in the plot (iii) — breaks at a time, which
is N-independent, the same is true for the collective observables. For (i-ii), the sat-
uration value predicted by ETH is represented by dashed lines for each N at the
corresponding color, displaying the existence of a parametric window that scales
with N that gives “room” for chaos to develop. On the other hand, the panel (iii)
shows the saturation of the echo to one (green dashed line) leading the same dynam-
ical behavior of the echo, which is independent of N . From this ED preliminary
analysis for small system sizes, the echo observable already shows hints of exponen-
tial growth in the case of collective observables, see Figure 6.4 (i-ii). As evident from
the data, this is possible due to theN−dependent saturation between the early-time
and long-time behavior.

Let us now focus on the case (i) for Â = B̂ = Ŝz. By increasing N , the non-
perturbative time-regime extends and the late time dynamics collapses if we plot
µ(t) vs tJ/ ln(N), as shown in the inset of the same Figure 6.4 (i). This time-scale is
compatible with the Ehrenfest time (2.7), meaning that the echo has an asymptotic
form µ(t) = N2f(tJ/TEhr). Hence this scaling analysis shows that the intermediate,
non-perturbative regime of exponential growth extends for t∗ < t < TEhr, with the
latter being divergent in the thermodynamic limit.
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Since the quantum exponential growth is restricted in a time interval of width
∝ lnN , a very slow function of its argument, one needs a numerical approach alter-
native to ED to simulate sufficiently large N and fully appreciate the exponential
growth numerically. To study the µ(t) dynamics before the Ehrenfest time, we resort
to the TWA. As discussed in Section 6.3.1, for this model the semiclassical approach
correctly describes the expectation value of the observables in this time-regime. In
Figure 6.5, we show TWA results in comparison with ED, for a single-disorder re-
alization at finite size N = 20. After a short transient time, the TWA data exhibit
a clear exponential growth, whose extent is determined by the parameter ϵ, repre-
senting the strength of the perturbation, see Eq.(1.43). This situation is analogous
to what happens in chaotic classical systems with compact phase-space. There, the
ratio between the distance of two nearby trajectories, initially separated by ϵ, ulti-
mately saturates at a typical value fixed by the maximum available separation. For
larger ϵ this saturation happens earlier, hence there is a shorter domain of exponen-
tial growth. The difference between exact ED and TWA data at fixed time, Diff(µ)
diminishes with the system size as indicated in the inset of Figure 6.5. This re-
sult is consistent with the asymptotic accuracy of the TWA in the large N-limit,
as discussed above for the magnetization. However, for long times, unlike for the
magnetization, this difference can be arbitrarily large as ϵ→ 0.

Interestingly the TWA has an advantage over the ED method as it allows one to
accurately extract the exponent characterizing the growth of the quantum echo in
the thermodynamic limit even using relatively small system sizes (see also Ref. [183]
for the related discussion on the SYK model). In the case of the transverse field
h = 0.6 J as in Figure 6.5, an exponential fit yields 2Λ ∼ 1.5/J , while in general Λ
is an increasing function of h. The rate Λ (sometimes referred to as the generalized
Lyapunov exponent [482–484]) is related to the maximal Lyapunov exponent of
the theory λ1 defined in Section 3.1 [181, 183]. The difference between the two
comes from the different order of operations of taking logarithm and ensemble av-
eraging. We would also like to point out that TWA is more accurate in extracting
the Lyapunov exponent Λ for the additional two reasons: 1) TWA does not know
about the Ehrenfest time (a fully quantum time-scale) and its exponential growth
lasts for many decades. 2) In TWA Λ becomes independent on the system size even
for relatively small N , allowing a precise estimate.
To summarize this discussion, TWA for the echo indeed breaks down at t ∝ lnN ,
which are relatively short times unless N is very big. But it breaks down in a smart
way, which allows predicting quantum dynamics when N becomes exponentially
large. While this result seems to be paradoxical, it is correct and not incidental. By
our arguments, it should apply to any large N model, which has a diverging Ehren-
fest time. This loosely follows from the fact that the main role of N in dynamics
is to set the value of ℏ, other corrections due to finite N are small and very quickly
disappear as N becomes moderately large, of the order of 10. So the semiclassical-
classical TWA dynamics effectively extrapolate ℏ → 0 and is very efficient if we are
interested in this limit.

The same considerations apply in the case of other observables, i.e. magnetiza-
tion in the other directions Ŝx, Ŝy.
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Figure 6.6: Absence of the exponential growth for the scrambling dynamics induced by
short range couplings (6.19) for different σ. We compare exact quantum ED
dynamics for different system sizes N = 8÷ 16 (increasing color intensity) with
TWA results for N = 16 and δ = 10−2 (dotted black lines). Panels (a), (b), and
(c) refer to decreasing interaction range σ = 6 , 2 , 1, respectively. The results
correspond to a fully polarized initial state with h = 0.6 J , averaged over 50
disorder realizations (see text for details).
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6.4.1 Absence of exponential sensitivity in a short-range SKmodel
The exponential sensitivity of the echo disappears in the presence of local in-

teractions. This happens simultaneously with the failure of the semiclassical TWA
approximation. We consider the evolution of the same polarized initial state with
the SK Hamiltonian with short-range Gaussian couplings (6.19). Short-range inter-
actions result in at most a power-law growth of echo, in accordance with what was
first observed in Ref. [181] and then proved in Ref [194]. In Figure 6.6, we show
the quantum ED evolution for a fixed system size at different values σ = 1, 2, 6
and compare them to the corresponding TWA results. As the plots show, for the
short-range model σ = 1, 2 the echo growth according to the initial perturbative
power until it crossovers to a slower polynomial growth best fitted by µ(t) ∝ t0.5

consistent with Refs.[181, 194] (see the inset) and the eventual saturation to the
correct ETH value Eq. (6.12). As σ increases one can observe a slow emergence of
the non-perturbative intermediate time dynamics of fast echo growth, which is ex-
pected to crossover to the exponential growth in the limit σ → ∞. From this plot it
is also evident that the TWA fails after a shorter (N-independent) time, incorrectly
showing the persistence of exponential growth of the echo even for the short-range
model. These results can be rephrased by saying that the effective Ehrenfest time
becomes of the same order as the time of breakdown of the short time expansion,
i.e. TEhr ∼ t∗, leading to a lack of the semiclassical time-window necessary for the
exponential quantum growth of the echo.

6.5 Discussion
In this work, we have studied the quantum echo dynamics and its exponential

divergence in time in the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model with the transverse field.
We have argued that, by choosing collective observables and an initial state such that
the initial value of the observable is thermodynamically different from its stationary
value, the echo grows exponentially, with the same rate of the underlying semiclassi-
cal theory. On the other hand, the presence of short-range interactions results in the
absence of exponential sensitivity in the quantum dynamics [181, 182] as a result of
the lack of a well defined semiclassical limit. In this case, understanding the nature
of the non-perturbative polynomial regime remains an open question, beyond the
scope of the present work.

Overall, we would like to emphasize that the echo (and the OTOC in general)
can be used as a precise probe of failure of classical analysis, exactly in the spirit of
the seminal paper by Larkin and Ovchinnikov [160]. Indeed, the forward evolution
of observables like the magnetization is reproduced by the semiclassical evolution up
to times which go well beyond TEhr and can even extend to infinity. Conversely, the
semiclassical description of the OTOC breaks down precisely at TEhr and it allows
one to identify the Ehrenfest time as the breakdown time of the classical evolution.
Interestingly, the same occurs for all the quantifiers of entanglement, as we have
shown in detail in Chapter 3.

Because of the connection between the echo (the square commutator) and the
expectation value (the variance) of the observables under effective time reversal, our
findings are directly relevant to experiments allowing one to access exponential signa-
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tures of chaos in atomic experiments. A more general and open question concerns
the full distribution of the echo operator. We observed numerically that higher
cumulants of the echo signal produce deviations between the ED and the TWA
predictions even before the Ehrenfest time. We will leave this analysis for future
work.



Chapter 7

Ground state entanglement entropy of the Dyson

hierarchical model

The goal of this chapter is to get an analytical insight into the ground state entan-
glement entropy of long-range interacting systems. This is done by studying a renowned
toy model: the Dyson hierarchical chain with algebraically decaying interactions. By
exploiting the real-space renormalization group solution, we derive a manageable recur-
sive expression for the reduced density matrix and hence for the entanglement entropy.
Surprisingly, we find that at criticality the entanglement entropy obeys an area law.

As we have argued thoroughly in Section 1.3, a large amount of information
about many-body systems can be inferred by their entanglement properties. The
most useful quantity is surely the celebrated entanglement entropy SA(1.24), intro-
duced in Section 1.2.1. SA is a very useful quantity, especially when A is a block of
ℓ contiguous lattice sites in a one-dimensional chain. As stated above, the scaling
entanglement entropy is tightly connected to the presence of quantum phase tran-
sitions for short-range systems. Indeed, while for gapped systems with short-range
interaction Sℓ obeys an area law [cf. Eq.(1.46)], it grows like ln ℓ at the critical
point, with a proportionality constant given by the central charge of the underlying
conformal field theory.

On the other hand, the entanglement of long-range interacting systems repre-
sents an intriguing theoretical challenge, as we have discussed in Section 4.1. In
fact, for this class of models, conformal invariance is broken as a consequence of
the lack of Lorentz symmetry (rotational one in Euclidean spacetime) as explicitly
manifested by a dynamical critical exponent z ̸= 1 [485]. Hence unusual ground
state entanglement properties are expected [400–407], as e.g. shown numerically
for antiferromagnetic long-range one-dimensional systems, which violate area-law
scaling also in the gapped phase [218, 400, 408]. On the other hand, the ferromag-
netic mean-field Ising model has a critical entanglement entropy that scales with
the logarithm of the number of spins in A [103, 486]. Beyond the mean-field, the
scaling of entanglement entropy for ferromagnetic long-range interaction is still an
open issue, also in one spatial dimension.

In this chapter, we address such a problem, by considering the quantum ver-
sion of the ferromagnetic Dyson hierarchical model [487, 488]. Its classical version

137
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was introduced by Dyson in 1969 [455, 456] and it provided, via an exact renor-
malization group (RG) approach, analytical insights about the critical behavior of
long-range interacting one-dimensional spin chains. The quantum version has been
recently solved by Monthus [487] using real-space renormalization and the critical
properties of the ground state have been obtained by a recursive projection onto the
low lying energy states.

Within this frame, we study the entanglement entropy of the renormalized ground
state of the Dyson hierarchical model at criticality. The result depends on the choice
of the subsystem because the model is not translationally invariant. Hence, we con-
sider three types of partitions, and, for each of them, we determine recursively the
reduced density matrix. We finally analyze the scaling of the entanglement entropy
at the critical point and in some limits we derive analytical expansions. Our main
and surprising result is that, although the correlation functions decay algebraically,
the entanglement entropy obeys an area law. This is due to the hierarchical structure
of the renormalized ground state that makes the rank of the reduced density matrix
finite (the ground state is a tree tensor network [489–492] with finite bond dimen-
sion). Despite this saturation at the critical point, the renormalized ground-state
reduced density matrix reproduces the power-law decay of the two-point correla-
tion function with the exact critical exponent.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1, we describe the model and
the main steps of the real-space RG procedure. Section 7.2 contains all our results,
including a description of the three considered partitions and the first discussion
of our findings. This section is divided as: in Subsections 7.2.1-7.2.3 we derive
recursively the reduced density matrix and the entanglement entropy for the three
considered partitions; we then show by an elementary approach that the rank of the
reduced density matrix is finite (Subsection 7.2.4) and that the correct power-law
decay of the correlation functions follows from them (Subsection 7.2.5). In the
closing section, we draw our conclusions and discuss some open questions. In the
appendix, we report some technical details of the calculations.

7.1 The model

The Dyson hierarchical model was introduced by Dyson in 1969 [455, 456]
to study phase transitions in one dimensional ferromagnetic Ising models with alge-
braically decaying interactions with exponent α = 1+σ. A hierarchical Hamiltonian
is defined with a tree structure on a spin chain of length L = 2n, where blocks of
spins are subject to an interaction that decays as a power-law of their distance. In
the classical case, the hierarchical model reproduces well the critical properties of
the long-range Ising Hamiltonian [493]. In fact, for σ < 1/2 the critical exponents
of the former coincide with the mean-field of the latter. Furthermore, for σ ≥ 1/2,
the exponents of the two models coincide at first order in the ϵ = σ−1/2 expansion
[494].

The quantum version of this model aims at reproducing the properties of the
quantum long-range Ising Hamiltonian with a transverse field, defined in Eq.(4.1).
It has been introduced and studied with real-space RG by Monthus in Refs.[487,
488]. Let us describe the Hamiltonian which is pictorially represented in Figure
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Figure 7.1: Tree structure of the Dyson hierarchical model. The Hamiltonian is a sum
over different two-body interactions Jk between block variables at level k (full
horizontal lines). The level k = 0 corresponds to the physical spins (top circles).
At each layer, the block variables, represented by coloured boxes, interact with
the coupling Jk = J/2k(1+σ). The dashed lines show which spins at level k form
the blocks at level k+1. The real-space RG procedure consists of replacing each
box with an effective spin. At the last step, there is a single spin left and the
Hamiltonian is an effective transverse magnetic field hn.

7.1. At step k = 0 each pair of spins at sites 2j − 1 and 2j interacts with a coupling
J0 = J as Jσ̂x

2j−1iσ̂
x
2j, where hereafter σ̂α

i denotes the Pauli matrices. The absence
of interactions between the sites 2j and 2j + 1 is the main difference from standard
Ising models. At the following step k = 1, two blocks of two spins interact (always
along x) with coupling J1 = J/21+σ, then at k = 2 blocks of four spins interact with
J2 = J/22(1+σ) and so on. Hence, the total hamiltonian is

Ĥ = −
n−1∑
k=0

Jk µ
2

L/2k+1∑
i=1

( 2k∑
j=0

σ̂x
2k(2i−1)−j

)( 2k∑
j=0

σ̂x
2k+1i−j

)
− h

L∑
i=1

σ̂z
i , (7.1)

where Jk = J2−k(1+σ) and we introduced the transverse field h > 0 and the magnetic
moment µ (the latter will be set to 1, and it has been introduced for convenience in
the renormalization procedure). The real-space RG of Ref. [487] is constructed by
projecting (at each step k) the Hamiltonian Ĥ(k) onto the two lower energy states.
Hence at each RG step, we have half of the spins. The renormalized transverse field
hk and magnetic moment µk are obtained within this procedure.

7.1.1 Real-space RG for the Dyson hierarchical model
We report here the main ideas and the conceptual steps of the real-space RG

approach. For all the details we refer to [487]. We rewrite the Hamiltonian (7.1) as
a sum over the generations k = 0, 1, .., n− 1

Ĥ =
n−1∑
k=0

Ĥ(k) , (7.2)

where Ĥ(k) for k > 1 is read off Eq. (7.1), and in particular k = 0 is

Ĥ(k=0) = −h
L∑
i=1

σ̂z
i −

L/2∑
i=1

J0[µ σ̂
x
2i−1][µ σ̂

x
2i] =

L/2∑
i

Ĥ
(0)
2i . (7.3)
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The Hamiltonians Ĥ(0)
2i are unrelated and each pair of spins may be diagonalized in-

dependently. It is convenient to work in the basis of eigenstates of σ̂z
i , i.e. σ̂z

i |±⟩2i =
±|±⟩2i. Then, the four eigenstates and eigenvalues of Ĥ(0)

2i are

|λ+s/a⟩2i = a1|+⟩2i−1|+⟩2i ± b1 |−⟩2i−1|−⟩2i , λ+s/a = ∓
√

(J0µ2)2 + 4h2 , (7.4a)

|λ−s/a⟩2i =
1√
2
|−⟩2i−1|+⟩2i ±

1√
2
|+⟩2i−1|−⟩2i , λ−s/a = ∓J0 µ2 , (7.4b)

where “s/a” stands for the symmetric and anti-symmetric combination respectively
and the coefficients are a1 =

√
1/2 + h/

√
(J0µ)2 + 4h2, b1 =

√
1− a21. In the RG

approach, we keep only the two lowest energy states |λ±s ⟩2i. Thus the RG transfor-
mation is the projection onto the symmetric subspace. The renormalised spins at
level k = 1 are then identified by the basis

|±⟩[1]2i ≡ |λ±s ⟩2i . (7.5)

They are related to the physical spins by Eq. (7.4) and are pictorially represented
in Figure 7.1 by the green boxes. Hereafter, the superscript [k] always refers to a
renormalized spin at level k.

Eq. (7.5) allows us to define the projection operator

P̂1 ≡
∏
i

P̂1, 2i =
∏
i

|+⟩⟨+|[1]2i + |−⟩⟨−|[1]2i , (7.6)

which implements the RG transformation and selects the two lowest energy states
of Ĥ(0). When applied to Ĥ(0) + Ĥ(1) in Eqs. (7.2-7.3), the projection gives the
renormalised Hamiltonians

Ĥ
(0)
R + Ĥ

(1)
R = −L

2
e1 P̂1 − h1

∑
i

σ̂
z [1]
2i −

L/4∑
i=1

J (1)[µ1 σ̂
x [1]
4i−2][µ1 σ̂

x [1]
4i ] , (7.7)

where h1, µ1 are the renormalized magnetic field and moment while e1 is the con-
tribution of the previous generation to the ground state energy. It is then clear that
the RG flow should be written in terms of the control parameter

Kk ≡
Jk µ

2
k

hk
, with K0 =

J0 µ
2

h
=
J

h
. (7.8)

Hence, at level k = 1 the renormalised parameter are

h1 =
λ−s − λ+s

2
= − 2h

K0 +
√
K2

0 + 4
, (7.9a)

e1 =
λ−s + λ+s

2
= −h K0 +

√
K2

0 + 4

2
, (7.9b)

µ1 = µ
√
2

√
1 +

K0√
K2

0 + 4
. (7.9c)
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In Eq. (7.7) the operators σz/x [1]
2i are Pauli matrices acting on the renormalised spins

at level k = 1 as σz [1]
2i |±⟩[1]2i = ±|±⟩[1]2i and σ

x [1]
2i |±⟩[1]2i = |∓⟩[1]2i . The renormalised

Hamiltonian (7.7), besides the projector P̂1, has exactly the same structure of Ĥ(0)

in Eq. (7.3), being a sum of independent two-spin Hamiltonians. Eqs. (7.9) are
the renormalization rules for the magnetic field, coupling, and energy.

The diagonalisation and projection transformations (7.4-7.7) are then applied
again n− 1 times on all the terms of the Hamiltonian (7.2). The k-th renormalized
spin is the block of 2k spins at level k. Its basis |±⟩[k]i is defined recursively as

|+⟩[k]i = ak−1|+ + ⟩[k−1]i + bk−1 | − − ⟩[k−1]i , (7.10a)

|−⟩[k]i =
1√
2
| − + ⟩[k−1]i +

1√
2
|+ −⟩[k−1]i . (7.10b)

Here |a b ⟩[k−1]i stands for the tensor product of two adjacent (k−1)-th renormalised
spins as |a b ⟩[k−1]i = |a⟩[k−1]2i−1 ⊗ |b⟩[k−1]2i . The parameters ak, bk are obtained from the
diagonalization and read

ak =
1√
2

(
1 +

2√
K2

k + 4

)1/2

, bk =
1√
2

(
1− 2√

K2
k + 4

)1/2

, (7.11)

while the contribution of each projection to the ground state energy is

ek = −hk
Kk +

√
K2

k + 4

2
. (7.12)

At every step, the renormalisation rules

hk+1 =
2hk

Kk +
√
K2

k + 4
, µk+1 = µk

√
2

√
1 +

Kk√
K2

k + 4
, (7.13)

give explicitly the recursion relation for the control parameter (7.8) as

Kk =
Kk−1

21+σ

(
Kk−1 +

√
K2

k−1 + 4
)2

√
K2

k−1 + 4
≡ R[Kk−1] . (7.14)

7.1.2 The RG ground state
After renormalisation, the hierarchical Hamiltonian (7.2) becomes

ĤR = −
n∑

k=1

L

2k
ek P̂k − hn σ̂

z [n], (7.15)

where ek is the energy contribution (7.12) of each renormalisation step, P̂k is the
projection operator onto the lowest energy eigenstates at level k − 1 (i.e. the gener-
alisation of Eq. (7.6)), hn is the renormalised transverse field (7.13) and σ̂z [n] is the
Pauli matrix at level n. Hereafter, we will not use the subscript for the Pauli matrices
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and eigenvectors at level n because there is a single spin at that level. Since hn > 0,
the ground state is simply

|ψGS⟩ = |+⟩[n], (7.16)

and it can be written on the basis of the spins at the previous level using Eq. (7.10)
as

|ψGS⟩ = |+⟩[n] = an−1|+ + ⟩[n−1]1 + bn−1 | − − ⟩[n−1]1 , (7.17)

and the recursively up to writing it in the physical spins at level 0.
Note that not only the Hamiltonian has a binary tree form, but also the RG

ground state has the structure of a tree tensor network where the isometries have
all rank equal to two, see [489–492]. In fact, the transformations of Eq. (7.10)
automatically define the isometric tensors in the sense of Ref. [489].

7.1.3 The critical point
The critical point and all the universal exponents are determined from the study

of the flow induced by the RG equation (7.14). The critical point Kc = R[Kc]
depends on σ. For σ ≪ 1, Kc → 0 (aka hc diverges) and all the spins align along the
z direction. Conversely, for σ ≫ 1, Kc → ∞ (aka hc → 0). Hence, as in the usual
quantum Ising model [69], the critical point separates a ferromagnetic phase, for
h < hc or K > Kc, from a paramagnetic one, for h > hc or K < Kc. At the critical
point, the ground-state wave function simplifies considerably. Since Kk = Kc for
all k, the coefficients of Eq. (7.11) do not depend on k, i.e. ak = a , bk = b for all k
and the recurrence relation (7.17) further simplifies, as we will exploit to calculate
the entanglement entropy.

By linearising the flow equation (7.14) close to the fixed point, the critical expo-
nents for the correlation length (νσ), correlation function (xσ), and the dynamical
one (zσ) have been determined [487]. We will be interested in the longitudinal cor-
relation function between two spins at distance r, that at the critical point, behaves
as

⟨σ̂x
i σ̂

x
i+r⟩ ∼

1

r2xσ
, (7.18)

where the exponent xσ is [487]

xσ =
1− σ

4
+

ln(K2
c + 4)

8 ln 2
. (7.19)

We mention that in the limit σ ≪ 1, all the critical exponents in [487] reproduce the
mean-field results of [427, 428]. For larger σ, they are in good qualitative agreement
with the values obtained numerically in a dissipative short-range model in the same
universality class of the long-range Ising one [495–497].

7.2 The block entanglement entropy of the hierarchi-
cal model

In this section, we present the main results of this paper about the entanglement
entropy of the RG ground state of the Dyson hierarchical model at the critical point.
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(ii)
<latexit sha1_base64="yWxnkgzfa5nhYT/EZwXlOdbdXnw=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUisiK+ghYqOkTLt1DwL5yNC0iYajSzq52dIJbCoOt+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/baJEc2jxSEa6GzADUihooUAJ3VgDCwMJnWBylfmde9BGROoWpzH4IRsrMRKcoZV6fYQHTGtCnMwGlapbd3PQReIVpEoKNAeVr/4w4kkICrlkxvQ8N0Y/ZRoFlzAr9xMDMeMTNoaepYqFYPw0jzyjx4lhGNEYNBWS5iL83khZaMw0DOxkyPDOzHuZ+J/XS3B04adCxQmC4tkhFBLyQ4ZrYbsAOhQaEFmWHKhQlDPNEEELyji3YmLLKds+vPnvF0n7tO5ZfnNWbVwWzZTIITkiNeKRc9Ig16RJWoSTiDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jO65BQ7B+QPnI9v7TGVqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yWxnkgzfa5nhYT/EZwXlOdbdXnw=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUisiK+ghYqOkTLt1DwL5yNC0iYajSzq52dIJbCoOt+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/baJEc2jxSEa6GzADUihooUAJ3VgDCwMJnWBylfmde9BGROoWpzH4IRsrMRKcoZV6fYQHTGtCnMwGlapbd3PQReIVpEoKNAeVr/4w4kkICrlkxvQ8N0Y/ZRoFlzAr9xMDMeMTNoaepYqFYPw0jzyjx4lhGNEYNBWS5iL83khZaMw0DOxkyPDOzHuZ+J/XS3B04adCxQmC4tkhFBLyQ4ZrYbsAOhQaEFmWHKhQlDPNEEELyji3YmLLKds+vPnvF0n7tO5ZfnNWbVwWzZTIITkiNeKRc9Ig16RJWoSTiDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jO65BQ7B+QPnI9v7TGVqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yWxnkgzfa5nhYT/EZwXlOdbdXnw=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUisiK+ghYqOkTLt1DwL5yNC0iYajSzq52dIJbCoOt+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/baJEc2jxSEa6GzADUihooUAJ3VgDCwMJnWBylfmde9BGROoWpzH4IRsrMRKcoZV6fYQHTGtCnMwGlapbd3PQReIVpEoKNAeVr/4w4kkICrlkxvQ8N0Y/ZRoFlzAr9xMDMeMTNoaepYqFYPw0jzyjx4lhGNEYNBWS5iL83khZaMw0DOxkyPDOzHuZ+J/XS3B04adCxQmC4tkhFBLyQ4ZrYbsAOhQaEFmWHKhQlDPNEEELyji3YmLLKds+vPnvF0n7tO5ZfnNWbVwWzZTIITkiNeKRc9Ig16RJWoSTiDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jO65BQ7B+QPnI9v7TGVqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yWxnkgzfa5nhYT/EZwXlOdbdXnw=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUisiK+ghYqOkTLt1DwL5yNC0iYajSzq52dIJbCoOt+OkvLK6tr66WN8ubW9s5uZW+/baJEc2jxSEa6GzADUihooUAJ3VgDCwMJnWBylfmde9BGROoWpzH4IRsrMRKcoZV6fYQHTGtCnMwGlapbd3PQReIVpEoKNAeVr/4w4kkICrlkxvQ8N0Y/ZRoFlzAr9xMDMeMTNoaepYqFYPw0jzyjx4lhGNEYNBWS5iL83khZaMw0DOxkyPDOzHuZ+J/XS3B04adCxQmC4tkhFBLyQ4ZrYbsAOhQaEFmWHKhQlDPNEEELyji3YmLLKds+vPnvF0n7tO5ZfnNWbVwWzZTIITkiNeKRc9Ig16RJWoSTiDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jO65BQ7B+QPnI9v7TGVqQ==</latexit>

L

2<latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit>

L

4<latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit>

L

8
<latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit>

[n� k] e↵ective spin
<latexit sha1_base64="sF4pHwKSJub04aALQ1Jaj6K963c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sF4pHwKSJub04aALQ1Jaj6K963c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sF4pHwKSJub04aALQ1Jaj6K963c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sF4pHwKSJub04aALQ1Jaj6K963c=">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</latexit>

`k =
L

2k<latexit sha1_base64="kigyK7KYGgXrGQYKlUmiVRVUI0Q=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUbGyGQyCVdgVQRshaGNhEcE8IInh7uQmDpl9MHNXCEu+wK+w1cpObP0KC//F3XULTTzV4Zx7ueceN1TSkG1/WoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3OrvL3TNEGkBTZEoALddsGgkj42SJLCdqgRPFdhyx1fpn7rAbWRgX9LkxB7Hox8OZQCKJH65b0uKtUf83PeHWoQ/Do+vhtP++WKXbUz8Hni5KTCctT75a/uIBCRhz4JBcZ0HDukXgyapFA4LXUjgyGIMYywk1AfPDS9OIs/5YeRAQp4iJpLxTMRf2/E4Bkz8dxk0gO6N7NeKv7ndSIanvVi6YcRoS/SQyQVZoeM0DLpBflAaiSCNDly6XMBGohQSw5CJGKUFFVK+nBmv58nzeOqk/Cbk0rtIm+myPbZATtiDjtlNXbF6qzBBIvZE3tmL9aj9Wq9We8/owUr39llf2B9fAOwj5k5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kigyK7KYGgXrGQYKlUmiVRVUI0Q=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUbGyGQyCVdgVQRshaGNhEcE8IInh7uQmDpl9MHNXCEu+wK+w1cpObP0KC//F3XULTTzV4Zx7ueceN1TSkG1/WoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3OrvL3TNEGkBTZEoALddsGgkj42SJLCdqgRPFdhyx1fpn7rAbWRgX9LkxB7Hox8OZQCKJH65b0uKtUf83PeHWoQ/Do+vhtP++WKXbUz8Hni5KTCctT75a/uIBCRhz4JBcZ0HDukXgyapFA4LXUjgyGIMYywk1AfPDS9OIs/5YeRAQp4iJpLxTMRf2/E4Bkz8dxk0gO6N7NeKv7ndSIanvVi6YcRoS/SQyQVZoeM0DLpBflAaiSCNDly6XMBGohQSw5CJGKUFFVK+nBmv58nzeOqk/Cbk0rtIm+myPbZATtiDjtlNXbF6qzBBIvZE3tmL9aj9Wq9We8/owUr39llf2B9fAOwj5k5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kigyK7KYGgXrGQYKlUmiVRVUI0Q=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUbGyGQyCVdgVQRshaGNhEcE8IInh7uQmDpl9MHNXCEu+wK+w1cpObP0KC//F3XULTTzV4Zx7ueceN1TSkG1/WoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3OrvL3TNEGkBTZEoALddsGgkj42SJLCdqgRPFdhyx1fpn7rAbWRgX9LkxB7Hox8OZQCKJH65b0uKtUf83PeHWoQ/Do+vhtP++WKXbUz8Hni5KTCctT75a/uIBCRhz4JBcZ0HDukXgyapFA4LXUjgyGIMYywk1AfPDS9OIs/5YeRAQp4iJpLxTMRf2/E4Bkz8dxk0gO6N7NeKv7ndSIanvVi6YcRoS/SQyQVZoeM0DLpBflAaiSCNDly6XMBGohQSw5CJGKUFFVK+nBmv58nzeOqk/Cbk0rtIm+myPbZATtiDjtlNXbF6qzBBIvZE3tmL9aj9Wq9We8/owUr39llf2B9fAOwj5k5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kigyK7KYGgXrGQYKlUmiVRVUI0Q=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUbGyGQyCVdgVQRshaGNhEcE8IInh7uQmDpl9MHNXCEu+wK+w1cpObP0KC//F3XULTTzV4Zx7ueceN1TSkG1/WoWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3OrvL3TNEGkBTZEoALddsGgkj42SJLCdqgRPFdhyx1fpn7rAbWRgX9LkxB7Hox8OZQCKJH65b0uKtUf83PeHWoQ/Do+vhtP++WKXbUz8Hni5KTCctT75a/uIBCRhz4JBcZ0HDukXgyapFA4LXUjgyGIMYywk1AfPDS9OIs/5YeRAQp4iJpLxTMRf2/E4Bkz8dxk0gO6N7NeKv7ndSIanvVi6YcRoS/SQyQVZoeM0DLpBflAaiSCNDly6XMBGohQSw5CJGKUFFVK+nBmv58nzeOqk/Cbk0rtIm+myPbZATtiDjtlNXbF6qzBBIvZE3tmL9aj9Wq9We8/owUr39llf2B9fAOwj5k5</latexit>

`pm = (2p � 1)2m + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="sIto1ZslKw6SG8AuB6kAmt44flo=">AAACDnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUW96GQxCRAy7QdCLEPTiMYJ5QF7MTjpxyMzuMNMrhCXgJ/gVXvXkTbz6Cx78FzcxB02sU1HVTXeVr6Ww6LqfTmphcWl5Jb2aWVvf2NzKbu9UbRgZDhUeytDUfWZBigAqKFBCXRtgypdQ8wdXY792D8aKMLjFoYaWYv1A9ARnmEid7F4TpOzEWo3oBc0X27EenXhHxbY69jrZnFtwJ6DzxJuSHJmi3Ml+NbshjxQEyCWztuG5GlsxMyi4hFGmGVnQjA9YHxoJDZgC24onGUb0MLIMQ6rBUCHpRITfGzFT1g6Vn0wqhnd21huL/3mNCHvnrVgEOkII+PgQCgmTQ5YbkZQDtCsMILLx50BFQDkzDBGMoIzzRIyStjJJH95s+nlSLRa8hN+c5kqX02bSZJ8ckDzxyBkpkWtSJhXCyQN5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1nNOVMd3bJHzgf30F8mn4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIto1ZslKw6SG8AuB6kAmt44flo=">AAACDnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUW96GQxCRAy7QdCLEPTiMYJ5QF7MTjpxyMzuMNMrhCXgJ/gVXvXkTbz6Cx78FzcxB02sU1HVTXeVr6Ww6LqfTmphcWl5Jb2aWVvf2NzKbu9UbRgZDhUeytDUfWZBigAqKFBCXRtgypdQ8wdXY792D8aKMLjFoYaWYv1A9ARnmEid7F4TpOzEWo3oBc0X27EenXhHxbY69jrZnFtwJ6DzxJuSHJmi3Ml+NbshjxQEyCWztuG5GlsxMyi4hFGmGVnQjA9YHxoJDZgC24onGUb0MLIMQ6rBUCHpRITfGzFT1g6Vn0wqhnd21huL/3mNCHvnrVgEOkII+PgQCgmTQ5YbkZQDtCsMILLx50BFQDkzDBGMoIzzRIyStjJJH95s+nlSLRa8hN+c5kqX02bSZJ8ckDzxyBkpkWtSJhXCyQN5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1nNOVMd3bJHzgf30F8mn4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIto1ZslKw6SG8AuB6kAmt44flo=">AAACDnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUW96GQxCRAy7QdCLEPTiMYJ5QF7MTjpxyMzuMNMrhCXgJ/gVXvXkTbz6Cx78FzcxB02sU1HVTXeVr6Ww6LqfTmphcWl5Jb2aWVvf2NzKbu9UbRgZDhUeytDUfWZBigAqKFBCXRtgypdQ8wdXY792D8aKMLjFoYaWYv1A9ARnmEid7F4TpOzEWo3oBc0X27EenXhHxbY69jrZnFtwJ6DzxJuSHJmi3Ml+NbshjxQEyCWztuG5GlsxMyi4hFGmGVnQjA9YHxoJDZgC24onGUb0MLIMQ6rBUCHpRITfGzFT1g6Vn0wqhnd21huL/3mNCHvnrVgEOkII+PgQCgmTQ5YbkZQDtCsMILLx50BFQDkzDBGMoIzzRIyStjJJH95s+nlSLRa8hN+c5kqX02bSZJ8ckDzxyBkpkWtSJhXCyQN5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1nNOVMd3bJHzgf30F8mn4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIto1ZslKw6SG8AuB6kAmt44flo=">AAACDnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUW96GQxCRAy7QdCLEPTiMYJ5QF7MTjpxyMzuMNMrhCXgJ/gVXvXkTbz6Cx78FzcxB02sU1HVTXeVr6Ww6LqfTmphcWl5Jb2aWVvf2NzKbu9UbRgZDhUeytDUfWZBigAqKFBCXRtgypdQ8wdXY792D8aKMLjFoYaWYv1A9ARnmEid7F4TpOzEWo3oBc0X27EenXhHxbY69jrZnFtwJ6DzxJuSHJmi3Ml+NbshjxQEyCWztuG5GlsxMyi4hFGmGVnQjA9YHxoJDZgC24onGUb0MLIMQ6rBUCHpRITfGzFT1g6Vn0wqhnd21huL/3mNCHvnrVgEOkII+PgQCgmTQ5YbkZQDtCsMILLx50BFQDkzDBGMoIzzRIyStjJJH95s+nlSLRa8hN+c5kqX02bSZJ8ckDzxyBkpkWtSJhXCyQN5Is/kxXl0Xp035/1nNOVMd3bJHzgf30F8mn4=</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit>

5
<latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit>

7
<latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit>

{ <latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit> { <latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit>

p
<latexit sha1_base64="CCdQVu+vcmmu6nj+mftoUIrxvkU=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzg4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b+4u26hiac6nHMv99wTaSks+v6nV1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0cdmzjDoc0TmZhexCxIoaCNAiX0tAEWRxK60fQ287uPYKxI1D3ONIQxmygxFpxhKrX0sFrz634OukqCgtRIgeaw+jUYJdzFoJBLZm0/8DWGc2ZQcAmLysBZ0IxP2QT6KVUsBhvO86ALeuYsw4RqMFRImovwe2POYmtncZROxgwf7LKXif95fYfj63AulHYIimeHUEjID1luRNoA0JEwgMiy5ECFopwZhghGUMZ5Krq0kkraR7D8/SrpXNSDlLcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvNevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vehOReQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CCdQVu+vcmmu6nj+mftoUIrxvkU=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzg4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b+4u26hiac6nHMv99wTaSks+v6nV1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0cdmzjDoc0TmZhexCxIoaCNAiX0tAEWRxK60fQ287uPYKxI1D3ONIQxmygxFpxhKrX0sFrz634OukqCgtRIgeaw+jUYJdzFoJBLZm0/8DWGc2ZQcAmLysBZ0IxP2QT6KVUsBhvO86ALeuYsw4RqMFRImovwe2POYmtncZROxgwf7LKXif95fYfj63AulHYIimeHUEjID1luRNoA0JEwgMiy5ECFopwZhghGUMZ5Krq0kkraR7D8/SrpXNSDlLcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvNevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vehOReQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CCdQVu+vcmmu6nj+mftoUIrxvkU=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzg4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b+4u26hiac6nHMv99wTaSks+v6nV1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0cdmzjDoc0TmZhexCxIoaCNAiX0tAEWRxK60fQ287uPYKxI1D3ONIQxmygxFpxhKrX0sFrz634OukqCgtRIgeaw+jUYJdzFoJBLZm0/8DWGc2ZQcAmLysBZ0IxP2QT6KVUsBhvO86ALeuYsw4RqMFRImovwe2POYmtncZROxgwf7LKXif95fYfj63AulHYIimeHUEjID1luRNoA0JEwgMiy5ECFopwZhghGUMZ5Krq0kkraR7D8/SrpXNSDlLcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvNevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vehOReQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CCdQVu+vcmmu6nj+mftoUIrxvkU=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzg4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b+4u26hiac6nHMv99wTaSks+v6nV1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0cdmzjDoc0TmZhexCxIoaCNAiX0tAEWRxK60fQ287uPYKxI1D3ONIQxmygxFpxhKrX0sFrz634OukqCgtRIgeaw+jUYJdzFoJBLZm0/8DWGc2ZQcAmLysBZ0IxP2QT6KVUsBhvO86ALeuYsw4RqMFRImovwe2POYmtncZROxgwf7LKXif95fYfj63AulHYIimeHUEjID1luRNoA0JEwgMiy5ECFopwZhghGUMZ5Krq0kkraR7D8/SrpXNSDlLcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvNevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vehOReQ==</latexit>

m
<latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit>

0001110000
<latexit sha1_base64="L3pfIqnPdfuSFHovGqsnOLo4NE4=">AAAB/HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhCswp4IWgZtLCOYD0yOsLeZxCV7e8funBBC/BW2WtmJrf/Fwv/i3nmFJr5ieLw3w8y8MFHSImOf3tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtv2Tg1ApoiVrHphNyCkhqaKFFBJzHAo1BBOxxfZX77AYyVsb7FSQJBxEdaDqXg6KQ7xpjv+66yfqXKaiwHXSR+QaqkQKNf+eoNYpFGoFEobm3XZwkGU25QCgWzci+1kHAx5iPoOqp5BDaY5hfP6HFqOcY0AUOlorkIvyemPLJ2EoWuM+J4b+e9TPzP66Y4vAimUicpghbZIpQK8kVWGOmiADqQBhB5djlQqanghiOCkZQL4cTUZVN2efjz3y+S1mnNd/zmrFq/LJIpkUNyRE6IT85JnVyTBmkSQTR5Is/kxXv0Xr037/2ndckrZg7IH3gf3xG6k0Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3pfIqnPdfuSFHovGqsnOLo4NE4=">AAAB/HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhCswp4IWgZtLCOYD0yOsLeZxCV7e8funBBC/BW2WtmJrf/Fwv/i3nmFJr5ieLw3w8y8MFHSImOf3tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtv2Tg1ApoiVrHphNyCkhqaKFFBJzHAo1BBOxxfZX77AYyVsb7FSQJBxEdaDqXg6KQ7xpjv+66yfqXKaiwHXSR+QaqkQKNf+eoNYpFGoFEobm3XZwkGU25QCgWzci+1kHAx5iPoOqp5BDaY5hfP6HFqOcY0AUOlorkIvyemPLJ2EoWuM+J4b+e9TPzP66Y4vAimUicpghbZIpQK8kVWGOmiADqQBhB5djlQqanghiOCkZQL4cTUZVN2efjz3y+S1mnNd/zmrFq/LJIpkUNyRE6IT85JnVyTBmkSQTR5Is/kxXv0Xr037/2ndckrZg7IH3gf3xG6k0Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3pfIqnPdfuSFHovGqsnOLo4NE4=">AAAB/HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhCswp4IWgZtLCOYD0yOsLeZxCV7e8funBBC/BW2WtmJrf/Fwv/i3nmFJr5ieLw3w8y8MFHSImOf3tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtv2Tg1ApoiVrHphNyCkhqaKFFBJzHAo1BBOxxfZX77AYyVsb7FSQJBxEdaDqXg6KQ7xpjv+66yfqXKaiwHXSR+QaqkQKNf+eoNYpFGoFEobm3XZwkGU25QCgWzci+1kHAx5iPoOqp5BDaY5hfP6HFqOcY0AUOlorkIvyemPLJ2EoWuM+J4b+e9TPzP66Y4vAimUicpghbZIpQK8kVWGOmiADqQBhB5djlQqanghiOCkZQL4cTUZVN2efjz3y+S1mnNd/zmrFq/LJIpkUNyRE6IT85JnVyTBmkSQTR5Is/kxXv0Xr037/2ndckrZg7IH3gf3xG6k0Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3pfIqnPdfuSFHovGqsnOLo4NE4=">AAAB/HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhCswp4IWgZtLCOYD0yOsLeZxCV7e8funBBC/BW2WtmJrf/Fwv/i3nmFJr5ieLw3w8y8MFHSImOf3tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtv2Tg1ApoiVrHphNyCkhqaKFFBJzHAo1BBOxxfZX77AYyVsb7FSQJBxEdaDqXg6KQ7xpjv+66yfqXKaiwHXSR+QaqkQKNf+eoNYpFGoFEobm3XZwkGU25QCgWzci+1kHAx5iPoOqp5BDaY5hfP6HFqOcY0AUOlorkIvyemPLJ2EoWuM+J4b+e9TPzP66Y4vAimUicpghbZIpQK8kVWGOmiADqQBhB5djlQqanghiOCkZQL4cTUZVN2efjz3y+S1mnNd/zmrFq/LJIpkUNyRE6IT85JnVyTBmkSQTR5Is/kxXv0Xr037/2ndckrZg7IH3gf3xG6k0Y=</latexit> { <latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONlrvEkYf9AlkWyuNCs1o5YvFwA=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjIg8pCSKFpfNuGU80N360iRlT+ghYoO0fI/FPwLZ+MCEqYazexqZ8ePlTTkup/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t185OGyZKNECmyJSke74YFDJEJskSWEn1giBr7DtT24yvz1FbWQUPtAsxn4A41COpACy0n0vHVSqbs3NwZeJV5AqK9AYVL56w0gkAYYkFBjT9dyY+ilokkLhvNxLDMYgJjDGrqUhBGj6aZ50zk8TAxTxGDWXiuci/t5IITBmFvh2MgB6NIteJv7ndRMaXfVTGcYJYSiyQyQV5oeM0NJWgHwoNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYTsq2D2/x+2XSOq95lt9dVOvXRTMldsxO2Bnz2CWrs1vWYE0m2Ig9sWf24kydV+fNef8ZXXGKnSP2B87HNz/2keo=</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit>

` =
L

2<latexit sha1_base64="rH9IFQp8Ww53cWHXHfiIug3IefA=">AAACAHicdVC7TkJBEN3rE/GFWtpsJCZWZEEELEyMNhYWmAiaAJK5y4Ab9j6yO9eEEBu/wlYrO2Prn1j4Ly6IiRo91ck5M5kzx4+1siTEmzc1PTM7N59aSC8uLa+sZtbW6zZKjMSajHRkLn2wqFWINVKk8TI2CIGv8cLvH4/8ixs0VkXhOQ1ibAXQC1VXSSAnXTVR6wPe7BqQ/LTQzmRFrrQn9iuCi1y5JMqVoiO7pUqpUOb5nBgjyyaotjPvzU4kkwBDkhqsbeRFTK0hGFJS4226mViMQfahhw1HQwjQtobj1Ld8O7FAEY/RcKX5WMTvG0MIrB0EvpsMgK7tb28k/uU1EupWWkMVxglhKEeHSGkcH7LSKFcH8o4ySASj5MhVyCUYIEKjOEjpxMT1k3Z9fD3N/yf1Qi7v+Fkxe3g0aSbFNtkW22F5VmaH7IRVWY1JZtg9e2CP3p335D17L5+jU95kZ4P9gPf6AWu7lnM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rH9IFQp8Ww53cWHXHfiIug3IefA=">AAACAHicdVC7TkJBEN3rE/GFWtpsJCZWZEEELEyMNhYWmAiaAJK5y4Ab9j6yO9eEEBu/wlYrO2Prn1j4Ly6IiRo91ck5M5kzx4+1siTEmzc1PTM7N59aSC8uLa+sZtbW6zZKjMSajHRkLn2wqFWINVKk8TI2CIGv8cLvH4/8ixs0VkXhOQ1ibAXQC1VXSSAnXTVR6wPe7BqQ/LTQzmRFrrQn9iuCi1y5JMqVoiO7pUqpUOb5nBgjyyaotjPvzU4kkwBDkhqsbeRFTK0hGFJS4226mViMQfahhw1HQwjQtobj1Ld8O7FAEY/RcKX5WMTvG0MIrB0EvpsMgK7tb28k/uU1EupWWkMVxglhKEeHSGkcH7LSKFcH8o4ySASj5MhVyCUYIEKjOEjpxMT1k3Z9fD3N/yf1Qi7v+Fkxe3g0aSbFNtkW22F5VmaH7IRVWY1JZtg9e2CP3p335D17L5+jU95kZ4P9gPf6AWu7lnM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rH9IFQp8Ww53cWHXHfiIug3IefA=">AAACAHicdVC7TkJBEN3rE/GFWtpsJCZWZEEELEyMNhYWmAiaAJK5y4Ab9j6yO9eEEBu/wlYrO2Prn1j4Ly6IiRo91ck5M5kzx4+1siTEmzc1PTM7N59aSC8uLa+sZtbW6zZKjMSajHRkLn2wqFWINVKk8TI2CIGv8cLvH4/8ixs0VkXhOQ1ibAXQC1VXSSAnXTVR6wPe7BqQ/LTQzmRFrrQn9iuCi1y5JMqVoiO7pUqpUOb5nBgjyyaotjPvzU4kkwBDkhqsbeRFTK0hGFJS4226mViMQfahhw1HQwjQtobj1Ld8O7FAEY/RcKX5WMTvG0MIrB0EvpsMgK7tb28k/uU1EupWWkMVxglhKEeHSGkcH7LSKFcH8o4ySASj5MhVyCUYIEKjOEjpxMT1k3Z9fD3N/yf1Qi7v+Fkxe3g0aSbFNtkW22F5VmaH7IRVWY1JZtg9e2CP3p335D17L5+jU95kZ4P9gPf6AWu7lnM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rH9IFQp8Ww53cWHXHfiIug3IefA=">AAACAHicdVC7TkJBEN3rE/GFWtpsJCZWZEEELEyMNhYWmAiaAJK5y4Ab9j6yO9eEEBu/wlYrO2Prn1j4Ly6IiRo91ck5M5kzx4+1siTEmzc1PTM7N59aSC8uLa+sZtbW6zZKjMSajHRkLn2wqFWINVKk8TI2CIGv8cLvH4/8ixs0VkXhOQ1ibAXQC1VXSSAnXTVR6wPe7BqQ/LTQzmRFrrQn9iuCi1y5JMqVoiO7pUqpUOb5nBgjyyaotjPvzU4kkwBDkhqsbeRFTK0hGFJS4226mViMQfahhw1HQwjQtobj1Ld8O7FAEY/RcKX5WMTvG0MIrB0EvpsMgK7tb28k/uU1EupWWkMVxglhKEeHSGkcH7LSKFcH8o4ySASj5MhVyCUYIEKjOEjpxMT1k3Z9fD3N/yf1Qi7v+Fkxe3g0aSbFNtkW22F5VmaH7IRVWY1JZtg9e2CP3p335D17L5+jU95kZ4P9gPf6AWu7lnM=</latexit>

(iii)
<latexit sha1_base64="+O6ngl0W0vhuLglNrVJB4grZzTA=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNWOT90t0ZEViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OFyk0ZNuf1tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtvmzDWEloyVKHuesKAwgBahKSgG2kQvqeg402uMr9zD9pgGNzSNALXF+MARygFpVK/T/BASQ0RT2aDStWu2zn4InEKUmUFmoPKV38YytiHgKQSxvQcOyI3EZpQKpiV+7GBSMiJGEMvpYHwwbhJnnnGj2MjKOQRaI6K5yL83kiEb8zU99JJX9Cdmfcy8T+vF9Powk0wiGKCQGaHCBXkh4zUmJYBfIgaiESWHDgGXAotiEAjF1KmYpy2U077cOa/XyTt07qT8puzauOyaKbEDtkRqzGHnbMGu2ZN1mKSReyJPbMX69F6td6s95/RJavYOWB/YH18A7pSlhw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+O6ngl0W0vhuLglNrVJB4grZzTA=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNWOT90t0ZEViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OFyk0ZNuf1tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtvmzDWEloyVKHuesKAwgBahKSgG2kQvqeg402uMr9zD9pgGNzSNALXF+MARygFpVK/T/BASQ0RT2aDStWu2zn4InEKUmUFmoPKV38YytiHgKQSxvQcOyI3EZpQKpiV+7GBSMiJGEMvpYHwwbhJnnnGj2MjKOQRaI6K5yL83kiEb8zU99JJX9Cdmfcy8T+vF9Powk0wiGKCQGaHCBXkh4zUmJYBfIgaiESWHDgGXAotiEAjF1KmYpy2U077cOa/XyTt07qT8puzauOyaKbEDtkRqzGHnbMGu2ZN1mKSReyJPbMX69F6td6s95/RJavYOWB/YH18A7pSlhw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+O6ngl0W0vhuLglNrVJB4grZzTA=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNWOT90t0ZEViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OFyk0ZNuf1tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtvmzDWEloyVKHuesKAwgBahKSgG2kQvqeg402uMr9zD9pgGNzSNALXF+MARygFpVK/T/BASQ0RT2aDStWu2zn4InEKUmUFmoPKV38YytiHgKQSxvQcOyI3EZpQKpiV+7GBSMiJGEMvpYHwwbhJnnnGj2MjKOQRaI6K5yL83kiEb8zU99JJX9Cdmfcy8T+vF9Powk0wiGKCQGaHCBXkh4zUmJYBfIgaiESWHDgGXAotiEAjF1KmYpy2U077cOa/XyTt07qT8puzauOyaKbEDtkRqzGHnbMGu2ZN1mKSReyJPbMX69F6td6s95/RJavYOWB/YH18A7pSlhw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+O6ngl0W0vhuLglNrVJB4grZzTA=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIREpQRNJRBIg8psaLzZRNWOT90t0ZEViS+ghYqOkTLr1DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c6OFyk0ZNuf1tLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2dtvmzDWEloyVKHuesKAwgBahKSgG2kQvqeg402uMr9zD9pgGNzSNALXF+MARygFpVK/T/BASQ0RT2aDStWu2zn4InEKUmUFmoPKV38YytiHgKQSxvQcOyI3EZpQKpiV+7GBSMiJGEMvpYHwwbhJnnnGj2MjKOQRaI6K5yL83kiEb8zU99JJX9Cdmfcy8T+vF9Powk0wiGKCQGaHCBXkh4zUmJYBfIgaiESWHDgGXAotiEAjF1KmYpy2U077cOa/XyTt07qT8puzauOyaKbEDtkRqzGHnbMGu2ZN1mKSReyJPbMX69F6td6s95/RJavYOWB/YH18A7pSlhw=</latexit>

0100
<latexit sha1_base64="YIyM3WpBSyIxEs/ResohKx1Lx9A=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzGOsVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8VCSRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YIyM3WpBSyIxEs/ResohKx1Lx9A=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzGOsVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8VCSRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YIyM3WpBSyIxEs/ResohKx1Lx9A=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzGOsVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8VCSRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YIyM3WpBSyIxEs/ResohKx1Lx9A=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzGOsVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8VCSRA==</latexit>

0010
<latexit sha1_base64="INYhePTVk3Nu+mKmwa1h4Br7Y3U=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJjDusVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8U+SRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="INYhePTVk3Nu+mKmwa1h4Br7Y3U=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJjDusVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8U+SRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="INYhePTVk3Nu+mKmwa1h4Br7Y3U=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJjDusVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8U+SRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="INYhePTVk3Nu+mKmwa1h4Br7Y3U=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJjDusVisx2z9h5lVFmV1xWqZZTcupW3VKFOjabo0gWqPcK791+JJIAQhSKG9NxWIzelGuUQsEs300MxFyM+RA6KQ15AMabzrPO6HFiOEY0Bk2lonMRvm9MeWDMJPDTyYDjyPz2MvEvr5PgoOpNZRgnCKHIDqFUMD9khJZpCUD7UgMiz5IDlSEVXHNE0JJyIVIxSVvJp318PU3/J82S7aT8ulysXSyayZFDckROiEMqpEauSJ00iCAjck8eyKN1Zz1Zz9bL5+iStdg5ID9gvX4A8U+SRA==</latexit>

0110
<latexit sha1_base64="XMvtSS+J5sK7TI+syl+X/hXHiNU=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzHNYrFJntnrHzKqPMrrisUi2n5NStuqUKdWw2R5EsUO8V3rv9SCQBhCgUN6bjsBi9KdcohYJZvpsYiLkY8yF0UhryAIw3nWed0ePEcIxoDJpKRecifN+Y8sCYSeCnkwHHkfntZeJfXifBQdWbyjBOEEKRHUKpYH7ICC3TEoD2pQZEniUHKkMquOaIoCXlQqRikraST/v4epr+T5ol20n5dblYu1g0kyOH5IicEIdUSI1ckTppEEFG5J48kEfrznqynq2Xz9Ela7FzQH7Aev0A8uCSRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XMvtSS+J5sK7TI+syl+X/hXHiNU=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzHNYrFJntnrHzKqPMrrisUi2n5NStuqUKdWw2R5EsUO8V3rv9SCQBhCgUN6bjsBi9KdcohYJZvpsYiLkY8yF0UhryAIw3nWed0ePEcIxoDJpKRecifN+Y8sCYSeCnkwHHkfntZeJfXifBQdWbyjBOEEKRHUKpYH7ICC3TEoD2pQZEniUHKkMquOaIoCXlQqRikraST/v4epr+T5ol20n5dblYu1g0kyOH5IicEIdUSI1ckTppEEFG5J48kEfrznqynq2Xz9Ela7FzQH7Aev0A8uCSRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XMvtSS+J5sK7TI+syl+X/hXHiNU=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzHNYrFJntnrHzKqPMrrisUi2n5NStuqUKdWw2R5EsUO8V3rv9SCQBhCgUN6bjsBi9KdcohYJZvpsYiLkY8yF0UhryAIw3nWed0ePEcIxoDJpKRecifN+Y8sCYSeCnkwHHkfntZeJfXifBQdWbyjBOEEKRHUKpYH7ICC3TEoD2pQZEniUHKkMquOaIoCXlQqRikraST/v4epr+T5ol20n5dblYu1g0kyOH5IicEIdUSI1ckTppEEFG5J48kEfrznqynq2Xz9Ela7FzQH7Aev0A8uCSRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XMvtSS+J5sK7TI+syl+X/hXHiNU=">AAAB9nicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8bWYRF7wRvXjERB4JbMjs0MCE2Udmeo2E8Ate9eTNePV3PPgv7iImarROlarudHX5sZIGGXuzlpZXVtfWcxv5za3tnd3C3n7TRIkW0BCRinTb5waUDKGBEhW0Yw088BW0/PFl5rduQRsZhTc4icEL+DCUAyk4ZhJzHNYrFJntnrHzKqPMrrisUi2n5NStuqUKdWw2R5EsUO8V3rv9SCQBhCgUN6bjsBi9KdcohYJZvpsYiLkY8yF0UhryAIw3nWed0ePEcIxoDJpKRecifN+Y8sCYSeCnkwHHkfntZeJfXifBQdWbyjBOEEKRHUKpYH7ICC3TEoD2pQZEniUHKkMquOaIoCXlQqRikraST/v4epr+T5ol20n5dblYu1g0kyOH5IicEIdUSI1ckTppEEFG5J48kEfrznqynq2Xz9Ela7FzQH7Aev0A8uCSRQ==</latexit>

n� 1
<latexit sha1_base64="9KE15AApezrfyZqH2DmDsoOmtfQ=">AAAB9XicdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxIplFBLwRvXjEKI8EiZkdGpwwO7uZ6dUQwid41ZM349Xv8eC/OCAmarROlarudHUFsZIWGXvzUnPzC4tL6eXMyura+kZ2c6tho8QIqItIRaYVcAtKaqijRAWt2AAPAwXNYHA68Zu3YKyM9CUOY+iEvK9lTwqOTrrQB/51NsfypSN2XGGU5cslVq4UHTksVUqFMvXzbIocmaF2nX2/6kYiCUGjUNzats9i7Iy4QSkUjDNXiYWYiwHvQ9tRzUOwndE06pjuJZZjRGMwVCo6FeH7xoiH1g7DwE2GHG/sb28i/uW1E+xVOiOp4wRBi8khlAqmh6ww0nUAtCsNIPJJcqBSU8ENRwQjKRfCiYkrJeP6+Hqa/k8ahbzv+HkxVz2ZNZMmO2SX7BOflEmVnJEaqRNB+uSePJBH78578p69l8/RlDfb2SY/4L1+AN1pkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9KE15AApezrfyZqH2DmDsoOmtfQ=">AAAB9XicdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxIplFBLwRvXjEKI8EiZkdGpwwO7uZ6dUQwid41ZM349Xv8eC/OCAmarROlarudHUFsZIWGXvzUnPzC4tL6eXMyura+kZ2c6tho8QIqItIRaYVcAtKaqijRAWt2AAPAwXNYHA68Zu3YKyM9CUOY+iEvK9lTwqOTrrQB/51NsfypSN2XGGU5cslVq4UHTksVUqFMvXzbIocmaF2nX2/6kYiCUGjUNzats9i7Iy4QSkUjDNXiYWYiwHvQ9tRzUOwndE06pjuJZZjRGMwVCo6FeH7xoiH1g7DwE2GHG/sb28i/uW1E+xVOiOp4wRBi8khlAqmh6ww0nUAtCsNIPJJcqBSU8ENRwQjKRfCiYkrJeP6+Hqa/k8ahbzv+HkxVz2ZNZMmO2SX7BOflEmVnJEaqRNB+uSePJBH78578p69l8/RlDfb2SY/4L1+AN1pkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9KE15AApezrfyZqH2DmDsoOmtfQ=">AAAB9XicdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxIplFBLwRvXjEKI8EiZkdGpwwO7uZ6dUQwid41ZM349Xv8eC/OCAmarROlarudHUFsZIWGXvzUnPzC4tL6eXMyura+kZ2c6tho8QIqItIRaYVcAtKaqijRAWt2AAPAwXNYHA68Zu3YKyM9CUOY+iEvK9lTwqOTrrQB/51NsfypSN2XGGU5cslVq4UHTksVUqFMvXzbIocmaF2nX2/6kYiCUGjUNzats9i7Iy4QSkUjDNXiYWYiwHvQ9tRzUOwndE06pjuJZZjRGMwVCo6FeH7xoiH1g7DwE2GHG/sb28i/uW1E+xVOiOp4wRBi8khlAqmh6ww0nUAtCsNIPJJcqBSU8ENRwQjKRfCiYkrJeP6+Hqa/k8ahbzv+HkxVz2ZNZMmO2SX7BOflEmVnJEaqRNB+uSePJBH78578p69l8/RlDfb2SY/4L1+AN1pkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9KE15AApezrfyZqH2DmDsoOmtfQ=">AAAB9XicdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxIplFBLwRvXjEKI8EiZkdGpwwO7uZ6dUQwid41ZM349Xv8eC/OCAmarROlarudHUFsZIWGXvzUnPzC4tL6eXMyura+kZ2c6tho8QIqItIRaYVcAtKaqijRAWt2AAPAwXNYHA68Zu3YKyM9CUOY+iEvK9lTwqOTrrQB/51NsfypSN2XGGU5cslVq4UHTksVUqFMvXzbIocmaF2nX2/6kYiCUGjUNzats9i7Iy4QSkUjDNXiYWYiwHvQ9tRzUOwndE06pjuJZZjRGMwVCo6FeH7xoiH1g7DwE2GHG/sb28i/uW1E+xVOiOp4wRBi8khlAqmh6ww0nUAtCsNIPJJcqBSU8ENRwQjKRfCiYkrJeP6+Hqa/k8ahbzv+HkxVz2ZNZMmO2SX7BOflEmVnJEaqRNB+uSePJBH78578p69l8/RlDfb2SY/4L1+AN1pkkU=</latexit>

L

2<latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JGUX0xPj15nNfUiWKmSDhyuPIHI=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgp3RxsICE/ERIGTuMuCGvY/szjUxhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DAbHY//yFo1VcXROdwm2Q+hHqqckkJOueatnQPLTcidfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLAp6p38e6sbyzTEiKQGa5slkVB7CIaU1DjKtVKLCcgB9LHpaAQh2vZwEnjEd1ILFPMEDVeaT0T8vjGE0Nq7MHCTIdCN/e2Nxb+8Zkq9WnuooiQljOT4ECmNk0NWGuWaQN5VBolgnBy5irgEA0RoFAcpnZi6anKuj6+n+f/kolwsOX5WKRweTZvJsi22zXZZiVXZITthddZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDBfZRr</latexit>

L

4<latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xXxfRs6t8YFXUSsKiCT91eAhMh8=">AAAB+3icdVC7TkJBEN2LL8QXammzkZhYkQXxgh3RxsJCE/ERIGbuMuCGvY/szjUhhK+w1crO2PoxFv6LC2KiRk91cs5M5swJEq0sCfHmZWZm5+YXsou5peWV1bX8+saFjVMjsSFjHZurACxqFWGDFGm8SgxCGGi8DPpHY//yDo1VcXROgwTbIfQi1VUSyEnXvNU1IPlJ5SZfEEV/XxzUBBfFqi+qtYoje37NL1d5qSgmKLApTm/y761OLNMQI5IarG2WRELtIRhSUuMo10otJiD70MOmoxGEaNvDSeAR30ktUMwTNFxpPhHx+8YQQmsHYeAmQ6Bb+9sbi395zZS6tfZQRUlKGMnxIVIaJ4esNMo1gbyjDBLBODlyFXEJBojQKA5SOjF11eRcH19P8//JRblYcvysUqgfTpvJsi22zXZZiVVZnR2zU9ZgkoXsnj2wR2/kPXnP3svnaMab7myyH/BePwDEm5Rt</latexit>

L

8
<latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="07sTJMf7heiJEi1T2yrKaKO1Has=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hYmPZL0FvXjwEMFEJVmkd+zokNkHM72ChHyFVz15E69+jAf/xdkYQUXrVFR109UVplpZEuLNm5icmp6ZLcwV5xcWl5ZLK6ttm2RGYksmOjHnIVjUKsYWKdJ4nhqEKNR4FvYPc//sFo1VSXxKdykGEVzHqqckkJMueLdnQPJj/7JUFpXantj3BReVek3U/V1Hdmp+bbvOqxUxQpmN0bwsvXevEplFGJPUYG2nKlIKBmBISY3DYjezmILswzV2HI0hQhsMRoGHfDOzQAlP0XCl+UjE7xsDiKy9i0I3GQHd2N9eLv7ldTLq+cFAxWlGGMv8ECmNo0NWGuWaQH6lDBJBnhy5irkEA0RoFAcpnZi5aoquj6+n+f+kvV2pOn6yW24cjJspsHW2wbZYldVZgx2xJmsxySJ2zx7Yozf0nrxn7+VzdMIb76yxH/BePwDK15Rx</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit>

7
<latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QGly02SI4v4TqAz/qvp+Zz6qhr4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAZEdr0RvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhNC+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXhxUTNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3K18Nt3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqnhDvIFVqyeswuPUVZ0q8z1KpacVb1q2aWlIktRIEvUB/n33jASSQAhCsWN6ZZYjP0Z1yiFgnmulxiIuZjwMXQtDXkApj9Lg87pSWI4RjQGTaWiqQjfN2Y8MGYa+HYy4HhrfnsL8S+vm+DI689kGCcIoVgcQqkgPWSElrYBoEOpAZEvkgOVIRVcc0TQknIhrJjYSnK2j6+n6f+kVS6WLG9UCrXLZTNZckSOySkpEZfUyDWpkyYRBMg9eSCPTuI8Oc/Oy+doxlnuHJIfcF4/AKo2kZw=</latexit>

:5
<latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lURa2Afk4zJTxgbYohBWcw0zOY=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kQFhWW9ELx4hkUcChMwODU6YfWSm14QQvsCrnrwZr36QB//FYcVEjdapUtWdri4/VtIgY2/Oyura+sZmZiu7vbO7t587OGyZKNECmiJSke743ICSITRRooJOrIEHvoK2P7la+O070EZG4Q1OY+gHfBzKkRQcrdSoDHJ5VnAr7MJjlBWqLqt6ZUvOXc8tVWmxwFLkyRL1Qe69N4xEEkCIQnFjukUWY3/GNUqhYJ7tJQZiLiZ8DF1LQx6A6c/SoHN6mhiOEY1BU6loKsL3jRkPjJkGvp0MON6a395C/MvrJjjy+jMZxglCKBaHUCpIDxmhpW0A6FBqQOSL5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2kqzt4+tp+j9plQpFyxvlfO1y2UyGHJMTckaKpEpq5JrUSZMIAuSePJBHJ3GenGfn5XN0xVnuHJEfcF4/AKcYkZo=</latexit>

:3
<latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHlBPevUzNO//Hzrk/1F+ZFCb3s=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRGYRF7wRvXiERB4JEDI7NDhh9pGZXhOy4Qu86smb8eoHefBfHBATNVqnSlV3urr8WEmDjL05mZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/f9AyUaIFNEWkIt3xuQElQ2iiRAWdWAMPfAVtf3I199t3oI2MwhucxtAP+DiUIyk4WqlxNsgXWNE7ZxdVRlmx4rFKtWzJmVf1ShXqFtkCBbJEfZB/7w0jkQQQolDcmK7LYuynXKMUCma5XmIg5mLCx9C1NOQBmH66CDqjJ4nhGNEYNJWKLkT4vpHywJhp4NvJgOOt+e3Nxb+8boKjaj+VYZwghGJ+CKWCxSEjtLQNAB1KDYh8nhyoDKngmiOClpQLYcXEVpKzfXw9Tf8nrVLRtbxRLtQul81kyRE5JqfEJRVSI9ekTppEECD35IE8Oonz5Dw7L5+jGWe5c0h+wHn9AKP6kZg=</latexit>

:

B
<latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit>

Partition in real space
<latexit sha1_base64="slR5AWAArN/MklckQeAYm2ejbZk=">AAACEnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainIYBCswq4IWgZtLCOYByRLmJ3cxCGzs8vMXTEs6fwEv8JWKzux9Qcs/Bdn1y008VaHc+65jxPEUhh03U9nYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7LZMlGgOTR7JSHcCZkAKBU0UKKETa2BhIKEdjC8zvX0H2ohI3eAkBj9kIyWGgjO0VL9y0EO4x7TBtDVbhgpFrV9SEzMO036l6tbcvOg88ApQJUU1+pWv3iDiSQgKuWTGdD03Rj/NxnMJ03IvMWAnj9kIuhYqFoLx0/yPKT1KDMOIxqCpkDQn4bcjZaExkzCwnSHDWzOrZeR/WjfB4bmfChUnCIpni1BIyBcZroUNCOhAaEBk2eWQpcCZZoigBWWcWzKxiZVtHt7s9/OgdVLzLL4+rdYvimRKZJ8ckmPikTNSJ1ekQZqEkwfyRJ7Ji/PovDpvzvtP64JTePbIn3I+vgFukJ4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="slR5AWAArN/MklckQeAYm2ejbZk=">AAACEnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainIYBCswq4IWgZtLCOYByRLmJ3cxCGzs8vMXTEs6fwEv8JWKzux9Qcs/Bdn1y008VaHc+65jxPEUhh03U9nYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7LZMlGgOTR7JSHcCZkAKBU0UKKETa2BhIKEdjC8zvX0H2ohI3eAkBj9kIyWGgjO0VL9y0EO4x7TBtDVbhgpFrV9SEzMO036l6tbcvOg88ApQJUU1+pWv3iDiSQgKuWTGdD03Rj/NxnMJ03IvMWAnj9kIuhYqFoLx0/yPKT1KDMOIxqCpkDQn4bcjZaExkzCwnSHDWzOrZeR/WjfB4bmfChUnCIpni1BIyBcZroUNCOhAaEBk2eWQpcCZZoigBWWcWzKxiZVtHt7s9/OgdVLzLL4+rdYvimRKZJ8ckmPikTNSJ1ekQZqEkwfyRJ7Ji/PovDpvzvtP64JTePbIn3I+vgFukJ4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="slR5AWAArN/MklckQeAYm2ejbZk=">AAACEnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainIYBCswq4IWgZtLCOYByRLmJ3cxCGzs8vMXTEs6fwEv8JWKzux9Qcs/Bdn1y008VaHc+65jxPEUhh03U9nYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7LZMlGgOTR7JSHcCZkAKBU0UKKETa2BhIKEdjC8zvX0H2ohI3eAkBj9kIyWGgjO0VL9y0EO4x7TBtDVbhgpFrV9SEzMO036l6tbcvOg88ApQJUU1+pWv3iDiSQgKuWTGdD03Rj/NxnMJ03IvMWAnj9kIuhYqFoLx0/yPKT1KDMOIxqCpkDQn4bcjZaExkzCwnSHDWzOrZeR/WjfB4bmfChUnCIpni1BIyBcZroUNCOhAaEBk2eWQpcCZZoigBWWcWzKxiZVtHt7s9/OgdVLzLL4+rdYvimRKZJ8ckmPikTNSJ1ekQZqEkwfyRJ7Ji/PovDpvzvtP64JTePbIn3I+vgFukJ4W</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="slR5AWAArN/MklckQeAYm2ejbZk=">AAACEnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainIYBCswq4IWgZtLCOYByRLmJ3cxCGzs8vMXTEs6fwEv8JWKzux9Qcs/Bdn1y008VaHc+65jxPEUhh03U9nYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7LZMlGgOTR7JSHcCZkAKBU0UKKETa2BhIKEdjC8zvX0H2ohI3eAkBj9kIyWGgjO0VL9y0EO4x7TBtDVbhgpFrV9SEzMO036l6tbcvOg88ApQJUU1+pWv3iDiSQgKuWTGdD03Rj/NxnMJ03IvMWAnj9kIuhYqFoLx0/yPKT1KDMOIxqCpkDQn4bcjZaExkzCwnSHDWzOrZeR/WjfB4bmfChUnCIpni1BIyBcZroUNCOhAaEBk2eWQpcCZZoigBWWcWzKxiZVtHt7s9/OgdVLzLL4+rdYvimRKZJ8ckmPikTNSJ1ekQZqEkwfyRJ7Ji/PovDpvzvtP64JTePbIn3I+vgFukJ4W</latexit>

E↵ective basis
<latexit sha1_base64="0NujVn0q0rB9fbN8vfb+tc1AuAo=">AAACCnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrKtjYDAbBKuyKoGVQBMsI5gHJEmYnd+OQ2Qczd4NhzR/4FbZa2YmtP2Hhvzi7bqGJpzqcc5/Hi6XQaNuf1sLi0vLKammtvL6xubVd2dlt6ShRHJo8kpHqeEyDFCE0UaCETqyABZ6Etje6zPz2GJQWUXiLkxjcgA1D4QvO0Ej9yn4P4R7TK98HjmIM1AwTetqvVO2anYPOE6cgVVKg0a989QYRTwIIkUumddexY3RTplBwCdNyL9EQMz5iQ+gaGrIAtJvm90/pUaIZRjQGRYWkuQi/O1IWaD0JPFMZMLzTs14m/ud1E/TP3VSEcYIQ8mwRCgn5Is2VeVcBHQgFiCy7HKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMQkVTZ5OLPfz5PWSc0x/Oa0Wr8okimRA3JIjolDzkidXJMGaRJOHsgTeSYv1qP1ar1Z7z+lC1bRs0f+wPr4Bnu5mug=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0NujVn0q0rB9fbN8vfb+tc1AuAo=">AAACCnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrKtjYDAbBKuyKoGVQBMsI5gHJEmYnd+OQ2Qczd4NhzR/4FbZa2YmtP2Hhvzi7bqGJpzqcc5/Hi6XQaNuf1sLi0vLKammtvL6xubVd2dlt6ShRHJo8kpHqeEyDFCE0UaCETqyABZ6Etje6zPz2GJQWUXiLkxjcgA1D4QvO0Ej9yn4P4R7TK98HjmIM1AwTetqvVO2anYPOE6cgVVKg0a989QYRTwIIkUumddexY3RTplBwCdNyL9EQMz5iQ+gaGrIAtJvm90/pUaIZRjQGRYWkuQi/O1IWaD0JPFMZMLzTs14m/ud1E/TP3VSEcYIQ8mwRCgn5Is2VeVcBHQgFiCy7HKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMQkVTZ5OLPfz5PWSc0x/Oa0Wr8okimRA3JIjolDzkidXJMGaRJOHsgTeSYv1qP1ar1Z7z+lC1bRs0f+wPr4Bnu5mug=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0NujVn0q0rB9fbN8vfb+tc1AuAo=">AAACCnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrKtjYDAbBKuyKoGVQBMsI5gHJEmYnd+OQ2Qczd4NhzR/4FbZa2YmtP2Hhvzi7bqGJpzqcc5/Hi6XQaNuf1sLi0vLKammtvL6xubVd2dlt6ShRHJo8kpHqeEyDFCE0UaCETqyABZ6Etje6zPz2GJQWUXiLkxjcgA1D4QvO0Ej9yn4P4R7TK98HjmIM1AwTetqvVO2anYPOE6cgVVKg0a989QYRTwIIkUumddexY3RTplBwCdNyL9EQMz5iQ+gaGrIAtJvm90/pUaIZRjQGRYWkuQi/O1IWaD0JPFMZMLzTs14m/ud1E/TP3VSEcYIQ8mwRCgn5Is2VeVcBHQgFiCy7HKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMQkVTZ5OLPfz5PWSc0x/Oa0Wr8okimRA3JIjolDzkidXJMGaRJOHsgTeSYv1qP1ar1Z7z+lC1bRs0f+wPr4Bnu5mug=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0NujVn0q0rB9fbN8vfb+tc1AuAo=">AAACCnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrKtjYDAbBKuyKoGVQBMsI5gHJEmYnd+OQ2Qczd4NhzR/4FbZa2YmtP2Hhvzi7bqGJpzqcc5/Hi6XQaNuf1sLi0vLKammtvL6xubVd2dlt6ShRHJo8kpHqeEyDFCE0UaCETqyABZ6Etje6zPz2GJQWUXiLkxjcgA1D4QvO0Ej9yn4P4R7TK98HjmIM1AwTetqvVO2anYPOE6cgVVKg0a989QYRTwIIkUumddexY3RTplBwCdNyL9EQMz5iQ+gaGrIAtJvm90/pUaIZRjQGRYWkuQi/O1IWaD0JPFMZMLzTs14m/ud1E/TP3VSEcYIQ8mwRCgn5Is2VeVcBHQgFiCy7HKgIKWeKIYISlHFuxMQkVTZ5OLPfz5PWSc0x/Oa0Wr8okimRA3JIjolDzkidXJMGaRJOHsgTeSYv1qP1ar1Z7z+lC1bRs0f+wPr4Bnu5mug=</latexit>

Recursive structure
<latexit sha1_base64="cKcOuDr4J8ZryMHyawxlCJVLRnE=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1U6bwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYxD0iWMDu5iUNmH8zcCYYl4Cf4FbZa2Ymtv2DhvzhZU2jiqQ7nnMu954apFBo979NZWFxaXlktrBXXNza3tt2d3bpOjOJQ44lMVDNkGqSIoYYCJTRTBSwKJTTCweXEbwxBaZHEtzhKIYhYPxY9wRlaqePutxHuMbsBbmxoCFSjMhyNgnHHLXllLwedJ/6UlMgU1Y771e4m3EQQI5dM65bvpRhkTKHgEsbFttGQMj5gfWhZGrMIdJDlHcb0yGiGCU1BUSFpLsLviYxFWo+i0CYjhnd61puI/3ktg73zIBNxahBiPlmEQkK+SHNlKyugXaEAkU0uBypiypliiKAEZZxb0dhvFe0//Nn286R+UvYtvz4tVS6mnymQA3JIjolPzkiFXJEqqRFOHsgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z/RBWc6s0f+wPn4BmHWnRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cKcOuDr4J8ZryMHyawxlCJVLRnE=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1U6bwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYxD0iWMDu5iUNmH8zcCYYl4Cf4FbZa2Ymtv2DhvzhZU2jiqQ7nnMu954apFBo979NZWFxaXlktrBXXNza3tt2d3bpOjOJQ44lMVDNkGqSIoYYCJTRTBSwKJTTCweXEbwxBaZHEtzhKIYhYPxY9wRlaqePutxHuMbsBbmxoCFSjMhyNgnHHLXllLwedJ/6UlMgU1Y771e4m3EQQI5dM65bvpRhkTKHgEsbFttGQMj5gfWhZGrMIdJDlHcb0yGiGCU1BUSFpLsLviYxFWo+i0CYjhnd61puI/3ktg73zIBNxahBiPlmEQkK+SHNlKyugXaEAkU0uBypiypliiKAEZZxb0dhvFe0//Nn286R+UvYtvz4tVS6mnymQA3JIjolPzkiFXJEqqRFOHsgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z/RBWc6s0f+wPn4BmHWnRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cKcOuDr4J8ZryMHyawxlCJVLRnE=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1U6bwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYxD0iWMDu5iUNmH8zcCYYl4Cf4FbZa2Ymtv2DhvzhZU2jiqQ7nnMu954apFBo979NZWFxaXlktrBXXNza3tt2d3bpOjOJQ44lMVDNkGqSIoYYCJTRTBSwKJTTCweXEbwxBaZHEtzhKIYhYPxY9wRlaqePutxHuMbsBbmxoCFSjMhyNgnHHLXllLwedJ/6UlMgU1Y771e4m3EQQI5dM65bvpRhkTKHgEsbFttGQMj5gfWhZGrMIdJDlHcb0yGiGCU1BUSFpLsLviYxFWo+i0CYjhnd61puI/3ktg73zIBNxahBiPlmEQkK+SHNlKyugXaEAkU0uBypiypliiKAEZZxb0dhvFe0//Nn286R+UvYtvz4tVS6mnymQA3JIjolPzkiFXJEqqRFOHsgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z/RBWc6s0f+wPn4BmHWnRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cKcOuDr4J8ZryMHyawxlCJVLRnE=">AAACDnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1U6bwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYxD0iWMDu5iUNmH8zcCYYl4Cf4FbZa2Ymtv2DhvzhZU2jiqQ7nnMu954apFBo979NZWFxaXlktrBXXNza3tt2d3bpOjOJQ44lMVDNkGqSIoYYCJTRTBSwKJTTCweXEbwxBaZHEtzhKIYhYPxY9wRlaqePutxHuMbsBbmxoCFSjMhyNgnHHLXllLwedJ/6UlMgU1Y771e4m3EQQI5dM65bvpRhkTKHgEsbFttGQMj5gfWhZGrMIdJDlHcb0yGiGCU1BUSFpLsLviYxFWo+i0CYjhnd61puI/3ktg73zIBNxahBiPlmEQkK+SHNlKyugXaEAkU0uBypiypliiKAEZZxb0dhvFe0//Nn286R+UvYtvz4tVS6mnymQA3JIjolPzkiFXJEqqRFOHsgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z/RBWc6s0f+wPn4BmHWnRY=</latexit>

=<latexit sha1_base64="M3xvzDxwyFe4YoSB/ZXIt717fc8=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrsCuCNkLQxjIB84BkCbOTmzhkdnaZuSOEkC+w1cpObP0gC//F2XULTTzV4Zx7ueeeKJXCoO9/eiura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbRKrObR4IhPdjZgBKRS0UKCEbqqBxZGETjS5zfzOI2gjEnWP0xTCmI2VGAnO0EnN60Gl6tf8HHSZBAWpkgKNQeWrP0y4jUEhl8yYXuCnGM6YRsElzMt9ayBlfMLG0HNUsRhMOMuDzumpNQwTmoKmQtJchN8bMxYbM40jNxkzfDCLXib+5/Usjq7CmVCpRVA8O4RCQn7IcC1cA0CHQgMiy5IDFYpyphkiaEEZ5060rpKy6yNY/H6ZtM9rgePNi2r9pmimRI7JCTkjAbkkdXJHGqRFOAHyRJ7Ji2e9V+/Ne/8ZXfGKnSPyB97HNyqWkUY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3xvzDxwyFe4YoSB/ZXIt717fc8=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrsCuCNkLQxjIB84BkCbOTmzhkdnaZuSOEkC+w1cpObP0gC//F2XULTTzV4Zx7ueeeKJXCoO9/eiura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbRKrObR4IhPdjZgBKRS0UKCEbqqBxZGETjS5zfzOI2gjEnWP0xTCmI2VGAnO0EnN60Gl6tf8HHSZBAWpkgKNQeWrP0y4jUEhl8yYXuCnGM6YRsElzMt9ayBlfMLG0HNUsRhMOMuDzumpNQwTmoKmQtJchN8bMxYbM40jNxkzfDCLXib+5/Usjq7CmVCpRVA8O4RCQn7IcC1cA0CHQgMiy5IDFYpyphkiaEEZ5060rpKy6yNY/H6ZtM9rgePNi2r9pmimRI7JCTkjAbkkdXJHGqRFOAHyRJ7Ji2e9V+/Ne/8ZXfGKnSPyB97HNyqWkUY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3xvzDxwyFe4YoSB/ZXIt717fc8=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrsCuCNkLQxjIB84BkCbOTmzhkdnaZuSOEkC+w1cpObP0gC//F2XULTTzV4Zx7ueeeKJXCoO9/eiura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbRKrObR4IhPdjZgBKRS0UKCEbqqBxZGETjS5zfzOI2gjEnWP0xTCmI2VGAnO0EnN60Gl6tf8HHSZBAWpkgKNQeWrP0y4jUEhl8yYXuCnGM6YRsElzMt9ayBlfMLG0HNUsRhMOMuDzumpNQwTmoKmQtJchN8bMxYbM40jNxkzfDCLXib+5/Usjq7CmVCpRVA8O4RCQn7IcC1cA0CHQgMiy5IDFYpyphkiaEEZ5060rpKy6yNY/H6ZtM9rgePNi2r9pmimRI7JCTkjAbkkdXJHGqRFOAHyRJ7Ji2e9V+/Ne/8ZXfGKnSPyB97HNyqWkUY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3xvzDxwyFe4YoSB/ZXIt717fc8=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrsCuCNkLQxjIB84BkCbOTmzhkdnaZuSOEkC+w1cpObP0gC//F2XULTTzV4Zx7ueeeKJXCoO9/eiura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbRKrObR4IhPdjZgBKRS0UKCEbqqBxZGETjS5zfzOI2gjEnWP0xTCmI2VGAnO0EnN60Gl6tf8HHSZBAWpkgKNQeWrP0y4jUEhl8yYXuCnGM6YRsElzMt9ayBlfMLG0HNUsRhMOMuDzumpNQwTmoKmQtJchN8bMxYbM40jNxkzfDCLXib+5/Usjq7CmVCpRVA8O4RCQn7IcC1cA0CHQgMiy5IDFYpyphkiaEEZ5060rpKy6yNY/H6ZtM9rgePNi2r9pmimRI7JCTkjAbkkdXJHGqRFOAHyRJ7Ji2e9V+/Ne/8ZXfGKnSPyB97HNyqWkUY=</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8JPwhWLFd8reOuyjLbZCuGAu7A=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSaDqs1v+7noKskKEiNFGgOq1+DUcJtDAq5ZMb0Az/FcM40Ci5hURlYAynjUzaBvqOKxWDCeR50Qc+sYZjQFDQVkuYi/N6Ys9iYWRy5yZjhg1n2MvE/r29xfB3OhUotguLZIRQS8kOGa+EaADoSGhBZlhyoUJQzzRBBC8o4d6J1lVRcH8Hy96ukc1EPHG9d1ho3RTNlckJOyTkJyBVpkDvSJG3CCZAn8kxePOu9em/e+89oySt2jskfeB/fckiRdA==</latexit>

p+
1

<latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit>

m
<latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit>

n� 1
<latexit sha1_base64="yZ6eQiF5AL+bz1sfkQq6HfoS00k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGSFBG0FAGQR5SYkXnyyaccj5bd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/wtm4gISpRjO72tkJYikMuu6nU1paXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttEyWaQ4tHMtLdgBmQQkELBUroxhpYGEjoBJOrzO88gDYiUnc4jcEP2ViJkeAMrXSrTrxBtebW3Rx0kXgFqZECzUH1qz+MeBKCQi6ZMT3PjdFPmUbBJcwq/cRAzPiEjaFnqWIhGD/No87oUWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMNAzsZMrw3814m/uf1Ehxd+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6ADoUGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/77RdI+rXuW35zVGpdFM2VyQA7JMfHIOWmQa9IkLcLJmDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jNacoqdffIHzsc3VG+R6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yZ6eQiF5AL+bz1sfkQq6HfoS00k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGSFBG0FAGQR5SYkXnyyaccj5bd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/wtm4gISpRjO72tkJYikMuu6nU1paXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttEyWaQ4tHMtLdgBmQQkELBUroxhpYGEjoBJOrzO88gDYiUnc4jcEP2ViJkeAMrXSrTrxBtebW3Rx0kXgFqZECzUH1qz+MeBKCQi6ZMT3PjdFPmUbBJcwq/cRAzPiEjaFnqWIhGD/No87oUWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMNAzsZMrw3814m/uf1Ehxd+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6ADoUGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/77RdI+rXuW35zVGpdFM2VyQA7JMfHIOWmQa9IkLcLJmDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jNacoqdffIHzsc3VG+R6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yZ6eQiF5AL+bz1sfkQq6HfoS00k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGSFBG0FAGQR5SYkXnyyaccj5bd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/wtm4gISpRjO72tkJYikMuu6nU1paXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttEyWaQ4tHMtLdgBmQQkELBUroxhpYGEjoBJOrzO88gDYiUnc4jcEP2ViJkeAMrXSrTrxBtebW3Rx0kXgFqZECzUH1qz+MeBKCQi6ZMT3PjdFPmUbBJcwq/cRAzPiEjaFnqWIhGD/No87oUWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMNAzsZMrw3814m/uf1Ehxd+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6ADoUGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/77RdI+rXuW35zVGpdFM2VyQA7JMfHIOWmQa9IkLcLJmDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jNacoqdffIHzsc3VG+R6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yZ6eQiF5AL+bz1sfkQq6HfoS00k=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJhshGSFBG0FAGQR5SYkXnyyaccj5bd2tQZOUTaKGiQ7R8DwX/wtm4gISpRjO72tkJYikMuu6nU1paXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttEyWaQ4tHMtLdgBmQQkELBUroxhpYGEjoBJOrzO88gDYiUnc4jcEP2ViJkeAMrXSrTrxBtebW3Rx0kXgFqZECzUH1qz+MeBKCQi6ZMT3PjdFPmUbBJcwq/cRAzPiEjaFnqWIhGD/No87oUWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMNAzsZMrw3814m/uf1Ehxd+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6ADoUGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/77RdI+rXuW35zVGpdFM2VyQA7JMfHIOWmQa9IkLcLJmDyRZ/LiPDqvzpvz/jNacoqdffIHzsc3VG+R6Q==</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="NY5C8sqQtbrdHBH2AXqmxcUCuiE=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESGFJrIBCcoIGsogkYdIomh92YRTzmfrbo2IrPAVtFDRIVr+hYJ/wQ4pIGGq0cyudnb8SElLrvvpLCwuLa+s5tby6xubW9uFnd26DWMjsCZCFZqmDxaV1FgjSQqbkUEIfIUNf3iZ+Y17NFaG+oZGEXYCGGjZlwIolW7bhA+UlOBo3C0U3bI7AZ8n3pQU2RTVbuGr3QtFHKAmocDaludG1EnAkBQKx/l2bDECMYQBtlKqIUDbSSaJx/wwtkAhj9BwqfhExN8bCQTWjgI/nQyA7uysl4n/ea2Y+uedROooJtQiO0RS4eSQFUamVSDvSYNEkCVHLjUXYIAIjeQgRCrGaTf5tA9v9vt5Uj8ueydl9/q0WLmYNpNj++yAlZjHzliFXbEqqzHBNHtiz+zFeXRenTfn/Wd0wZnu7LE/cD6+ARSqlTA=</latexit>

Figure 7.2: The partitions (1-3) of the ground state of the hierarchical model that we con-
sider here. Left column: the partitions in real space. Central column: reduced
density matrix in renormalized variables. The green circles indicate the block
spins, whose basis is used to write the recursive density matrix. Each of them
contributes with a factor two to the size of ρ̂A. Right column: recursive struc-
ture of the reduced density matrix. In the inset (a) we introduce the diagram for
the recursive trace performed on a block-spin k times. (Top row) Partition (1)
with an interval of size ℓk = 2n−k. The reduced density matrix is a 2× 2-matrix
in the basis of the renormalized spins at (n− k)-th level. (Middle) Partition (2)
with an interval of length ℓpm = (2p − 1)2m + 1. The reduced density matrix
has effective size 2p+1 × 2p+1. (Bottom) Partition (3) with an interval of length
ℓ = L/2 shifted by one site from the chain end. This partition always splits n
effective spins and the reduced density matrix has size L× L.

We mention that a very large literature exists about the characterisation of the en-
tanglement in many-body systems by real space RG, but its main focus is disordered
systems and strong disorder RG, see e.g. Ref.[498–506]. Although the employed
techniques are different, there are many qualitative similarities that also helped our
understanding of the hierarchical model.

We consider bipartitions of the chain into a block of spins A of length ℓ and
the remainder B. The first step will be to reconstruct the reduced density matrix
ρ̂A of the ground state (7.16) as achieved using the recursive projection technique
in the previous section. We then calculate the eigenvalues of ρ̂A and consequently
the entanglement entropy SA, defined in Eq.(1.24). Since local transformations
within the subsystems do not alter the entanglement between A and B, we will
write ρ̂A without tracing back all those renormalized spins that are not split by the
bipartition: in tree tensor network language [489, 492], this means that all the
isometries contained within A do not contribute to the entanglement and cancel
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in the construction of the reduced density matrix. The size of the reduced density
matrix is then determined by the number of the renormalized spins (7.10) that are
split by the bipartition. As a simple example, let A be the block composed of the
first ℓ = L/2 sites. This partition spits only the n-th effective spin at level n, as in
the top panel of Figure 7.2 for k = 1. Hence, the reduced density matrix ρ̂A is a 2×2

matrix in the basis |±⟩[n−1]1 and its eigenvalues will never change when rewriting in
terms of the spins at lower levels up to the physical spins.

The same reasoning applies to all other kinds of intervals. However, since the
model is not translationally invariant, the reduced density matrix depends not only
on the length of the subsystems A, but also on its position in the chain. We consider
the three following bipartitions as shown in Figure 7.2:

1. the interval of length ℓk = L/2k = 2n−k (with k = 1, . . . n) starting from left
end of the chain as in the top panel of Figure 7.2;

2. the interval of length ℓpm = (2p−1)2m+1 (withm, p ≥ 1) again starting from
left end of the chain as in the central panel of Figure 7.2;

3. the shifted interval of length ℓ = L/2 starting from the second site of the chain
as in the bottom panel of Figure 7.2.

For these three cases, we will construct the reduced density matrix ρ̂ℓ recursively.
The partition (1), as previously discussed for ℓ = L/2, splits only one renor-

malised spin at level n− k. Hence, the reduced density matrix is conveniently writ-
ten in the basis at this level when it is again a 2× 2 matrix, whose elements will be
obtained recursively.

Partition (2) instead cuts p+1 effective spins, hence it is a matrix of size 2p+1×2p+1

in the basis given by the tensor product of the effective spins at corresponding levels
(see below for details). Consequently the largest possible rank is obtained for ℓ =
L/2− 1, i.e. m = 1 and p = n− 2.

The partition (3) is chosen in such a way to have maximum possible rank (as stan-
dard in tree tensor networks [489–492]). Indeed, this partition cuts by construction
n effective spins and so ρ̂A is, in principle, a L× L density matrix.

Numerical and analytical results for the entanglement entropy at criticality will
be explicitly obtained in the following subsections for asymptotically large systems
and subsystems. The most relevant and surprising result is that the reduced density
matrix has always a finite rank (at most equal to 16), even for the case (3) when the
rank naively might have been maximal, i.e. L. The natural question at this point is
how well the fixed point ground-state entanglement correctly describes the one of
the real model, without integrating out the high-energy physics in the renormaliza-
tion procedure. To this aim, we compare the renormalized entanglement with the
exact one. In Figure 7.3 we report the comparison with the data from numerical
exact diagonalisation for L = 16 and partition (3) (because of the tree structure, the
next possible size would be L = 32 that is hard to exactly diagonalize; alternatively
one can use tree tensor networks to get very accurate estimates for a larger chain,
but this is beyond the goal of this paper). We show the comparison for many values
of σ. The two curves are qualitatively very similar, although SA is non-monotonic
in σ. While for large and small σ they compare very well, there are quantitative
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differences for σ ∼ 1. Most probably this is just a finite size effect and indeed it is
remarkable that for such a small value of L, the two curves match so well. In the
Figure report also the results from the renormalization group for larger L, showing
that the saturation value is much larger for intermediate σ as we shall discuss.4.7 Recursive p entanglement entropies
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Figure 7.3: Entanglement entropy at the critical point for the partition (3) as a function of
σ. SA is non-monotonic. We compare numerical exact diagonalization results
at L = 16 with the RG prediction. For intermediate σ, finite size effects are
relevant.

Since in the following, we will only consider critical entanglement entropies, to
lighten the notations we setKc = K to indicate the control parameter at the critical
point and we set J = 1.

7.2.1 Entanglement entropy for the partition (1).
We first consider the reduced density matrix for an intervalA of length ℓk = 2n−k

starting from the chain boundary. The partial trace over B (the complement of A,
i.e. the last L−ℓk spins) may be obtained recursively by tracing away half of the spins
at each step k times, as shown in the top panel of Figure 7.2. For later convenience,
it is useful to define the auxiliary matrices τ̂ [k]i , represented pictorially by the diagram
(a) in the inset of Figure 7.2, as

τ̂
[k]
0 ≡ trB |+⟩⟨+|[n] , τ̂

[k]
1 ≡ trB |−⟩⟨−|[n] , (7.20a)

τ̂
[k]
2 ≡ trB |+⟩⟨−|[n] , τ̂

[k]
3 ≡ trB |−⟩⟨+|[n] , (7.20b)

where the states |±⟩[n] are defined in Eq. (7.10). Notice that the k dependence is
encoded in B. These matrix can be written explicitly in the basis of the first spin at
level n− k (i.e. in the basis |±⟩[n−k]1 ) by recursion (see E.1) as

τ̂
[k]
0 =

(
c+k 0
0 d+k

)
, τ̂

[k]
1 =

(
c−k 0
0 d−k

)
, τ̂

[k]
2 =

(
0 ek
fk 0

)
, τ̂

[k]
3 =

[
τ̂
[k]
2

]T
,

(7.21)
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with 
c±k = a2 c±k−1 +

1

2
d±k−1

d±k = b2 c±k−1 +
1

2
d±k−1 ,


ek =

a√
2
ek−1 +

b√
2
fk−1

fk =
b√
2
ek−1 +

a√
2
fk−1 ,

(7.22)

with initial conditions c+0 = 1, d+0 = 0, c−0 = 0, d−0 = 1, e0 = 1, f0 = 0. Here a, b
are the coefficients in Eq. (7.11) evaluated at the critical point Kk = K. These
recurrence relations admit the exact solution

c+k =
1 + 2b2 e−kα

1 + 2b2

d+k = 2b2
1− e−kα

1 + 2b2

,


c−k =

1− e−kα

1 + 2b2

d−k =
2b2 + e−kα

1 + 2b2

,


ek =

1

2

(
e−βk + e−γk

)
fk =

1

2

(
e−βk − e−γk

) ,

(7.23)
with

α ≡ ln
√
K2 + 4 , β ≡ ln

√
2

a− b
, γ ≡ ln

√
2

a+ b
. (7.24)

Being the ground state |ψ⟩GS = |+⟩[n] as in Eq. (7.16), we just have ρ̂A = τ̂
[k]
0 , which

is already written in diagonal form. Hence, the exact fixed-point entanglement
entropy for this bipartition is

SA = −c+k ln c+k − d+k ln d+k . (7.25)

Note that, because of the tree structure of the ground state, SA is a function only of
k and not of k and n separately. For large k we have the exact asymptotic expansion

SA = S∗ + c∗e
−kα +O(e−2kα) , (7.26)

with
S∗ = ln(1 + 2b2)− 2b2

(1 + 2b2)
ln 2b2, c∗ =

2b2 ln 2b2

1 + 2b2
. (7.27)

Thus, the entanglement entropy saturates to a constant S∗, exponentially fast in k.
Since e−k ln 2 = (ℓk/L), Eq. (7.26) is an expansion for ℓk ≪ L.

In Figure 7.4, we plot the asymptotic fixed-point value S∗ (7.27) as a function
of σ. We also compare it with the exact diagonalisation results for L = 8 and L = 16
with all possible values of ℓk = 1, 2, 4 and ℓ = 8 for L = 16. Although the size of the
system is very small, the results for small ℓ lie very close to the saturation value S∗
(expected to be reached for ℓk ≪ L, but large L).

7.2.2 Entanglement entropy for the partition (2).
In this subsection, we obtain the renormalised reduced density matrix of the

critical ground state (7.16) for a partition of length ℓpm = (2p − 1)2m + 1. (We can
also think to the bipartition as a binary number: the binary representation of ℓpm−1
is just p ones followed by m zeros – we can place ν = n − p −m zeros in front of
it – the result does not depend on ν). The number of effective spins broken by the
partition is p + 1, as it should be clear also from Figure 7.2. The rules to construct
recursively the reduced density matrix are:
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Figure 7.4: Critical entanglement entropy for ℓk = 2n−k for different values of σ. We
compare the results obtained by means of exact diagonalisation forL = 8 (green)
and 16 (red) with ℓ = 1, 2, 4, 8 with the asymptotic saturation value of the fixed-
point entanglement entropy (7.26) (full line). Although the systems are very
small, the results match quite well for ℓ≪ L.

.

(a) Trace away recursively half of the spins ν = n−m−p times to get the reduced
density matrix ρ̂(a) of the first 2p+m spins. ρ̂(a) is a 2 × 2 matrix in the basis
|±⟩[p+m]

1 as in Section 7.2.1.

(b) Trace out the (m−1)-th effective spin on the right. ρ̂(b) is a 2p+1×2p+1 matrix
in the basis |±⟩[m+p−1]

1 ⊗ |±⟩[m+p−2]
3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |±⟩[m]

2p−1 ⊗ |±⟩[m−1]2p+1−1. This is the
reduced density matrix of the first 2m+p − 2m−1 spins at level zero.

(c) On the rightmost effective spin at levelm− 1, trace out all spins except one at
level zero by means of the recurrence relations (7.20). This last step does not
increase the size of the reduced density matrix because all involved effective
spins have been already broken before. ρ̂(c) is the desired 2p+1 × 2p+1 density
matrix in the basis |±⟩[m+p−1]

1 ⊗ |±⟩[m+p−2]
3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |±⟩[m]

2p−1 ⊗ |±⟩[0]ℓpm
.

These three rules are pictorially summarised in Figure 7.5.
As an example, let us consider the case p = 1 and m = 2, i.e. an interval of

length ℓ = 5 (in a chain of arbitrary size L): ℓ − 1 = 4 → . . . 0100, see also Figure
7.5 (bottom). (a) Compute first the 2 × 2 reduced density matrix of the first spin
at level p + m = 3, i.e. ρ̂(a) = a2 |+⟩⟨+|[3]1 + b2|−⟩⟨−|[3]1 . (b) Trace away the
rightmost effective block-spin at level one. This yields the 4 × 4 matrix ρ̂(b), in the
basis |±⟩[2]1 ⊗ |±⟩[1]3 . (c) Trace out the sixth physical spin from the block spin at level
one. Hence ρ̂ℓ=5 is then a 4× 4 matrix in the basis |±⟩[2]1 ⊗ |±⟩[0]5 .

Step (a) has been already discussed in Section 7.2.1. For the ground state (7.16),
Eqs. (7.20-7.21) evaluated at k = ν read

ρ̂(a) = c+ν |+⟩⟨+|[p+m]
1 + d+ν |−⟩⟨−|[p+m]

1 , (7.28)
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(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDEMIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGamTK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDEMIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGamTK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDEMIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGamTK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GhOTrMjCnljcTlImpOUVpK8ipQg=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDptXgeNovV9yaOwNdJF5OKiRHo1/+6g0inoSgkEtmTNdzY/RTplFwCdNSLzEQMz5mI+haqlgIxk9niaf0KDEMIxqDpkLSmQi/N1IWGjMJAzsZMrwz814m/ud1Exye+6lQcYKgeHYIhYTZIcO1sFUAHQgNiCxLDlQoyplmiKAFZZxbMbHdlGwf3vz3i6R1UvMsvz6t1C/yZorkgBySKvHIGamTK9IgTcKJIk/kmbw4j86r8+a8/4wWnHxnn/yB8/ENFZOVLw==</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="ETUwWOOU5B1IeGfsSigJlAWw9ck=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDplV+PO2XK27NnYEuEi8nFZKj0S9/9QYRT0JQyCUzpuu5Mfop0yi4hGmplxiIGR+zEXQtVSwE46ezxFN6lBiGEY1BUyHpTITfGykLjZmEgZ0MGd6ZeS8T//O6CQ7P/VSoOEFQPDuEQsLskOFa2CqADoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhuSrYPb/77RdI6qXmWX59W6hd5M0VyQA5JlXjkjNTJFWmQJuFEkSfyTF6cR+fVeXPef0YLTr6zT/7A+fgGFySVMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ETUwWOOU5B1IeGfsSigJlAWw9ck=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDplV+PO2XK27NnYEuEi8nFZKj0S9/9QYRT0JQyCUzpuu5Mfop0yi4hGmplxiIGR+zEXQtVSwE46ezxFN6lBiGEY1BUyHpTITfGykLjZmEgZ0MGd6ZeS8T//O6CQ7P/VSoOEFQPDuEQsLskOFa2CqADoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhuSrYPb/77RdI6qXmWX59W6hd5M0VyQA5JlXjkjNTJFWmQJuFEkSfyTF6cR+fVeXPef0YLTr6zT/7A+fgGFySVMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ETUwWOOU5B1IeGfsSigJlAWw9ck=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDplV+PO2XK27NnYEuEi8nFZKj0S9/9QYRT0JQyCUzpuu5Mfop0yi4hGmplxiIGR+zEXQtVSwE46ezxFN6lBiGEY1BUyHpTITfGykLjZmEgZ0MGd6ZeS8T//O6CQ7P/VSoOEFQPDuEQsLskOFa2CqADoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhuSrYPb/77RdI6qXmWX59W6hd5M0VyQA5JlXjkjNTJFWmQJuFEkSfyTF6cR+fVeXPef0YLTr6zT/7A+fgGFySVMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ETUwWOOU5B1IeGfsSigJlAWw9ck=">AAAB/HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQgpNJGNkKCMoKEMEnmIxIrOl0045Xy27taIyApfQQsVHaLlXyj4F87BBSRMNZrZ1c5OEEth0HU/ncLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rmSjRHJo8kpHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9bAwkBCOxhfZn77HrQRkbrBSQx+yEZKDAVnaKXbHsIDplV+PO2XK27NnYEuEi8nFZKj0S9/9QYRT0JQyCUzpuu5Mfop0yi4hGmplxiIGR+zEXQtVSwE46ezxFN6lBiGEY1BUyHpTITfGykLjZmEgZ0MGd6ZeS8T//O6CQ7P/VSoOEFQPDuEQsLskOFa2CqADoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhuSrYPb/77RdI6qXmWX59W6hd5M0VyQA5JlXjkjNTJFWmQJuFEkSfyTF6cR+fVeXPef0YLTr6zT/7A+fgGFySVMA==</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="O6T4x8c9bbbfrM63BttP6ASEnxE=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0IWgZtLCN4SSA5wt7mJS7Z2zt23wrhyG+w1cpObP05Fv4XN+cVmjjVMPMeb97EmRQGff/TW1ldW9/YrGxVt3d29/ZrB4dtk1rNIeSpTHU3ZgakUBCiQAndTANLYgmdeHIz9zuPoI1I1T1OM4gSNlZiJDhDJ4V5X9nZoFb3G34BukyCktRJidag9tUfptwmoJBLZkwv8DOMcqZRcAmzat8ayBifsDH0HFUsARPlRdgZPbWGYUoz0FRIWojweyNniTHTJHaTCcMHs+jNxf+8nsXRVZQLlVkExeeHUEgoDhmuhWsB6FBoQGTz5ECFopxphghaUMa5E62rper6CBa/Xybt80bg+N1FvXldNlMhx+SEnJGAXJImuSUtEhJOBHkiz+TFm3qv3pv3/jO64pU7R+QPvI9v14KTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O6T4x8c9bbbfrM63BttP6ASEnxE=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0IWgZtLCN4SSA5wt7mJS7Z2zt23wrhyG+w1cpObP05Fv4XN+cVmjjVMPMeb97EmRQGff/TW1ldW9/YrGxVt3d29/ZrB4dtk1rNIeSpTHU3ZgakUBCiQAndTANLYgmdeHIz9zuPoI1I1T1OM4gSNlZiJDhDJ4V5X9nZoFb3G34BukyCktRJidag9tUfptwmoJBLZkwv8DOMcqZRcAmzat8ayBifsDH0HFUsARPlRdgZPbWGYUoz0FRIWojweyNniTHTJHaTCcMHs+jNxf+8nsXRVZQLlVkExeeHUEgoDhmuhWsB6FBoQGTz5ECFopxphghaUMa5E62rper6CBa/Xybt80bg+N1FvXldNlMhx+SEnJGAXJImuSUtEhJOBHkiz+TFm3qv3pv3/jO64pU7R+QPvI9v14KTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O6T4x8c9bbbfrM63BttP6ASEnxE=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0IWgZtLCN4SSA5wt7mJS7Z2zt23wrhyG+w1cpObP05Fv4XN+cVmjjVMPMeb97EmRQGff/TW1ldW9/YrGxVt3d29/ZrB4dtk1rNIeSpTHU3ZgakUBCiQAndTANLYgmdeHIz9zuPoI1I1T1OM4gSNlZiJDhDJ4V5X9nZoFb3G34BukyCktRJidag9tUfptwmoJBLZkwv8DOMcqZRcAmzat8ayBifsDH0HFUsARPlRdgZPbWGYUoz0FRIWojweyNniTHTJHaTCcMHs+jNxf+8nsXRVZQLlVkExeeHUEgoDhmuhWsB6FBoQGTz5ECFopxphghaUMa5E62rper6CBa/Xybt80bg+N1FvXldNlMhx+SEnJGAXJImuSUtEhJOBHkiz+TFm3qv3pv3/jO64pU7R+QPvI9v14KTaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O6T4x8c9bbbfrM63BttP6ASEnxE=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFNzzM8avqKXNYhCswp0IWgZtLCN4SSA5wt7mJS7Z2zt23wrhyG+w1cpObP05Fv4XN+cVmjjVMPMeb97EmRQGff/TW1ldW9/YrGxVt3d29/ZrB4dtk1rNIeSpTHU3ZgakUBCiQAndTANLYgmdeHIz9zuPoI1I1T1OM4gSNlZiJDhDJ4V5X9nZoFb3G34BukyCktRJidag9tUfptwmoJBLZkwv8DOMcqZRcAmzat8ayBifsDH0HFUsARPlRdgZPbWGYUoz0FRIWojweyNniTHTJHaTCcMHs+jNxf+8nsXRVZQLlVkExeeHUEgoDhmuhWsB6FBoQGTz5ECFopxphghaUMa5E62rper6CBa/Xybt80bg+N1FvXldNlMhx+SEnJGAXJImuSUtEhJOBHkiz+TFm3qv3pv3/jO64pU7R+QPvI9v14KTaA==</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WyLKiv65Yw3gSHRPyGB/7WWl+/4=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRAbEBW+oF4+QCJIAIbNDgxNmH5npNSGEL/CqJ2/Gqx/kwX9xdsVEjdapUtWdri4vUtIgY29OZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7rVNGGsBLRGqUHc8bkDJAFooUUEn0sB9T8GNN7lM/Js70EaGwTVOI+j7fBzIkRQcrdQ8H+QLrOiesrMao6xYdVm1VrHkxK255SotFVmKAlmgMci/94ahiH0IUChuTLfEIuzPuEYpFMxzvdhAxMWEj6FracB9MP1ZGnROj2LDMaQRaCoVTUX4vjHjvjFT37OTPsdb89tLxL+8boyjWn8mgyhGCERyCKWC9JARWtoGgA6lBkSeJAcqAyq45oigJeVCWDG2leRsH19P0/9Ju1wsWd6sFOoXi2ay5IAckmNSIlVSJ1ekQVpEECD35IE8OrHz5Dw7L5+jGWexs09+wHn9ALnMkaY=</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4SAJ3aeG59ru+8/+wFVmAZmuvso=">AAAB83icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHZ5CEeCF4+QiJDAhswODU6YfWSm14Rs+AKvevJmvPpBHvwXZ1dM1GidKlXd6eryIik02vablVtb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0c3OowVhx4PZagGHtMgRQA9FChhEClgvieh780vU79/B0qLMLjGRQSuz2aBmArO0Ejd9rhYsss1x2lc1KkhlUat7hjSbFaq9Sp1ynaGElmhMy6+jyYhj30IkEum9dCxI3QTplBwCcvCKNYQMT5nMxgaGjAftJtkQZf0LNYMQxqBokLSTITvGwnztV74npn0Gd7q314q/uUNY5w23UQEUYwQ8PQQCgnZIc2VMA0AnQgFiCxNDlQElDPFEEEJyjg3YmwqKZg+vp6m/5ObStkxvFsrtdqrZvLkhJySc+KQBmmRK9IhPcIJkHvyQB6t2Hqynq2Xz9Gctdo5Jj9gvX4Ao36Rlw==</latexit>

EX. ` = 5 : 0100
<latexit sha1_base64="pFg27gK5nosyHysmbi49QnistSU=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0V0ISURRRGEogguK9gHNKVMprd16GQSZm7EEvoJfoJf4VZX7sStCxf+i0ntQlvP6nDOfR4/ksKg43xauZnZufmF/GJhaXlldc1e36iZMNYcqjyUoW74zIAUCqooUEIj0sACX0Ld719kfv0OtBGhusFBBK2A9ZToCs4wldr2rodwj4kXqw7obEhy2SgNh9Tb90BKekaPTqnjOk7bLjolZwQ6TdwxKZIxKm37y+uEPA5AIZfMmKbrRNhKmEbBJQwLXmwgYrzPetBMqWIBmFYyemhId2LDMKQRaCokHYnwuyNhgTGDwE8rA4a3ZtLLxP+8Zozdk1YiVBQjKJ4tQiFhtMhwLdKkgHaEBkSWXQ5UKMqZZoigBWWcp2KcRldI83Anv58mtYOSm/Lrw2L5fJxMnmyRbbJHXHJMyuSKVEiVcPJAnsgzebEerVfrzXr/Kc1Z455N8gfWxzc9KJ/C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pFg27gK5nosyHysmbi49QnistSU=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0V0ISURRRGEogguK9gHNKVMprd16GQSZm7EEvoJfoJf4VZX7sStCxf+i0ntQlvP6nDOfR4/ksKg43xauZnZufmF/GJhaXlldc1e36iZMNYcqjyUoW74zIAUCqooUEIj0sACX0Ld719kfv0OtBGhusFBBK2A9ZToCs4wldr2rodwj4kXqw7obEhy2SgNh9Tb90BKekaPTqnjOk7bLjolZwQ6TdwxKZIxKm37y+uEPA5AIZfMmKbrRNhKmEbBJQwLXmwgYrzPetBMqWIBmFYyemhId2LDMKQRaCokHYnwuyNhgTGDwE8rA4a3ZtLLxP+8Zozdk1YiVBQjKJ4tQiFhtMhwLdKkgHaEBkSWXQ5UKMqZZoigBWWcp2KcRldI83Anv58mtYOSm/Lrw2L5fJxMnmyRbbJHXHJMyuSKVEiVcPJAnsgzebEerVfrzXr/Kc1Z455N8gfWxzc9KJ/C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pFg27gK5nosyHysmbi49QnistSU=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0V0ISURRRGEogguK9gHNKVMprd16GQSZm7EEvoJfoJf4VZX7sStCxf+i0ntQlvP6nDOfR4/ksKg43xauZnZufmF/GJhaXlldc1e36iZMNYcqjyUoW74zIAUCqooUEIj0sACX0Ld719kfv0OtBGhusFBBK2A9ZToCs4wldr2rodwj4kXqw7obEhy2SgNh9Tb90BKekaPTqnjOk7bLjolZwQ6TdwxKZIxKm37y+uEPA5AIZfMmKbrRNhKmEbBJQwLXmwgYrzPetBMqWIBmFYyemhId2LDMKQRaCokHYnwuyNhgTGDwE8rA4a3ZtLLxP+8Zozdk1YiVBQjKJ4tQiFhtMhwLdKkgHaEBkSWXQ5UKMqZZoigBWWcp2KcRldI83Anv58mtYOSm/Lrw2L5fJxMnmyRbbJHXHJMyuSKVEiVcPJAnsgzebEerVfrzXr/Kc1Z455N8gfWxzc9KJ/C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pFg27gK5nosyHysmbi49QnistSU=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0V0ISURRRGEogguK9gHNKVMprd16GQSZm7EEvoJfoJf4VZX7sStCxf+i0ntQlvP6nDOfR4/ksKg43xauZnZufmF/GJhaXlldc1e36iZMNYcqjyUoW74zIAUCqooUEIj0sACX0Ld719kfv0OtBGhusFBBK2A9ZToCs4wldr2rodwj4kXqw7obEhy2SgNh9Tb90BKekaPTqnjOk7bLjolZwQ6TdwxKZIxKm37y+uEPA5AIZfMmKbrRNhKmEbBJQwLXmwgYrzPetBMqWIBmFYyemhId2LDMKQRaCokHYnwuyNhgTGDwE8rA4a3ZtLLxP+8Zozdk1YiVBQjKJ4tQiFhtMhwLdKkgHaEBkSWXQ5UKMqZZoigBWWcp2KcRldI83Anv58mtYOSm/Lrw2L5fJxMnmyRbbJHXHJMyuSKVEiVcPJAnsgzebEerVfrzXr/Kc1Z455N8gfWxzc9KJ/C</latexit>

[3]
<latexit sha1_base64="4G4YTu16T1PjlMmBamAlWllLsSU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIBCcoIGsogyENKrOh82YRTzmfrbg2KrHwCLVR0iJbvoeBfOBsXkDDVaGZXOztBLIVB1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d69tokRzaPFIRrobMANSKGihQAndWAMLAwmdYHKV+Z0H0EZE6g6nMfghGysxEpyhlW57p/6gWnPrbg66SLyC1EiB5qD61R9GPAlBIZfMmJ7nxuinTKPgEmaVfmIgZnzCxtCzVLEQjJ/mUWf0KDEMIxqDpkLSXITfGykLjZmGgZ0MGd6beS8T//N6CY4u/FSoOEFQPDuEQkJ+yHAtbAdAh0IDIsuSAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwpFduHN//9Immf1D3Lb85qjcuimTI5IIfkmHjknDTINWmSFuFkTJ7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOPvkD5+MbhKCSCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4G4YTu16T1PjlMmBamAlWllLsSU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIBCcoIGsogyENKrOh82YRTzmfrbg2KrHwCLVR0iJbvoeBfOBsXkDDVaGZXOztBLIVB1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d69tokRzaPFIRrobMANSKGihQAndWAMLAwmdYHKV+Z0H0EZE6g6nMfghGysxEpyhlW57p/6gWnPrbg66SLyC1EiB5qD61R9GPAlBIZfMmJ7nxuinTKPgEmaVfmIgZnzCxtCzVLEQjJ/mUWf0KDEMIxqDpkLSXITfGykLjZmGgZ0MGd6beS8T//N6CY4u/FSoOEFQPDuEQkJ+yHAtbAdAh0IDIsuSAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwpFduHN//9Immf1D3Lb85qjcuimTI5IIfkmHjknDTINWmSFuFkTJ7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOPvkD5+MbhKCSCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4G4YTu16T1PjlMmBamAlWllLsSU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIBCcoIGsogyENKrOh82YRTzmfrbg2KrHwCLVR0iJbvoeBfOBsXkDDVaGZXOztBLIVB1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d69tokRzaPFIRrobMANSKGihQAndWAMLAwmdYHKV+Z0H0EZE6g6nMfghGysxEpyhlW57p/6gWnPrbg66SLyC1EiB5qD61R9GPAlBIZfMmJ7nxuinTKPgEmaVfmIgZnzCxtCzVLEQjJ/mUWf0KDEMIxqDpkLSXITfGykLjZmGgZ0MGd6beS8T//N6CY4u/FSoOEFQPDuEQkJ+yHAtbAdAh0IDIsuSAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwpFduHN//9Immf1D3Lb85qjcuimTI5IIfkmHjknDTINWmSFuFkTJ7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOPvkD5+MbhKCSCA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4G4YTu16T1PjlMmBamAlWllLsSU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIBCcoIGsogyENKrOh82YRTzmfrbg2KrHwCLVR0iJbvoeBfOBsXkDDVaGZXOztBLIVB1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d69tokRzaPFIRrobMANSKGihQAndWAMLAwmdYHKV+Z0H0EZE6g6nMfghGysxEpyhlW57p/6gWnPrbg66SLyC1EiB5qD61R9GPAlBIZfMmJ7nxuinTKPgEmaVfmIgZnzCxtCzVLEQjJ/mUWf0KDEMIxqDpkLSXITfGykLjZmGgZ0MGd6beS8T//N6CY4u/FSoOEFQPDuEQkJ+yHAtbAdAh0IDIsuSAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwpFduHN//9Immf1D3Lb85qjcuimTI5IIfkmHjknDTINWmSFuFkTJ7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOPvkD5+MbhKCSCA==</latexit>

[1]
<latexit sha1_base64="7uscjnjB6mNvZLQB215a/Lvpssk=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+FwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj2+BgJIG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uscjnjB6mNvZLQB215a/Lvpssk=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+FwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj2+BgJIG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uscjnjB6mNvZLQB215a/Lvpssk=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+FwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj2+BgJIG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7uscjnjB6mNvZLQB215a/Lvpssk=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+FwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj2+BgJIG</latexit>[2]

<latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit>

[2]
<latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujGwrQPVD6zR9SSHvC6rYaEvTEw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIjJCgjaCiDIA8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/4WxcQMJUo5ld7ewEsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+lV5ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVrrtN/xhtebW3Rx0mXgFqZECrWH1azCKeBKCQi6ZMX3PjdFPmUbBJcwrg8RAzPiUTaBvqWIhGD/No87pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+KlQcYKgeHYIhYT8kOFa2A6AjoQGRJYlByoU5UwzRNCCMs6tmNhSKrYPb/H7ZdJp1D3Lb85qzcuimTI5IsfklHjknDTJNWmRNuFkQp7IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOIfkD5+MbgxCSBw==</latexit>

[0]
<latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit>

2<latexit sha1_base64="UK0koDnw8zW/mpWG/NfmTE0XxFE=">AAAB83icbVA9TwJBFNzDL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUkgiRwIXvLAzfs7V1235oQwi+w1crO2PqDLPwv7p1XKDjVZOa9vHkTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4+6JrGaQ4cnMtG9iBmQQkEHBUropRpYHEm4j6Y3mX//CNqIRN3hLIUwZhMlxoIzdFK7MazW/Lqfg66SoCA1UqA1rH4NRgm3MSjkkhnTD/wUwznTKLiERWVgDaSMT9kE+o4qFoMJ53nQBT2zhmFCU9BUSJqL8HtjzmJjZnHkJmOGD2bZy8T/vL7F8VU4Fyq1CIpnh1BIyA8ZroVrAOhIaEBkWXKgQlHONEMELSjj3InWVVJxfQTL36+SbqMeON6+qDWvi2bK5IScknMSkEvSJLekRTqEEyBP5Jm8eNZ79d6895/RklfsHJM/8D6+ARlxkTs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UK0koDnw8zW/mpWG/NfmTE0XxFE=">AAAB83icbVA9TwJBFNzDL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUkgiRwIXvLAzfs7V1235oQwi+w1crO2PqDLPwv7p1XKDjVZOa9vHkTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4+6JrGaQ4cnMtG9iBmQQkEHBUropRpYHEm4j6Y3mX//CNqIRN3hLIUwZhMlxoIzdFK7MazW/Lqfg66SoCA1UqA1rH4NRgm3MSjkkhnTD/wUwznTKLiERWVgDaSMT9kE+o4qFoMJ53nQBT2zhmFCU9BUSJqL8HtjzmJjZnHkJmOGD2bZy8T/vL7F8VU4Fyq1CIpnh1BIyA8ZroVrAOhIaEBkWXKgQlHONEMELSjj3InWVVJxfQTL36+SbqMeON6+qDWvi2bK5IScknMSkEvSJLekRTqEEyBP5Jm8eNZ79d6895/RklfsHJM/8D6+ARlxkTs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UK0koDnw8zW/mpWG/NfmTE0XxFE=">AAAB83icbVA9TwJBFNzDL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUkgiRwIXvLAzfs7V1235oQwi+w1crO2PqDLPwv7p1XKDjVZOa9vHkTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4+6JrGaQ4cnMtG9iBmQQkEHBUropRpYHEm4j6Y3mX//CNqIRN3hLIUwZhMlxoIzdFK7MazW/Lqfg66SoCA1UqA1rH4NRgm3MSjkkhnTD/wUwznTKLiERWVgDaSMT9kE+o4qFoMJ53nQBT2zhmFCU9BUSJqL8HtjzmJjZnHkJmOGD2bZy8T/vL7F8VU4Fyq1CIpnh1BIyA8ZroVrAOhIaEBkWXKgQlHONEMELSjj3InWVVJxfQTL36+SbqMeON6+qDWvi2bK5IScknMSkEvSJLekRTqEEyBP5Jm8eNZ79d6895/RklfsHJM/8D6+ARlxkTs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UK0koDnw8zW/mpWG/NfmTE0XxFE=">AAAB83icbVA9TwJBFNzDL8Qv1NJmIzGxInfEREuijSUkgiRwIXvLAzfs7V1235oQwi+w1crO2PqDLPwv7p1XKDjVZOa9vHkTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4+6JrGaQ4cnMtG9iBmQQkEHBUropRpYHEm4j6Y3mX//CNqIRN3hLIUwZhMlxoIzdFK7MazW/Lqfg66SoCA1UqA1rH4NRgm3MSjkkhnTD/wUwznTKLiERWVgDaSMT9kE+o4qFoMJ53nQBT2zhmFCU9BUSJqL8HtjzmJjZnHkJmOGD2bZy8T/vL7F8VU4Fyq1CIpnh1BIyA8ZroVrAOhIaEBkWXKgQlHONEMELSjj3InWVVJxfQTL36+SbqMeON6+qDWvi2bK5IScknMSkEvSJLekRTqEEyBP5Jm8eNZ79d6895/RklfsHJM/8D6+ARlxkTs=</latexit>

p+
1

<latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit>

⇢̂(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="JACyLn3cpTKbTqF1Uyqfob7G5+c=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9bgbOZVqnbdnoOvEmdBqmyBplf56g8ikQQYklBgTM+xY3JT0CSFwlmpnxiMQUxghL2MhhCgcdN58Bk/TQxQxGPUXCo+F/H3RgqBMdPAzyYDoLFZ9nLxP6+X0PDKTWUYJ4ShyA+RVDg/ZISWWSPIB1IjEeTJkcuQC9BAhFpyECITk6yiUtaHs/z9Kmmf152M311UG9eLZorsmJ2wGnPYJWuwW9ZkLSZYwp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWIudI/YH1sc33PSXLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JACyLn3cpTKbTqF1Uyqfob7G5+c=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9bgbOZVqnbdnoOvEmdBqmyBplf56g8ikQQYklBgTM+xY3JT0CSFwlmpnxiMQUxghL2MhhCgcdN58Bk/TQxQxGPUXCo+F/H3RgqBMdPAzyYDoLFZ9nLxP6+X0PDKTWUYJ4ShyA+RVDg/ZISWWSPIB1IjEeTJkcuQC9BAhFpyECITk6yiUtaHs/z9Kmmf152M311UG9eLZorsmJ2wGnPYJWuwW9ZkLSZYwp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWIudI/YH1sc33PSXLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JACyLn3cpTKbTqF1Uyqfob7G5+c=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9bgbOZVqnbdnoOvEmdBqmyBplf56g8ikQQYklBgTM+xY3JT0CSFwlmpnxiMQUxghL2MhhCgcdN58Bk/TQxQxGPUXCo+F/H3RgqBMdPAzyYDoLFZ9nLxP6+X0PDKTWUYJ4ShyA+RVDg/ZISWWSPIB1IjEeTJkcuQC9BAhFpyECITk6yiUtaHs/z9Kmmf152M311UG9eLZorsmJ2wGnPYJWuwW9ZkLSZYwp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWIudI/YH1sc33PSXLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JACyLn3cpTKbTqF1Uyqfob7G5+c=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9bgbOZVqnbdnoOvEmdBqmyBplf56g8ikQQYklBgTM+xY3JT0CSFwlmpnxiMQUxghL2MhhCgcdN58Bk/TQxQxGPUXCo+F/H3RgqBMdPAzyYDoLFZ9nLxP6+X0PDKTWUYJ4ShyA+RVDg/ZISWWSPIB1IjEeTJkcuQC9BAhFpyECITk6yiUtaHs/z9Kmmf152M311UG9eLZorsmJ2wGnPYJWuwW9ZkLSZYwp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWIudI/YH1sc33PSXLQ==</latexit>

⇢̂(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="Jzo477of0PGcAgr0MJzogqRvwxs=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9b8s5lXqdp1ew6+SpwFqbIFml7lqz+IRBJgSEKBMT3HjslNQZMUCmelfmIwBjGBEfYyGkKAxk3nwWf8NDFAEY9Rc6n4XMTfGykExkwDP5sMgMZm2cvF/7xeQsMrN5VhnBCGIj9EUuH8kBFaZo0gH0iNRJAnRy5DLkADEWrJQYhMTLKKSlkfzvL3q6R9XncyfndRbVwvmimyY3bCasxhl6zBblmTtZhgCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0YC12jtgfWB/f3oWXLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jzo477of0PGcAgr0MJzogqRvwxs=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9b8s5lXqdp1ew6+SpwFqbIFml7lqz+IRBJgSEKBMT3HjslNQZMUCmelfmIwBjGBEfYyGkKAxk3nwWf8NDFAEY9Rc6n4XMTfGykExkwDP5sMgMZm2cvF/7xeQsMrN5VhnBCGIj9EUuH8kBFaZo0gH0iNRJAnRy5DLkADEWrJQYhMTLKKSlkfzvL3q6R9XncyfndRbVwvmimyY3bCasxhl6zBblmTtZhgCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0YC12jtgfWB/f3oWXLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jzo477of0PGcAgr0MJzogqRvwxs=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9b8s5lXqdp1ew6+SpwFqbIFml7lqz+IRBJgSEKBMT3HjslNQZMUCmelfmIwBjGBEfYyGkKAxk3nwWf8NDFAEY9Rc6n4XMTfGykExkwDP5sMgMZm2cvF/7xeQsMrN5VhnBCGIj9EUuH8kBFaZo0gH0iNRJAnRy5DLkADEWrJQYhMTLKKSlkfzvL3q6R9XncyfndRbVwvmimyY3bCasxhl6zBblmTtZhgCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0YC12jtgfWB/f3oWXLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jzo477of0PGcAgr0MJzogqRvwxs=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIoYlshARlBA1lkMhDSixrfdkkp5wfulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YIQUkTDWa2dXOjh8raci2P63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7dfrhwctk2UaIEtEalId30wqGSILZKksBtrhMBX2PEnN7nfeUBtZBTe0zRGN4BRKIdSAGWSVyn3x0C8r8eRl9b8s5lXqdp1ew6+SpwFqbIFml7lqz+IRBJgSEKBMT3HjslNQZMUCmelfmIwBjGBEfYyGkKAxk3nwWf8NDFAEY9Rc6n4XMTfGykExkwDP5sMgMZm2cvF/7xeQsMrN5VhnBCGIj9EUuH8kBFaZo0gH0iNRJAnRy5DLkADEWrJQYhMTLKKSlkfzvL3q6R9XncyfndRbVwvmimyY3bCasxhl6zBblmTtZhgCXtiz+zFerRerTfr/We0YC12jtgfWB/f3oWXLg==</latexit>

⇢̂(`=5)
<latexit sha1_base64="rudQBGLIbm8an7iZenQFA6bskdU=">AAACCHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrfdy8DAYhXsKuKHoRgl48RjAPyIbQO+kkQ2YfzPQKcckP+BVe9eRNvPoXHvwXNzEHTaxTUdVNV5cfK2nIcT6thcWl5ZXV3Fp+fWNza9ve2a2ZKNECqyJSkW74YFDJEKskSWEj1giBr7DuD67Hfv0etZFReEfDGFsB9ELZlQIok9r2vtcH4p7uR+206KFSl2fHo7ZdcErOBHyeuFNSYFNU2vaX14lEEmBIQoExTdeJqZWCJikUjvJeYjAGMYAeNjMaQoCmlU7Sj/hRYoAiHqPmUvGJiL83UgiMGQZ+NhkA9c2sNxb/85oJdS9aqQzjhDAU40MkFU4OGaFlVgvyjtRIBOPkyGXIBWggQi05CJGJSdZTPuvDnf1+ntROSm7Gb08L5atpMzl2wA5ZkbnsnJXZDauwKhPsgT2xZ/ZiPVqv1pv1/jO6YE139tgfWB/fTfmZCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rudQBGLIbm8an7iZenQFA6bskdU=">AAACCHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrfdy8DAYhXsKuKHoRgl48RjAPyIbQO+kkQ2YfzPQKcckP+BVe9eRNvPoXHvwXNzEHTaxTUdVNV5cfK2nIcT6thcWl5ZXV3Fp+fWNza9ve2a2ZKNECqyJSkW74YFDJEKskSWEj1giBr7DuD67Hfv0etZFReEfDGFsB9ELZlQIok9r2vtcH4p7uR+206KFSl2fHo7ZdcErOBHyeuFNSYFNU2vaX14lEEmBIQoExTdeJqZWCJikUjvJeYjAGMYAeNjMaQoCmlU7Sj/hRYoAiHqPmUvGJiL83UgiMGQZ+NhkA9c2sNxb/85oJdS9aqQzjhDAU40MkFU4OGaFlVgvyjtRIBOPkyGXIBWggQi05CJGJSdZTPuvDnf1+ntROSm7Gb08L5atpMzl2wA5ZkbnsnJXZDauwKhPsgT2xZ/ZiPVqv1pv1/jO6YE139tgfWB/fTfmZCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rudQBGLIbm8an7iZenQFA6bskdU=">AAACCHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrfdy8DAYhXsKuKHoRgl48RjAPyIbQO+kkQ2YfzPQKcckP+BVe9eRNvPoXHvwXNzEHTaxTUdVNV5cfK2nIcT6thcWl5ZXV3Fp+fWNza9ve2a2ZKNECqyJSkW74YFDJEKskSWEj1giBr7DuD67Hfv0etZFReEfDGFsB9ELZlQIok9r2vtcH4p7uR+206KFSl2fHo7ZdcErOBHyeuFNSYFNU2vaX14lEEmBIQoExTdeJqZWCJikUjvJeYjAGMYAeNjMaQoCmlU7Sj/hRYoAiHqPmUvGJiL83UgiMGQZ+NhkA9c2sNxb/85oJdS9aqQzjhDAU40MkFU4OGaFlVgvyjtRIBOPkyGXIBWggQi05CJGJSdZTPuvDnf1+ntROSm7Gb08L5atpMzl2wA5ZkbnsnJXZDauwKhPsgT2xZ/ZiPVqv1pv1/jO6YE139tgfWB/fTfmZCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rudQBGLIbm8an7iZenQFA6bskdU=">AAACCHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrfdy8DAYhXsKuKHoRgl48RjAPyIbQO+kkQ2YfzPQKcckP+BVe9eRNvPoXHvwXNzEHTaxTUdVNV5cfK2nIcT6thcWl5ZXV3Fp+fWNza9ve2a2ZKNECqyJSkW74YFDJEKskSWEj1giBr7DuD67Hfv0etZFReEfDGFsB9ELZlQIok9r2vtcH4p7uR+206KFSl2fHo7ZdcErOBHyeuFNSYFNU2vaX14lEEmBIQoExTdeJqZWCJikUjvJeYjAGMYAeNjMaQoCmlU7Sj/hRYoAiHqPmUvGJiL83UgiMGQZ+NhkA9c2sNxb/85oJdS9aqQzjhDAU40MkFU4OGaFlVgvyjtRIBOPkyGXIBWggQi05CJGJSdZTPuvDnf1+ntROSm7Gb08L5atpMzl2wA5ZkbnsnJXZDauwKhPsgT2xZ/ZiPVqv1pv1/jO6YE139tgfWB/fTfmZCQ==</latexit>

p+
1

<latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bgS57tECZD4mFN9F72XyZO0VjY=">AAAB9XicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIEgcwze9pOatPSKD9AReaNVxuc98HMfYWIP6FtrdpF235Pi/5LoxlU1FkdzrmXe+7xYyUNMvbmpBYWl5ZX0quZtfWNza3s9k7dRIkWUBORinTT5waUDKGGEhU0Yw088BU0/OH51G/cgjYyCq9xFEMn4INQ9qXgaKWr+MjtZnMs752w0zKjLF/yWKlctOTYK3uFEnXzbIYcmaPazb63e5FIAghRKG5My2UxdsZcoxQKJpl2YiDmYsgH0LI05AGYzngWdUIPEsMxojFoKhWdifB9Y8wDY0aBbycDjjfmtzcV//JaCfbLnbEM4wQhFNNDKBXMDhmhpe0AaE9qQOTT5EBlSAXXHBG0pFwIKya2lIzt4+tp+j+pF/Ku5ZfFXOVs3kya7JF9ckhcUiIVckGqpEYEGZB78kAenTvnyXl2Xj5HU858Z5f8gPP6Ad1rkkU=</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZI3xWUYYcn7OKsbEvMkQY2gQgU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiJCoojuEBGUEDWUQ5CElUeRzNsGKz3ey16DolE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLvuMKSJhqNLOrnZ0wkcKg7396S8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zm5lb79lYqs5NHksY90JmQEpFDRRoIROooFFoYR2OLnK/PYDaCNidYfTBPoRGysxEpyhk257yg4qVb/m56CLJChIlRRoDCpfvWHMbQQKuWTGdAM/wX7KNAouYVbuWQMJ4xM2hq6jikVg+mkedUaPrWEY0wQ0FZLmIvzeSFlkzDQK3WTE8N7Me5n4n9e1OLrop0IlFkHx7BAKCfkhw7VwHQAdCg2ILEsOVCjKmWaIoAVlnDvRulLKro9g/vtF0jqtBY7fnFXrl0UzJXJIjsgJCcg5qZNr0iBNwsmYPJFn8uI9eq/em/f+M7rkFTsH5A+8j28H2JJc</latexit>

m
<latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MpsyciqE10Em6dACvvIGVjuHU4s=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAzaWCZgHpAsYXZyE4fMzi4zd4QQ8gW2WtmJrR9k4b84u26hiac6nHMv99wTpVIY9P1Pr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486JrGaQ5snMtG9iBmQQkEbBUropRpYHEnoRtPbzO8+gjYiUfc4SyGM2USJseAMndSKh9WaX/dz0FUSFKRGCjSH1a/BKOE2BoVcMmP6gZ9iOGcaBZewqAysgZTxKZtA31HFYjDhPA+6oGfWMExoCpoKSXMRfm/MWWzMLI7cZMzwwSx7mfif17c4vg7nQqUWQfHsEAoJ+SHDtXANAB0JDYgsSw5UKMqZZoigBWWcO9G6Siquj2D5+1XSuagHjrcua42bopkyOSGn5JwE5Io0yB1pkjbhBMgTeSYvnvVevTfv/We05BU7x+QPvI9vdWaRdg==</latexit>

[0]
<latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zLjM5j8Zy6epLJlYt3VN0mpjssc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCgjKChjII8pAcKzpfNuGU89m6W4MiK59ACxUdouV7KPgXzsYFJEw1mtnVzk6YSGHQdT+dpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z7e2t98xcao5tHksY90LmQEpFLRRoIReooFFoYRuOLnK/e4DaCNidYfTBIKIjZUYCc7QSre+GwxqdbfhFqCLxCtJnZRoDWpf/WHM0wgUcsmM8T03wSBjGgWXMKv2UwMJ4xM2Bt9SxSIwQVZEndHj1DCMaQKaCkkLEX5vZCwyZhqFdjJieG/mvVz8z/NTHF0EmVBJiqB4fgiFhOKQ4VrYDoAOhQZElicHKhTlTDNE0IIyzq2Y2lKqtg9v/vtF0jlteJbfnNWbl2UzFXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwsmYPJFn8uI8Oq/Om/P+M7rklDsH5A+cj29/8JIF</latexit>
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Figure 7.5: Pictorial representation of the construction of the reduced density matrix for
the partition (2) of length ℓpm = (2p − 1)2m + 1. The green circles represent
the basis of the reduced density matrix, while the blue squares are the elements
over which the trace has been performed. The label [k] inside the green circles
indicates that we refer to the k-th effective spin |±⟩[k]. (Top) General rules: (a)
trace away 2ν sites, (b) trace away the (m−1)-th effective spin on the right, and
(c) trace out the remaining 2m − 1 physical sites from the last effective spin on
the right. (Bottom) Example for ℓ = 5 (the value of L is irrelevant) discussed in
the main text.

where c±ν are given in Eq. (7.23). The reduced density matrix is a 2 × 2 matrix in
the basis of the effective spin at level n− ν = p+m.

Now we perform step (b) and construct ρ̂(b). We trace away the rightmost (m−1)-
th effective spins from the reduced density matrix in Eq. (7.28). Since the partial
trace occurs at level m, it leaves untouched all the p effective spins on the left. The
trace of the (m− 1)-th right effective spin from the m-th yields

ρ̂
[0]
0 ≡ trm−1 |+⟩⟨+|[m]

1 =

(
a2 0
0 b2

)
, ρ̂

[0]
1 ≡ trm−1 |−⟩⟨−|[m]

1 =
1

2

(
1 0
0 1

)
,

ρ̂
[0]
2 ≡ trm−1 |+⟩⟨−|[m]

1 =
1√
2

(
0 a
b 0

)
, ρ̂

[0]
3 ≡ trm−1 |−⟩⟨+|[m]

1 =
(
ρ̂
[0]
2

)T
.

(7.29)

Let us now define for convenience the following matrices for a generic p

ρ̂
[p]
0 ≡ trm−1 |+⟩⟨+|[p+m]

1 , ρ̂
[p]
1 ≡ trm−1 |−⟩⟨−|[p+m]

1 ,

ρ̂
[p]
2 ≡ trm−1 |+⟩⟨−|[p+m]

1 , ρ̂
[p]
3 ≡ trm−1 |−⟩⟨+|[p+m]

1 . (7.30)
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They are obtained recursively as

ρ̂
[p]
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1 0
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)
⊗ ρ̂
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0 1

)
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(
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)
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2 + h.c. ,

ρ̂
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1

2

(
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)
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1 +

1

2
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0 1

)
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0 +

1

2
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0 1
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3 + h.c. , (7.31)

ρ̂
[p]
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[p]T
3 =
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2

(
1 0
0 0

)
⊗ ρ̂

[p−1]
2 +

a√
2

(
0 1
0 0

)
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0 1

)
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[p−1]
3
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b√
2
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0 0
1 0
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[p−1]
1 ,

with the initial conditions given by Eq. (7.29). At the end of the recursive con-
struction, the reduced density matrix is a 2p+1 × 2p+1 block-diagonal matrix with
symmetric and anti-symmetric components

ρ̂(b) = ρ̂lp1 = c+ν ρ̂
[p]
0 + d+ν ρ̂

[p]
1 =

(
ρ̂
[p]
S 0

0 ρ̂
[p]
A

)
, (7.32)

as it follows from the fact that the Hamiltonian (7.3) is block-diagonal. The ρ̂[p]S/A

are 2p × 2p matrices given directly in terms of Eqs. (7.23-7.31).
We are ready for the final step (c). The reduced density matrix ρ̂(c) is obtained by

tracing away the remaining 2m − 1 physical spins from (7.32). This is achieved by
means of the procedure (1) applied to the m-th effective spin |±⟩[m]

2p+1−1. The final
reduced density matrix then reads

ρ̂(c) = c+ν ρ̂
[p,m]
0 + d+ν ρ̂

[p,m]
1 , (7.33)

where ρ̂[p,m]
i are given by the recurrence relations (7.31) with initial conditions given

by ρ̂[0,m]
i = τ̂

[m]
i in Eq. (7.21).

At this point, we have a general recursive form for the reduced density matrix
whose elements can be easily constructed. We diagonalize the reduced density ma-
trix (7.33) to yield the entanglement entropy. The results of this procedure are
shown in Figure 7.6 for various values of σ. We plot the entanglement entropy as a
function of ℓ for several values of p and m (as we stressed, the value of L does not
matter at the fixed point). For fixed p, SA initially grows with m up to a saturation
value depending on p. The same trend holds when p is varied at fixed m. The scal-
ing with ℓ approaching its asymptotic value depends on σ. In fact, for small σ the
entanglement entropy initially grows quickly and saturates after a given ℓ∗(σ). This
saturation value ℓ∗(σ) increases as σ gets larger. Conversely, at large σ, we observe a
very small growth, roughly compatible with a logarithmic behavior that persists for
many decades (more than 15) before saturation. We will get an analytic understand-
ing of this behavior from the expansion at large σ. For fixed ℓ and L, the dependence
of the entanglement entropy on σ is very similar to the one in Figure 7.3: starting
from zero, it grows with σ up to a maximum and then decreases.
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Figure 7.6: Fixed-point entanglement entropy for the partition (2). Each curve in the plot
corresponds to a fixed value of p: ℓpm is changed varying m. Different curves
refers to increasing values of p = 1, . . . , 9. The dotted black lines correspond to
p = 1.

Some analytical expansions

We derive an analytical expression of the entanglement entropy in the case p = 1,
which corresponds to an interval of length ℓm = 2m + 1. In this case, the reduced
density matrix is just a 4×4 density matrix in the basis |±⟩[m]

1 ⊗|±⟩[0]ℓm
, whose elements

are determined recursively via Eq. (7.33). These elements are easily worked out
analytically and so are their expansion for σ ≪ 1 and σ ≫ 1. See E.2 for the
derivation and the details.

For σ ≪ 1, the critical coupling K → 0, the expansion of the matrix elements
(7.33) at order O(K3) provides the following asymptotic expression for large ℓm

Sℓm =
K2

4

(
1 + ln

8

K2

)
−K

2

16

1

ℓm − 1

(
ln

8

K2
+

1

4
[log2(ℓm − 1) + 2]2

)
+O(K3) .

(7.34)
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4.4 Exact entanglement entropies
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4.4.1 Big Sigma
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Figure 7.7: Entanglement entropy at the critical point for the partition (2) with ℓm = 2m+1.
We compare the asymptotic expressions with the entanglement entropy ob-
tained from the recursion relations (7.33). (Left) For σ ≪ 1, the entanglement
saturates quickly to a constant value in Eq. (7.34). (Center) For σ ≫ 1 and for
m ≪ K2, tit grows logarithmically with ℓm as in Eq. (7.35). (Left) For σ ≫ 1
and for m≫ K2, it saturates to (7.36).

Here we first take the limit of small K and only after large ℓ: the two limits do
not commute. The entanglement entropy saturates for large ℓ to a constant value
proportional to K2 lnK. On the left panels of Figure 7.7, we compare the entan-
glement entropy in Eq. (7.34) with the one from the recurrence relations (7.33),
finding a perfect match of the results.

In the opposite limit σ ≫ 1, i.e. for critical coupling K → ∞, we find two
different regimes for large ℓm. At fixed ℓm, for K−1 ≪ ℓm ≪ 2K

2 , the entanglement
entropy has the following asymptotic expansion

Sℓm = ln 2 +
log2(ℓm − 1)

4K2

{
1− ln

[ log2(ℓm − 1)

4K2

]}
+O

(
K−3, (log2 ℓm)

2K−4
)
.

(7.35)
In this regime, the entanglement entropy grows logarithmically with the length of
the interval, but with a very small prefactor proportional to K−2, as it was clear
already from the data in Figure 7.6. This prediction is checked against the exact data
from the recurrence relations in Figure 7.7 (right panels), finding perfect agreement.
Furthermore, the results in Figure 7.6 for σ ≫ 1 show that the same logarithmic
growth, numerically with the same prefactor, appears for all other lengths with p ̸= 1,
although we do not have an analytic handle on them. It is worth mentioning that
this behavior is reminiscent of the standard one for critical short-range systems [102].
However, the right panels of Figure 7.7, show also that the exact data start deviating
from this logarithmic scaling for ℓm ∼ 2K

2 . Indeed, at this value of ℓm, saturation
toward the asymptotic value starts taking place and Eq. (7.35) fails: in other words
the limits K → ∞ and m → ∞ do not commute. In turn, when ℓm ≫ 2K

2 , the
entanglement entropy saturates to

Ssat = 2 ln 2− 1

K2
+O(K−3) . (7.36)

7.2.3 Entanglement entropy for the partition (3).
We now consider the partition (3) as in Figure 7.2 (bottom). This partition cuts

n effective spins, giving rise to a L × L reduced density matrix. The ground-state
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Figure 7.8: Entanglement entropy Sℓ with the subsystem length ℓ at the critical point with
the partition (3). (Left) Results for σ = 0.1, 0.5, 1. (Right) σ = 2, 4, 8. For
σ ≫ 1, Sl ∼ ln ℓ as for the partition (2), as in Figure 7.7.

density matrix can be written as a function of the (n− 1)-th effective spins as in Eq.
(7.17)

ρ̂GS = a2 |+⟩⟨+|[n−1]1 ⊗ |+⟩⟨+|[n−1]2 + b2 |−⟩⟨−|[n−1]1 ⊗ |−⟩⟨−|[n−1]2

+ ab |+⟩⟨−|[n−1]1 ⊗ |+⟩⟨−|[n−1]2 + ab |−⟩⟨+|[n−1]1 ⊗ |−⟩⟨+|[n−1]2 , (7.37)

where the coefficients a, b are given by Eq. (7.11) We trace away the sub-system A
and write the density matrix in the basis represented pictorially by the green circles
in Figure 7.2 (bottom-right). This trace over A is relatively simple because it can
be performed separately on the first and the second (n − 1)-th effective spin, see
Figure 7.2. On the left, the partial trace is equivalent to the procedure (1) applied
to |±⟩⟨±|[n−1]1 . It results in the 2 × 2 matrices τ̂ [n−1]i defined in Eq. (7.20) in the
basis |±⟩[0]1 of the first physical spin. On the second block spin, the result obtained
from the trace corresponds to Eq. (7.31) with p = n− 2 in the basis of |±⟩[0]2n−1+2 ⊗
|±⟩[1]2n−2+2 ⊗ . . . |±⟩[n−2]4 . Accordingly, the reduced density matrix is

ρ̂A = a2 τ̂
[n−1]
0 ⊗ρ̂[n−2]0 +b2 τ̂

[n−1]
1 ⊗ρ̂[n−2]1 +ab τ̂

[n−1]
2 ⊗ρ̂[n−2]2 +ab τ̂

[n−1]
3 ⊗ρ̂[n−2]3 . (7.38)

The resulting entanglement entropy reported in Figure 7.8 as a function of ℓ =
L/2 has the same qualitative behavior of the partition (2): it initially grows with the
system size and then saturates to a finite value.

For large σ we can make also a more quantitive comparison. We focus on the
partition (2) with m = 1 and p = n − 2 in (7.33), i.e. ℓ = L/2 − 1 which is the
choice that scales more similar to the partition of length ℓ = L/2 considered in this
subsection. These two entanglement entropies are compared in Figure 7.9. We have
analytic result for partition (2) only for p = 1 and in the regime K−1 ≪ ℓ ≪ 2K

2 ,
when

Sℓ = ln 2 + f(ℓ) . (7.39)
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4.11 Comparison between the shifted partition and the pm one
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Figure 20: Comparison between the entanglement spectrum obtained with partition (ii) and partition (iii). Partition (ii) is
obtained fixing m = 1 and p = n� 2; this gives: ` = L/2� 1, while partition (iii) is always L/2.
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Figure 20: Comparison between the entanglement spectrum obtained with partition (ii) and partition (iii). Partition (ii) is
obtained fixing m = 1 and p = n� 2; this gives: ` = L/2� 1, while partition (iii) is always L/2.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison between the entanglement entropy Sℓ for the partitions (2) and

(3), respectively of length ℓ = L/2 − 1 and ℓ = L/2, at the critical point for
σ ≫ 1. (Left) σ = 4. (Right) σ = 8. The full lines are the entanglement
entropies obtained from the recursive density matrices (7.33) for ℓ = L/2 − 1
(m = 1, p = n− 2) and (7.38) for ℓ = L/2. The dashed lines are Eq. (7.39).

with f(y+1) = (1/4K2 ln 2) ln y [1− ln(ln y/4K2 ln 2)]). We have noticed in Figure
7.6 that the same growth with f(ℓ) is approximately valid for all values of p, and
indeed also in Figure 7.9 the data for m = 1 and p = n − 2 are well described
by Eq. (7.39). For partition (3), the same form describes very well the data, just
multiplying f(ℓ) by 2. This factor is likely related to the number of boundaries in
the partitions, in analogy to what happens for systems with short-range interaction,
also at the critical point [102, 217].

7.2.4 Finite rank reduced density matrix.
We show now by a very elementary argument that the rank of the reduced density

matrix is finite. We focus here on the partition (3), but the same reasoning applies to
the partition (2) and also others that we did not consider. At criticality the reduced
density matrix of partition (3) can always be written from Eq. (7.38) as

ρ̂A =
3∑

i=0

ci τ̂
[n−1]
i ⊗ ρ̂

[n−2]
i , (7.40)

where c⃗ = (a2, b2, ab, ab), τ̂ [n−1]i are 2 × 2 matrices, whose coefficients have been
determined exactly (cf. Eqs. (7.21-7.23)), and ρ̂

[n]
i are defined recursively in Eq.

(7.31). The structure of ρ̂[n]i is such that for all n

Rank
[
ρ
[n]
i

]
= 2 . (7.41)

From the sub-additivity of the rank it follows that Rank[ρ̂A] ≤ 16. For partition (3)
this bound can be improved to Rank[ρ̂A] = 8, but for other partitions is tight. In
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Figure 20: Comparison between the entanglement spectrum obtained with ED and the recursive projection. Evidently the
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Figure 7.10: Comparison between the entanglement spectrum {λi} obtained by exact diag-
onalisation and the recursive projection for the partition (3). The data are for
L = 16. The agreement for the largest eigenvalues is excellent, although the
fixed-point RG reduced density matrix has Rank[ρ̂A] = 8 and cannot capture
the small one. The relative difference between the exact and RG entanglement
entropy is at most of order ∆S/S ≤ 10−5.

E.3, we provide a proof of Eq. (7.41) based on linear algebra. An analogous proof
might be obtained using tensor networks.

The real-space RG procedure projects the ground state onto a finite entangle-
ment state. In Figure 7.10, we compare the spectrum of the reduced density matrix,
i.e. the entanglement spectrum, of the fixed-point RG ground state (7.41) to the
one computed from the ground state of from exact diagonalization. In the RG
procedure, we have only eight non-zero eigenvalues. These match extremely well
the largest eigenvalues of the exact reduced density matrix. Consequently, the rela-
tive difference between the exact entanglement entropy and the one computed with
eight eigenvalues is small for all values of σ and it is at most of order ∆S/S ≤ 10−5.
This suggests that the portion of the entanglement spectrum not captured by the RG
procedure is irrelevant for the exact entanglement entropy in the thermodynamic
limit.

7.2.5 Power-law decaying correlation functions.

The most striking and surprising aspect of our result is that we have an area
law state which supposedly captures power-law correlation functions. This fact is
against many common beliefs in the literature. Such peculiar behavior is due to the
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Figure 7.11: Power-law decay of the correlation function for the RG ground state at the
critical point. C(r) ∼ r−2xσ decays with the critical exponent xσ predicted by
RG (7.19). In the plot, we show C(r) as calculated with the recursive reduced
density matrix of the partition (3) and we compare it with the RG algebraic
decay (7.19).

hierarchical structure of the ground state and, a fortiori, to the lack of translational
invariance. Yet, one can be very suspicious of whether this is really possible. For this
reason, from the finite rank reduced density matrix in Eq. (7.40) we reconstruct the
two-point correlation function

C(r) ≡ ⟨σ̂x
L
2
+1
σ̂x

L
2
+1+r

⟩ = Tr
[
ρ̂L

2
σ̂x

L
2
+1
σ̂x

L
2
+1+r

]
, (7.42)

that at the critical point should scale as C(r) ∼ r−2xσ , with exponent given in Eq.
(7.19). We test this behavior numerically on the fixed-point reduced density matrix
obtained recursively. The i-th physical spin is equally correlated with all the physical
spins belonging to the same block and hence, we evaluate the correlation function
between effective spins at distance r = 2k, being the reduced density matrix (7.40)
written in the basis of the k-th effective spins. The resulting correlation function is
reported in Figure 7.11 and displays the expected power-law decay with exponent
xσ predicted analytically by RG (7.19).

7.3 Conclusions and perspectives
In this chapter, we presented a detailed RG analysis of the ground-state entangle-

ment entropy of a spin-block in the quantum Dyson hierarchical model. Our main
goal was to get an analytical insight into the entanglement of long-range interacting
spin systems beyond mean-field approximation. We found, surprisingly, that en-
tanglement entropy obeys the area law also at criticality when correlation functions
decay algebraically. This peculiar behavior is due to the particular simple structure
of the RG ground state: it is a tree tensor network with finite bond dimension and
hence it has a finite-rank reduced density matrix. We must mention that unusual
scalings of the entanglement in critical (but non-conformal) ground states have been
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already observed in other models [402, 407, 507–509], and so our results represent
yet another example of anomalous scaling in the absence of conformal invariance.
Although it is unlikely that the true long-range ferromagnetic Ising model obeys the
area law at criticality, it is desirable to check this expectation from direct numerical
simulations.

Because of its simplicity, the Dyson hierarchical Hamiltonian is an interesting
playground to explore also other entanglement properties of long-range interacting
spin chains. For example, it would be worthy to characterise better the simple struc-
ture of this RG state as a tree tensor network, since it undergoes a quantum phase
transition with finite entanglement, like those introduced in [510]. It would be
interesting also to study the entanglement entropy and negativity between two dis-
joint blocks (as in [224] for short-range critical systems) to investigate whether there
is some form of long-distance entanglement. Finally, the RG approach also gives
access to the low-lying excited states and consequently to their entanglement. In the
short-range models, the entanglement of low-lying states captures many interesting
physical features (see, e.g., [511]) and it is natural to wonder whether the same is
true for long-range systems.

Finally, questions about the real-time dynamics of long-range systems can in
principle be addressed using this model. As such, we will leave this study for future
work.



Chapter 8

Multipartite entanglement structure of chaotic eigen-
states

This chapter shows how the multipartite entanglement structure of chaotic eigenstates
can shed new light on the eigenstates thermalization hypothesis. By studying the quan-
tum Fisher information of energy eigenstates, we derive a hierarchy in the multipartite
entanglement content of thermal states. The analysis is complemented by a numerical
example on a non-integrable Hamiltonian.

The most successful framework for understanding thermalization from quan-
tum dynamics is the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, introduced in detail in
Section 1.1.2. As we argued, whenever the ETH is satisfied, it is difficult to con-
trast the coherence of a pure state with that of a statistical mixture using standard
measurements. Therefore, a question that naturally comes to mind is: will pure state
dynamics possess detectable features beyond thermal noise? This question posed re-
cently by Kitaev [147] in the context of black-hole physics, lead him to suggest the
study of the peculiar out-of-time-order correlations (see Section 1.2.4), originally in-
troduced by Larkin and Ovchinikov [160]. This object, as a result of a nested time
structure, detects quantum chaos and correlations beyond thermal ones [56, 512].
As discussed throughout the thesis, despite its promising features, the interpretation
of the connection between the OTOC and the underlying quantum state dynamics
is, in general, complex.

The purpose of this chapter is to show that the task of discriminating a pure
state that “looks” thermal from a true, thermal Gibbs density matrix might be bet-
ter achieved by a different physical quantity: the quantum Fisher information, in-
troduced in Section 1.2.3. The first observation of this chapter is that the QFI
computed in the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian FETH (or in the asymptotic state of
a quenched dynamics), and the one computed in the Gibbs state at the correspond-
ing inverse temperature β, FGibbs [132, 220], satisfy the inequality FETH ≥ FGibbs,
where the equality holds at zero temperature. By computing both terms, we quantify
the difference. The corresponding multipartite entanglement structure, as obtained
from the Fisher information densities fQ = F/N are in stark contrast. For exam-
ple, in systems possessing finite temperature phase transitions, we argue that FETH
diverges with system size at critical points (implying extensive multipartiteness of

157
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entanglement in the pure state), while it is only finite in the corresponding Gibbs
ensemble [132, 220, 513].

The explicit calculation of FETH in a non-integrable model is an arduous task as
it involves full diagonalization and data processing of off-diagonal matrix elements
which exponentially increase with system size. We use state-of-the-art and highly
optimized exact diagonalization and data sorting routines to extract the universal
features of these off-diagonal matrix elements, to compute the relevant correlation
functions and the corresponding QFI densities. We study both FETH and FGibbs in
the XXZ model with integrability breaking staggered field, unravelling the interest-
ing behavior of these quantities.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.1, we describe the
general setting for the study of multipartite entanglement out-of-equilibrium. Sec-
tion 8.2 contains the main results, where we contrast the QFI for a chaotic eigenstate
with the one of thermal density matrices. In Section 8.2.2, we discuss the numeri-
cal evaluation in the XXZ model, while we present a possible scheme to observe the
consequences of our result in atomic experiments in Section 8.2.3. We summarize
the results and perspectives in Section 8.3. In the following, we refer to the general
out-of-equilibrium approach and notations introduced in Section 1.1.

8.1 QFI out-of-equilibrium
Let us consider the dynamics of thermally isolated quantum systems following

a quantum quench, like the one outlined in Section 1.1. The system is initialized
in a given (possibly mixed) many-body state and is let free to evolve in time un-
der the action of a Hamiltonian Ĥ. In the thermodynamic limit, local observables
and correlation functions are expected to attain a stationary value at long times [cf.
Eq.(1.5)].

To characterize multipartite entanglement both in the transient and in the sta-
tionary state, we now study the QFI (1.34) in such conditions. As we already dis-
cussed, in the special case of thermal equilibrium, the QFI can be expressed in terms
of a dynamical response function [cf. Eq.(1.47)] [132]. Hence, it would be highly
desirable to have a similar expression for a generic non-equilibrium situation. Below,
we generalize the result of Ref. [132] to a many-body system subject to a quantum
quench, and show that also in this case the QFI can be expressed in terms of a
generalized response function of the operator Ô generating the phase shift.

In order to obtain this result, let us start by choosing a basis for the initial state
that diagonalizes the density matrix ρ̂ =

∑
α pα|E0

α⟩⟨E0
α|. If the initial state is a

thermal one relative to the initial Hamiltonian Ĥ0, then Ĥ0|E0
α⟩ = E0

α|E0
α⟩ and

pα = e−βE
0
α/Z is the standard Gibbs weight. The state is then time evolved with the

final Hamiltonian Ĥ, which leads to

ρ̂(t) =
∑
α

pα|E0
α(t)⟩⟨E0

α(t)| =
∑
nm

anme
−i(En−Em)t|En⟩⟨Em| , (8.1)

where |E0
α(t)⟩ = e−iĤt|λα⟩ and |En⟩ and En are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
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Ĥ. In particular, anm ≡
∑

α pα⟨En|λα⟩⟨λα|Em⟩. Using Eq. (1.34) we can write the
quantum Fisher information at time t as

F(Ô, ρ̂(t) ) = 2
∑
αβ

(pα − pβ)
2

pα + pβ
|⟨E0

α(t)|Ô|E0
β(t)⟩|2 . (8.2)

Focusing now on thermal initial states and using the identity (pα − pβ)/(pα +
pβ) = tanh[β(E0

β − E0
α)/2] it is easy to show that

F(Ô, ρ̂(t) ) =
4

π

ˆ +∞

0

dω tanh

[
βω

2

]
χ̃′′(t, ω) , (8.3)

where
χ̃′′(t, ω) = π

∑
α,β

(pα − pβ)|⟨E0
α(t)|Ô|E0

β(t)⟩|2δ(ω + E0
α − E0

β) .

In particular χ̃′′(t, ω) = −Im[χ̃(t, ω)] where the latter is the Fourier transform with
respect to τ of the generalized retarded correlation function

χ̃(t, τ) = −iθ(τ)Tr
[
ρ̂ [Ô(t, τ), Ô(t, 0)]

]
, (8.4)

where Ô(t, τ) = eiĤ0τeiĤtÔe−iĤte−iĤ0τ .
The previous equations generalize the equilibrium results of Eq.(1.47) to the

case of a quantum quench. In the case of thermal equilibrium (Ĥ0 = Ĥ), one
straightforwardly retrieves the Kubo response function, i.e. χ̃(τ, 0) = χÔ(τ, 0) =

−iθ(τ)Tr
[
ρ̂ [Ô(τ), Ô(0)]

]
: the QFI comes from the imaginary part of the standard

response function associated to the phase-shift operator [132].
In the equilibrium case, the validity of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is

crucial. Out-of-equilibrium, this theorem does not always hold and the QFI can-
not be generally written as a dynamical susceptibility. However, as we discussed in
Appendix A.2, in the case of the thermalizing systems, ETH ensures the validity of
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. As we will illustrate in the next section, this
has important consequences on the multipartite entanglement structure of chaotic
eigenstates.

Let us now discuss the QFI dynamics when the system is initialized in a pure
quantum state |ψ⟩. This corresponds to the standard-setting of the quenched dy-
namics introduced in Section 1.1. Following from the definition in Eq.(1.35), the
quantum Fisher information of the time-evolved state |ψ(t)⟩ = e−iĤt/ℏ|ψ⟩ reads

F(Ô, |ψ(t)⟩ ) = 4⟨∆Ô2(t) ⟩ , (8.5)
where ⟨∆ Ô2(t) ⟩ = ⟨ψ(t)|Ô2|ψ(t)⟩ − ⟨ψ(t)| Ô |ψ(t)⟩2. Provided that the QFI attains
an asymptotic value at long times, then equilibration immediately implies that the
infinite time-average (1.6) of Eq.(8.5) reads

F(Ô, |ψ(t)⟩ ) = 4 ⟨ψ(t)|∆2Ô|ψ(t)⟩ =
ˆ +∞

−∞

dω

π
SDE(ω) ≡ F∞(Ô) , (8.6)
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where SDE(ω) is the Fourier transform with respect to τ of the symmetrized response
function SÔ(τ) ≡ ⟨{Ô(τ), Ô(0)}⟩ − 2⟨Ô(τ)⟩⟨Ô(0)⟩ evaluated over the diagonal en-
semble

ρ̂DE =
∑
n

|cn|2|En⟩⟨En| with cn = ⟨ψ|En⟩ , (8.7)

defined in Eq.(1.8). Notice that the asymptotic QFI of a pure state out-of-equilibrium
F∞(Ô) in Eq.(8.6) is different from the QFI for the diagonal ensemble F(Ô, ρ̂DE),
which should be computed from the definition (1.34) for mixed states.

The discussion so far has been general and we only assumed absence of degen-
eracies. Anyhow, we can now apply the considerations of Section 1.1.1. For a suf-
ficiently chaotic Hamiltonian, typical initial states |ψ⟩ are be such that |cn|2 can be
taken as a narrow distribution around an average energy E, with small fluctuations
δE2/E2 ∼ 1/N , see also Eq.(1.9). This allows to re-write the QFI of the asymptotic
state (8.6) as

F∞(Ô) = F(Ô, |E⟩) + 4

(
∂O(En)

∂En

∣∣∣∣
E

)2

δE2 , (8.8)

where Ô(En) refers to the microcanonical value of the operator. In this equation,
F(Ô, |E⟩) = 4⟨E|∆2Ô|E⟩ is the QFI of the eigenstate |E⟩ corresponding to the
mean energyE. Therefore, one has that the multipartite entanglement of the asymp-
totic state for quenched dynamics is always bounded by the contribution of the
single eigenstate corresponding to the initial energy.

Eq.(8.8) is derived by evaluating the fluctuations of the operator Ô over the
diagonal ensemble

⟨∆2Ô⟩DE =
∑
n

|cn|2 (Onn)
2 −

(∑
n

|cn|2Onn

)2

, (8.9)

with a Taylor expansion of diagonal smooth function of the ETH around the mean
energy, see e.g. Note 3 in the Appendix A. Substituting back, keeping terms up to
O(δE2) one obtains [17]

⟨∆2Ô⟩DE = ⟨En|∆2Ô|En⟩+
(
∂O

∂En

)2

δ2E +O(δE4/E4) , (8.10)

where |En⟩ is the eigenstate corresponding to the mean energy E = En. The fluctu-
ations of any observable in the diagonal ensemble have essentially two independent
contributions, the first coming from fluctuations within each eigenstate and the
second from the energy fluctuations. For intensive observables, the second contri-
bution becomes subleading (since ⟨En|∆2Ô|En⟩ ∼ 1, δ2E/E2 ∼ 1/N and O′ ∼ 1).
For extensive observables – relevant for the QFI – these two contributions are of the
same order (since ⟨En|∆2Ô|En⟩ ∼ N , δ2E/E2 ∼ 1/N andO′ ∼ N) and fluctuations
between different eigenstates might become relevant.
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8.2 QFI within ETH
Let us now contrast the QFI computed on a thermodynamic ensemble with the

one of a single energy eigenstate for an operator satisfying ETH. As discussed in
Section 1.3, when computed on a canonical Gibbs state with pn = e−βEn/Z, it can
be shown that [132]

FGibbs(Ô) ≡ F(Ô, ρ̂Gibbs) =
2

π

ˆ +∞

−∞
dω tanh

(
βω

2

)
χ′′
Ô
(ω) . (8.11)

The same result holds in the microcanonical ensemble 1. If, by contrast, one consid-
ers a pure eigenstate at the same temperature, i.e. with energy E = Tr(Ĥe−βĤ/Z)
compatible with the average energy of a canonical state in the system, the QFI is

FETH(Ô) ≡ F(Ô, |E⟩) = 2

π

ˆ +∞

−∞
dω coth

(
βω

2

)
χ′′
Ô
(ω) , (8.12)

where SÔ(ω) in the previous equation is determined by the function fÔ(E, ω) ap-
pearing in the ETH fluctuation dissipation relations Eq. (1.15) as described. Since
SÔ(ω) evaluated explicitly from ETH is equivalent to its canonical counterpart, then
the following result holds

FETH(Ô) ≥ FGibbs(Ô) . (8.13)

Notice that the variance over the Gibbs ensemble, that already bounds the corre-
sponding QFI through Eq.(1.38), also bounds from above FETH, as discussed be-
low.

This analysis has immediate consequences for the QFI and the entanglement
structure, of asymptotic states in out-of-equilibrium unitary dynamics.
As shown in the previous section, the asymptotic value of the QFI out-of-equilibrium
is given by the variance of Ô over the diagonal ensemble which is different from the
QFI computed on the state ρ̂DE, i.e. Eq.(1.34). Furthermore, using the expression
for generic chaotic states, we found Eq.(8.8), namely that the asymptotic QFI is
bounded by the ETH result. This observation, together with the bound (8.13),
leads to

F∞(Ô) ≥ FETH(Ô) ≥ FGibbs(Ô) , (8.14)

where the equality holds in the low temperature limit T → 0. This also implies
that 4⟨∆Ô2⟩Gibbs ≥ FETH(Ô)

2. These expressions set a hierarchy in the entangle-
ment content of “thermal states” at the same temperature, yet of different nature

1Since the definition (1.38) applies to both the microcanonical (MC) and the canonical Gibbs
ensembles, if the energy width of the two coincides, then the QFI’s are the same and given exactly by
Eq.(8.11). This can be easily seen using ETH. From now on we assume equivalence of ensembles,
otherwise only the microcanonical result should be considered.

2Since in standard thermodynamics energy fluctuations are small δE2
Gibbs/E

2
Gibbs ∼ 1/N , the

same expansion around the average energy E = Tr(ρ̂GibbsÔ) done for the diagonal ensemble can be
performed for ⟨∆Ô2⟩Gibbs = Tr(ρ̂GibbsÔ

2)− Tr(ρ̂GibbsÔ)2, therefore ⟨∆Ô2⟩Gibbs ≥ ⟨E|∆Ô2|E⟩.
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(mixed/pure). Although expectation values and fluctuations of an observable com-
puted in the context of ETH are indistinguishable from the canonical predictions,
the entanglement structure in the two ensembles is strongly different. Furthermore,
we can state that the quantum Fisher information, evaluated in the context of ETH,
is a quantity that can distinguish correlations beyond thermal noise by local measure-
ments. As mentioned in the introduction, this was a motivating factor for Kitaev
to introduce the OTOC correlation function [147]. Furthermore, via Eqs. (8.11)-
(8.12), one can quantify this difference via

∆F = FETH −FGibbs =
1

π

ˆ
dω

SÔ(ω)

cosh2(βω/2)
. (8.15)

8.2.1 Multipartite entanglement at thermal criticality
The major difference between the ETH and Gibbs multipartite entanglement

can be appreciated at critical points of thermal phase transitions, where Ô in (1.38)
is the order parameter of the theory. While it is well known that the QFI does not
witness divergence of multipartiteness at thermal criticality, i.e. FGibbs/N ∼ const.
[132, 220], on the other hand, the ETH result obeys the following critical scaling
with the system size N

fETH
Q ∼ FETH

N
∼ Nγ/(ν d) , (8.16)

where γ and ν are the critical exponents of susceptibility and correlation length of
the thermal phase transition respectively and d is the dimensionality of the system
[219].

8.2.2 Numerical example
We now turn to the numerical evaluation of Eq.(8.14) in the context of a physical

system with a microscopic Hamiltonian description. Consider the anisotropic spin-
1/2Heisenberg chain, also known as the spin-1/2XXZ chain, with the Hamiltonian
given by (ℏ = 1)

ĤXXZ =
N−1∑
i=1

[(
σ̂x
i σ̂

x
i+1 + σ̂y

i σ̂
y
i+1

)
+∆ σ̂z

i σ̂
z
i+1

]
, (8.17)

where σ̂ν
i , ν = x, y, z, correspond to Pauli matrices in the ν direction at site i in a one-

dimensional lattice with N sites defined with open boundary conditions (OBCs).
In Eq. (8.17), ∆ corresponds to the anisotropy parameter. The spin-1

2
XXZ chain

corresponds to one of the canonical integrable models. We now add a strong inte-
grability breaking perturbation in the form of a staggered magnetic field across the
chain, with the Hamiltonian defined as

ĤSF = ĤXXZ + b
∑
i even

σ̂z
i , (8.18)

where b is the strength of the staggered magnetic field. Eq. (8.18) is the Hamiltonian
of the staggered field model. This model is quantum chaotic with Wigner-Dyson
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level spacing statistics and diffusive transport [514]. The models described before
commute with the total magnetization operator in the z direction, [ĤXXZ,

∑
i σ̂

z
i ] =

[ĤSF,
∑

i σ̂
z
i ] = 0 and are, therefore, U(1)-symmetric. Even with OBCs, parity sym-

metry is present in the system. We break this symmetry by adding a small perturba-
tion δσ̂z

1 on the first site. To evaluate our results in the canonical ensemble and in
the context of ETH, we proceed with the full diagonalization of ĤSF in the largest
U(1) sector, in which

∑
i⟨σ̂z

i ⟩ = 0. We focus on the total staggered magnetization
Ô =

∑
i(−1)iσ̂z

i as our extensive observable, and compute all the matrix elements
of Ô in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian ĤSF (see Figure A.1 (left) in the Appendix
A.1 for an evaluation on a local, non-extensive observable).

Our starting point is to evaluate the expectation value of Ô in the canonical
ensemble and compare it with the ETH prediction. In the thermodynamic limit,
a single eigenstate |E⟩ with energy E suffices to obtain the canonical prediction:
⟨Ô⟩ = ⟨E|Ô|E⟩=Tr(Ô e−βĤ)/Z, with an inverse temperature β that yields an aver-
age energy E. For finite-size systems, we instead focus on a small energy window
centred around E of width 0.1ϵ to average eigenstate fluctuations, where ϵ is the
bandwidth of the Hamiltonian for a given N . The results are illustrated in Fig-
ure A.1 (right) of the Appendix A.1, showing ⟨Ô⟩ as a function of temperature for
two different system sizes, including N = 20, the largest system we have access
to (Hilbert space dimension D = N !/[(N/2)!(N/2)!] = 184 756). The results ex-
hibit the expected behavior predicted from ETH for finite-size systems: the thermal
expectation value is well approximated away from the edges of the spectrum (low
temperature, section highlighted in grey on Fig. A.1), and the canonical expectation
value is better approximated as the system size increases.
We now turn to the evaluation of FETH and FGibbs. The task requires to either
compute SÔ(E, ω) or χ′′

Ô
(E, ω) in each respective framework. For the former, in

the context of ETH, we can employ the ETH result for the response functions [cf.
Eq. (1.15)], i.e.

χ′′
Ô
(ω) ≈ 2π sinh (βω/2) |fÔ(E, ω)|

2 ,

SÔ(ω) ≈ 4π cosh (βω/2) |fÔ(E, ω)|
2 .

As before, we focus on a small window of energies and extract all the relevant off-
diagonal elements of Ô in the eigenbasis of ĤSF. Fluctuations are then accounted for
by computing a bin average over small windows δω, chosen such that the resulting
average produces a smooth curve.

Let us now describe how to extract numerically e−S(E)/2fÔ(E, ω) [66, 515]. This
is done by computing the binned average of the samples, using small frequency win-
dows δω. The size of these windows is selected such that a smooth curve is obtained
from the average and the resulting function is not sensitive to the particular choice
of δω. This window of frequencies typically changes depending on the dimension
of the magnetization subsector studied in our spin model [515]. In Figure 8.1, we
present the absolute value of the off-diagonal elements of both the local magneti-
zation operator in the middle of the chain and the total staggered magnetization.
These matrix elements were computed for T = 5, N = 18 and an energy win-
dow of width 0.1ϵ. The smooth black lines shown are binned averages for each
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Figure 8.1: Absolute value of the off-diagonal elements in the energy eigenbasis of the local
magnetization in the middle of the chain (left) and the total staggered magne-
tization (right) as a function of ω for T = 5 and N = 18. The black lines
correspond to binned averages.

corresponding observable. This average corresponds to e−S(Ē)/2fÔ(Ē, ω) up to a
constant factor that can, in principle, be determined from finite-size scaling. Both
this constant factor, however, as well as the entropy term, can be left undetermined
in our calculations as they only affect the approximations on correlation functions
on only constant values of ω. These correlation functions are defined under phys-
ical normalization conditions, allowing us to focus on the main ω dependence of
fÔ(Ē, ω). The binned average of the local observables from Figure 8.1 exhibits the
expected exponential decay behavior at high frequencies, which has been observed
in previous works [17, 515, 516] and is related to the universal exponential decay
of two-point correlation functions in time for chaotic systems with a bounded spec-
trum [474, 517]. On the opposite side of the spectrum, at low frequencies, fÔ(Ē, ω)
contains important features relevant to the long-time behavior of correlation func-
tions. These frequencies are the most relevant for the response functions used in
this work to evaluate the quantum Fisher information in the context of ETH.

The procedure leads to a smooth function e−S(E)/2fÔ(E, ω), in which the first
factor is a constant value with respect to ω. The entropy factor can be left unde-
termined in our calculations if we normalize the curve by the sum rule shown in
Eq. (8.12), computed in this case from the ETH prediction of the expectation value
of ⟨∆Ô2⟩. Once the fÔ(E, ω) is calculated numerically, one can compare the ETH
prediction for the response functions and the resulting fluctuations dissipation the-
orems.

In Figure A.2 of the Appendix, we show SÔ(ω) for both the canonical ensem-
ble for T = 5 and the corresponding ETH prediction normalized by the sum rule
mentioned before. The sum rule is evaluated from the expectation values computed
within both the canonical ensemble and ETH, correspondingly. It can be observed
that the main features of the response function can be well approximated from the
corresponding ETH calculation. For this particular case, however, the approxima-
tion is only marginally improved by increasing the system size. This behavior is
expected given that overall fluctuations for extensive observables carry an extensive
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Figure 8.2: The quantum Fisher information and the corresponding density for different
system sizes as a function of temperature in both the canonical ensemble (FGibbs)
and corresponding ETH prediction (FETH). At infinite temperature, ETH pre-
dicts the presence of multipartite entanglement while there is none in the canon-
ical ensemble.

energy fluctuation contribution, as mentioned before [17]. The previous analysis
unravels the agreement between the thermal expectation values of non-equal corre-
lation functions in time and those predicted by ETH. From these results, as SÔ(ω)
(and, consequently, χ′′

Ô
(ω) from the FDT) is well approximated by means of ETH,

the inequality in Eq. (8.13) is satisfied.
Finally, we compute the QFI for Ô in our model within both contexts: FETH and

FGibbs. The results are shown in Figure 8.2. The fluctuations in the ETH calculation
of FETH are inherited from the fluctuations of the predicted expectation value of
⟨∆Ô2⟩, which, as expected for finite-size systems, decrease away from the edges of
the spectrum. Both predictions for the QFI, canonical and ETH, are equivalent
at vanishing temperatures. Remarkably, the QFI predicted from ETH is finite at
infinite temperature, while the QFI from the canonical ensemble in this regime
vanishes.

8.2.3 Experimental consequences

In the following, we discuss a possible scheme to appreciate the consequences
of our result experimentally. Since ETH applies to chaotic quantum systems un-
dergoing unitary evolution, then the type of experimental setup would have to be
extremely well isolated from the laboratory environment. Specifically one needs
the thermalization time τth ≪ τϕ, where τϕ is the coherence time, this condition is
routinely achieved in ultra-cold atomic physics. In these experiments, one would
prepare a pure state, which could be the ground state of some simulated Hamilto-
nian. Such a pure state preparation is routinely performed in these setups. A quench
is then performed and the state of the system – represented by a density matrix ρ(t)
– is a superposition of energy eigenstates with an energy which is conserved in the
subsequent evolution. To extract the correct QFI one could try to certify the purity
of the state during time evolution following a quench. Performing this procedure
beyond full state tomography is challenging. Under these assumptions, the correct
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ETH value of the QFI could be obtained by just measuring the fluctuations of ob-
servables such as the density.

However, a possible experimental signature could be obtained by an alternative
procedure. Consider the time evolution of a generic ergodic many-body system
with τth ≪ τϕ. If we let the system evolve up to time t and use ρ̂(t) for phase
estimation purposes [122], i.e. to estimate an unknown phase ϕ. The accuracy of
this protocol ∆ϕ(t) is related to the time-dependent QFI via the quantum Cramer-
Rao bound [cf. Eq.(1.32)], i.e. ∆ϕ(t) ≥ 1/

√
MF(Ô, ρ̂(t)), where M is the number

of measurements [518]. Our result has direct consequences for ∆ϕ(t) for t > τth.
As long as the state is pure, ∆ϕ(t) will reach a constant value, which is bounded by
the ETH result.
In turn, as time t gets beyond τϕ, the maximum accuracy will increasingly degrade,
since the state will get progressively mixed and the Gibbs result will hold. It is natural
to suspect that in certain conditions, this degradation could be studied in detail.
This follows from the fact that, e.g., close to thermal transitions the ETH QFI is
diverging while the other stays finite. This might be hard to check experimentally,
but a priori it is possible and it would yield a very interesting proof of principle.

8.3 Conclusions
We have shown that the QFI detects the difference between a pure state satisfy-

ing ETH and the Gibbs ensemble at the corresponding temperature. It would be
interesting to extend these results to integrable systems, described by the generalized
Gibbs ensemble. Even though it is expected that global observables could be sen-
sitive to the difference between pure states and the Gibbs ensemble [519], several
operators including the sum of local ones and the non-local entanglement entropy
appear to coincide at the leading order with the thermodynamic values when ETH
is applied [225, 248, 249, 519, 520], as discussed in Section 1.3.2. Here, the differ-
ence between ETH/Gibbs multipartite entanglement, which can be macroscopic in
the proximity of a thermal phase transition, is observed numerically in an XXZ chain
with integrability breaking term, when the temperature grows toward infinity. The
consequences of this could be observed in an ion trap and cold-atom experiments
via phase estimation protocols on pure state preparations evolved beyond the coher-
ence time. Our result suggests that although at a local level all thermal states look
the same, a quantum information perspective indicates that there are many ways to
be thermal.



Chapter 9

Future directions

The research of the present thesis leads to a number of problems that one may
be interested in pursuing.

The first question concerns the fate of the dynamics of long-range interacting
systems (with α ≤ d) at infinite times. One of the main results of the thesis is the ex-
istence of a long-time regime where such systems remain trapped close to the Dicke
manifold. Therefore, it is natural to wonder whether this is just an intermediate
regime or if it is reflected in the system spectral properties. In particular, one might
expect a quantum scars picture underlying the slow dynamics of long-range systems.

Secondly, a new and exciting chapter is opening in the study of thermalization,
focused on the distribution of the non-diagonal matrix elements of physical opera-
tors. On one side, recent numerical studies have shown that single matrix elements
are compatible with a gaussian distribution [514, 521, 522]. Nevertheless, more
refined indicators show important deviations from random matrix theory [55], con-
sistent with the existence of sensible correlations between the matrix elements [56].
Accordingly, it is important to understand the diverse physical implications of such
deviations. These first two issues are the subject of current investigations.

At the same time, we believe that many relevant recent questions in many-body
dynamics could be addressed employing the lovely theory of semiclassical physics 1.

To begin with, it would be interesting to understand the relation between quan-
tum scarred eigenstates and the large-S limit of their Hamiltonians. Likewise, var-
ious recent works have applied classical approaches to the TDVP/MPS manifold
at fixed bond dimension [335, 379, 380]. Yet, it is still not clear how to interpret
quantum fluctuations on top of the reduced MPS states, hence their semi-classics.

One of the most intriguing puzzles of recent years regards the low-temperature
physics of the SYK model. One may try to interpret the bound to chaos with semi-
classical approaches, as a cutoff to the Lyapunov spectrum imposed by the quantum
fluctuations.

1See Chapter 2.
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Chapter A

A pedagogical inroduction to ETH

In this appendix we review the basic framework of eigenstate-thermalization-hypothesis,
focusing on the consequences on physical observables and fluctuations. The relevant steps
of the derivations are worked out.

Since the beginning of quantum mechanics [43], continuous efforts have been
made to identify the minimal set of conditions for the validity of quantum ther-
malization. The first crucial insight, based on early works by Wigner and Dyson
[523–525], goes under the name of random matrix theory, see, e.g., Refs. [17, 38].
It predicts that a sufficiently complex Hamiltonian, when focusing on an appro-
priately small energy window (where the density of states is constant), essentially
behaves like a random matrix. The importance of the random matrix theory for
thermalization was discussed by Deutsch in 1991 in Ref.[51]. There, he extended
the studies of Berry on single-particle quantum systems [49, 50] to generic complex
quantum Hamiltonians. Ultimately, the quantitative and predictive framework for
understanding thermalization was fully established by Srednicki in a series of papers
in the early 1990’s [44, 52, 53]. His ansatz is now known as eigenstate thermalization
hypothesis (ETH). Srednicki was able to complement random matrix theory with the
structure given by the energy dependence, in such a way for all statistical mechanics
to naturally follow. ETH not only solves the issue of the relaxation of observables
to the microcanonical predictions, but it also explains why they remain close to it
almost all large times.

ETH is usually formulated as an ansatz for the matrix elements of observables
on the basis of the eigenstates of a Hamiltonian Ĥ (Ĥ|En⟩ = En|En⟩). For a generic
operator Ô, it reads [44]

Onm ≡ ⟨En|Ô|Em⟩ = O(Ē) δnm + e−S(Ē)/2 fÔ(Ē, ω)Rnm , (A.1)

where Ē = (En +Em)/2 is the average energy of the two eigenstates, ω = En −Em

is the energy difference, O(Ē) is the micro-canonical value at energy Ē, S(Ē) is
the thermodynamic entropy (logarithm of the density of states) and fÔ(Ē, ω) =
fÔ(Ē,−ω) is a real smooth functions of its two arguments. The numbers Rnm

are erratically fluctuating variables, that can be seen as are random real or complex
numbers with zero mean and unit variance (R2

nm = 1 or |Rnm|2 = 1 respectively).

1
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At this level, no assumption has been made on the distribution of the Rnm (be-
sides its mean and variance). However, focusing on a small energy window where
fÔ(Ē, ω) ∼ const., one should retrieve the random matrix theory prediction in
which non-diagonal elements are Gaussian random variables. Recent numerical
studies have shown that single matrix elements are compatible with a gaussian dis-
tribution [514, 521, 522]. Nevertheless, more refined indicators show important
deviations from random matrix theory [55], consistent with the existence of sensi-
ble correlations between the matrix elements [56]. Accordingly, it is important to
understand the diverse physical implications of such deviations.

The validity of ETH is restricted to states which have a finite energy density,
away from the edges of the spectrum. This excludes the ground state and low-lying
excited states or states with the highest energies, where the spectrum is more sparse.
ETH is said to hold in a strong (weak) sense, if all (almost all) the eigenstates at the
center of the spectrum obey Eq.(1.12) [57]. Recent numerical and analytical studies
have demonstrated a violation of strong ETH in several classes of spin chains, due
to the existence of athermal eigenstates in the center of the spectrum [60–65]. This
is discussed in the context of ergodicity breaking in Sec.1.1.3.
Notice that there is no rigorous proof of what observables satisfy Eq.(1.12). While
ETH has been demonstrated numerically for several spin chains in the case of local
observables 1 (or sum of local ones) [17] , it clearly fails for very non-local operators,
e.g. eigenstate projectors Pn = |En⟩⟨En|.
As already mentioned, understanding the range of validity of ETH in physical Hamil-
tonians has motivated a considerable body of numerical work over the past decade
[17, 40, 58].

The ETH framework is enough to deduce thermalization in isolated quantum
systems. To fully appreciate the impact of Eq.(1.12), let us analyze one by one
of the relevant consequences. As the main outcome, we will see that pure energy
eigenstates are indistinguishable from thermal states using local probes, fluctuation
dissipation’s relations, or for their entropic content (see Section 1.3.2).

A.1 ETH and local observables

Let us first show how ETH implies quantum thermalization in Eq.(1.10). The
infinite time-average of a local operator Ô 2, by virtue of Eq.(1.7), is given by

O =
∑
n

|cn|2Onn =
∑
n

|cn|2O(En) +O(e−S/2)

≃ O(E) +
1

2

(
∂2O
∂E2

)
δE2 = ⟨E|Ô|E⟩+O(1/N) ,

(A.2)

1For example in Ref.[519], Garrison and Grover conjecture that Eq.(1.12) holds for all operators
within a subsystem A when the volume VA of subsystem A is such that VA/V → 0 when the total
volume V → ∞. Furthermore, they discuss the case in which the support of the operator scales like
a fraction f = VA/V of the total value and argue that Eq.(1.12) holds up to f = 1/2.

2We now neglect the superscript A used in the Section 1.1.2, but still consider a local operator
with finite support.
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where δE2 is the energy variance of the initial state [cf. Eq.(1.9)]. On the right end
side of the first line we have substituted the ETH ansatz (1.12) and considered the
extensivity of the entropy S(E,N) = Ns(E/N). On the second line, we first have
used the fact that generic initial states have a narrow distribution around an average
energy E with small energy variance 3 [cf. Eq.(1.9) and the discussion of Sec.1.1.1].
Secondly, one notices that the correction to the microcanonical result is subleading,
because of Eq.(1.9) again.
On the other hand, O(E) is related, in the presence of equivalence of statistical
ensembles (see Note 2), to the equilibrium thermal value of Ô, i.e. ⟨Ô⟩Gibbs. By
expanding in the energy eigenbasis, using Eq.(1.12) and passing to the continuum
(
∑

n →
´
dEeS(E)), one obtains [44]

⟨Ô⟩Gibbs ≡ Tr
(
Ô
e−βH

Z

)
=

1

Z

ˆ
dEeS(E)−βEO(E) +O(e−S/2) . (A.4)

The energy integral is then performed via the saddle point technique, by noticing
that both the arguments appearing in the exponent are extensive. This fixes the
energy and the temperature according to the standard thermodynamic prescription
β = ∂S/∂E. The result with the proper normalization yields ⟨Ô⟩Gibbs = O(E) +
O(1/N). Putting together the integral in Eq.(A.4) with Eq.(A.2), one obtains, at
the leading order in N ,

O ≃ ⟨Ô⟩Gibbs ≃ O(E) ≃ ⟨E|Ô|E⟩ . (A.5)

Namely, the equilibrium values of observables after a quenched dynamics corre-
spond to their thermal expectation values which can in turn and be calculated on
single eigenstates corresponding to the average energy. This is the essence of the
eigenstate thermalization hypothesis. See Figure A.1 for an illustrative example.

As mentioned above, ETH not only describes the relaxation to the microcanon-
ical prediction, but it also explains why instantaneous observables remain close to it
at most later times. In fact, one can compute the time fluctuations of the expectation
values of the observable Ô as

σ2
Ô
≡ O2 −O

2
=

∑
mn,m̸=n

|cn|2|cm|2 |Onm|2 ≤ max |Onm|2 ∝ e−S(E) , (A.6)

where one first inserts the energy eigenbasis in the definition (1.6), then one com-
putes the infinite-time average and lastly one estimates the maximum with the ETH
ansatz in Eq.(1.12). Thus, the time fluctuations of the expectation values of the ob-
servable are exponentially small in the system size. This implies the existence of the
limit in Eq.(1.10), without the need for infinite time-averaging.

3In this case, one can perform a Taylor expansion around that energy

O(En) = O(E) + (En − E)O′(E) +
1

2
(En − E)2 O′′(E) + . . . (A.3)

where O′(E), O′′(E) are the first and second partial derivatives of the micro canonical function O(x)
evaluated at x = E. Substituting back, at o(δE3) we obtain Eq.(A.2).
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Figure A.1: Illustrative example of the validity of the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis
(A.5), in a chaotic spin chain, taken from Ref.[5]. The plots show the expecta-
tion value of a local operator (left) and the sum of local operators (right) as a
function of temperature in both the canonical ensemble and the corresponding
ETH prediction. The gray area highlights the low-temperature regime, close
to the edges of the spectrum where the ETH prediction gives the largest fluctu-
ations. By increasing the system size the fluctuations of the ETH prediction’s
decrease.

A.2 ETH and fluctuation dissipation relations
The smooth function fÔ(Ē, ω) in the ETH ansatz completely determines also

two-point correlation functions. Through that, it allows deriving what is sometimes
taken as the definition of equilibrium: the fluctuation dissipation theorem (FDT)
[17, 66]. The latter holds both for single energy eigenstates or for asymptotic states
of a quenched dynamics.

Let us recall briefly the derivation, following Ref.[17]. The two-point function
at energy Eα is defined by

F2(t) = ⟨Eα|Ô(t) Ô|Eα⟩ − ⟨Eα|Ô(t)|Eα⟩ ⟨Eα|Ô|Eα⟩ . (A.7)

Substituting the Eq.(1.12) and the average over the Rnm it is easy to see that

F2(t) =
∑
β ̸=α

eiωαβt |fαβ|2 e−Sαβ =

ˆ
dEβ e

iωαβ |fÔ(Eαβ, ωαβ)|2eS(Eβ)−S(Eαβ)

=

ˆ
dω eiωt e−βω/2 e−3ω

2/8C |fÔ(Eα − ω/2, ω)|2 +O(ω3) ,

(A.8)

where on the right-hand side of the first line we have substituted sums with integrals∑
β →

´
dEβe

S(Eβ). In the second line, we have changed variable to ω = Eα − Eβ

and we considered an expansion for small frequencies 4 for the entropies as

S(Eβ)− S(Eαβ) = S(Eα − ω)− S(Eα − ω/2) = −βω
2

− 3

8

β2ω2

C
+O(ω3) , (A.9)

4This expansion is justified since, for physical operators, fÔ(E,ω) decays exponentially fast in ω,
see Ref.[474] for a rigorous proof.
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where we used the thermodynamic definition of inverse temperature β = ∂S
∂E

and
of heat capacity β2/C = ∂2S

∂E2 . By taking the thermodynamic limit C ∼ N ≫ 1, the
Fourier transform of Eq.(A.7) is then given by

F2(ω) = 2π eβω/2 |fÔ(Eα+ω/2, ω)|2 ≃ 2π eβω/2
(
|fÔ(Eα, ω)|2 +

ω

2

∂|fÔ(E, ω)|2

∂E
|Eα

)
,

(A.10)
where on the right hand side we expanded for small frequencies the smooth function
fÔ. We would like to emphasise that this expression is neglecting terms O(ω2/N).
Eq.(A.10) immediately yields the Fourier transform of the symmetrized response func-
tion SÔ(t1) := ⟨{Ô(t1), Ô(0)}⟩ − 2⟨Ô(t1)⟩⟨Ô(0)⟩ and the imaginary part of the Kubo
susceptibility χÔ(t1) := −iθ(t1)⟨[Ô(t1), Ô(0)]⟩ , as

SÔ(Eα, ω) = F2(ω) + F2(−ω) (A.11a)

= 4π

[
cosh(βω/2)|fÔ(Eα, ω)|2 +

ω

2
sinh(βω/2)

∂|fÔ(E, ω)|2

∂E
|Eα

]

χ′′
Ô
(Eα, ω) =

F2(ω)− F2(−ω)
2

(A.11b)

= 2π

[
sinh(βω/2)|fÔ(Eα, ω)|2 +

ω

2
cosh(βω/2)

∂|fÔ(E, ω)|2

∂E
|Eα

]
.

In Eqs.(A.11), the derivatives ∂|fÔ(E,ω)|2
∂E

are sub-leading to respect of the first term,
for both local or extensive operators 5. By neglecting them, one obtains the standard
expression of the fluctuation dissipation theorem

χ′′
Ô
(Eα, ω) =

1

2
tanh(βω/2)SÔ(Eα, ω) . (A.12)

See Figure A.2 for an illustrative example.

Let us now study the two-times correlation functions out-of-equilibrium, with
the protocol of quenched dynamics outlined in Section 1.1.1. We define the two-
times Kubo response function and symmetric correlation function as

χÔ(t1, t2) = −iθ(t1 − t2) ⟨[Ô(t1), Ô(t2)]⟩ , (A.13a)
SÔ(t1, t2) = ⟨{Ô(t1), Ô(t2)}⟩ − 2⟨Ô(t1)⟩ ⟨Ô(t2)⟩, (A.13b)

where the average is computed to respect to an initial pure state |ψ0⟩, which is not
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian Ĥ. Out-of-equilibrium, these quantities do not
depend in general on the time-difference t1 − t2. However, one may still effectively
analyse the dynamics with the new variables t1,2 = T ± τ/2 (also know as Wigner
coordinates) and Fourier transforming with respect to τ , restricted to |τ | ≤ 2T . In
particular, one can obtain information about the stationary state attained at a long

5If Ô is local |f |2 = O(1) hence ∂|f |2/∂E = O(1/N). On the other hand if Ô is a sum of local
operators |f |2 = O(N) hence ∂|f |2/∂E = O(1)
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Figure A.2: Illustrative example of the validity of the FDT with ETH (A.11), in a chaotic
spin chain taken from Ref.[5]. The plots show the symmetric response function
of a local operator (left) and the immaginary Kubo response function of sum
of local operators (right) as a function of the energy difference ω at T = 5.
The ETH predictions (A.11) (red) are compared with the standard expressions
obtained in Lehmann representation (black). By increasing the system size the
difference between the two results decreases.

time. Indeed, by performing the infinite-time average (1.6) to respect to the average
time T , one gets

χÔ(T, τ) = χDE
Ô

(τ) = −iθ(τ) ⟨[Ô(τ), Ô(0)]⟩DE , (A.14a)
SÔ(T, τ) = SDE

Ô
(τ) = ⟨{Ô(τ), Ô(0)}⟩DE − 2⟨Ô(τ)⟩DE ⟨Ô(0)⟩DE , (A.14b)

where the expectation value (1.8) is taken over the diagonal ensemble [cf. Eq.(1.7)].
After a quenched dynamics, the stationary two-times response functions are given
by the equilibrium result evaluated over the diagonal ensemble depending on the
time difference. The result for the Kubo Response function has been derived in
Ref.[526].
If we consider an initial generic state |ψ0⟩ with extensive energy E and sub-extensive
energy fluctuations δE2 [cf. Eq.(1.9)], we can perform again a Taylor expansion
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around E and obtain the following

SDE
Ô

(ω) = SÔ(E, ω) + δE2

[
∂2SÔ(Eα, t)

∂E2
+

(
∂O
∂E

)2
]

(A.15a)

χ′′DE
Ô

(ω) = χ′′
Ô
(E, ω) + δE2

[
∂2χ′′

Ô
(E,ω)

∂E2

]
, (A.15b)

where SÔ(E, ω) andχ′′
Ô
(E, ω) are the single energy correlation functions of Eqs.(A.11)

and all the partial derivatives are evaluated at energy E. Corrections of the order of
the energy variance are usually subleading, except for the case of collective opera-
tors, where it can become of the same order. Hence, FDT theorem for ETH in
Eqs.(A.11-A.12) is valid not only for single energy eigenstates, but also in the case
of the diagonal ensemble.
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Chapter B

Out-of-time ordered correlators and phase-space

methods

In this Appendix, we show an interesting application of phase-space methods for the
study of quantum information spreading and, in particular, of semiclassical scrambling.

We first derive the semiclassical expression for the echo observable and the square-
commutator [cf. Section 1.2.4] using Bopp formalism (2.54) and show that in the
semiclassical limit both quantities contain the square of the derivatives of the classical
trajectories with respect to the initial conditions. This implies that both the echo
observable and the square commutator encode the classical Lyapunov exponent.

As discussed above, the Bopp formalism can be used in constructing Weyl sym-
bols for various time-dependent expectation values [195, 288] and, in particular, to
compute out-of-time ordered correlators. To do so, we consider the Bopp represen-
tation of B̂(t) (2.54) and the corresponding one for Â(0)

Â(0) → A0 + ℏD(1)
A0

+ ℏ2D(2)
A0

+O(ℏ3) .

To derive the semiclassical limit of OTOC at order ℏ2, it is enough to keep at most
the second-order expansion in ℏ of the Bopp operator. We compute the semiclassical
limit the OTOC discussed in Section 1.2.4, by evaluating the Weyl symbol of several
correlation functions, e.g.(

B̂(t) Â B̂(t)
)w

= (Bt +D
(1)
Bt

+D
(2)
Bt
) (A0 +D

(1)
A0

+D
(2)
A0
)Bt ,

and we simplify the resulting expressions. After a tedious calculation, the Weyl
symbol of the echo observable (1.44) reads(

[B̂(t), [B̂(t), Â(0)] ]
)w

= ℏ2
[
3
(
D

(1)
Bt

)2
A0 −D

(2)
Bt
BtA0 +D

(2)
A0
B2

t + A0D
(2)
Bt
Bt

]
,

(B.1)
while for the square commutator (1.45) one finds

−
(
[B̂(t), Â(0)] ]2

)w
= −4ℏ2

(
D

(1)
A0
Bt

)2
= ℏ2{A0, Bt}2 . (B.2)

9
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To check Eqs.(B.1-B.2) let us consider as simple example Â(0) = â2 and B̂(t) =
a†(t) and compute the equal time result at t = 0. One one side, the exact commu-
tation relation for the bosonic operators immediately gives −[â†, â2]2 = −4â2 and
[â†, [â†, â2]] = 2. On the other hand, it is straightforward to check that Eqs.(B.1-B.2)
lead to −([â†, â2]2)w = −4α2 and ([â†, [â†, â2]])w = 2. In fact, the Bopp representa-
tion (2.50b) for B̂ = â† gives B = α∗, D(1)

B = − 1
2ℏ ∂/∂α, D(2)

B = 0, while for Â = â2

one has A = α2, D(1)
A = α/ℏ ∂/∂α∗, D(2)

A = 1
4ℏ2∂

2/∂α∗ 2.

It is well known that the classical limit of the square commutator (B.2) encodes
the square of the derivatives of the classical trajectory to respect to the initial con-
ditions [160–162]. This means that, whenever the classical limit is chaotic, c(t) is
expected to grow exponentially, with a rate given by twice the largest Lyapunov expo-
nent. This can be directly seen also in the example discussed above with Â(0) = â2(0)

and B̂(t) = â†(t), where Eq.(B.2) simply gives

(
[â†(t), â2(0)]

)w
= 4α2(0)

(
∂α∗(t)

∂α∗(0)

)2

. (B.3)

We now show that the same result applies to the semiclassical limit of the echo
observable (B.1). This has been already discussed in Ref.[183], but, for the sake of
completeness, we illustrate it here within our notations. Let us first analyze the pre-
vious simple example. Substituting the Bopp representation for Â(0) = â2(0) and
B̂(t) = â†(t) into Eq.(B.1), and using the chain rule for the second-order derivatives,
one gets

(
[â†(t), [â†(t), â2(0)] ]

)w
=

1

2

[
3

(
∂α(0)

∂α(t)

)2

+

(
∂α∗(t)

∂α∗(0)

)2

+ 3α(0)
∂2α(0)

∂α2(t)
+ α∗(t)

∂2α∗(t)

∂α∗ 2(0)

]
,

which, exactly as the square commutator, is dominated by the square of the deriva-
tives of the classical trajectory to respect to the initial conditions.
Let us now prove it for spin operators, which are mostly the subject of the present
thesis. In this case the Bopp operators are given by Eq.(2.55-2.56). We fix for def-
initeness Â(0) = Ŝz and B̂(t) = Ŝz(t), where Ŝz is the spin operator along the z
direction. Ignoring factors of the order of the unity and keeping only the second
order derivatives in Eq.(2.56), a straightforward calculation yields

−
([
Ŝz(t), Ŝz(0)

]2)w

= −ℏ2
(
D

(1)
Sz
0
Sz
t

)2
∼ ℏ2

[(
∂Sz

t

∂Sβ
0

)(
∂Sz

t

∂Sγ
0

)]
, (B.4a)

(
[Ŝz(t), [Ŝz(t), Ŝz(0)] ]

)w
∝ ℏ2D(2)

Sz
0
Sz 2
t ∼ ℏ2

[(
∂Sz

t

∂Sβ
0

)(
∂Sz

t

∂Sγ
0

)
+ Sz

t

∂2Sz
t

∂Sβ
0 ∂S

γ
0

]
,

(B.4b)

where one should sum upon the indices β γ = x, y, z. In Eq.(B.4b), we kept only the
third term appearing in Eq.(B.1), as the calculation of the other terms is analogous.
Eq.(B.4) shows that the semiclassical limit of the square commutator and of the
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echo observable is proportional to the square of the derivatives of the classical spin
trajectory Sz

t to respect to the initial conditions Sx,y,z
0 . Thus, exactly as the square-

commutator, also the semiclassical µ(t) encodes twice the Lyapunov exponent in the
presence of classical chaos.
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Chapter C

Details on the semiclassical approach to entangle-

ment dynamics and chaos

In this appendix we report the technical details the results of Chapter 3. First, in
Appendix C.1 and C.2, we derive the equation of motion for the classical limit and
the quantum fluctuations of the Kicked Top and the Dicke model respectively. Then in
Appendix C.3 we recall the Benettin et al. algorithm for the computation of the Lyapunov
spectrum, which we later apply in Appendix C.4 to the above models. We conclude with
Appendix C.5, where we test our analytical results for the entanglement dynamics [cf.
Section 3.2.2] with the early time perturbative expansion of the QFI and spin squeezing
of Ref.[345].

C.1 Equation of motion for the Kicked top
We start by deriving the stroboscopic map for the classical limit of the kicked

top [cf. Eq. (3.52)]. With reference to the setting and notations of Section 3.3,
we adopt a convenient parametrization of the spin via spherical coordinates along
the z axis via (2.73), so that the nonlinear part of the evolution — the kick Ûβ —
looks simple. The discrete classical map that describes the stroboscopic evolution of
the collective spin on the Bloch sphere is the composition of two maps, respectively
generated by Ûα and Ûβ. The classical map generated by Ûβ reads{

θ′′ = θ′

ϕ′′ = ϕ′ + β cos θ′
. (C.1)

Due to the our choice of coordinates, obtaining the free precession described by Ûα

is less straightforward. One strategy is to work it out in spherical coordinates with
polar axis along x, and to transform into the original coordinates before and after
the application of Ûα. To this aim, we reparameterize the time-dependent collective
spin direction as

Z =

 cos η
sin η cos ξ
sin η sin ξ

 , (C.2)

13
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where η and ξ are respectively the polar and azimuthal angle in spherical coordinates
with respect to the x axis. With this choice, the classical precession is described as{

η′ = η

ξ′ = ξ + α
. (C.3)

The expression in the original coordinates is obtained by mapping (η, ξ) one-to-
one to (θ, ϕ) by equating the two expressions of Z in Eqs. (2.73) and (C.2). This
transformation yields Eqs.(3.52).

Let us now determine the evolution of quantum fluctuations. The transforma-
tion generated by Ûβ can be obtained straightforwardly following the procedure
described in Section 3.1.2. One gets H̃2 =

1
2
β sin2 θ δq̂2 in Eq. (3.13), and hence{

δq̂′′ = δq̂′

δp̂′′ = δp̂′ − β sin2 θ′ δq̂′
. (C.4)

To obtain the discrete transformation generated by Ûα, we can again resort to the
adapted coordinates (η, ξ). We define the rotated frame (X̄, Ȳ,Z) with the new
spherical angles θ → η, ϕ→ ξ, i.e.,

X̄ ≡ ∂ηZ/|∂ηZ| , Ȳ ≡ ∂ξZ/|∂ξZ| , (C.5)

such that (X̄, Ȳ,Z) is an orthonormal frame adapted to the (η, ξ)-parameterization
of the sphere. Along these lines, we define the corresponding transverse spin com-
ponents and the associated bosonic variables via the truncated Holstein-Primakoff
transformation,

ŜX̄ ≡ X̄ · Ŝ ≃
√
Ns δq̄ , ŜȲ ≡ Ȳ · Ŝ ≃

√
Ns δp̄ . (C.6)

In this description, the free precession around x generated by Ûα is exactly canceled
by the inertial term, and one obtains{

δq̄′ = δq̄

δp̄′ = δp̄
. (C.7)

Now, we only need to find the relation between (δq̄, δp̄) and (δq̂, δq̂). This can
be obtained by noting that both (X̄, Ȳ) and (X,Y) are orthonormal bases of the
tangent plane to the unit sphere at the point Z. Therefore, they must be related via
a rotation, i.e., {

X̄ = +cosψX+ sinψY,

Ȳ = − sinψX+ cosψY
. (C.8)

for some angle ψ ∈ [0, 2π). This angle can be determined by noting that, by con-
struction, X̄ belongs to the plane generated by x and Z, and hence the equation

X̄ · (x× Z) = 0 (C.9)
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holds. Substituting the first of Eqs. (C.8) as well as the third of Eqs. (2.73), we find

ψ = − arctan

(
tanϕ

cos θ

)
, (C.10)

which determines ψ up to the ambiguity ψ ↔ ψ + π. Equation (C.8) immediately
yields {

δq̄ = +cosψ δq̂ + sinψ δp̂,

δp̄ = − sinψ δq̂ + cosψ δp̂,
. (C.11)

hence one finds {
δq̂′ = +cos(ψ − ψ′) δq̂ + sin(ψ − ψ′) δp̂

δp̂′ = − sin(ψ − ψ′) δq̂ + cos(ψ − ψ′) δp̂
. (C.12)

Substituting the two maps in Eqs. (C.4) and (C.12) into the definition (3.16) of
the correlation matrixG(t), one directly obtains the desired, ambiguity-free, discrete-
time evolution equations (3.53) for the quantum fluctuations.

C.2 Equation of motion for the Dicke model
Here, we derive the equations for the classical trajectory (3.58) and for the evo-

lution of the quantum fluctuations around it (3.61) generated by the Dicke Hamil-
tonian (3.55) for large N .

Collective spin fluctuations can be described via a Holstein-Primakoff expan-
sion around the time-dependent direction of the average orientation, as discussed
in Section 3.1.3. Cavity mode fluctuations are represented by deviations away from
its macroscopic expectation value. With reference to the setting and notations of
Section 3.4, one has:

Ŝα ≃ Xα(t)

√
N

2
δq̂ + Yα(t)

√
N

2
δp̂+ Zα(t)

(
N

2
− δq̂2 + δp̂2 − 1

2

)
Q̂ =

√
NQ(t) + δQ̂ (C.13)

P̂ =
√
NP(t) + δP̂ (C.14)

with α = x, y, z. The classical functions Q(t), P(t) and Z(t) are chosen in such a
way that they account for the classical dynamics of the system. As a consequence,
the quantum bosonic operators (δq̂, δp̂) and (δQ̂, δP̂ ) have vanishing expectation
values and describe quantum fluctuations around the classical dynamics. The

√
N

scaling of classical variables may be understood as the occurrence that all terms in
the Hamiltonian are extensive (and balance each other in equilibrium). Conversely,
typical quantum fluctuations in equilibrium, quantified by the expectation values of
quadratic bosonic operators, are of order O(1), i.e., subextensive. This corresponds
to having an effective Planck constant ℏeff = ℏ/N .

The semiclassical time-evolution of the system can be obtained by substitut-
ing the time-dependent expansion above into the Hamiltonian and truncating to
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quadratic order, cf. Eq.(3.13). We obtain

Ĥ = N Hcl +
√
N Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 + O

(
1√
N

)
, (C.15)

with Hcl given by Eq.(3.56),

Ĥ1 =
√
s
(
ω0Xz + γQXx

)
δq̂ +

√
s
(
ω0 Yz + γQYx

)
δp̂+

(
ωQ+ sγ Zx

)
δQ̂ + (ωP) δP̂

(C.16)

and

Ĥ2 =−
(
ω0 Zx + γQZx

)δq̂2 + δp̂2 − 1

2
+ ω

δQ̂2 + δP̂ 2 − 1

2
+
√
sγ
(
Xx δq̂ δQ̂+ Yx δp̂ δQ̂

)
.

(C.17)

The dynamics of quantum fluctuations are generated by the modified Hamiltonian
H̃ = Ĥ− i ˙̂V (t)V̂ †(t), which includes the inertial terms, due to the time-dependence
of the transformation

H̃1 = Ĥ1 −
(√

s Ẏ · Z δq̂ +
√
s Ż ·X δp̂− Ṗ δQ̂+ Q̇ δP̂

)
H̃2 = Ĥ2 + Ẋ ·Y δq̂2 + δp̂2 − 1

2
.

(C.18)

In order for the quadratic approximation to be self-consistent, one must appropri-
ately choose the classical functions Q(t), P(t) and Z(t) in such a way that linear
terms in the bosonic variables vanish, i.e., H̃1 ≡ 0. This results in the classical
dynamics of the collective spin and the radiation field

Q̇ = ωP

Ṗ = −ωQ− γ

2
Zx

Ẏ · Z = ω0Xz + γQXx

Ż ·X = ω0 Yz + γQYx

. (C.19)

The dynamics of quantum fluctuations is regulated by the equations of motion gen-
erated by the quadratic Hamiltonian H̃2

˙
δQ̂ = +ωδP̂

˙
δP̂ = −ωδQ̂−

√
sγ(Xx δq̂ + Yx δp̂)

δ ˙̂q = −(ω0 Zz + γQZx − Ẋ ·Y)δp̂+
√
sγ Yx δQ̂

δ ˙̂p = +(ω0 Zz + γQZx − Ẋ ·Y)δq̂ −
√
sγ Xx δQ̂

. (C.20)

With the usual choice of parameterization of the rotating frame (2.73) one has

Ẏ · Z = − sin θϕ̇ , Ż ·X = θ̇ , Ẋ ·Y = cos θϕ̇ . (C.21)
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From these equations, by substituting explicitly the coordinates (2.73), one gets the
classical equations of motion in Eq.(3.58) in the main text, and, for the fluctuations
δξ̂ = (δQ̂, δP̂ , δq̂, δp̂), Eq. (C.20) can be written as

d

dt
δξ̂ = A(t) δξ̂ , (C.22)

with the 4× 4 matrix A(t) expressed by Eq.(3.61) in the main text.

C.3 Benettin et al. algorithm for computing the Lya-
punov spectrum

The by-now standard numerical algorithm for a robust computation of the Lya-
punov spectrum has been proposed by Benettin, Galgani and Strelcyn in a series
of papers around 1980, see Refs. [329–331]. Its central idea is based on the evo-
lution of K tangent vectors (w(1), . . .w(K)) and the use of the linearized equations
of motion to compute the volumes VolK(t) and the resulting Lyapunov exponents
{λk}Kk=1. In chaotic systems, numerical errors grow exponentially fast in time and
infinitesimal displacements w(k)(t) might result in computer overflows at large t.
To solve these issues, the method relies on the periodic orthonormalization of the
evolved tangent-space basis, after a suitable time interval s. (This allows one to dis-
regard the numerical instability due to the use of non-symplectic integrators.) In
Ref.[331], the authors show that by choosing the Gram-Schmidt orthonormaliza-
tion procedure, one can evaluate all the volumes {Volk}Kk=1 at once.

Fixing initial condition x(0) = x0, the procedure goes as follows. Choose K in-
dependent tangent vectors at random at t = 0, i.e. {w(k)

0 }Kk=1. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

1. evolve the vectors {w(k)
(i−1)s} for a time interval s via Eq.(3.2) and initial con-

ditions x(i−1)s; this yields {w(k)
is };

2. apply Gram-Schmidt procedure

α
(1)
i = |w(1)

is | , w
′(1)
is = w

(1)
is /α

(1)
i (C.23)

where | · | is the euclidean norm 1. For 2 ≤ k ≤ K

α
(k)
i =

∣∣∣∣∣w(k)
is −

k−1∑
l=1

(w
′(l)
is ·w(k)

is )w
′(l)
is

∣∣∣∣∣ , (C.24a)

w
′(k)
is =

1

α
(k)
i

(
w

(k)
is −

k−1∑
l=1

(w
′(l)
is ·w(k)

is )w
′(l)
is

)
; (C.24b)

3. re-initialize the vectors w(k)
is = w

′(k)
is for 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

1Note that the specific choice of the phase space metric is actually immaterial.
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Figure C.1: Convergence of the maximum Lyapunov exponent (C.25) for the kicked top
dynamics in the predominantly regular and chaotic regimes. The trajectories
shown here correspond to those in Figure 3.5, with initial condition ϕ0 = 0
and θ0 = π/4: a regular one for β = 0.5, with s = 2 (left panel) and a chaotic
one for β = 8, with s = 10 (right panel).

From this, the finite-time Lyapunov spectrum {λk(x0)} is computed as

λ
(n,s)
k (x0) =

1

ns

n∑
i=1

lnα
(k)
i , (C.25)

for k ≤ 1 ≤ K. Convergence as n → ∞ yields the proper, asymptotic Lyapunov
spectrum. Notice that λ(n,s)k (x0) should not depend on the time-interval s and on
the number of iterations n independently, but rather via the product r = s n, i.e.
λ
(r)
k (x0). As r increases, λ(r)k approaches a well defined limit, the k-th Lyapunov

exponent λk = limr→∞ λ
(r)
k .

C.4 Lyapunov exponents for the kicked top and the
Dicke model

We report the computation of the Lyapunov exponents of the kicked top (see
Section 3.3) and of the Dicke model (see Section 3.4) obtained via the algorithm
described in Appendix C.3.

We apply that procedure to the kicked top evolution at stroboscopic times (3.52),
by evolving the linear displacements via the map in Eqs.(C.4-C.12). We fix a num-
ber s of kicks and we study the black trajectories in Figure 3.5-3.6. The results are
shown in Figure C.1 and Figure C.2 respectively. We plot the finite-time maximum
Lyapunov exponent λ(r)1 in Eq.(C.25) as a function of r. The maximum Lyapunov
exponent λ1 (green in the plots) is extracted numerically by averaging over the last
two decades of the time window. For regular initial conditions, it approaches zero
in the long-time limit r → ∞, while for chaotic trajectories it clearly converges to
a finite value, at very large times r ≫ 104. As expected, the Lyapunov exponent for
the chaotic trajectory in the intermediate regime with a mixed phase space is much
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smaller than the one for the fully chaotic phase, and convergence to the asymptotic
value is much slower.

The same procedure is applied to the classical dynamics of the Dicke model
(3.58), fixing s = 1. The results for the regular and chaotic regimes are plotted in
Figure C.3 and for the intermediate regime with a mixed phase space in Figure C.4.
Because of the conservation of energy, the second Lyapunov exponent λ2 always
vanishes. As for λ1, similar remarks to the case of the kicked top apply.
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Figure C.2: Convergence of the maximum Lyapunov exponent (C.25) for the kicked top
dynamics in the intermediate regime with a mixed phase space. The trajectories
correspond to those in Figure 3.6, with β = 2.3: a regular one with θ0 = π/2
and ϕ0 = 2.7 (left panel), and a chaotic one with θ0 = π/4 and ϕ0 = 0 (right
panel). Here we have fixed s = 5.
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Figure C.3: Convergence of the maximum Lyapunov exponent (C.25) for the Dicke model
dynamics in the predominantly regular and chaotic regimes. Left panel: regular
trajectory with E = 3, γ = 0.85 Right panel: chaotic trajectory with β = 1.5,
γ = 5. The common initial condition ϕ0 = 1.4 and cos θ0 = 0.1 corresponds
to the two trajectories in Figure 3.7. Here we have set s = 0.5.
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Figure C.4: Convergence of the maximum Lyapunov exponent (C.25) for the Dicke model
dynamics in the intermediate regime with a mixed phase space. Here, E = 1.5,
γ = 0.5. Left panel: Regular trajectory with initial condition cos θ0 = 0.1 and
ϕ0 = 0.6. Right panel: chaotic trajectory with initial condition cos θ0 = 0.1
and ϕ0 = 1.4. The parameters and initial conditions chosen here correspond
to the two highlighted trajectories in Figure 3.8. Here we have set s = 1.

C.5 Comparison with Sorelli et al. PRA (2019)
In Section 3.2.2, we have derived exact results for the entanglement dynamics

starting from a polarized state in the z direction. Here, we compare the early time
expansions of the QFI and spin squeezing with the results of Sorelli and collaborators
in Ref.[345].

In order to derive the QFI fQ and the spin squeezing ξ2 we resort to Eqs. (3.25);

fQ(t) = 1 + 2⟨n̂exc(t)⟩+ 2
√
⟨n̂exc(t)⟩(⟨n̂exc(t)⟩+ 1) , (C.26a)

ξ2(t) = 1 + 2⟨n̂exc(t)⟩ − 2
√
⟨n̂exc(t)⟩(⟨n̂exc(t)⟩+ 1) , (C.26b)

where the number of collective excitations is

⟨n̂exc⟩ =
⟨δq̂2⟩+ ⟨δp̂2⟩ − 1

2
. (C.27)

In Section 3.2.2 we have discussed the asymptotic behavior, when ⟨n̂exc⟩ ≫ 1 and
fQ ∼ ⟨n̂exc⟩, ξ2 ∼ 1/⟨n̂exc⟩. On the other hand, at short times one needs to study
the exact behavior and expand Eqs.(C.26) for ⟨n̂exc⟩ ≪ 1.

In the case of one-axis twisting, one has (3.44)

⟨n̂exc⟩ =
J2t2

4
. (C.28)

By plugging this equation into Eq.(C.26), the Taylor expansion at short times leads
to

fQ(t)
−1 = ξ2(t) = 1− Jt+

(Jt)2

2
− (Jt)3

8
+O((Jt)5) , (C.29)

which corresponds to Eq.(30) of Ref.[345] (remember that in their notationχ = J/N).
Notice, however, that at long times (but before the Ehrenfest time) one has fQ ∼ 1/ξ2 ∼ t2.
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Figure C.5: Growth of the QFI initializing the system on the polarized state along z corre-
sponding to h0 = ∞. Exact numerics performed with ED for finite systems’s
sizes are compared with the analytical result in Eq.(C.26) and the Taylor expan-
sions of Eq.(C.29) and (C.31) of this Appendix [or equivalently Eqs.(30) and
(27) of Ref.[345]]. (Top) unstable trajectories with hf = 0.2J and hf = 0.5J
respectively (bottom) one-axis twisting hf = 0. Here we have fixed J = 1.

Let us now discuss the general case in which h ̸= 0. As we have discussed, for
h > |J | entanglement oscillates in time, see e.g. Figure 3.4 (left). This has also been
predicted by Ref.[345]. On the other hand, for h < |J | one has (3.49)

⟨n̂exc⟩ =
1

4

(
Ω

λh
+
λh
Ω

)2

sinh2(λht) , (C.30)

with λh defined in Eq.(3.38). Hence, for large times (but before the Ehrenfest time)
fQ = ξ2 ∼ ⟨n̂exc⟩ ∼ e2λht as predicted by the semiclassical approach. However, by
plugging the Taylor expansion of Eq.(C.30) into Eq.(C.26) at order O(t5) one finds

fQ(t)
−1 = ξ2 = 1− Jt+

(Jt)2

2
− (Jt)3

8
− 1

6
Jλ2h t

3 +
1

6
J2λ2ht

4 +O((Jt)5) , (C.31)

which corresponds to Eq.(27) of Ref.[345].
Notice that we retrieve also the value of the parameters for which the generation

of entanglement is the fastest. This is obtained finding the maximum of the insta-
bility eigenvalue λh, which is given by h/J = 1/2.

The analytical results obtained via Eqs.(C.26) and the Taylor expansions are
compared with the numerical data for finite system sizes in Figure C.5, finding
perfect agreement.
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Chapter D

TWA as the saddle point of the path-integral for-

mulation

In this appendix we recall how to derive the truncated Wigner approximation (Sec-
tion 2.2.1) via the saddle point approximation of the path integral. Secondly, we show
that quantum corrections are sub-leading for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model dis-
cussed in Chapter 6.

D.1 General derivation
In this section, we sketch the steps for the derivation of the TWA within the path

integral formalism providing its formal justification in the large N limit. Feynman’s
path integral representation of the time evolution is well known to connect quan-
tum and classical dynamics [527]. As such, it provides a convenient framework
which allows to define classical evolution as an appropriate saddle point and to find
the leading quantum corrections. If one is interested in kinetic type approaches,
it is convenient to work in the Schrödinger representation where one can develop
diagrammatic expansions within the Keldysh path integral [528]. However, if the
dynamics are far from equilibrium and the effective ℏ is the only small parameter
then it is convenient to work in the Heisenberg picture, where the density matrix
only enters through the initial conditions. As we discussed in the main text, formally
one can exactly map dynamics of spins into the dynamics of Schwinger bosons using
Eqs. (2.42).

For simplicity, we will focus here only on the expectation values of time-dependent
observables. This analysis can be extended in a similar fashion to analyze various
non-equal time correlation functions including OTOC [195, 280]. Let us assume
that our observable of interest is represented by some operator Ô. Then in the
Heisenberg representation, its expectation value is given by

⟨Ô(t)⟩ = Tr
[
ρ̂0 TK e

i
ℏ
´ t
0 Ĥ(τ)dτ Ôe−i

´ t
0 Ĥ(τ)dτ

]
, (D.1)

where TK denotes the time ordering along the Keldysh contour with later times
appearing closer to the operator Ô. For the sake of illustration, we consider phase-
space representation in terms of coherent variable (α,α∗) [cf. Eq.(2.39)]. The path

23
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integral representation for this expectation value is obtained by Trotterization of
the time evolution operators and inserting resolution of identity through coherent
states between each Trotter step. Details of the derivation of such path integral can
be found in Refs. [195, 280]; here we only quote the final result

⟨Ô(t)⟩ =
ˆ
dα0dα

∗
0 W (α0,α

∗
0)

ˆ
DαDα∗DηDη∗Ow(α(t),α(t)∗)

exp
{ˆ t

0

dτ
[
η∗j (τ)

∂αj(τ)

∂τ
− ηj(τ)

∂α∗j (τ)

∂τ
+ iHw

(
α(τ) +

η(τ)

2
,α∗(τ) +

η∗(τ)

2
, τ
)

− iHw
(
α(τ)− η(τ)

2
,α∗(τ)− η∗(τ)

2
, τ
)]}

,

(D.2)

where α ≡ {αj}, α∗, η, η∗ are the classical (symmetric) and quantum (antisymmet-
ric) bosonic fields with the index j running over both different sites and different
Schwinger boson flavors. The vectors α0 and α∗0 represent initial “classical” fields,
which are distributed according to the Wigner function. We highlight that in this
form the path integral representation of the evolution is exact and both the Weyl
symbols of the Hamiltonian and the observable and the Wigner function automat-
ically emerge. The TWA emerges from the path integral by taking the saddle point
approximation of the action (integrand) with respect to quantum variables ηj(τ) and
η∗j (τ). It is easy to see that this saddle point approximation is equivalent to lineariz-
ing the difference between HamiltoniansHw on the forward and the backward path
to the linear order in η:

Hw
(
α(τ) +

η(τ)

2
,α∗(τ) +

η(τ)∗

2

)
−Hw

(
α(τ)− η(τ)

2
,α∗(τ)− η∗(τ)

2

)
= ηj(τ)

∂Hw(α(τ), α∗(τ))

∂αj(τ)
+ η∗j (τ)

∂Hw(α(τ),α∗(τ))

∂α∗j (τ)
+O(|η3(τ)|).

(D.3)

By integrating over quantum η(τ) and η∗(τ) variables, one enforces the determin-
istic evolution of the classical variables α(τ) and α∗(τ) according to the standard
Hamiltonian equations of motion [cf. Eq.(2.45)]

i
dαj

dt
=
∂Hw(α(τ),α∗(τ))

dα∗j
(τ) ≡ {αj(τ), H

w(α(τ),α∗(τ))} .

As discussed in the main text, these equations are equivalent to the Hamiltonian
equations for spins (angular momentum) variables if one goes back from complex
α variables to standard classical angular momentum variables [195]. If one ignores
fluctuations in the initial conditions setting α0 to a fixed mean field value, and inter-
prets the Schwinger boson components for each spin α0 and α1 as the components
of the wave function, then TWA reduces to the Dirac’s variational principle. Let us
note, however, that one needs much stronger assumptions about the nature of ini-
tial state and absence of unstable chaotic dynamics in order to justify this variational
principle. In most cases it leads to very poor predictions for the dynamics even if
the effective ℏ controlling the saddle point approximation is very small. Conversely,
TWA is not relying on the assumptions about the initial state.
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D.2 Validity of semiclassics for the SK model
To justify the TWA for the SK model, we need to show that 1/N plays the role

of the effective Planck’s constant. This can be readily seen by analyzing the effect of
neglected cubic terms in η of Eq. (D.3) on the observable ⟨Ô(t)⟩. Let us show that
these terms indeed are suppressed by 1/N . We compute the derivatives of the Weyl
symbol of the Hamiltonian (6.17). Ignoring numerical prefactors of the order of
unity, the neglected terms in the path integral are of the type

J√
N

∑
ij

gij α
∗
i (τ)ηi(τ)η

∗
j (τ)ηj(τ) + c.c.,

where gij are the Gaussian random variables with zero average and unit variance,
appearing in the couplings (6.18). Here for simplicity, we suppress a spin Schwinger
boson index in α, η variables since it is unimportant for the scaling and we only
keep the site index. In Ref. [195] it was shown that these terms result in the cubic
response of the observable Ow to the infinitesimal quantum jumps on the classical
α fields integrated over time:

δO(t) ∼ J√
N

ˆ t

0

dτW (α0,α
∗
0)
∑
ij

gij

(
α∗i (τ)

∂

∂α∗i (τ)

∂

∂α∗j (τ)

∂

∂αj(τ)
+ c.c.

)
Ow(α(t),α∗(t)) .

(D.4)
To simplify the further discussion suppose that Ow is linear in spin variables, say it
represents the magnetization as analyzed in the main text Ow = szk ∼ α∗kαk. One
can see that the deviation of the expectation value of the observable from its TWA
value is suppressed by at least 1/N factor as

δO(t) ∼ OTWA

N
. (D.5)

The first 1/
√
N comes from the coupling’s normalization in Eq.(D.4), and the other

contributions come from the double summation. Anyhow, only terms with ij ̸= k
should be accounted, for which it is easy to see that each derivative contributes with

∂

∂αj

sk ∼ J
gjk√
N
sk .

This observation immediately follows from the structure of the classical equations
of motion as this derivative represents the response of the k-th spin to an infinites-
imal perturbation of the j-th spin, which is suppressed (at least at short times) by
the coupling constant, which scales as 1/

√
N . Combining all the factors of N and

performing the disorder average we get immediately the estimate in Eq.(D.5).
We note that there is a standard issue of controllability of TWA (as well as of any
other numerical method) at long times, which is very difficult to resolve analytically.
In the present work, we show that for the echo or OTOC the TWA works until the
Ehrenfest time, which scales as ln(N), while for standard forward observables the
mistake remains suppressed at all times.
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Chapter E

Details on the calculations in the Dyson hierarchi-

cal model

In this appendix, we report the explicit calculations of some results presented in the
main text. In Appendix E.1 we derive the recursive structure of the reduced density
matrix for the interval ℓk = 2n−k (7.21) in partition (1). In Appendix E.2, we derive
the asymptotic expansions of the entanglement entropy for ℓ = 2m+1 in Eqs.(7.34) and
(7.35). In Appendix E.3 we show the finiteness of the rank of the reduced density matrix
(cf. Eq. (7.41)) by linear algebra methods.

E.1 Recurrence relations for the reduced density matrix
in partition (1).

Here we derive explicitly the recurrence relations in Eqs. (7.21) and (7.22). We
first compute the reduced density matrix of half-system in the ground state |+⟩⟨+|[n]
(cf. Eq. (7.10))

ρ̂L/2 ≡ trB |+⟩⟨+|[n] = τ̂
[1]
0 = a2n−1 |+⟩⟨+|[n−1]1 + b2n−1 |−⟩⟨−|[n−1]1 , (E.1)

where τ̂ [k]0 is defined in Eq. (7.20) and |±⟩[n−1]1 is the basis of the first effective spin
at level n−1. The reduced density matrix for ℓ2 = L/4 is obtained first by rewriting
τ̂
[1]
0 in terms of the effective spins at the level n− 2 as

τ̂
[1]
0 = c1|+⟩⟨+|[n−1]1 + d1|−⟩⟨−|[n−1]1

= c1

(
an−2|+ + ⟩[n−2]1 + bn−1| − − ⟩[n−2]1

)(
an−2⟨+ + |[n−2]1 + bn−2⟨− − |[n−2]1

)
+

1

2
d1

(
|+ + ⟩[n−2]1 + | − − ⟩[n−2]1

)(
⟨++ |[n−2]1 + ⟨− − |[n−2]1

)
,

and then tracing out the second spin at level n− 2, obtaining

ρ̂L/4 = τ̂
[2]
0 =

(
c1a

2
n−2 +

1

2
d1

)
|+⟩⟨+|[n−2]1 +

(
c1b

2
n−2 +

1

2
d1

)
|−⟩⟨−|[n−2]1 , (E.2)

which is Eq. (7.21) with k = 2. Iterating this procedure, one easily gets the recur-
rence relation for ρ̂L/2k . At the critical point the coefficients in Eq.(7.11) are con-
stant for all k. All the recursion relations simplify and admit as solution Eq.(7.23).

27
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E.2 Asymptotic expansions of the entanglement entropy
for partition (2)

Here we work out the asymptotic expressions of the entanglement entropy for
ℓm = 2m + 1 in Eqs. (7.34-7.35) in the limits σ ≫ 1 and σ ≪ 1. In this case the
reduced density matrix (7.33) for p = 1, i.e.

ρ̂ℓm = c+ν ρ̂
[1,m]
0 + d+ν ρ̂

[1,m]
1 , (E.3)

is a 4 × 4 block-diagonal matrix in the basis |±⟩[m]
1 ⊗ |±⟩[0]ℓm

, which makes all calcu-
lations straightforward. This equation can be solved using the recurrence relations
(7.29) with the initial conditions (7.23), obtaining

ρ̂ℓm =

(
ρ̂sν,m 0
0 ρ̂aν,m

)
, (E.4)

with ρ̂s/aν,m block matrices of the form

ρ̂s/aν,m =

(
A

s/a
ν,m C

s/a
ν,m

C
s/a
ν,m B

s/a
ν,m

)
=

(
A

s/a
ν +D

s/a
ν e−αm C+

ν e
−βm ± C−ν e

−γm

C+
ν e
−βm ± C−ν e

−γm B
s/a
ν + E

s/a
ν e−αm

)
, (E.5)

where As/a
ν , · · ·Es/a

ν are read from Eqs. (7.23) and (7.33). We take now the limit
n → ∞ and, since ν = n − p −m, the elements c+ν , d+ν are constant and given by
the limit for k → ∞ of Eq. (7.23). Defining ξ ≡

√
K2 + 4, the coefficients in (E.5)

are

As =
ξ2

4(ξ − 1)2
, Aa = Ba =

ξ2(1 +K2)− 2ξ

4(ξ2 − 1)2
, Bs =

(ξ − 2)2

4(ξ − 1)2
,

(E.6a)

Ds = Es =
K2

4(ξ2(1 +K2) + 2ξ)
, Da = Ea = −Ds , (E.6b)

C± =

√
ξ2 − 2ξ ±

√
ξ2 + 2ξ ∓ 2

√
1 + 2ξ

8(ξ − 1)
. (E.6c)

The reduced density matrix can be diagonalised and from its four eigenvalues {λi},
the entanglement entropy SA = −

∑4
i=1 λi lnλi is obtained as a function of K. In

the limits σ ≫ 1 and σ ≪ 1, we derive the asymptotic expression of Sℓm in Eqs. (7.34-
7.35).

Asymptotic result for σ ≪ 1. We consider the limit σ ≪ 1, equivalent to K → 0,
see Eq. (7.14). At order O(K3) the matrix elements (E.5) read

As
m = 1− K2

4
+
K2

32

1

2m
+O(K3), Bs

m =
K2

32

1

2m
+O(K4), (E.7a)

Cs
m =

K

16
√
2

1

2m/2
+O(K3), Ca

m =
K2

32
√
2

(m+ 2)

2m/2
+O(K3). (E.7b)

Aa
m = Ba

m =
K2

8
− K2

32

1

2m
+O(K3). (E.7c)
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With these elements, the eigenvalues of the symmetric and anti-symmetric matrices
(E.5) are

λ1 = O(K3) , (E.8)

λ2 = 1− K2

4

(
1− 2−(m+2)

)
+O(K3) ,

λ3,4 =
K2

8

(
1− 2−(m+2) ± 2(m+3)/2(m+ 2)

)
+O(K3),

hence the asymptotic entanglement entropy as a function of m reads

Sℓm =
K2

4

(
1− ln

K2

8

)
+
K2

16

1

2m

(
ln
K2

8
− (m+ 2)2

4

)
+O(K3) , (E.9)

that, as function of 2m = ℓm − 1, is the same as Eq. (7.34).
Asymptotic result for σ ≫ 1. Here we consider the limit σ ≫ 1, i.e. for K →

∞, and we expand the matrix elements (E.5) at O(K−3). The saturation value is
obtained for αm, βm, γ m ≫ 1, corresponding to have only diagonal terms in Eq.
(E.5) given by

As =
1

4
+

1

2K
+

3

4K2
+O(K−3) , (E.10a)

Bs =
1

4
− 1

2K
− 1

4K2
+O(K−3) , (E.10b)

Aa = Ba =
1

4
− 1

4K2
+O(K−3) , (E.10c)

leading to the following saturation entanglement entropy

Ssat = 2 ln 2− 1

K2
+O(K−3) . (E.11)

The pre-asymptotic regime is obtained by taking the limit K → ∞ at fixed m.
In this limit

α = 2 lnK+
4

K2
+O(K−3), β =

1

2K2
+O(K−3), γ = lnK+

3

2K2
+O(K−3),

(E.12)
and the exponent β → 0, so that we cannot neglect the non-diagonal parts of Eq.
(E.5). Thus, there is another regime in which m≫ α−1, γ−1 but with βm≪ 1, i.e.,
in terms of K, (lnK)−1 ≪ m≪ 2K2. In this regime, the diagonal terms As/a

m , B
s/a
m

are the same as in Eqs. (E.10), but the non-diagonal ones become

Cs
m = Ca

m =

(
1

4
− 3 +m

8K2

)
+O(K−3,m2K−4). (E.13)

The diagonalisation of the reduced density matrix (E.4) finally yields

SA = ln 2 +
m

4K2

(
1− ln

m

4K2

)
+O

(
K−3,m2K−4, K−m

)
, (E.14)

that in terms of 2m = ℓm − 1 is Eq. (7.35) in the main text.
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E.3 Rank of reduced density matrices.

Here we show Eq. (7.41) of the main text. All the matrices ρ̂[n]i in Eq. (7.31)
can be written in a compact form as

ρ̂
[n]
i =

3∑
j,k=0

γijkP̂j ⊗ ρ̂
[n]
k , (E.15)

where

P̂0 =

(
1 0
0 0

)
, P̂1 =

(
0 0
0 1

)
, P̂2 =

(
0 1
0 0

)
, P̂3 = P̂ T

2 , (E.16)

while the real coefficients of the tensor γijk can be obtained from Eq. (7.31). For
fixed i, j there is only one kij such that γijkij ̸= 0 (e.g. γ00k = a2 δk0). The coefficients
γijkij satisfy the following property

γi0,k0i γ
i
1,k1i

− γi2,k2i γ
i
3,k3i

= 0 ∀i . (E.17)

Eq. (E.15) is written in the basis of the spin blocks at level n, see Fig. 7.2 (e.g.
ρ̂
[n=0]
i is written in terms of the physical spins). For generic n, ρ̂[n]i is a matrix of size

2n+1 × 2n+1. By construction, up to a change of basis, the matrices ρ[n]i are either
diagonal or anti-diagonal

ρ
[n]
0,1 =

(
A

[n]
0,1 0

0 B
[n]
0,1

)
, ρ

[n]
2 =

(
0 C

[n]
2

D
[n]
2 0

)
and ρ

[n]
3 =

(
ρ
[n]
2

)T
. (E.18)

In order to prove Eq. (7.41), we show that ∀n it holds

A
[n]
0 B

[n]
1 = C

[n]
2 D

[n]
3 and A

[n]
1 B

[n]
0 =

(
D

[n]
2

)2
, (E.19a)

Rank
[
A

[n]
0,1

]
= Rank

[
B

[n]
0,1

]
= Rank

[
C

[n]
2

]
= Rank

[
D

[n]
2

]
= 1 , Rank

[
ρ
[n]
i

]
= 2 .

(E.19b)

Proof. We will prove by induction. The step n = 0 is obvious. Let us first see what
happens for n = 1 in order to start the induction. We construct the matrices ρ̂[1]i

with γijk given by Eq. (7.31). Let us consider

ρ
[1]
0 =


γ00,k00A

[0]
0 0 0 γ02,k02C

[0]
2

0 γ00,k00B
[0]
0 γ02,k02D

[0]
2 0

0 γ03,k30C
[0]
3 γ01,k01A

[0]
1 0

γ03,k30D
[0]
3 0 0 γ01,k01B

[0]
1

 (E.20)

and analogously for the other ρ[1]i . After a change of basis, this defines the recurrence
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for the matrices A,B,C,D as

A
[1]
0 =

(
γ00,k00A

[0]
0 γ02,k02C

[0]
2

γ03,k03D
[0]
3 γ01,k01B

[0]
1

)
B

[1]
0 =

(
γ01,k01A

[0]
1 γ03,k03C

[0]
3

γ02,k02D
[0]
2 γ00,k00B

[0]
0

)
(E.21)

A
[1]
1 =

(
γ10,k10A

[0]
1 γ12,k12C

[0]
3

γ13,k13D
[0]
2 γ11,k11B

[0]
0

)
B

[1]
1 =

(
γ10,k11A

[0]
0 γ13,k13C

[0]
2

γ12,k12D
[0]
3 γ10,k10B

[0]
1

)

C
[1]
2 =

(
γ20,k20A

[0]
0 γ22,k23C

[0]
2

γ23,k23D
[0]
3 γ21,k21B

[0]
1

)
D

[1]
2 =

(
γ21,k21A

[0]
1 γ23,k23C

[0]
3

γ22,k22D
[0]
2 γ20,k20B

[0]
0

)

These matrices have rank one if the determinant is zero (since they are not zero, the
rank is not null). For the matrix A[1]

0 we have

detA
[1]
0 = γ01,k01γ

0
1,k01

A
[0]
1 B

[0]
1 − γ02,k02γ

0
3,k03

C
[0]
2 D

[0]
3 =

= A
[0]
1 B

[0]
1

(
γ01,k01γ

0
1,k01

− γ02,k02γ
0
3,k03

)
= 0 . (E.22)

Because of Eqs. (7.29-E.16-E.17), the same is true for all the matrices.
Let us now assume Eq. (E.19) to be true at n− 1 and show that the same holds

at level n. Eq. (E.21) holds at every step after a permutation of the basis elements.
We now want to prove that they have rank one. Let us re-write the block matrices
A

[n]
0 setting γ00,k00/γ

0
2,k02

= γ03,k03/γ
0
1,k01

= w0. Up to a multiplication of the first and
the second rows by a coefficient, we have

A
[n]
0 =

(
w0A

[n−1]
0 C

[n−1]
2

w0D
[n−1]
3 B

[n−1]
1

)
→

(
w0A

[n−1]
0 B

[n−1]
1 B

[n−1]
1 C

[n−1]
2

w0C
[n−1]
2 D

[n−1]
3 C

[n−1]
2 B

[n−1]
1

)
, (E.23)

where we multiplied the first row by the block matrix B[n−1]
1 on the right and of the

second row by the block matrix C [n−1]
2 on the left. Since we assumed A

[m]
0 B

[m]
1 =

C
[m]
2 D

[m]
3 to hold at n−1, this means that the second row is linearly dependent on the

first, hence the rank is the one of the first rows Rank[A[n]
0 ] = Rank[

(
w0A

[n−1]
0 , B

[n−1]
1

)
] =

min
(
Rank[A[n−1]

0 ],Rank[B[n−1]
1

)
= 1. It is immediate to verify thatA[n]

0 B
[n]
1 = C

[n]
2 D

[n]
3 .
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Chapter F

Bounds on f̃α,k for long-range models

In this appendix we derive the bounds (5.6) on the couplings f̃α,k, which dictate the
dynamics in momentum space of long-range interacting models.

We consider the couplings f̃α,k defined in Eq.(5.3). Assuming long-range inter-
actions with α ≤ d, we can safely approximate sums with integrals in their defining
expression (5.3), which captures the leading order exactly. Hence, we can switch to
spherical coordinates and integrate over all the angles, obtaining

f̃α,k ̸=0 ∼
1

Ld−α

ˆ L

1

dρ ρd−1−α
Jd/2−1(|k|ρ)
(|k|ρ)d/2−1

, (F.1)

where Jν(x) is the standard Bessel function of order ν. While for small ρ the integral
is never singular (due to the assumption of long-range interactions, α ≤ d), for
large ρ the integrand is asymptotically oscillating with period 2π/|k| and amplitude
decaying as ρ(d−1)/2−α, which yields convergence only for α > (d − 1)/2. In this
case, by rescaling |k|ρ = η to obtain a dimensionless integrand and denoting by
F (η) its primitive which satisfies F (∞) = 0 and is uniformly bounded, one obtains
the asymptotic estimate

f̃α,k ̸=0 ∼
L→∞

− F (|k|)
(|k|L)d−α

. (F.2)

In the limiting case α = d, one can similarly compute

f̃α,k̸=0 ∼
L→∞

− ln|k|+ F̃ (|k|)
lnL

, (F.3)

where F̃ is the non-singular (bounded) part of the primitive F . On the other hand,
for α ≤ (d−1)/2, by isolating the purely oscillatory terms and repeatedly integrating
by parts, we can obtain an expansion of the primitive of the form

f̃α,k̸=0 ∼
1

(|k|L)d−α

(
c1(|k|L)

d−1
2
−α + c2(|k|L)

d−1
2
−α−1 + . . .

)
, (F.4)
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with c1,2,... numerical constants. To sum up, the following estimates have been es-
tablished

∣∣f̃α,k ̸=0

∣∣ ≤



const × 1

(|k|L) d+1
2

for α ≤ d− 1

2
,

const × 1

(|k|L)d−α
for d− 1

2
< α < d,

const ×
∣∣ ln|k|+ F̃ (|k|)

∣∣
lnL

for α = d.

(F.5)
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